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ABSTRACT 
Globalization is producing an increasingly interconnected world with blurring 
political, economic, and particularly cultural boundaries among nations. The growing 
interconnectedness and the resulting hybridization of cultures call for leaders with 
compatible leadership abilities. However our existing leadership frameworks fail to 
answer the call.  The field of leadership studies remains Eurocentric and dichotomized. 
This research is an exploration of a new leadership framework which responds to this 
changing dynamic. It is an exploratory interview study of the leadership (roles, 
characteristics, and experiences) of Chinese university presidents with U.S. experiences.  
Thirty-five participants in total were interviewed, nineteen of whom were 
university presidents. This report focuses on the findings from the interviews of nine 
university presidents with US experiences in addition to their experiences in other 
cultures. The participants are all from key second-tier universities in four large/developed 
cities in China. Each interview lasts about two hours. Data is analyzed and presented 
thematically. A western-Chinese hybrid approach has been used during the entire process 
of conducting the research. The interviewees’ accounts and the researcher’s Chinese and 
American hybrid interpretations dialogue dynamically for analysis. 
The identified themes on the leadership roles, characteristics, and the Chinese and 
American experiences and influences show that these presidents integrate and blend all 
they have learned from China, the U.S., and from other cultures  to solve China’s 
problems. Their leadership roles and characteristics demonstrate Americanness, 
Chineseness, and elements from the other cultures they have been exposed to. More 
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importantly, the presidents integrate these elements dynamically, creatively and 
adaptively, and their integration is contextual-personal contingent.  
 These findings suggest an emerging leadership model/concept, hybrid leadership, 
as the researcher calls it.  Hybrid leadership is a constant, fluxional, and dynamic 
blending of the global and local, of traits and behaviors, of the personal and contextual, 
and of the past and the present. It is shaped in the process when politically-economically-
culturally defined leadership similarities and differences across cultures meet, negotiate, 
and integrate constantly, dynamically, and fluxionally according to the global-local 
context and individual’s values and behaviors informed by their global-local experiences. 
The leadership characteristics of the leaders are marked by global competencies, multiple 
cultural and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and interdependent visions.  
Hybrid leadership rejects both the idea that one form of leadership is universally 
applicable and the notion that each culture is absolutely unique. Instead it recognizes the 
flow of knowledge and experience across international boundaries. It takes into 
consideration the interactions that result from the interconnectedness of modern life and 
how these interactions impact leadership. It also views culture as not static but 
continually evolving across time and location, hence leadership is not unique to an 
individual culture but is an integration or hybrid which results from these dynamic 
interactions.  
This model offers potentially a more compatible leadership framework with 
emerging global network societies than the existing theories. It provides a potential 
framework to develop new generations of leaders effective in the globalizing age. It also 
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provides a timely and helpful tool for the training of academic leaders with strong 
implications for the training of leaders in other for-profit and non-profit sectors.  
 On the theoretical level, this research has attempted to bridge four important gaps 
in the field of leadership studies and the study of higher education: the gap between 
globalization and leadership, between global leadership and academic presidency, 
between education and business, and between American and Chinese philosophical 
stances and research methodologies. It connects the discourse of globalization with the 
study of leadership by proposing a synthesized and blended dynamic global-local lens. 
By adding culture and globalization discourses into the study of higher education and its 
leadership, it breaks the U.S. universalism in the study of academic presidency. By 
blending higher education organization and leadership with business organization and 
leadership globally, it fills another blank in the field. By combining Western and Eastern 
philosophical stances and methodologies for conducting social science research, it breaks 
the post-positivist approach dominating research methodology in Western world. 
This research is just the beginning of an effort to explore a new framework which 
better fits the nature of today’s global-local hybridized culture. It tackles a pressing 
leadership studies issue: effective leadership in our new hybrid culture. However, another 
pressing higher education issue is not tackled in depth in this project. With universities 
being pushed into the global market place and the boundaries between nonprofit and for-
profit organizations blurring, should higher education adopt some of the corporate 
leadership models? Is it possible to develop a global-local business-education hybrid 
model to provide some references for effective higher education leadership? To conduct 
the research on hybrid leadership, our dominant essentialist vs. non-essentialist 
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philosophical stances and quantitative vs. qualitative methodological paradigms are 
inadequate. In this project, I proposed a fluid combination of Eastern and Western 
perspectives and methodologies to study leadership, but was unable to provide a 
theoretical framework. To conduct this type of research well, a hybrid approach and 
methodology is needed to blend the Western and Eastern philosophical stances and 
methodologies dynamically and fluxionally.  
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CHAPTER 1 
  
INTRODUCTION 
Context 
This section is a brief introduction of the major global and domestic contextual 
elements which help define this research project.  
World 
As the world becomes an increasingly smaller and mutually dependent landscape, 
human beings and societies are becoming more interconnected than ever before. This 
interconnectedness increases the need for effective leadership in the new age (Ramos, 
2005). Unlike corporations, higher education has historically operated mainly in 
isolation, “attending to local, regional and national interests” (Pettigrew, 2001). With the 
challenges from globalization, universities are rapidly changing, “being restructured, and 
adopting practices that are more commonly found in businesses” (Currie, 1998). 
Shrinking funding, growing technoscience, closer relationships between multinational 
companies and universities and a focus on intellectual property strategies (Slaughter, 
1998) are all consequences of what globalization has brought into today’s universities. 
These challenges and the strategies to encounter them can no more be confined within 
one nation’s borders, as reflected in the statement of Richard Herman (2007), former 
Chancellor of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Chamapaign: “We are living in an age 
of globalization when higher education becomes a passport for the globalized economy 
and the problems universities can solve become borderless and require the collective 
efforts of international communities” (p.3).   It’s time to call for interaction, cooperation, 
and mutual support as the main connection between universities and globalization 
(Pettigrew, 2001).  
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My interactions with many university presidents from many parts of the globe 
leave me with the impression that many countries, especially the developing ones, have 
been promoting or developing leaders with global competencies as one of the strategies 
for advancing their societies. These competencies include: the ability to work effectively 
in international settings; awareness of and adaptability to diverse cultures, perceptions 
and approaches; familiarity with the major currents of global change and the issues they 
raise; and the capacity for effective communications across cultural and linguistic 
boundaries (Brustein, 2007). Nowhere is this need for leaders with global competencies 
becoming more important and crucial than in China, a country rapidly becoming a major 
world power. The research presented here seeks insights into the possible consequences 
of the use of Western training/practicums in the expansion of higher education leadership 
in China. Specifically the research explores the leadership ideologies and practices of 
Chinese university presidents who have studied or worked in the United States prior to or 
during their university presidency. The past three decades of change in China provide an 
important context for the rising of this group.  
China 
Beijing Consensus 
In the past three decades, China has made great achievements that have been 
changing the order of the world. Starting from Deng Xiaoping’s strategy of self-caring 
and experimenting, China is establishing a distinctive development model called the 
Beijing Consensus by Joshua Cooper Ramo (2004). The Beijing Consensus is based upon 
four key elements: innovation, asymmetry, “human-up development” and the balance of 
individual rights and responsibilities (p.272). Ramos (2005) writes: 
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China’s new development approach is driven by a desire to have equitable, 
peaceful, high-quality growth, critically speaking; it turns traditional ideas like 
privatization and free trade on their heads. It is flexible enough so that it is barely 
classifiable as a doctrine. It does not believe in uniform solutions for every 
situation. It is defined by a ruthless willingness to innovate and experiment, by a 
lively defense of national borders and interests, and by the increasingly thoughtful 
accumulation of tools of asymmetric power projection. It is pragmatic and 
ideological at the same time, a reflection of an ancient Chinese philosophical 
outlook that makes little distinction between theory and practice (p.221) 
 
This distinctive development model positions China in “the international order as 
an essential part of many nations’ hopes and livelihoods.” (p.272). As a result, Chinese 
culture is becoming a blending of Chinese traditional values, Western thoughts and 
Marxist ideology, in which Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, legalism, socialism, 
capitalism, modernism, and postmodernism intermingle (Liu Kang, 2004) 
With the assistance of this development model, China’s GDP has been growing at 
a rate of more than 8% per annum.  In addition, it has helped 300,000,000 people move 
out of poverty, and pushed 200,000,000 people out of rural agricultural areas. More 
importantly, these achievements were gained without the cost of warfare, internal riots 
and external invasions (Huang Ping, 2004, p.26). Most importantly, it offers the world an 
alternative means of development other than the Washington Consensus, which  
advocates sustainable growth by following the rule of the market strictly (Ramos, 2005; 
Huang 2004). With a rapid economic development process successfully launched by 
following the guidelines of the Beijing Consensus, China initiated a campaign to 
modernize its higher education system in the mid-1990s.  
China’s higher education system has a long history of interacting with the world. 
The modern higher education system of China was the result of China’s interaction with 
German, English, French, Japanese and American educational models at the turn of the 
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20th century. John Dewey’s philosophy formed a solid foundation for Chinese higher 
education. This was achieved through his two-year visit in China, and through the efforts 
of some leaders in higher education who had graduated from U.S. universities 
(particularly from Columbia) like Hu Shi (Zhou, 1996. p.140). After the revolution in 
1949, the former Soviet model became dominant. Universities became highly specialized 
and were more under the control of the government. After the open-door policy in 1978, 
Western models, especially the U.S. model, again found prominence (Yang, 2002; Zhou, 
1996).  
Since 1978, China’s higher education has witnessed dramatic changes. Having 
realizinged the country’s challenges as a result of its long-term isolation, China launched 
large-scale economic and educational reforms to rejuvenate the country. Under Mr. Deng 
Xiaoping’s guideline that Chinese education should be oriented toward modernization, 
toward the world, and toward the future, China has made substantial progress in its higher 
educational system. Decentralization resulted as the government control lessened (Yang, 
2000; Mok, 2002). Through restructuring, the system moved away from the Russian 
model and toward the American one. Multi-channel finance systems were established. 
For example, universities started to charge tuition and solicit funding from businesses 
starting from the 1990s.  Rapid expansion took place with the adoption of advanced 
technology and new information channels (Yang, 2000; Mok, 2002). Most recently, 
China’s higher education model moved toward responding to the market economy by 
connecting academic programs with the demands of the market. Many comprehensive 
universities have been established. In addition, innovation in the areas of student services, 
human resources, and admissions have yielded positive outcomes. 
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In 1999, China launched a major campaign of enlarging its higher education 
system by increasing its enrollment. This expanded China’s higher education capacity 
greatly.  By 2005, the enrollment reached 4.7 times that of 1998’s. Student enrollment 
soared to 23,000,000, the largest in the world.  With the enrollment rate reaching over 
21% of the age cohort of high school graduates, China’s higher education entered the 
mass education stage (Wu, 2006). 
Aware of the threat to educational quality that rapid expansion of enrollment 
posed, the government embarked on a major campaign to improve the standards of 
education throughout the system.  Two examples of this are Project 985 and Project 211.  
The aim of these two projects was to raise the educational quality of key universities to a 
level comparable with the leading institutions of higher education throughout the world 
(Wu, 2006). For example, China’s higher education degrees and credit are now 
transferable to universities in 32 countries, of which 26 are advanced countries, according 
to the Ministry of Education’s report (2007), while in the past they were none 
transferable beyond China’s borders. The number of international students in China is 
constantly growing (Wu, 2006), whereas in the past the quality of Chinese universities 
was much less appealing to the international community. Understanding the side effect of 
decreasing quality as a result of expansion, Chinese government, since 2006, has 
switched its focus from expansion to quality control and enhancement (Wu, 2006). 
Presidential Leadership under the Guidance of the Party Secretary 
Although the university system’s capacity for student enrollment, curricular 
change, and educational quality was expanded during this period, the opposite might be 
argued for campus presidents’ ability to administer and lead. Before the reform, the Party 
Secretary was the top leader of the universities. At the beginning of the open-door policy, 
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universities experimented with a presidential leadership system in which the university 
president was defined as the final decision maker. However, after the Student 
Demonstrations in 1989, the Chinese government invented a system, called Presidential 
Leadership under the Guidance of the Party Secretary, in which a check and balance 
mechanism was established to regulate the power of the president and party secretary. 
This was codified in 1999’s Higher Education Law (Item 39). The law stipulated that 
public universities should adopt a system called Presidential Leadership under the 
Guidance of the Party Secretary. It also defined the respective responsibilities of the 
presidents and the party secretaries. Party Secretaries should lead the university and assist 
the president in executing presidential power independently. Specifically, the party 
secretary has three major responsibilities. First, he should guide the overall direction of 
the university according to the Communist Party’s policies and focus on political and 
ideological construction issues. Second, he should be in charge of designing 
organizational structures and selecting leaders. Third, he is responsible for making the 
crucial decisions regarding the reform and future directions of the institutions (Item 39). 
Overall, his leadership role focuses on the macro level. 
As to the presidential responsibilities, the Higher Education Law (Item 41) 
stipulates that the president should focus on the academic programs, research priorities, 
and other administrative affairs relating to the operation and function of the campus. 
Specifically, the president has five major broadly defined responsibilities. First he1 is 
expected to make long-term as well as short-term plans, specific regulations and policies, 
and implement them.  Second, he is charged with organizing the activities relating to 
                                                
1 “He” refers to both male and female university presidents throughout the dissertation. 
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teaching, research and moral education activities. Third, he is charged with 
administration of the campus organization, including nominating vice presidential 
candidates and appointing other internal administrators. Fourth, the president makes 
decisions regarding faculty and staff employment as well as decisions about student 
affairs. Fifth, he makes and implements the budget plan, manages the assets of the 
university, and oversees the legal aspects of the university (Higher Education Law, 1999, 
Item 41).   
The Higher Education Law does not list specific presidential selection criteria. 
Item 40 stipulates broadly that the president should be a citizen who meets the 
requirements of the Education Law, and is appointed by the government of the country. 
However, youth, breadth of knowledge and political-correctness are dimensions that have 
been emphasized in leader appointments. Most recently, moral character, leadership 
ability, and compatibility with the Party Secretary are characteristics that have been 
included (Wu, 2006).  
This dual leadership system has been hotly debated due to the inherent tension 
between the two positions of authority. Basically, it is difficult to separate the president’s 
prerogatives from the party secretary’s daily routines. How can the Party Secretary lead 
all the administrators while respecting and supporting the president in leading the campus?  
Leadership Training 
The leadership training of the university president is normally conducted by the 
national and local Communist Party’s Academy and China Education Administration 
Academy, according to the 15th Plan of China’s Education Leadership Training (2001). 
The former focuses more on political ideology. The latter focuses more on leadership 
skills. In recent years, overseas training has become an additional element in the 
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education of university leaders. According to Tang Jinli’s report in Education Daily, 
Chinese government initiated the Higher Education Leader Overseas Training Project in 
2006. Many senior-level administrators from key universities have been sent to countries 
such as the United States, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom for leadership 
development. The government also created opportunities for university presidents to be 
exposed to international trends in higher education by hosting the Sino-Foreign 
University Presidential Forum in which university presidents from prestigious, world-
class universities participated (Tang, 2006). 
Brain Gain 
The entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) as the 143rd  member on 
December 11, 2001 not only enabled China to become a world voice in reshaping the 
global economy (Rizvi, 2003), but also launched the Chinese higher education network 
into the world system. In order to be a participant, Chinese higher education had to have 
the quality of leadership that would enable it to both grow its system and to do it at a high 
level of quality. To achieve this goal, China had to have human resources whose 
knowledge, skills and views can connect it to the world. This reality was reflected in the 
statement of China’s former Minister of Education, Ms. Zhili Chen (2000), “Competition 
in the future world will become a competition of human resources. Whoever possesses 
more talented personnel will win.” (p.1) 
Guided by the strategy of strengthening the country through robust human 
resources (Wu, 2006), China sought to reverse the brain drain situation into one of brain 
gain. From 1978 to the end of 2003, about 702,000 Chinese people studied overseas 
(Xinhua Daily Telegraph, 2005). According to Zwig (1997), the returnee rate was higher 
in the early years (1978-1989). However, the number shrank later on, especially after the 
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Student Movement in 1989. This is evident in the statistics: over 50,000 visiting Chinese 
students and scholars became citizens of the United States, 10,000 remained in Canada 
and Australia on work visas, and 20,000 found other opportunities to stay in their host 
countries (p.93). China suffered from a serious brain drain problem. 
In 1993, China has adopted the guidelines of “supporting overseas studies, 
encouraging returning, and allowing the freedom of coming and going” (quoted in Miao, 
2003, p.3). The government also initiated active programs to attract students to return 
upon completion of their programs abroad. As a result, larger numbers of students 
studying overseas began to return. From 1979 to 2003, about 172.800 people have 
returned after completing their degrees overseas (Xinhua Daily Telegraph, 2005). There 
are still about 500,000 living abroad. These over-170,000 overseas returnees are playing 
very important roles in China’s economic, political and cultural progress. “As a valuable 
human resource asset… overseas returnees have been very instrumental in developing 
China’s economy, politics and culture” (Xinhua Daily Telegraph, 2005).  
These returnees are called “haigui” (sea turtle) in China. Increasingly they are 
placed into leadership positions. A Newsweek article (Liu & Hewitt, 2008) reported that 
the most recent research indicated that the power of haigui is visibly growing in China. 
For example, two of China's cabinet ministers earned their doctorates at universities 
overseas, and approximately 100 officials at the level of vice governor or higher have 
studied overseas for at least a year. Statistics show that 78% of the presidents and 63%of 
the Ph.D advisors in key universities affiliated with the Ministry of Education are 
overseas returnees (Xinhua Daily Telegraph, 2005). 72％ of the overseas returnees hold 
positions as the heads of teaching and research institutes and laboratories. In addition to 
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the traditional professions such as teaching and conducting research, these overseas 
returnees also play an important role in the emerging professions in China such as 
lawyer, accountant and consultant.  
In recent years, the Chinese government has been actively engaged in promoting 
individuals who have studied or worked overseas to academic presidency or other senior 
administrative positions. Zhang Xinsheng (2006), Deputy Minister of Education of 
China, spoke about the phenomenon at the China-U.S. Fulbright Program’s 25th 
Anniversary. He states that over 60% of  Chinese university presidents and the senior-
level leaders in research institutes have studied abroad (People’s Daily, 2006), One third 
of the overseas returnees working at Beijing Normal University occupyies senior level 
positions in the campus administration (People’s Daily, 2006).   
Statement of the Problem 
This is the second time in China’s modern history that the people with overseas 
experiences have been asked to lead major academic institutions.  The first instance 
occurred at the turn of the 20th century, during China’s first attempt to modernize its 
higher education system (Zhou, 1996).  A century later, with China as a participant in the 
global political economy, the nation has again turned to leaders with overseas experience 
to guide their institutions.  The questions that beg to be answered are: “In what direction 
will this group of leaders take China’s higher education system? In which ways will they 
utilize their overseas experience to serve China’s needs? Will they combine their Chinese 
and overseas experiences to lead, and if so, how? Will their unique style of leadership be 
successful?  Chinese and international communities are waiting for answers to these 
questions.  
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As previously stated, the phenomenon of promoting leaders with overseas 
experience is the result of the collective mandate to develop effective leadership in the 
context of globalization. China’s higher education is not the only university system in the 
world confronted with many challenges from globalization. Globalization created 
opportunities as well as challenges for many other countries including the western 
countries. Leading with global competencies has become increasingly important. 
However, in the literature on academic presidency, the issue of global leadership is 
lacking (Kezar, 2006). Even in general leadership studies discourse where a global study 
has occupied an important chapter; emphasis on the United States is still the mainstream. 
In addition, most global leadership research is concerned with informing leadership in 
transnational corporations as opposed to higher education. The major approach is treating 
each culture more as a static and separate entity rather than as a fluid and open system 
constantly accepting or resisting external influences. This approach better supports 
leadership confined within national boundaries.  However, it is very limited in explaining 
leadership in the increasingly interconnected world where human resources are more and 
more the product of more than one culture. It’s time to explore leadership embodied by 
the people who are raised in one culture and immersed in other cultures. 
 In order to understand higher education leadership in the global age better, we 
need to conduct more higher education leadership research across national boundaries. 
For the purpose of explaining global leadership more holistically, a possible hybrid 
condition of culture and leadership needs to be explored. Given the active roles China 
and the U.S. have played on world political, economic, cultural, and education stages, a 
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study of how concepts of leadership and behaviors of academic presidents are shaped and 
influenced by both U.S. and Chinese cultures is needed.  
Statement of the Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this project is to understand the leadership perspectives of Chinese 
university presidents who have had professional or educational experiences in the United 
States. In particular, this study focuses on the roles these presidents are playing in the 
context of higher education reform in China and of globalization. Through the window of 
their roles, this study explores presidential leadership concepts, qualities, styles and 
values. It is the fluid and possible hybrid leadership phenomenon that is the focus of this 
study. 
The research is designed as an interview study of nine university presidents with 
significant American experiences. It was conducted in China in four major cities and 
many key universities.  Through this study, the author hopes to make some contributions 
in bridging three main areas of knowledge: globalization and leadership, Chinese and 
American leadership; business and academic leadership 
Research Questions 
This study seeks to understand how Chinese university presidents conceive of 
leadership issues as they pursue efforts to reform their universities. Specifically, this 
study explores two research questions: 1) what are the leadership roles of the Chinese 
university presidents who have professional or educational experiences in the United 
States?  2) What types of leadership/leadership characteristics have been demonstrated in 
their leadership roles? 
My research questions are informed by my experiences of working with 
transnational leaders from all over the world both in China and the United States.  
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Additionally, they are informed by the historic changes occurring in the Chinese higher 
education system.  The latter has given my research work a sense of urgency and 
purpose.  It is my desire that this study make a positive contribution to the process of 
change that is occurring in Chinese higher education and in the world.   
Significance of the Study 
As previously mentioned, western/North America-based leadership models or 
views have dominated the field of leadership studies. In recent years, cross-cultural 
leadership/global leadership become a hot topic. However, the majority of the research 
focuses on business leadership in a global context. In addition, the approaches are either 
culturally generalized or specified. The findings are very helpful for us in understanding 
either universally-shared leadership tendencies or particular cultural group leadership 
characteristics, but not in understanding the possible blending of the universal and 
particular represented by leaders exposed to multiple cultures. 
The literature of the academic presidency has been very informative for us in 
understanding the leadership concepts and behaviors of university presidents in one 
country, especially the United States. However, it neglects the role societal contexts play 
in shaping leadership. With the challenges from globalization discussed at the beginning 
of the chapter, this void needs to be filled. 
 By looking at the leadership concepts and practices of Chinese university 
presidents who have been exposed to American culture and to the American higher 
educational system and its leadership culture, this study starts a journey to explore a 
possible hybrid condition of leadership that might result from a fluid, fluxional, and 
emergent blending of Chinese, American, and other global influences in a Chinese and 
global context. We don’t know if the presidents’ living experiences in both China and the 
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U.S. have shaped their leadership perceptions.  If they have, what dothe dynamics of the 
influences of the two or multiple cultures look like; how does the hybrid condition blends 
the strengths of American and Chinese concepts of leadership in a university 
environment, and how does it affect the presidents’ concept of self? Do they view 
themselves as more Chinese or American in their presidential roles?  Hence, this study 
explores how these leaders reconcile their personal histories and values, educational 
experiences, and academic responsibilities to meet the leadership demands of a 
globalizing academy.  
Specifically, this project is significant in three ways. Firstly, this project will 
contribute to the leadership studies literature by emphasizing both Western and Chinese 
approaches. Secondly, it will help to bring three areas of disconnected knowledge 
together: Chinese and American leadership, business and academic leadership, and 
general leadership and academic presidency. Thirdly, it will add global and cultural 
dimensions to the study of academic leadership. Moreover, it has the potential to add to 
the global leadership studies literature a new direction: hybrid leadership. 
Furthermore, this project is expected to have some indirect implications for 
increasing mutual understanding between the the U. S. and China, two of the most 
influential countries in the world. A positive relationship between these two countries is 
of crucial importance to the peace, stability and prosperity of the world.  Higher 
education bears the responsibility of nurturing and passing down these universally 
cherished human values to new generations (Pettigrew, 2001). By extension, university 
leadership must preserve these values and facilitate their transmission. Studying Chinese 
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university administrators with American educational backgrounds can help promote 
cultural understanding, which will further a global aim of promoting peace and stability. 
Finally, the project is expected to have some implications for Chinese higher 
education reform. China is standing at a crossroads. It must decide what it should and 
should not adapt from other countries. A careful study of what works and what does not 
work, so as to be able to decide what to adopt and what to adapt, can help China avoid 
the many mistakes other countries have made as it moves forward. Given the 
centralization of the system, presidential influence on higher education is significant. 
Therefore, it is of great value for China’s present and future development to study this 
particular group of university presidents.  Doing so could significantly impact the 
Chinese government and institutions of higher education with respect to their 
internationalization and human resource development and leadership selection policies 
which might shed light on leadership selection and development policies and practices 
across many countries and sectors.   
Definition of the Key Terms 
The following key terms are conceptually and/or operationally defined as they 
pertain to this study. The terms are adapted from some authors, cited in the literature 
review of this study, and are consistent with the researchers’ own understanding. For the 
terms not listed below, refer to the definition glossary section. 
Leadership 
There are many definitions of leadership. In this study, leadership is defined from 
the organizational perspective. It is the “the ability of an individual to influence, 
motivate, and enable others to contribute toward the effectiveness and success of the 
organizations of which they are members” (House & Javidan, 2004, p.15). 
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Culture 
Culture is defined as  “ the shared motives, values, beliefs, identities,  and 
interpretations or meanings of significant events that result from common experiences of 
members of  collectives and are transmitted across age generations” ( House & Javidan, 
2004, p.15). It includes the following dimensions: assertiveness, future orientation, 
gender egalitarianism, humane orientation, institutional collectivism, in-group 
collectivism, performance orientation, power distance, uncertainty avoidance (Choker, 
Brodbeck & House, 2007, p.3-4). From the perspective of the implicit leadership theory, 
culture and leadership is an interactive influencing process as reflected in the quote: “The 
societal cultural norms of shared values and practices affect leaders’ behavior, affect 
organizational culture and practices; in turn, leadership  affects the organizational forms, 
culture and practices, which in turn affects leaders’ behavior”  (House, Hanges, Javidan, 
Dorfman &Gupta, pp.18-19). 
Global Leadership/Cross-cultural Leadership 
Cross-cultural leadership is defined as “the ability of an individual (the leader) to 
intentionally and unequally influence and motivate members of a culturally different 
group toward the achievement of a valued outcome by appealing to the shared knowledge 
and meaning systems of that culturally different group” (Lowe, 2004, p.302). In the 
definition are three components: culture, cross-culture and leadership. It emphasizes the 
leading of a group which is culturally different from the leaders, which means leaders and 
followers come from different cultural background. 
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U.S. Experience 
U.S. experience refers to Chinese university presidents’ working or educational 
experiences in the United States for at least one year. Its dimensions are open for the 
participants in this project to define. 
Chinese Experiences 
Chinese experiences refer to Chinese university presidents’ personal, family, 
educational, professional, historical experiences in China.  
Western Experiences 
Western/Global experiences referes to the experiences the presidents have in the 
United States and any non-US.Westen countries such as European countries, Australia, 
Canada etc. 
Global Experiences 
Global experiences referes to the experiences the presidents have in any coutries 
in the world other than China.  
Chinese Universities (vs American Universities) 
Chinese universities in this dissertation refer mainly to the public universities 
funded by the national and local government officies in China, because they are the 
mainstreams of the Chinese higher education, which does not have a strong private 
university system as that of the United States. The more prestigious and strong 
universities in China are the public universities not the private ones. In U.S., it is the 
opposite. Like American public universities, Chinese public universities are mainly 
funded by government, both central and local government. Due to the highly centralized 
political system, central/national government plays more controlling role to the 
universities than the role of the U.S. federal government to American public universities. 
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The structure of the public universities in China tends to be more heirachical comparing 
to that of the United States. Top-down leadership and consensus building are practiced 
than the U.S public universities. University in China has a dual leadership system: the 
executive and the political. On the executive side are the President, Dean, and department 
Chair. They are more focus on the academic affairs leadership. On the political side are 
the Party Secretaries of the university, of the college, and of the Department. They are 
more focused on the political issues and leader selection.  
Chinese Universities Presidents 
Chinese university in this dissertation refers mainly the public university 
presidents. 
American/U.S. Universities Presidents 
American university presidents in this dissertation mainly refer to the public 
university presidents in the Unitated States. However this terminology is used more 
lubicatively to refer to both the public and private university president depeding on the 
context.  
Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is comprised of five chapters. Chapter One provides the context 
of the study, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions and the 
significance of the study. Chapter Two presents a literature review of the related topics. 
The topics include general leadership theories, global leadership highlighting Chinese 
and U.S. culture and leadership, and academic presidency both in China and the U.S. 
Chapter Three describes methods and methodologies. It consists of the following 
dimensions: overall design, sampling, participants, researcher, data collection, methods of 
data analysis, quality of the research, data presentation, and limitations. Chapter Four 
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reports and discusses the findings extracted from the data about the roles and the 
leadership characteristics represented in the roles. The report is organized respectively 
under nine leadership roles thematically. After each role, a summary and discussion 
section follows. For some role presentations, such as the role of visionary, which are very 
long, more sub-summaries and discussions are provided. At the end of the presentation, a 
synthesized summary and discussion of the nine roles is provided.  Chapter Five presents 
the conclusion, an identified emerging leadership model: hybrid leadership. A brief 
synthesized summary of the model, its contributions to the field of leadership studies and 
practices, and future research directions are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Introduction 
This project explores the leadership of the university presidents who were born 
and raised in one culture (Chinese) and immersed in other cultures (American). The 
research questions I asked are: 1) what are the leadership roles of the Chinese university 
presidents who have professional or educational experiences in the United States?  2) 
What types of leadership/leadership chracteristics have been demonstrated in their 
leadership roles? Through the lenses of these university presidents’ leadership roles and 
educational experiences in the United States, this study seeks to understand the leadership 
characteristics of this group of leaders.  
To inform the study, this literature review focuses on: a) the major leadership 
theories, b) cross-cultural/global leadership, c) Chinese and American culture and 
leadership, d) academic presidential leadership, and e) hybrid culture theory.The review 
of the major leadership theories serves the purpose of providing a broad domain for this 
study, as well as the context and foundation for the other areas of the literature review. 
Since academic presidency is a subsection of leadership studies, it cannot be studied 
without situating it in the general leadership studies literature.  Due to the fact that the 
major leadership theories have been developed in the United States, they also provide the 
researcher with a basis to compare the norms of American leadership with those of 
Chinese leadership. Cross-cultural leadership and academic presidency are the central 
domains of the study. The former facilitates the understanding that leadership is shaped 
by culture. The latter offers insight into university presidential leadership. Along with the 
cross-cultural leadership literature review, the discussion about the characteristics of both 
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American and Chinese cultures and their influence on leadership equips the researcher 
with heuristic knowledge about China and the United States to view the phenomenon 
under study: the emergence of another form of leadership, hybrid leadership. Included in 
the literature review are also discussions of indigenous perspectives to enrich the 
understanding of the cross-cultural academic presidency. Through bringing the five areas 
of literature and the American and Chinese perspectives together, this chapter attempts to 
build bridges among leadership, culture/ globalization, China and the United States, and 
academic presidency to further our understanding of the relationship between leadership 
and culture in a global context.  
Major Leadership Theories 
The bulk of leadership theories and models were developed in twentieth century 
North America.  This section provides an overview of six major leadership theories 
developed by scholars in North America: traits theory, behavioral theory, skills approach, 
situational approach and contingency theory, transformational theory, and distributive 
theory.  
Traits Theory 
Traits theory derived from one of the first systematic studies on leadership. The 
research was conducted throughout the twentieth century. It is primarily a leader-centered 
perspective. Theories with such a focus see leaders as having certain innate or inherent 
personality traits that distinguish them from non-leaders. These personality traits are said 
to be relatively stable and enduring.  
The evolution of the traits theory has gone through three stages (Northhouse, 
2004, p.16). In the early years, the great man theory was dominant. Leaders were seen as 
possessing certain innate traits, or inherited characteristics that non-leaders did not have. 
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This stage was dominant to the mid-twentieth century, when scholars began to pay more 
attention to situational influences. In recent years, there has been a resurgence of the pure 
traits theory. Our current focus on visionary and charismatic leadership is a case in point. 
According to Northhouse (2004), the main research on traits theory was 
conducted by Stogdill in 1948 and 1974 (two surveys), Mann in 1959, Lord et al.in 1986, 
and Kirkpatrick Locke in 1991. Consequently, a long list of traits has been developed. 
Shared ones include: intelligence, self-confidence, determination, integrity and 
sociability. 
 Traits theory provides researchers with a “deeper and more intricate” 
understanding of the relationship between leaders’ personalities and the leadership 
process (Northhouse, 2004, p.22). However, it neglects behavior and the situational 
dimensions of leadership. It fails to answer the question of why the same leader may 
perform better in one setting than another (Bass, 1990; Northhouse, 2004; Sorenson & 
Goethals, 2005).   
Behavioral/Style Approach  
Due to the limitations of traits theory, researchers started to shift the perspective 
of leadership studies during the 1940s. They began to focus on leaders’ behaviors rather 
than innate traits. Researchers believed that leadership could be better perceived through 
studying the leaders’ actions and deeds. The primary goal was to explain how leaders use 
their behaviors to influence subordinates in their efforts to accomplish goals (Northhouse, 
2004, p.65). Special attention was paid to the leader-follower relationship as well as the 
impact of the relationship on task completion. In this way, the leader-only approach was 
expanded to the leader-follower relationship (Bass, 1990, pp.48-49; Northhouse, 2004, 
pp.65-85; Sorensen & Goethals, p.869). 
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The bulk of research in this field was conducted from the 1940s to the 1990s. The 
key concept of the behavioral theory, the management grid, was elaborated in the work of 
Black and Mouton (1964, 1978, 1985), and Blake and his colleagues (1991). The 
management grid was developed to examine different types of leadership behavior in two 
dimensions: concern for production and concern for people. A manager who has high 
concern for production is task-oriented and focuses on getting results or accomplishing 
the mission whereas a manager who has a high concern for people avoids conflicts and 
strives for friendly relations with subordinates. This model suggests that managers who 
score high on both dimensions (task and relation) are the most effective leaders. 
In addition to the task-relationship framework, researchers also discovered six 
leadership styles influencing the effectiveness of leadership. They are authority-
compliance, country club management, middle-of-the-road-management, team 
management, paternalism/maternalism, and opportunism (Northhouse, 2004). 
Behavioral theory pushes leadership studies beyond the boundaries of traits theory. 
The two most important leadership types identified by behavioral theory, task and 
relationship orientations remain primary in contemporary leadership discourse 
(Northhouse, 2004).  
However, like traits theory, behavioral theory is criticized for ignoring contextual 
variables that may influence behavior because of its aim of determining universal styles 
of leadership independent of environment and context (Northhouse, 2004). Besides, its 
proposition that the best leader is the one who ranks higher in both task and relationship 
has not been proven true. This concept generated many later East versus West leadership 
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discussions in which Western leadership is described as more task and less people 
orientated than Eastern leadership. 
Skills Approach 
Skills approach is a type of trait-behavioral paradigm to understand leadership. 
Unlike trait theory which states that leadership talents are innate, the skills approach 
looks at leadership skills as both innate and acquired. Unlike behavioral theories which 
focus on leadership styles, the skills approach stresses the competencies leaders possess. 
Like traits and behavioral theories, the skills approach is also leader-centered. The key 
concept of this approach is that both the personal traits and competencies of a leader are 
important to his effectiveness. 
According to Northhouse (2004), research in this area was launched in 1955 by 
Robert Kats who developed a three-skill scheme. From the beginning of the 1990s, this 
approach gained more scholarly attention. Most recently, Mumford, Zaccaro, Harding, 
Jacobs, Fleishman (2000) and Yammarino, (2000) have developed a comprehensive 
research model called the skills model.   At the center of this model are three 
competencies: problem solving skills, social judgment skills, and knowledge. In addition, 
individual traits, career experience and environmental influences are all regarded as 
having an impact on leaders’ problem-solving capacities.  
The skills approach has found a balance between the traits approach and the 
behavioral approach, providing another angle for us to view leadership. Intuitively, it is 
very appealing because it indicates that leaders can be trained (Northhouse, 2004, p.51). 
Thus leadership development is possible and practical. However, applicability of its 
sophisticated model in universal settings is still questionable because the samples are 
mainly from military leaders (Northhouse, 2004, pp.35-52). The limitation of (both) the 
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traits theory and the behavioral theory, i.e., the inability to explain leadership in all 
situations, is also a weakness of the skills approach.  
Situational and Contingency Theories  
The failure of the previous leader-centered theories to explain why the same 
leader generated different effects at different times and in different settings motivated 
scholars to look into the contextual issues involved in leadership. Since the 1960s, 
scholars have been working on a model which can explain the impact of situation on 
leadership. This research effort resulted in the development of three theories: path-goal 
(House, 1997, p.259), situational, and contingency. The core concepts of the three 
theories are very similar. They all share the notion that leadership differs from situation 
to situation. For example, the situational theory holds that leadership styles should match 
the maturity and commitment level of the followers (Northhouse, 2004. p.124). Leaders 
should change their styles according to the followers’ needs. The contingency theory 
looks at the relationship between the leadership styles and the specific situational 
variables. The path-goal theory explains how leaders can help followers achieve their 
goals by matching their behaviors with the followers’ needs. 
The situational theory was developed by Hersey, Blanchard and their colleagues 
from the 1960s through the 1990s (Vecchio, 1997. p.334). In this model, the fit between 
the leader’s behavior and the follower’s maturity level, rather than personal traits, is 
emphasized. It asserts that a leader should adjust his leadership behavior according to the 
different maturity levels of the different employees in order to achieve effectiveness. The 
higher the maturity level an employee reaches, the less the leader needs to exercise task-
orientation and relationship-orientation behaviors (Vecchio, 1997. p.334-350). Blanchard 
(1985) identified four leadership styles: higher directive-low supportive (directing), 
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higher directive-higher supportive (coaching), higher supportive-low directive 
(supporting), and low supportive-low directive (delegating).  
The contingency theory is also a leader-situation-match framework. It was based 
upon Fred Fiedler’s theories in the 1960s and became popular in the 1970s. Fiedler 
(1984) believes that leadership effectiveness depends on both the leader’s personality and 
the situation. Certain leaders are effective in one situation but not in others. The model is 
much more complicated than the situational approach because it involves a “multi-level 
and multi-source design” (Ayman, Chemers & Fielder, 1997). For example, the Least 
Preferred Coworker scale was used by Fiedler to determine a leader’s motivation. The 
“situational favorableness” was measured in three aspects: leader-member relations, task 
structure, and leader position power. The styles are task-motivated and relationship- 
motivated. Leaders can lead most effectively when there is a match between his 
motivation type and the situation. The situation is closely related to whether it improves 
the followers’ performance. A leader fits the situation if the group performance is higher. 
The leader is viewed as a misfit if the group performs poorly (Ayman, Chemers & 
Fiedler, 1997; Vincciht, 1997; Northhouse, 2004, p.109-112; Sorensen & Goethals, 2004 
p.869). 
The situational and contingency theories advance leadership research beyond the 
limitations of leader-centeredness. They equip scholars with a new perspective to look at 
leadership. Through these new lenses, leadership is seen as an interaction between the 
context and leaders. These approaches become the foundation for cross-cultural 
leadership studies. Meanwhile, they offer a tool to predict a leader’s success in particular 
situations. Additionally, they make leadership development a less daunting task because 
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the LPC (Least Preferred Co-worker) score can be used to develop a profile to match the 
individual with the environment (Ayman, Chemers & Fielder, 1997; Vincciht, 1997; 
Northhouse, 2004, p.109-112; Sorensen & Goethals, 2004, p.869). 
Despite its obvious strengths, the situational approach (situational theory and 
contingent theory) has been criticized for several reasons. First, the approach was unable 
to explain fully why certain leadership styles are more effective in certain situations than 
others. Second, it is not easy to use it in the real world due to its multiple variables 
(Northhouse, 2004, p.113-116). The biggest problem with the approach is its lack of 
flexibility. Situations of leadership change continuously and fixed models like the 
situational approach cannot easily facilitate all these changes. Most crucially, the model’s 
situation is confined within particular organizations and national boundaries and the 
variable of societal culture is not included.   
Transformational Leadership 
Traits theory, behavioral theory, skills approach, and situational approach, each, 
from its unique perspective, attempts to explain some aspects of leadership.  However, 
none of them offers a comprehensive lens to view the multiple dimensions of leadership.  
With the publication of Burn’s Leadership in 1978, a more comprehensive 
theoretical framework, transformational leadership, was born. Since its introduction, this 
approach has witnessed fast growth and has become the most influential theory in the 
contemporary leadership studies field.  
Burns’ Transformational Leadership Views  
The idea of transformational leadership was first articulated by Burns. The first 
concept Burns established was a more balanced leader-follower dynamic. To him, 
unification of the leaders and followers is the key to great leadership as reflected in his 
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remark, “the genius of leadership lies in the manner in which leaders see and act on their 
own and on their followers’ values and motivations” (Burns, 1978, p.19). 
Transactional leadership vs. transformational leadership occupies a large space in 
Burn’s discussions on transformational leadership. According to Burns, transactional 
leadership “occurs when one person takes the initiative in making contact with others for 
the purpose of an exchange of valued things” (1978, p.19). In transactional leadership, 
the relationship between the leader and the follower is regulated by a rewarding-
punishing system set up by the leaders. The followers who are not performing well are 
punished. In contrast, transformational leadership occurs “when one or more persons 
engage with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher 
levels of motivation and morality” (p.20). In transformational leadership, the leaders and 
followers are united by a shared goal. The essence of the relationship is not trading or 
exchange but caring and mutual support. 
Burns also adds to the leadership framework the concept of moral leadership. 
Moral leadership is the kind of leadership which can “produce social change” to satisfy 
followers’ “authentic needs” (p.4). Since the study of leadership adopted descriptive 
approaches at the beginning of the twentieth century, the moral aspect of leadership has 
been missing from the discourse. Traits, skills, behaviors, social context all seem to have 
been independent of the moral values of the leaders and followers. As long as the goals 
were achieved and tasks completed, the means by which they were accomplished was not 
seen as important. In Burn’s theory, the task needs to be completed without violating the 
ethical codes of human kind. 
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House’s Charismatic Leadership 
House (1976) developed the concept of charisma and vision as important 
ingredients of the transformational leadership theory.  House’s work was modified by 
researchers like Conger and Hunter in the 1990s (Northhouse, 2004, p.173). The notion 
of charisma entails leaders as individuals who are “carefully articulating a vision for their 
organizations that inspires followers to higher levels of commitment and performance” 
(Bryman, 1992, p.82). A leader’s charisma is reflected in his personality to dominate, to 
influence, to be self-confident and to possess high moral values ( Northouse, 2004, p.171; 
Bryman, 1992; House, 1976).  A charismatic leader needs to show several behavioral 
aspects: he must act as a role model; possess the right skills to lead; keep articulating 
goals and expectations; build confidence; and motivate the followers. A charismatic 
leader’s leadership should produce positive effects on the followers. These effects include 
inspiring the followers’ trust, respect, and emotional attachment, and eliciting compliance 
from the followers (Northhouse, 2004, p.171, Bryman, 1992; House, 1976).  
Bass’ Transformational Leadership Framework 
Based upon the ideas of Burns and House, Bass (1985, 1990, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 
1993, 1997, 2006, Bass & Avolio, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1993) further developed and 
systemized the concept of transformational leadership. The most important contribution 
Bass (along with his colleagues) has made to the transformational leadership theory is the 
development of the model of transformational leadership, which provides a specific 
instrument for us to look at leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1990a, 1994).  
The transformational leadership model shows that leadership can be assessed 
using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) (Bass & Avolio, 1990b, 1992; 
Northhouse, 2004, p.196) in eight areas. These eight areas are divided into three 
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categories, namely, Transformational 4 I’s, Transactional, and Nonleadership (Bass & 
Avolio, 1994; Northhouse, 2004, p.176). 
Transformational 4 I’s include idealized influence, inspirational motivation, 
intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. A transformational leader is 
first a charismatic leader, a person who provides vision and a sense of mission, instills 
pride, and gains respect and trust. Second, he is inspirational in his communications about 
higher expectations, in his utilization of symbols to focus efforts, and in his expressing of 
important purposes in simple ways. Third, he intellectually stimulates through promoting 
intelligence, rationality, and careful problem solving. Finally, he provides individualized 
consideration by giving personal attention, treating employees individually, working 
willingly with followers, attending to their needs, helping them transcend self-interest, 
enhanceing their expectations, and developing their potential (Bass, 1997, p.320, 
Northhouse, 2004, pp.169-198). 
In Bass’ model, transactional leadership is also included. It contains three aspects. 
The first one is the contingent reward.  The leaders promise rewards for good 
performance and accomplishments. The second one is management by exception (active). 
This means a leader always watches and searches for deviations from rules and standards 
and takes collective action. The third one is management by exception (passive), which 
means the leaders intervene only if standards are not met. Non-leadership is also called 
Laissez-Faire. This means leaders try to abdicate responsibilities and avoid making 
decisions. The four factors (Transformational 4 I’s) are viewed as the most effective, 
while Laissez-Faire (LF) is viewed as the most ineffective in the model (Bass, 1997, 
p.320; Bass & Riggio, 2006, pp.1-31; Northhouse, 2004, pp.169-198). 
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Strengths 
Having been the dominant theory and model in the past two decades, 
transformational leadership has contributed greatly to the development of the field of 
leadership studies. It has pushed the area of leadership studies beyond several boundaries. 
First, it lifts the field of leadership studies out of the ‘jungle’ of traits, behaviors, skills, 
and situations by attempting to synthesize all these different perspectives. Leadership 
theories before the transformational leadership theory had gone through several paradigm 
shifts, from emphasizing leaders’ personalities, to their behaviors, and then to the 
influence of the contexts. All these perspectives enriched our understanding of the 
leadership phenomena. However, each perspective only offered a partial view of 
leadership, hence, each failed to grasp the totality of leadership phenomena. In the 
transformational framework, personalities, skills, styles, and situations are all included, 
thus it moves beyond the boundaries of the subfields into an independent field of 
integrated studies. 
Transformational leadership also breaks the leader-centered paradigm in 
leadership studies by strengthening the concept of followership. The idea of emphasizing 
followership is nothing new in leadership studies, especially in Eastern societies where 
Confucius, Laozi, Sunzi, Mozi, and many others discussed the importance of followers. 
For instance, one of the most successful transformational leaders in Chinese history, 
Emperor Li Shimin (599-649) is known for his emphasis on followership. He once 
commented that the leader-follower relationship was like the boat-river relationship: the 
river could move the boat; it could also turn it over.  
This pushes leadership studies beyond the transaction-orientation boundaries. In 
the U.S., leadership studies before Burns had a tendency to emphasize task-orientation. 
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Traits theory attempted to identify certain personal traits of the leaders to enable the task 
completion; behavioral theorists tried to identify behavioral sets which could lead 
subordinates to more effective task completion. The skills model and situational theories 
also engaged in matching competencies and styles to achieve a higher level of 
performance. The ultimate goal of leadership was clear: to have followers work more 
efficiently and effectively. The transformational model was the first leadership concept 
that viewed leaders on a grander scale—individuals responsible for creating and 
achieving the shared goals of individuals, their organizations, and their societies for the 
benefit of all, leaders as well as followers.  
Moreover, transformational leadership brings a new dimension, ethical leadership, 
into modern leadership studies. The ethical dimension used to be an important component 
in leadership philosophies in ancient times both in the West and the East. For example, 
the core of Confucius’ leadership concept lies in morality. Aristotle was bothered by “the 
lack of virtue” of the “wanna-be” leaders in his time and called for educating leaders with 
a grounding in virtues (Bass, 1997, p.4). However, in the discourse of modern leadership 
studies after the paradigm shift from normative to descriptive approaches, the moral side 
has been lost. Value-free has become the goal of inquiry. The transformational leadership 
model has resurrected the concept of morality in the scholarship of leadership.  
In addition to its boundary-breaking contributions, the transformational leadership 
model motivated significant research in leadership.  For example, Lowe and Gardener 
(2001) found that one-third of the research published in the Leadership Quarterly was 
about transformational/charismatic leadership (Northhouse, 2004, p.169). The most 
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recent work toward a general theory of leadership and in the development of cross-
cultural leadership studies are, in essence, extensions of the transformational model. 
In addition, the model has been proven to be effective in real situations 
(Northhouse, 2004). A fair amount of evidence shows that the theory has implications for 
both U.S. and non-U.S. settings. For example, Yukl (1999) reported  that in studies using 
the MLQ (Multi-factor Leadership Questionnaire) to assess U.S. leaders, transformational 
leaders were the most positively related to subordinates’ satisfaction, motivation and 
performance (Northhouse, 2004, p.184). Having analyzed the past work done in the other 
countries, Bass claimed that the theory can also be applied in some other countries 
(1990).  
Weaknesses 
Although it is regarded as the most compelling perspective in the field of 
leadership studies, transformational leadership theory is not perfect.  This framework is 
rooted in traits theory. It seems to be a more sophisticated and complex version of the big 
hero theory. Leaders seem to possess some unique inborn qualities that enable them to 
transform societies, organizations, and followers. Although followership is examined, 
leaders’ influence on the followers has been emphasized more than the followers’ 
influence on the leaders. Leaders seem to be superior to the followers. This has led to 
concerns that the model might be easily abused because the dynamics of how the 
followers might challenge the leaders’ vision and validity or morality have not been 
established.  Moreover, the psychological dynamics reflecting how leaders and followers 
influence each other have been neglected. This might jeopardize an organization because 
leaders could manipulate their followers with their charisma to do harmful or even 
destructive deeds (Northhouse, 2004).  
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While being compatible with our call for strong leaders due to rapid societal 
change, the perspective seems incompatible with the post-modern-era call for 
decentralization. With the complexity of the modern world becoming ever more so by the 
growing number of  innovative, non-traditional organizations, and the increasing 
aspirations of people for democracy and individual voice, can transformational leadership 
theory adequately explain the essence of leadership in a global society?  
Given the explanatory powers of the transformational leadership model, it seems 
to be gaining hegemony in the field of leadership studies. In the past few years, many 
efforts were made to establish a general/one leadership theory under the umbrella of 
transformational leadership. As a theory developed mainly in the United States, and 
without a consideration of cultural dimensions, the great efforts made to demonstrate its 
universal applicability beyond America are problematic.  
Distributive Leadership 
Transformational leadership has received much criticism, especially for its 
emphasis on leader exceptionalism and its inability to interpret leadership in non-
conventional organizations. Scholars have started to search for alternative views on 
leadership. Distributive leadership is one of the emerging alternative perspectives. John 
Storey (2004) noted that a comparison of exceptional leadership with distributed 
leadership dominated the leadership literature (p.339). The former calls for strong and 
charismatic leadership because of the uncertain, rapid changes in the organizational 
environment. The latter argues for “the empowered co-workers” (p.16).  
Distributed/dispersed/collective leadership is one of the compelling post-
transformational concepts, which, according to Grints (2005), has been viewed positively 
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as a potential savior in the crisis of leadership studies. This model has been developed 
recently and is receiving much attention and growing empirical support. The concept is 
reflected in the writings of Gibb (1954), Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond (2000), Gronn 
(2002), Raelin (2005), Grint (2005) and Storey (2004).  
According to Storey (2004), distributive leadership emerges partially as a result of 
the suspicion about the exceptionalist notion of leadership, partially “in tune with the 
preferred cultures and structures of organizations which lean towards empowered teams, 
distributed responsibility, network forms, and which extol the value of knowledge 
workers” (p.343). These new organizational forms were mainly shaped by the forces of 
globalization and the wide-spread use of technology.  They are mostly non-conventional 
in nature. The most popular forms include the workplace as a community of practice 
(Gronn, 2004, p.352), the temporary cross-functional team, and the virtue team (Pearce, 
2004). These organizations are more fluid, flexible, and lateral without strict hierarchical 
order. Because everyone’s expertise needs to be used to achieve a goal, the relationship 
among the members is more interdependent and equal. Also, the organization is more 
task-focused and less authority-oriented, due to the more depersonalized e-
communications among members. In this environment, the application of the distributive 
model is more plausible than the traditional theories. The writings of Raley (2005) 
describe this perspective well: ‘Traditional leadership served an important role in its day, 
but the time now requires a form of leadership that can develop the capacity to take 
mutual action and can ignite the natural talent in people to contribute to the 
productiveness and growth of their own communities” (p.25).  
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Central to the distributive leadership framework is the idea that leadership is not a 
fixed position for the fixed leaders--everyone needs to serve as a leader.  Raley (2005) 
states, “… in the twentieth century organization, everyone will need to share the 
experience of serving as a leader, not sequentially, but concurrently and collectively” 
(p.25). Secondly, it involves “numerous individual agents” who exert “an aggregated 
influence” (Cronn, 2005, p.353). Thirdly, it’s a conjoining of agents from “the multi-
member work units”, in which all the agents convene spontaneously and act concurrently 
(p.353), collectively, collaboratively, and compassionately (Raley, 2005, p.25). In 
addition, the agents are independent and full of democratic spirit due to the nature of their 
organizations (Cronn, 2005, p.353). 
Although it cannot replace the traditional approaches where the leader leads 
individually, sequentially, authoritatively, and dispassionately (Raley. 2005, p.25), 
distributive leadership at least offers another option to shift the “one focused 
preponderate voice toward the possibility of multivocal leadership” (Cronn, p.353). 
Regardless of its infancy, the distributive model pushes the limits of leadership 
studies out of the two boxes of leader exceptionalism and leader-follower dualism. As 
discussed previously, the transformational leadership model dominated leadership studies 
for more than two decades. Like all the previous approaches, transformational leadership 
is unable to balance the leader-follower relationship. Although followers have gained 
some visibility, the center of leadership is still the leaders.  By viewing everyone as a 
potential leader, the distributive leadership model creates a bold alternative to the leader-
center nexus.  
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Secondly, the distributive model undergirds the democratic organizational flatness 
of the leader-follower relationship.  Because of the fluidity of this relationship, the model 
notes that the centers of power and authority switch constantly, thus making it difficult 
for any individual or group to abuse power. 
The major weakness of the approach lies in its value-neutrality. It can lead to very 
destructive human behavior. The network organization of the most recent terrorists is a 
case in point. The common form of communication among members of this type of 
organization is virtual. Therefore, it would be difficult to counter the direction of the 
leaders if the organization is involved in destructive activities. 
Finally, I quote Grint (2005) to conclude my discussion on this new approach: 
“Distributed leadership may be better at inhibiting authoritarian leaders than conventional 
models of leadership but it is not a system for transcending all leadership problems and it 
remains as a prototype vehicle for cohabiting with leaderless authoritarians”(p.164). 
Summary 
From this review of general leadership theories, the evolutionary development of 
leadership studies is apparent. From a beginning focus on traits, then to styles, to skills, to 
context, to the synthesis of all variables, and finally to the development of a democratic, 
distributive model, leadership studies has grown in its ability to predict and explain. Each 
theory deepens our understanding of and appreciation for the complexity of leadership. 
When these theories are used in an integrated manner, a more coherent and 
comprehensive picture of leadership can be presented. 
These theories of leadership are central to my study.  First, they inform the 
dimensions of my quest for an understanding of academic presidential leadership in a 
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rapidly changing, interconnected, multicultural, and global setting. These theories contain 
the major dimensions of leadership that are investigated: leadership vision, values (skills 
plus moral dimensions) and styles. The emphasis on vision within the transformational 
model coincides with my exploration of leaders’ vision. Skill approach theory and the 
inclusion of the moral dimension within the transformational model are meaningful to my 
research into the values and competencies of the university presidents. The style 
dimension of my study has been enriched by a) the task vs. people orientation developed 
by the behavioral model;  b) comparisons of transformational and transactional styles;  c) 
exploring the style match between the leaders and followers as developed within the 
contingency models. The emphasis on fluid, multilateral leadership developed by the 
distributive model is very informative to my exploration of hybrid leadership. My 
research into the cultural dimension of leadership has been informed by the context focus 
of the contingent theories. 
Cross-cultural/Global Leadership 
In the previous sections, I discussed several key leadership theoretical 
frameworks. Each framework expands our horizon in understanding the multiple 
dimensions of leadership. However, from traits theory to distributive approach, these 
models suffer from a common flaw: all were generated in North America by North 
American scholars.  Moreover, the majority of the research, regardless of theoretical 
model, focused on American subjects located in American organizations.  Hence, these 
theories are culture bound.  The influence of societal culture and globalization on 
leadership has been neglected. With the increasing interconnectedness of politics, 
business, and culture, leaders are called upon to conduct business across national and 
cultural boundaries.  The ease of transferring manufacturing and technical services across 
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borders requires leaders to manage international, multicultural, multilingual workforces.  
In this environment of interconnection, monocultural leadership theories have 
questionable applicability. Needless to say, North-American-based leadership models 
would benefit from the inclusion of more case studies founded in world cultures and 
organizations affected by globalization. 
In the 1980s, scholars began to consider the impact of national cultures on 
leadership behaviors. This subfield is called cross-cultural leadership.  It has yielded 
some significant findings. Cross-cultural leadership is defined as “the ability of an 
individual (the leader) to intentionally and unequally influence and motivate members of 
a culturally different group toward the achievement of a valued outcome by appealing to 
the shared knowledge and meaning systems of that culturally different group” (Lowe, 
2004 p.302). This definition includes three components: culture, cross-culture, and 
leadership. It emphasizes the leading of a group that is culturally different from the leader, 
in other words, leaders and followers come from different cultural backgrounds.  
Major Research Work 
The central question guiding the cross-cultural research work is: are there 
dimensions of leadership universally relevant while others are culturally relative (Bass, 
1990)? This question reflects the two major perspectives of cross-cultural leadership 
studies: cultural universalism vs. cultural relativism (Dorfman, 2004, p.52). Both 
perspectives have empirical validity. The findings indicate that some dimensions of 
leadership are universal while some are culturally contingent (Dorfman, 2005). 
These two perspectives lead to the two major approaches in cross-cultural 
leadership studies, emic and etic. The Emic approach examines “one culture at a time to 
determine those leadership behaviors that appear to be linked to the effective attainment 
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of group goals” (Lowe, 2005, p.303). The findings generally have implications for one 
culture. This approach (cultural particularism) allows the revealing of the depth, details 
and subtleties of the local leadership behaviors and culture better than the etic design. 
In contrast with emic design, the etic design investigates “multicultures 
simultaneously to determine those leadership behaviors that appear to be linked to the 
effective attainment of group goals across most of them” (Lowe, 2005, p.303). The 
research and its findiings have implications for many cultures. This approach (cultural 
universalism) demonstrates promise for isolating leadership behaviors that are likely to 
be received or rejected by most of the cultures investigated (Lowe, 2005, p.303). 
With the assistance of the two perspectives and two approaches discussed above, 
two themes of the research findings can be identified: divergence and convergence 
(Dorfman, 2004, p.54). The convergence line of the research shows that culture is 
converging but not necessarily according to a model of one particular culture. Some 
models are more American-oriented, others are Western/European-oriented, and some are 
Japanese-oriented. 
Very limited work has been done on the convergence line, according to 
Dorfman’s literature review for the GLOBE project (2004). The research done by Bass 
and colleagues (1979) has found that the managers from twelve diverse cultures desire to 
get work done under less authority. This has been confirmed by Smith and Peterson’s 
(1995) work, revealing that the managers from thirty countries are pleased with the 
events when they are given more freedom and power.  Their work indicates that some 
aspects of culture converge. 
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Dorfman & House (2004) point out that transformational leadership has been 
found more acceptable and effective in Canada (Howell & Aviolio, 1993; Howell & 
Frost, 1989), India, Japan (Bass, 1997), the Netherlands (Koene, Pennings, & Schreuder, 
1991), Singapore, and the United States (Bass & Avolio, 1993). Three aspects of 
transformational leadership are almost universal (Bass, 1997): charisma, intellectual 
stimulation of followers, and individualized consideration of the followers. Transactional 
leadership is viewed more negatively than transformational leadership in many cultures 
(Bass, 1990). 
Ralston, Gustafson, Elsass, Cheung, and Terpstra (1992) examined the values of a 
group of managers in Hong Kong. They found that the values held by these managers 
were closer to Western values than those of a group of mainland Chinese managers. 
Amsden (1990) and Wade (1990) found that the management practices in Taiwan and 
Korea were moving closer to Japanese management practices found in the 1980s. Lee, 
Roehl, & Choe (2000) concluded that the convergence between the Korean and Japanese 
management styles was a result of globalization rather than the consequence of 
organization growth. Martine’s research (2000) showed that American management 
models exerted tremendous influence on Mexican entrepreneurial efforts to improve 
organizational performance. As indicated in the previous examples about leadership in 
various cultures converging, the research conducted by Alpander (1973), Beechler & 
Yang (1994), Craig, Douglas, & Grein (1992), Ouchi (1981), and Pascale & Athos (1981) 
all suggest that the management practices converge toward the other-than U.S. models. 
Most recently, the largest cross-cultural leadership study, the GLOBE project, has 
discovered that among 112 specific leadership attributes, twenty-one, including  
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trustworthy, honest, visionary, positive, dynamic, inspirational, communicative  are 
universally viewed as contributing to effective leadership. Eight attributes such as  loner, 
asocial, noncooperative, egocentric are universally seen as impediments to leadership 
(House, Javidan, Dorfman, & Hanges, 2005. p.580).  
Divergence or cultural diversity is a more common theme in the findings of the 
cross-cultural research work. Hofstede argues that the generally accepted American 
leadership theories may not or may only be partially accepted in other countries. By using 
his cultural dimension framework, he has found that leadership performances and 
conceptions differ from country to country (Hofstede & Veccinho, 1997). The cultural 
differences identified by Hofstede (1980) and his followers seem not have changed too 
much after two decades of research (Hofstede, 2001; Dorfman, 2004, p.54). 
For example, Mellahl (2000) studied the understanding of leadership in Anglo-
Saxon, Arab, and Asian cultures. He concludes that universality of leadership values and 
themes does not exist (2004).  Lowe (2005) points out that research has shown that 
sensitivity to norms is found to be a more critical component of leader behavior in 
México and Iran than in the United States.  Lowe found that managers in a culture where 
they distance themselves from the followers tend to use more rules than the ones in a 
culture where they maintain a closer relationship with the followers.  His findings 
indicate that leaders in countries valuing trust tend to be more participatory and 
democratically oriented.  Conversely, leaders in countries where trust is not valued tend 
to adopt an authoritarian style. Transformational leadership styles work better in China 
and Taiwan than transactional leadership styles (Chen & Fahr, 2001). Chinese 
employees’ attitudes are influenced when leaders provide an appropriate model and 
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express higher expectations, while Taiwanese employees’ attitudes are influenced by 
supporting and fostering collaborations. The GLOBE project has demonstrated that 35 
leadership attributes like ambitious, autonomous, anticipatory, independent, and formal 
are culturally contingent. They create effective leadership in some cultures and 
ineffective leadership in others (House, Javidan, Dorfman, & Hanges, 2005, p. 580).  
The differences of leadership conceptions and behaviors across cultures have also 
been validated by the work of educational leadership scholars. For example, Clive 
Dimmock and Allan Walker (Dimmock & Walker, 2005, p. 214) compare the leadership 
behaviors in schools in different cultures, especially between Asian and Western 
European/American. They have found that both the leadership concepts and behaviors in 
the two cultures are different in many ways. Based upon their research findings, they 
have modified Hofstede’s model and developed a comprehensive model of culture and 
leadership in the educational organizations. In the model, multiple layers of cultures 
(societal, local, organizational and sub organizational) and their interactions with 
leadership have been highlighted. Culture is portrayed as a fundamental factor for the 
formation of leadership concept and behaviors. The model also reflects the changing 
nature of leadership and culture: both culture and leadership keep changing and 
modifying one another with the change of time and environment.  
In the following section, I will focus on the discussion of two of the most 
important research works in the field of cross-cultural leadership. The work of Hofstede 
and his followers, and the most recent GLOBE project (2004, 2006).  
Hofstede’s Work 
Geert Hofstede is regarded as the founding father of cross-cultural leadership 
studies.  From the 1960s through the 1980s, he was engaged in establishing a cross-
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cultural leadership theory. After analyzing the existing data about IBM’s subsidiaries all 
over the world, and a report on China’s managers, he established a five dimension 
framework to understand the relationship between leadership and culture. By positioning 
a country within these dimensions, researchers can make some predictions about the way 
that society operates, including their management processes and the kind of theories best 
applicable to their types of management (Hofstede, 1997, p.477) 
The five dimensions are power distance (degree/level of inequality), 
individualism (vs. collectivism), masculinity (vs. femininity), uncertainty avoidance 
(structured, clear rules over an unstructured situation), and long-term orientation (vs. 
short-term) (Hofsted, 1980, 1990, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2006). 
Central to Hofstede’s concept is the notion of cultural particularism: there is no 
universal leadership or management theory. Management theory is not culture-free. The 
concepts born and developed in a culture can be applied best in that culture. Other 
cultures have different views on leadership and management. Thus the Western 
leadership models are very limited in helping us to understand “the social dynamics in 
other cultures” (Hofsted, 1980, 1990, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2006). 
GLOBE Project 
GLOBE stands for Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness 
Research Program.  It is the largest and most complex and comprehensive project 
studying the relationship between societal culture and leadership. Robert House, a 
professor from the University of Pennsylvania, proposed the idea in 1991. The research 
has been conducted for 10-years and is on-going. Two books entitled Culture, 
Leadership, and Organizations: the GLOBE Studies of 62 Societies (2004), and Culture 
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and Leadership across the World: the GLOBE Book of In-depth Studies of 25 Societies 
(2007), have been published to report the findings of the studies. 
The GLOBE project involves many scholars from all countries studied (House, 
2004; House, Javidan, Dorfman & Hanges, 2005).  The leading investigator, Robert 
House, is assisted by three co-principal investigators. More than 170 co-investigators 
from 60 countries (CPIs) are involved in all the stages of the research including project 
designing, data collection, transcription and analysis. Among the team are also many 
research associates from different countries. 
It is also a multi-method project involving both qualitative and quantitative 
methodology. Data were obtained by surveys, interviews, focus groups, and formal 
content analysis of the printed media (House, 2004). The survey questionnaires were sent 
to middle mangers in three industries—financial services, food processing and 
telecommunications. Over 17,000 questionnaires were collected from over 900 
organizations throughout the world, with at least three cultures in each major region of 
the world being represented. 
  In GLOBE projects seven key research questions were asked. The ones most 
directly related to leadership and culture were: Are there leader behaviors, attributes, and 
practices that are universally accepted and effective across cultures? Are there leader 
behaviors, attributes, and practices that are universally accepted and effective in only 
some cultures? How do societal and organizational cultures influence whether specific 
leader behaviors will be accepted and effective? How does a society’s culture help 
determine its conception of effective leadership? (House & Javidan, 2004, p.10; House, 
Javidan, Dorfman & Hanges, 2004, p.578). 
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The research has been aimed at achieving two major goals. The first one is to seek 
a theoretical framework about the relationship between culture and leadership which can 
be applied in more countries (Triandis, 2004) because “current cross-cultural theory is 
inadequate to clarify and expand on the diverse cultural universals and cultural specifics 
that have been elucidated in cross-cultural research” (Darfman, 2004, p.53).The second 
goal is to push the leadership theory beyond the confines of American boundaries as 
stated by House (2004), 
To date more than 90% of the organizational behavior literature reflects U.S.-
based research and theory. Hopefully, GLOBE will be able to liberate 
organizational behavior from the US hegemony (p.xxv). 
Key contributions. The GLOBE research identified nine cultural dimensions 
based upon Hofstede’s five dimensions of leadership. They are: power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, in-group collectivism, institutional collectivism, gender equality, 
assertiveness, performance orientation, human orientation, and future orientation (House 
& Javidan, 2004, pp.12-13; House, Javidan, Dorfman & Hanges, 2004, p.578). It also 
generated six global leadership scales out of the questionnaire to measure leadership 
behavior: charismatic or value-based, team-oriented, participative, humane, autonomous, 
and self-protective (House & Javidan, 2004, p.13-14; House, Javidan, Dorfman & 
Hanges, 2005, p.578).This scale comprises what is called Cultural Endorsed Implicit 
Leadership Theory (CLT) 
Theoretical model. The Cultural Endorsed Implicit Leadership Theory (CLT) 
integrated four major theories containing 14 main propositions. According to House & 
Jarvidan (p.18-19), the GLOBE integrates the following theories specifically: the implicit 
leadership theory by \Lord & Maher (1991), the value-belief theory of culture by 
Hofstede (1980) and Triandis (1995), the implicit motivation theory by McClelland 
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(1985), and the structural contingent theory of organizational form and effectiveness by 
Donaldson (1993). The central concept guiding  this theoretical framework is, as put by 
House & Jarvidan (2004), Javidan, Dorfman & Hanges (2005), “the attributes and entities 
that differentiate a specific culture are predictive of that culture’s organizational practices 
and leader attributes and behaviors that are most effective in that culture” (p.17; p.580). 
The core of the concept is that the societal cultural norms of shared values and practices 
affect leaders’ behavior, organizational culture and practices; leadership in turn affects 
the organizational forms, culture and practices, which in turn affects leaders’ behavior 
(House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman & Gupta, pp.18-19). In other words, culture and 
leadership are viewed as mutually interactive variables.  
Strengths of the Cross-Cultural Leadership Studies Model 
The first strength of the cross-cultural leadership model lies in its adding a new 
perspective to leadership studies. Before the approach, the area had been dominated by 
the notion that leadership traits, skills or behaviors were universal. Although the 
situational approach expanded the horizon by considering the constraints of context on 
leadership, it was primarily concerned with matching the different styles of leadership 
with the personal styles of the followers and the organizational environment. Cross-
cultural leadership studies have broadened our scope from domestic to international 
communities. In our increasingly globalized world, where a mutual understanding among 
cultures and people is becoming more and more important, this approach’s significance is 
self-evident. The Cultural Endorsed Implicit Leadership Theory becomes the most 
influential theoretical frameworks to this study. 
The greatest contribution of the cross-cultural leadership model is that it 
challenges U.S. hegemony in the field of leadership studies. For a long time, the field of 
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leadership studies was primarily U.S. centric. The research was conducted in the United 
States and researchers and their participants were U.S.-based. Needless to say, the 
theories and models developed have more implications for U.S. based organizations than 
for international entities.  Nevertheless, these theories were adopted by many countries in 
their leadership studies as well as in their leadership development programs.   
By connecting leadership with national culture, the field of cross-cultural 
leadership reflects not only the norms of the United States, but also those of other 
countries, which greatly enhances our understanding of the performance of leadership in 
various world cultures.  
Weaknesses of the Cross-cultural Leadership Model 
Although the cross-cultural approach has made great contributions to the 
development of leadership studies, its limitations must be noted. First, although it moved 
the focus of leadership studies beyond the United States, it still remains U.S.-centric, to a 
large degree. For example, although Hofstede is a Dutch scholar, his major research is 
funded by an American company, IBM, whose agenda is American (Jarvidan, House, 
Dorfman, Hanges, Luque, 2006). While employing a global approach with scholars and 
participants from international backgrounds, the design and the ideology behind the 
GLODE project are influenced by American culture since the main project leaders and 
funds are from America. 
While the large scale and multi-method approaches of the GLOBE research 
projects are impressive, they are criticized as being unnecessarily complex.  Earley 
(2006), and Hofstede (2006) state that the dimensions in the GLOBE project are too 
complicated and too abstract to be comprehended. As a result of the large scale and 
multi-phase, multi-method design, the findings are too abstract to have direct 
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implications for organizations in different cultures. Therefore, scholars call for setting 
aside the large-scale, multi-country survey “for the development of alternative mid-range 
theories having a more direct application and explanation for organizational phenomenon 
in a cultural and national context” (Early, 2006, p.922). Although indigenous 
perspectives of leadership studies exist, they are rarely incorporated into the cross-
cultural leadership studies discourse. 
The emic-etic dichotomized approach employed in the cross-cultural leadership 
studies is also criticized. Scholars now encourage the combination of both (Lowe, p.303). 
In addition, the application of the findings to the other sectors is questionable due to the 
fact that empirical data are mostly collected from the corporate sector. Can we really 
apply the findings of the GLOBE project to higher education settings, for example? 
Furthermore, the applicability of the theory to different levels of leadership is 
uncertain. Some research data are collected from CEOs, some are from mid-level 
managers, and some are from follower-leaders. Would the three groups interpret culture 
and leadership in the same way? Meanwhile, the cross-cultural model neglects totally the 
leadership in non-conventional organizations in other cultures. For example, can we 
apply the same kind of leadership principles in the professional networking organizations 
in other cultures? Moreover, the framework is still transformational leadership- 
oriented.The leaders remain at the center of leadership. Is transformational leadership an 
appropriate model for all cultures across the world? Finally, except for some efforts in the 
GLOBE project to synthesize cultural universalism and particularism, the comparative 
approach employed by cross-cultural scholars mainly focuses on isolating either 
differences or similarities. In the world where cultural MacDonaldization is rapidly 
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taking place, where South and North polarization of wealth and power is increasing, does 
this either-or approach reflect the complexities of the real world? 
Future Directions 
As I discussed in previous sections of this paper, the field of leadership studies 
has been U.S.-centric. In recent decades, with the work done in the area of cross-cultural 
leadership, this U.S. hegemony has been weakening. However, the field is still U.S.-
based as I discussed earlier in this chapter. It might be fair to say that although the 
research of leadership studies has been moved outside of the United States physically, its 
soul still dwells in the United States. In other words, the work done by the cross-cultural 
scholars have been decentralizing the U.S. center, but the norms remain unchanged.  
Not much literature can be found in the U.S. about leadership perspectives 
developed indigenously by the scholars in other cultures. This has been a missed 
opportunity to enhance and enrich the literature. We know that leadership has been 
studied for thousands of years in human history, and much knowledge has already been 
accumulated. For example, leadership concepts revealed in Yijin, Confucianism, Daoism, 
Legalism, Militarism, Moism, Buddhism, Marxism, Maoism, and Dengism provide a rich 
soil for the study of leadership. With some careful examination, the field of U.S. 
leadership studies has the potential to use this knowledge to further develop leadership 
theories.  
Hardly any mainstream literature can be found discussing the progress made by 
leadership studies scholars in non-Western countries. For example, the PM (Performance-
Maintenance) Model developed by Japanese scholar, Misumi, wherein leaders are 
classified by their focus on a performance and maintenance functions (Shama, 2002), is 
recognized as a distinctive Japanese management model (Dorfman, 2004, p. 62).  
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However, its absence from the literature is striking. Sinha (1980, 1984) developed the NT 
(Nuturant-Task) leadership model reflecting the leadership styles in India (Dorfman, 
2004). This model suggests that a leader is both nurturing and task-oriented. He is 
benevolent to the people who are task-oriented and hardworking (Shama, 2002). Again, 
recognition of the significance of this model in literature is lacking. In recent decades, 
Chinese-speaking scholars are making great efforts to develop a unique Chinese 
leadership model. The PL (Paternalistic Leadership) Model has been built based upon 
overseas Chinese business leaders (Farh & Cheng, 2000; Cheng, 1995; Farh & Cheng, 
1999). Emphasizing authority, benevolence, and moral leadership (Farh & Cheng, 2000), 
this model is rooted deeply in the traditional Chinese values found in Confucianism and 
Legalism. As in the cases of the two previous examples, there is little or no awareness of 
this conceptualization in the mainstream leadership studies literature. 
China started the systematic study of leadership beginning in the 1980s, following the 
launching of a government policy requiring leaders to take leadership courses. These 
courses were mainly offered in the political science departments of universities. Some 
universities like Qinghua started to establish leadership studies programs. During the 
short history of development of leadership studies as a field, some solid work has been 
done, although mainly normatively. Scholars have studied the ancient Chinese leadership 
philosophies (Wang, 2000; Li, 1994; Peng & Yang, 2004; Mei, 2000; Zhang, 2006; 
Deng, 2000; Li & Zhang, 2005, Li, 2004), Western leadership concepts (Du &Li, 2005; 
Du, Li & Mi, 2005; Hou, 2004; Guo, 2002; Sun, 2005; Li & Li, 2005; Chen, Lu & Fan, 
2004; Sun, 2005; Liu, 2003), and comparative leadership concepts in the East and West  
(Jiang, 2003, 2004; Ma, 2001; Zhang, 2005; Liao, 2002). Literature can also be found 
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reflecting the attempt of scholars to define Chinese leadership studies (Huang, 1999; 
Zhou, 2004; Du, 2005; Yu, 2004; Luo, 2005).  
Joined by some leadership/management studies scholars in Taiwan and Hong 
Hong, the search for a unique Chinese leadership model has been undertaken (Xu, 1995; 
Luo, 2005; Zeng, 2004, 2005). These scholars’ works suggest that the best model to 
describe the leadership of contemporary China should be a combination of traditional 
Chinese philosophies, modern Western concepts, and Marxist ideology. It should 
integrate three disciplines: the art of leadership, leadership philosophy, and leadership 
science, which have been viewed as conflicting areas in the traditional Western thought 
(Zeng, 2004). The core principle of leadership art is that leadership should not be against 
human nature.  Leadership philosophy focuses on establishing harmonious relationships 
among human beings, societies, and nature.  Leadership science looks into the better 
ways to lead. The three areas of study complement one another (Luo, 2005, p.15).  
Like scholars in Japan, India, and China, I believe that most of the societies in the world 
have their own concepts of leadership.  By synthesizing these indigenous perspectives 
with those of the U.S., a global, comprehensive leadership theory can be developed.  This 
theory would have predictive and explanatory utility for understanding leadership in 
multiple nations and cultures instead of only in the U.S., or in China, or in Japan.  
Hybrid Culture and Hybrid Leadership 
Both the similarities and differences in leadership across cultures have been 
supported by fair amount of empirical work in the general leadership and school (K-12) 
leadership literature as well as some indigenous leadership literature. This knowledge is 
very informative to the understanding of the leadership phenomenon in different cultures 
represented by leaders who are the products of just one culture. However, is the 
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similarity-difference dichotomy informative enough to facilitate our understanding of the 
leadership of individuals who are the products of more than one culture? 
  This question led me to look into a third condition or a middle form other than 
similarity or difference in culture and leadership—hybrid culture and leadership. Fazal 
Rizvi (2000)  states  that with increasing globalization and mobilization of human 
resources, contemporary culture “can best be described as hybrids, constantly shifting, 
growing and developing as they encounter different ideas, new knowledge and changing 
circumstances (1997, p.22) . By cultural hybrid, he indicates a blending of the different 
cultures into a new form constantly in change: “(We) cannot know cultures in their 
pristine and authentic form. Instead, our focus must shift to the ways in which culture 
forms become separated and recombine with new forms in new practices in their local 
contexts”(p.22). What he emphasizes in the concept of hybrid culture are four 
dimensions: a) differences and similarities; b) meeting, fluxing, and emerging; c) global 
context; and d) a new form of culture. Thus, hybrid culture, according to Rizvi, is a new 
form of culture created when cultural similarities and differences meet and blend.  This 
process of meeting and blending has been accelerated dramatically by the forces of 
globalization and interconnectivity. 
The formation of a hybrid culture is much more complicated a process than 
making smoothies out of several ingredients. In the latter, we deal with material without 
feelings, power structures and cultural resistances. In the final product, we can still 
discern the taste of different types of fruit. When cultures meet, the process of mingling 
and the final product are much more complicated because human beings, social 
structures, local culture, and many other active agents are involved. Therefore, my 
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understanding of hybrid culture is not a simplified linear blending of similarities and 
differences of several cultures. Instead, it should be seen as a fluid and changing process 
dependent upon several variables: the position of the culture in the totem pole of center-
periphery defined by globalization; the level of resistance to or acceptance of the 
hegemonic culture; the individual willingness to embrace or resist the influences; the 
length and depth of the immersionof the individual in the host culture; and the level of 
friendliness of the host culture. 
Since leadership cannot be separated from culture, I infer tentatively that hybrid 
culture produces a new form of leadership: hybrid leadership. I define hybrid leadership 
tentatively as a form of leadership shaped in the process when similarities and differences 
of two or more culturally bound leadership concepts and practices meet in the global and 
local contexts. In other words, it is a simultaneous blending of leadership differences and 
similarities from different cultures modified by the processes of globalization and 
localization. This blending is not a fixed condition. Like hybrid culture, this blending of 
leadership is “constantly shifting, growing and developing”, as we “encounter different 
ideas, new knowledge and changing circumstances” (Rizvi, 1997, p.22). It is this fluid, 
changing and emerging condition of culture and leadership that this study will explore. 
Through the process of looking at the leadership perspectives and behaviors of Chinese 
university presidents who have lived in the United States, I am interested in determining 
if their exposure to American culture has modified their perspectives on leadership that 
were originally developed in China and if they have, in which ways? 
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Summary 
The cross-cultural leadership model reinforces my Marxist approach to culture 
and human behavior, a dialectic relationship. The Cultural Endorsed Implicit Leadership 
Theory views leadership and culture as an interacting relationship. This is very 
informative to my primary interest in this study: the relationship between leadership and 
the societal culture. The knowledge created by the cross-cultural leadership scholars 
informs me that leadership vision, behavior and ideology are the products of societal 
culture. Some beliefs, values, styles are universally shared while others are culturally 
contingent. Through the lenses of vision, values, and styles, I will explore the divergence 
and convergence of leadership and culture. Most importantly, the hybrid culture concept 
directs me to view culture and leadership as dynamic processes that are constantly 
evolving rather than as fixed and immutable objects.  Since this knowledge has been 
primarily generated in business organizations, it gives me a lens to interpret the possible 
influence of corporation models on higher educational leadership models. The absence of 
the indigenous voice in the mainstream discourse makes my study more meaningful and 
significant. Through this study, I intend to initiate the conversation between indigenous 
and U.S. scholars’ work in leadership studies. It is my belief that seeking harmony and 
common ground is important. Here, I quote Steve Sample’s view promoting balance 
(2002) to conclude my discussion about cross cultural leadership, 
My experiences as a leader, as well as my study of chaos theory and related 
phenomena, have led me to a middle ground between Tolstoy and Carlyle. It may 
well be that our world is largely Tolstoy, subject to historical forces which no 
man or woman can fully measure and analyze, the consequences of which no 
person can fully predict. Thus, to that extent, leaders are history’s slaves. 
However, I am also convinced that able men and women can make a difference; 
that the decisions of leaders can have a lasting impact on the world; that historical 
determinism is never totally in control. (2002, p.192) 
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Characteristics of Chinese Culture, American Culture, and Leadership 
Since my study is mainly about the relationship between American and Chinese 
cultures and leadership, in this section, I focus on several distinguishing characteristics of 
Chinese culture, American culture, and leadership. My discussion about Chinese culture 
and leadership is mainly drawn from findings of the GLOBE project and the work of 
native Chinese scholars, while my discussion about American culture and leadership is 
mainly drawn from the findings of the GLOBE project and the general leadership studies 
literature reviewed in this chapter. This section is not designed as a comprehensive 
review of the literature on the topic but to provide some heuristic knowledge to facilitate 
my interpretation of data about Chinese and American leadership and culture. The 
question I am trying to answer in this chapter is:  what are the key characteristics of 
Chinese culture, American culture, and their respective leaderships? 
Chinese Culture and Leadership  
The relationship between Chinese culture and leadership has aroused much 
scholarly interest in the West and the East. Research into Chinese culture and leadership 
can be divided into three camps: Western, Eastern and Western-Eastern.  In the western 
camp, the majority of the work has been conducted by the scholars from Western 
countries. This camp views Chinese culture and leadership from Western perspectives. 
Their interpretations have been characterized as ethnocentric (Liu, 2004).  The Eastern 
camp is the work done by the scholars from the Chinese-speaking world like Singapore, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong and mainland China. This group of scholars engages in exploring a 
unique Chinese leadership model in their efforts to address their Chinese identities. They 
represent the indigenous voice. The Western-Eastern camp enlists scholars from all over 
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the world, attempting to combine the Western perspective with the indigenous 
perspectives. The GLOBE project is the best example of this camp. 
Liu (2004) reviewed the recent Western scholars’ leadership literature in the 
fields of management, psychology, and communications about Chinese culture and 
leadership.  He identifies three themes present in Western scholar’s work, Confucianism, 
collectivism, and Chinese communism, as the major cultural forces shaping the Chinese 
leadership. The Paternalistic Leadership Model developed over the two decades (1970s-
1990s) by Chinese-speaking scholars based upon Chinese overseas businesses indicates 
that in addition to Confucianism, legalism is also an important influence on Chinese 
culture and leadership (Farh & Cheng, 1999). In the most recent work of the Chinese-
speaking world’s scholars, Chinese leadership is seen as the result of the combined 
Chinese ideologies like Yizhuang, Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism and Legalism 
(Zeng, 2004, 2005). Liu Kang (2004), in Globalization and Cultural Trends in China, 
adds Maoism as an important cultural identity of China. In the most recent GLOBE 
project, Confucianism, communism and Western influences are highlighted as the major 
forces shaping China’s contemporary leadership. For example, benevolence and moral 
leadership are rooted in Confucianism; authoritative leadership is rooted in both 
Confucianism and legalism (Fahr & Cheng, 2000). Many approaches like non-violence 
and manipulation are influences from Daoism and Buddhism. The Collectivist orientation 
comes from both Confucianism and Communism. The most recent emphasis on law 
governance might come from Legalism and from Western ideologies. Overall, the 
majority of scholars seem to agree that traditional Chinese values, communist ideologies 
and Western thoughts are the major forces shaping the Chinese leadership.   
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Traditional Values 
The foundation of Chinese culture lies in its synthesis of several major traditional 
ideological systems such as Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism (Demarco, 2006), 
Legalism and Moism (Zheng, 2008). Among them, Confucianism is the most influential 
ideology (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007). 
Founded by Kong Fuzi (551-479 B.C.) and modified by scholars like Dong 
Zhongshu during the Han Dynasty (134 AD), Confucianism has been the dominant 
ideology in China for over a thousand years (Fu, Wu, & Young, 2007).  Under the 
behavioral guidelines of five constant virtues: benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), 
propriety (li), wisdom (zhi), fidelity (xin), Confucianism mainly promotes four 
ideological virtues: the class system (pecking order), obedience, doctrine of the mean 
(zhongyong) and renqing (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007). The class system defines a social order 
where everyone is said to be born with a certain social status, thus should observe the 
rules defined for that status. In the pecking order system, the emperor is ranked above the 
courtier (minister), the father above the son, and the husband above the wife. This 
provides a basic social order for individuals to follow for the convenience of the ruling 
class. The hidden message is: as long as each person in the society observes his role, 
peace and harmony can come to a family. If all the families are happy and observe their 
roles, peace and harmony will be evident throughout the country (Zeng, 2004). When 
problems occur, moderation is the appropriate response. If everyone in a family and 
society shows consideration to others and observes the stay-on-a-middle-path approach, 
harmony follows. Throughout the process of observing the social order and resolving 
problems non-violently, one should always show benevolence, righteousness, kindness 
and consideration (renqing) to others. Confucius does not believe in governance by law.  
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According to Confucius, laws can regulate people’s behavior but not their hearts, while 
the sublime goal in leadership is to win people’s hearts so that they are willing to lead 
themselves according to the will of the leaders. That is why moral leadership stands at the 
center of Confucianism. 
Characteristics of Contemporary Chinese Culture 
As I mentioned before, contemporary Chinese culture, to a large degree, is the 
consequence of the melding of three major forces in Chinese history: tradition, Marxist 
ideology, and Western ideology (Huang, 2005; Liu, 2004; Demarco, 2006).  Liu Kang 
(2004) asserts that China’s post-revolutionary culture is neither socialist nor capitalist, 
neither modern nor post modern. Rather, it is a hybrid culture that embodies the 
fundamental tensions and contradictions of globalization. Within this hybrid culture, 
tradition still lingers and plays very important roles (Huang, 2005). Specifically, Chinese 
culture is marked by the following characteristics according to the GLOBE research 
findings. 
First, the Confucian influence still lives on, revealed in the following three major 
dimensions of the culture. The first dimension is found in guanxi, which is the key 
element of contemporary Chinese culture (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007). Literally, guanxi can 
be translated as “relationship” in English. However, it carries many more connotations 
(Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007).  It includes at least three layers of relationships: relationship 
built upon kinship, relationship based upon a professional network, and relationship 
based upon friendship. Guanxi is like an invisible web holding the Chinese society, 
people and organizations together. It’s nowhere and everywhere. Without guanxi, one 
cannot be successful in China. 
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The second dimension, renqing (reciprocalism/human concern) and mianzi (face) 
are used, in a society of guanxi, to maintain and expand that invisible web. Renqing 
suggests that people treat people nicely for reciprocal purposes. If you save face (mianzi) 
for someone, he will do the same to you. Without face (mianzi), one loses dignity and 
status in the society. 
The third dimension of Confucian culture is that political morality unifies the 
peoples’ minds to help consolidate the governance of the country. For thousands of years, 
this combination of politics and moral education, the practice of a national/orthodox 
ideology, has helped to secure China’s stability (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, p.886-893). It is 
widely practiced today. For example, universities have a dual leadership system. It is the 
party secretary’s role to oversee moral construction and education, while the president’s 
role is to administer the infrastructure relating to academic affairs. The party secretary is 
like the soul of the university, while the president is like the body of it. The coordination 
between the two is believed to lead to harmony. 
Second, the GLOBE Project findings also indicate that for historical and 
contemporary reasons, Chinese society is now very intolerant of uncertainties, enjoys a 
high level of tolerant of  power distance and is quite collectivist-oriented, although 
witnessing a growing individualism, more human concern, unassertiveness, and  
prejudices against women (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, p.886-893).   
Complementing the GLOBE’s findings, Demarco’s (2006) research findings 
presented at the 8th Conference of the International Leadership Association capture some 
of the subtleties of contemporary Chinese culture.  He points out that the contemporary 
Chinese culture has six distinctive features: a) there are many Chinas, thus from region to 
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region, culture is not exactly the same; b) things in China are rarely as they appear; c) 
ruling by relationship takes precedent over ruling by law; d) values are simultaneously 
very strong and rapidly changing; e) re-emergence of the individual/family over the 
collective; and f) simultaneous love for traditional and Western values among the young. 
In summary, the influence of the traditional values, class system, obedience, 
moderation, and renqing still remains the most deeply rooted cultural characteristic (Fu, 
Wu & Yang, 2007, p.900) in China. Meanwhile, “communist ideologies are also 
prevalent such as action orientation, confidence and determination” (Fu, Wu & Yang, 
2007, p.900). Moreover, Western management philosophical thoughts like 
aggressiveness, ambition and competence are also obvious (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, 
p.900).  
Characteristics of Leadership 
Under the combined cultural influences of traditional, Marxist, and Western 
ideologies, Chinese leadership has formed its distinctive characteristics. These can be 
identified through reviewing the paternalistic leadership model, the leadership concepts 
of Zeng Shiqiang, as well as the GLOBE findings.  
The paternalistic leadership (Farh & Cheng, 2000; Cheng, 1995; Farh & Cheng, 
1999) model reflects some important dimensions of Chinese leadership. It’s based upon 
the research work of Chinese-speaking scholars. According to their research findings, 
authority, benevolence, and moral leadership are the distinctive characteristics of Chinese 
leadership (Cheng, 1995; Farh & Cheng, 1999, Farh & Cheng, 2000). This model stresses 
the influences on leadership from traditional Chinese culture like Confucianism and 
Legalism. 
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Earn’s (2006) recent research has identified several emerging styles in Chinese 
business leadership: traditional styles of business leadership, charismatic leadership, and 
visionary leadership. He has noticed that the Paternalistic Leadership (PL) style is 
diminishing. This cultural picture of contemporary China implies that the PL model 
might not be able to explain contemporary Chinese leadership because the value system 
of the society has changed. 
Most recently, many scholars in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Mainland China have 
also been attempting to develop a more comprehensive leadership/ management theory to 
explain Chinese leadership in the Chinese-speaking world. Shiqiang Zeng’s (2004, 2005) 
work is quite representative of this group’s view. He contends that the Chinese leadership 
theory should combine Chinese leadership philosophies with Western leadership science 
because Chinese culture is rich in leadership philosophies accumulated over the 5,000 
years of its civilization, but poor in the science of leadership. Therefore, the best Chinese 
leadership model should combine the ancient Chinese philosophies from Yizhuan (Book 
of Change), Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism and Legalism and the contemporary 
Western leadership sciences. 
Chinese leadership possesses four basic characteristics according to Zeng: the 
value of human beings, moral leadership, change, and individuality (Zeng, 2004). 
Tasks and profits are not the ultimate goal of leadership. Instead, the human being is the 
ultimate concern. Leadership perceptions change constantly according to time and 
situation. Effective leadership is achieved through an individual’s self-discipline, which 
means that if each individual manages himself well, the ultimate end of leadership can be 
achieved automatically. Self happiness secures the happiness of the others. Self-
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management is achieved through moral discipline. Moderation and following the laws of 
nature are the right approaches to leadership.  
Under the influence of tradition, communism (including Maoism), and Western 
ideologies, contemporary Chinese leadership ideologies show some particular 
orientations, according to the GLOBE project’s findings.  These orientations can be 
perceived through the (GLOBE) participants’ perceptions of the ideal leader or the 
qualities leaders are expected to possess in China. 
First, a good leader should have the ability to seek a balance between conservativeness 
and aggressiveness. Second, he should be a visionary and have the ability to think far 
ahead. Third, he should be open-minded and keep learning new knowledge and accepting 
new ideas. Fourth, he should be a change agent, possessing the ability to initiate as well 
as to implement changes. Fifth, he should be humane, caring about the followers and 
showing consideration of their situations. Last, he should possess the ability to combine 
West and East, being able to figure out which Western seeds can grow in Chinese soil  
and which cannot (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, p.896-899).   
The GLOBE project’s Chinese Results of Leadership Survey on the impact of the 
characteristics, skills, and abilities on outstanding leadership, also shows that in addition 
to sharing the universally-endorsed charismatic leadership traits of integrity, inspiration,  
and administrative competence (p.900), and abhorring the universally-despised leadership 
traits of autocracy, self-centeredness and malevolence (p 901), Chinese managers possess 
some unique styles compared to managers from other cultures. First, they hold relatively 
more positive views about face-saving and non-participatory leadership. Second, they are 
particularly positive on humane orientation and team-oriented leadership. Additionally, 
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they have shown two peculiar leadership tendencies: dual identity and paternalism 
(p.901). Dual identity is the consequence of the dual responsibility resulting from the 
unique Chinese political system. For example, the party secretary of the organization is 
normally also the CEO of it and thus has dual leadership responsibilities and identities. 
Paternalism is manifested when the managers think of themselves or are viewed as a 
father of the company and of its employees. Managers are also expected to care for 
everyone in the organization like they are members of a family (p.902-903). 
  In summary, human concern, individualistic concern, moral leadership, 
conformity, reciprocalism, and paternalism are several major distinctive Chinese 
leadership traits. “Though traditional values are still highly respected, and constantly pull 
back China’s organizational leaders and urge them to conform to the traditional values, 
their internal desires to become competitive and the external pressure to do so are all 
pushing them toward modern Western ideologies, encouraging them to challenge the 
norms” (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, p.904-905).  
American Culture and Leadership 
The majority of the leadership theories were developed in North America with the 
U.S. as the center. Thus, the bulk of this knowledge reflects the culture of the United 
States. Therefore, in this section, I will discuss the core values of American culture and 
link them to leadership. 
Foundation of the American Culture 
There are four forces embedded deeply in the American society which have 
exerted tremendous influences on leadership, according to Hoppe and Bhagat (2007).  
One is the tension between liberty and equality; the second is reflected in the tension 
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between efficiency and community; the third is the role of religion (pp.480-481); and the 
fourth is American style capitalism.  
Liberty indicates “the absolute political and economic freedom whose only law is 
that of supply and demand”. It results in the desire and practice of “rugged 
individualism” and “freedom from governmental and institutional intervention” (Hoppe 
& Bhagat, p.480). Contradictorily, equality proponents in US advocate the idea of a 
stronger government to reduce the gap between the rich and the poor, the powerful and 
the powerless (p.481). 
Efficiency promotes the idea of achieving a good society by combining the efforts 
of the government, corporations, and workers to maximize the employment opportunities 
and the growth of the economy so as to increase the quality of life. Contrararily, the good 
society advocated by the proponents of community is the one having fewer big 
corporations where “high quality of life, moral rectitude, and service, good stewardship 
of the planet, collaboration, and face-to-face interactions” can be achieved (p.481). 
From the beginning of its history to the present, United States has always been praised as 
being a haven for religious freedom. Thus, the society is largely religiously 
institutionalized. The impact of religion is strong in American life and has become part of 
the American habits of the heart (Bellah, 1986). It also has deep implications for 
leadership practices and beliefs in the United States (Hoppe and Bhagat, 2007, p.481). 
In addition, American style capitalism plays an important role in shaping the culture, and 
leadership ideologies and practices in the American society (Bellah, 1986; Hoppe and 
Bhagat, 2007). Under the system, individuals and organizations are encouraged to 
compete for tangible rewards like wealth and recognition. Measurable criteria are always 
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established to select the winner with the intention that everybody understands and accepts 
the legitimacy of the winner. The hidden message of the requirements is “an emphasis on 
performance, continuous improvement and innovation and a deliberate and focused 
approach to the task or challenge at hand to generate useful results in the foreseeable 
future” (Hoppe and Bhagat 2007, p.511). Moreover, “American democratic capitalism’s 
long-term viability is fundamentally tied to the individual’s moral obligation to seek 
wealth not only for personal use, but equally for the well-being of the community at 
large” (p.511). Furthermore, “due to its strong economically oriented philosophy, it 
subordinates its members’ lives to the demand of the market”. Consequently, 
“individuals’ identities become defined in economic terms (e,g. resources, assets, 
liabilities) and their families and organizations experience market-induced turbulence and 
fragmentation” (p.511). 
American Culture 
GLOBE project researchers state that American culture is similar to that of the 
other Anglo cluster countries such as the United Kingdom and Australia. They share 
some of the common cultural themes like high levels of individualism, performance 
orientation, masculinity, assertiveness, and low levels of power distance and uncertainty 
avoidance (p.482).  
Individualism represents the core value of the American culture (Bellah, 1986). 
An individual is viewed as a “bounded, unique, more or less integrated motivational and 
cognitive universe…organized into a distinctive whole and set contrastively both against 
other such wholes and against a social and natural background” (Geertz, 1979, quoted in 
Hoppe & Bhagat, p. 2007). The practice of individualism is perceived as the safeguard of 
some key American values about individual freedom, responsibility and accountability 
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(p.495). However, in our global era, individualism is constantly in conflict with the 
emerging global themes emphasizing interdependence, mutuality, systems, and processes 
(P.495). 
Specifically, American culture is perceived to have the following characteristics 
a) high individualism; b) more masculinity;  c) existential equality ( small to moderate 
power distance; d) flexibility and openness to change; e) strong preference for data and 
rational thinking; e) practicality; f) anti- intellectualism; g) action over reflection; and h) 
monochromic orientation to time (p.485). 
On the GLOBE cultural scheme, American culture is marked as having the 
characteristics of a) weak uncertainty avoidance; b) strong assertiveness orientation; c) 
medium power distance, legitimate inequality/meritocracy; d) strong performance 
orientation; e) medium future orientation; f) medium-high human orientation; j) weak in-
group collectivism “As Is”, medium “Should Be”; k) medium gender egalitarianism “As 
Is”, very high Gender egalitarianism “Should Be” (p.485)  
American Leadership 
Under the influences discussed in the above two sections, American leadership 
has its distinctive characteristics. These can be perceived in the prototypical American 
leadership models and their perceived ideal leadership qualities. 
 Leader-as-hero is one of the dominant American leadership prototypes (Hoppe & 
Bhagat, 2007, p.497). Leaders in American society are portrayed  mostly as loner 
individualistic heroes and saviors who  are” driven by an inner calling or the calling of 
the organization or community, who have a vision about the journey or the fight, who 
catalyze the changes, who are prompt in action when sensing the urgency, who are 
willing or forced to take risks,  who  “encounter numerous trials and tribulations, fail, 
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pick themselves up again, overcome all odds and through great strength, skill and 
experience succeed” (p.498). Their fight is always a lonely one, perhaps even against the 
will of their own people, but “their deep conviction pulls them through” and in the end, 
they succeed, and are “recognized and admired” (p 498). They may then mentor others or 
make active contributions to their communities. Their names might be used to adorn a 
building, a highway, or a scholarship fund after the successful completion of the ‘heroic 
journey’ (p.498). This model is reflected in theories from traits to behavioral to 
transformational leadership 
Most recently, the heroic side of the leader seems to be tempered by a competing 
ideal. In this model, a leader is seen as a teacher, healer, and visionary rather than a hero. 
He behaves humbly, is sympathetic, cooperative, communal, participative, and process-
oriented. Most importantly, he is culturally sensitive and adaptive and more global in his 
outlook (p.498). The most recent U.S. Presidential election illustrated nicely the two 
models of leaders---McCain, a loner, war hero, warrior, stoic, rugged; and Obama, a 
healer, intellectual, international, participative, and wise. The findings of the ideal 
leadership traits of the GLOBE project in many ways reflect the ideals hidden in the two 
competing and complementary models. American managers are expected to possess the 
following ten qualities. First, they should “stand out through their individual 
achievements” (Hoppe & Bhagat, 2007, p525) .They enjoy competing, winning, and 
leaving a personal legacy. They are very (style) assertive and try to act as the role models. 
Second, they are able to inspire through their “optimism, can-do mentality, and energy” 
(p.525), and are able to bring out the best from the people through their personal 
influences.  
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Third, they should “stand up for their beliefs” (p.525), be honest and true to 
themselves and to others, be trustworthy, and calm when facing crisis. Fourth, they 
should be focused on articulating, communicating, and realizing their vision. Fifth, they 
should strive for excellent performance through overcoming all the barriers and 
challenges, through efficiency and by setting up measuring instruments. Sixth, they 
should be the change agent, willing to take the risks, not afraid of making and correcting 
mistakes, be creative and flexible. Seventh, they should respond to urgency with urgency, 
be decisive and forceful, and chose swift and approximate decisions over slow and 
deliberate decisions. Eight, they should promote team spirit. Ninth, they should be open-
minded, willing to listen and delegate. Last, they should be humane, respecting the 
inherent humanity and dignity of each individual and showing compassion and support to 
others (Hoppe, Bhagat, 2007, p.525-526). 
  Among these traits, some are universally endorsed like vision, integrity, 
conviction, good performance, decisiveness, egalitarianism, flexibility and pragmatism, 
while some are distinctively U.S. qualities like high participation, tapping of a team’s 
inner ability, being caring and not self-centered (p.513). 
Overall, compared with the other cultures, American managers show some 
distinctive characteristics: first, they show a strong desire toward quick action and results 
which nurtures a can-do, problem-solving or just-do- it approach. This leads to an 
emphasis on work and career over personal and family life, task over relationship, 
competition over collaboration. This tendency might lead to a short-planning approach 
and a resulting implementation phase (P.526). Self-agency, optimism and positive 
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thinking also distinguish American managers from the others. They often generate energy 
and the sense of self-fulfillment among their followers (p527). 
The senior level leader case studies of the GLOBE project have identified some 
special traits of U.S. leaders at high levels. Some of these parallel the quality of the 
managers; some are more confined to this particular group. For example, having a vision 
and implementing it is emphasized. Charisma, inspiration, humane values, and optimism 
are also highlighted. The role of the change agent and catalyst is regarded as important. 
Perseverance and efficiency, honesty, integrity, role modeling, competitiveness and 
unconventionality stand in the fore. These stories also reveal some American attitudes 
toward leaders. For example, age and some personal failure like an affair are not regarded 
as major hindrances to good leadership. Good interpersonal relationships and formal 
education are not viewed as very important in successful leadership (p.490). 
In summary, American leadership emphasizes more the concepts of  individual 
competencies, efficiencies, and outcomes. Its influences come from a heavily 
individualistic culture. This is reflected in the elevation of the individual hero leaders, 
power structures and materialism, and mechanism.  Paradoxiclly, on the other hand, there 
is a yearning for leaders promoting community, equality, collaboration, spirituality, and 
human values. 
China-US Comparison 
The findings of the GLOBE project and other research discussed in the above 
sections shed much light on the similarities and differences of American and Chinese 
leadership. To make the comparison clear, I rely upon Dr. Zeng Shiqiang’s (2004) China-
U.S.-Japan comparison table to conclude my discussion on American and Chinese  
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Table 1 
A Comparison of American, Chinese, and Janpanese Leadership 
Variable U.S. Japan China 
Ideological 
foundation 
check & balance  Japanese harmony Taiji (harmony) 
Theoretical 
Foundation 
individualism  collectivism reciprocalism 
Behavioral pattern Yes-No judgment absolute submission seeking reasonable 
perfection 
Promotional factor ability seniority, order & 
experience 
context 
Planning style fixed target moving target flying target 
Member relation brick rock  tree 
Leadership style commander coordinating Wuwei/lead by 
non-leading  
Control pattern partial holistic invisibly holistic 
Assessment standard outcome/no process outcome over 
process 
process over 
outcome 
Member mobility same job in different 
organizations 
same organization 
different jobs   
different jobs in 
different 
organizations  
Member 
characteristics 
professional synchronized reciprocal 
Member engagement partial full        context-contingent 
General 
characteristics 
outcome-oriented  interest-oriented people-oriented / 
satisfaction  
Overall atmosphere do a good job 
intensively & 
busily   
working very hard 
to do a good job   
do a good job with 
happiness   
&peace  
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Leadership. It’s dangerous to depend too heavily on heuristic models. However, they do 
provide some guidance for my understanding of the phenomenon under study. 
Summary 
American and Chinese cultures have exerted great influence on leadership models 
and practices in the United States and China respectively. As a result, leadership in both 
countries shares some common themes while remaining distinctive. The work done in the 
past has uncovered many characteristics about leadership itself, the relationship between 
leadership and culture, and the similarities and differences of leadership from one culture 
to another. This knowledge provided insights for me to explore a fluid condition of 
American and Chinese culture and leadership within a group of leaders who have been 
exposed to both cultures.  
  However, the differences and similarities explored in this approach are primarily 
confined to comparisons of one culture with another one, or several cultures with several 
other cultures. However, given the interconnectedness of the world, the mobility of 
human resources across the globe,  as well as the transfer of knowledge, ideology, and 
leadership practices, human capital is less and less the product of just one culture. 
Instead, individuals may have had meaningful life experiences in several cultures. Here 
“meaningful life experience” connotes the experiences having some impact on the 
person’s thinking, or self-perception or self-image, or the experiences changing one’s 
life. 
  What are the influences of new cultures on these transitional professionals who 
are increasingly becoming more and more valuable in the global human capital market? 
In which ways have their leadership perspectives and behaviors been influenced by the 
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cultures they have been exposed to? Is it likely that their leadership might be a hybrid of 
several cultures they have been exposed to? These are questions unanswered. Therefore, 
cross-cultural leadership studies should not only pay attention to differences and 
similarities, but also to a fluid blending of differences and similarities.  
My previous discussion about the relationship between culture and leadership was 
primarily based upon the literature about business organizations. We still do not know if 
these findings are applicable in other types of organizations. The applicability of this type 
of research to higher education organizations remains unknown. It’s our responsibility as 
researchers to answer this question. Therefore, I am hoping my research can shed some 
light on this issue. In the following section, I review the leadership literature in higher 
education with an attempt to identify potential areas where this study can make 
contributions to academic, general, and cross-cultural leadership studies. 
Academic Presidency 
In this section, I review the literature of the academic presidency both in China 
and the U.S. Since my study is directly related to the academic presidency, this review is 
intended to provide insights into the nature of presidential leadership in the academy to 
facilitate my understanding of the phenomena being studied. It will also assist in 
identifying the deficiencies and discrepancies in the literature of academic, general, and 
cross-cultural leadership studies, thereby enabling me to contribute to the development of 
leadership studies in general, and the academic presidency in particular.  
Evolution of the Presidential Roles in China and the U.S. 
In this section, I sketch the historical development of university/college 
presidential roles in China and the United States, with an emphasis on the contemporary 
roles. The intent of this section is to provide contextual information about the work of 
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university/college presidents. Through comparing the roles of the university/college 
presidents in China and the United States, this section’s discussion furthers our 
understanding of the Americanness, Chineseness, and other characteristics of the 
participants’ leadership studied in this project. 
The discussion of the section will be supported by historical and contemporary 
literature, normative and descriptive literature, from both Chinese and American scholars 
and practitioners.  I include the practitioners’ voice because of their unique perspectives, 
their frequency in addressing the issues, and the inadequate empirical research work on 
the topic (Birnbaum, 1999, p.333). Given the fact that the few limited works done in this 
area (behaviorist) either focus on the leadership style of the president or the role of 
administrators at other levels, there is no well established model to assist the analysis of 
the presidential role (p.333), except the one (which I will not use in this discussion) 
proposed by Birnbaum: structure leader, relationship leader, research and teaching leader, 
and symbol leader (p.80). My analysis will be based on my belief that the presidential 
role is defined by the role of higher education in different periods of its history (social 
environment). Therefore, in the following discussion, I will link the role of the presidents 
with the role that higher education plays in the societies of both China and the United 
States. 
Medieval Universities: Teacher-Administrator 
The earliest universities originated during the Middle Ages in Europe in the form 
similar to that of a guild, an association of the intellectuals. Home teaching was the main 
form, and the professor was paid by the student on a lecture-by-lecture basis (Rhodes, 
2001, p.2). Later on, universities evolved to be composed of several schools where the 
purpose of the education was to train the aristocrats of the society. Since the university 
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was small and basically a place to generate pure knowledge like medicine and theology, 
the president was usually a part time position, and an honorary title, to a large degree. His 
responsibilities included teaching and managing. His power was equal to that of the 
teachers. It was not until the end of the Dark Ages that the universities became more 
sophisticated. So did the role of the presidents (Chen, 2002). 
U.S. 
Colonial-Civil War Era: Teacher-Preacher-Fundraiser-Student Discipliner 
(Bornstein, 2003).  
 
From the Colonial to the Civil War period, universities in the United States 
focused more on educating members of the elite in the classics, although the reformers 
expressed the desire to secularize the curriculum at the same time. For example, Harvard 
made it clear that its education “emphasized the formation of a learned aristocracy who 
would master classical Greek language and Latin text to provide ecclesiastical, 
professional, and civic leadership (Chandler, 2004, p.397). Not only were the structures 
of universities simple and linear during this period, their sizes were also very small. 
Harvard, for instance, had only twelve students, one teacher and a president at the 
beginning (Chen, 2002, p.69). Compatible with the simple role and small size, the 
president‘s role was teaching and preaching. In addition, he also needed to discipline the 
students. Sometimes, he was required do some fundraising work (Bornstein, 2003). 
Era between the Civil War and World War II: Educator-Institutional Leader-Public 
Intellectuals.  
 
The era between the Civil War and World War II witnessed the rapid expansion 
of the university system in the United States. During this period, universities changed 
their earlier elitist-classics focus to applied knowledge and mass education. No more the 
patent of the social elites, education started to move out of the ivory tower. With the 
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passing of the Morril Act (1862), higher education’s access was expanding. Women and 
minority students as well as veterans gained access to higher education (Chandler, 2005, 
p.397). With the establishment of the land grant universities, “a national system of 
colleges and universities emphasizing applied studies like agriculture, engineering, and 
others were established” (Chandler, 2005, p.397).  This movement expanded the role of 
the university to research, in addition to its existing role of teaching and learning. 
Facing rapid growth and change, the colonial leadership structure of teacher-president 
was no longer adequate to handle the complexities of the university. As a result, the 
presidential role shifted from the symbolic to the concrete.  Presidents became 
professional administrators, heads of the universities, and public intellectuals. They were 
at the center of the power structure of the universities. Their responsibilities included 
directing instruction, research, and the financial functions of the campus, and most 
importantly, linking the university with the public (Chen, 2002, p.70; Bornstein, 2003). 
Many presidents took these opportunities to make fundamental transformations to their 
institutions. They acted like the “captains of erudition”, “managers of business firms” to 
steer the big bureaucratic “ship” “according to their own wills” (Bornstein, 2003). For 
example, Charles W. Eliot (1834-1926) transformed Harvard into a research center 
during his 40-year presidency from 1869 to 1909. Daniel Coit Gilman (1831-1908), the 
founding president of John Hopkins, established a university whose central work was 
“the creation and discovery of new knowledge through faculty scholarship” (Chandler, 
2005, p.398). William Rainey Harper (1856-1906) set up a model of non-interference 
philanthropy for higher education through the establishment of the University of Chicago. 
Emma Willard (1787-1870) and Mary Lyon pioneered access to women in higher 
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education. Booker T. Washington (1859-1915) founded the Tuskegee Institute (1881) to 
provide African American educational opportunities (Chandler, 2005, pp.397-398). 
World War II—present (21st century): Multiple Roles.  
After the 1960s, universities grew into what Clark Kerr called multiversities. The 
changing faces of the society and the culture, the shrinking financial support from the 
government and the challenges from globalization all pushed universities to have closer 
connections with the society and even the market. As a result, the internal and external 
environments surrounding the university became more complex. This situation called for 
more professionalized and even business-oriented presidents who could take care of both 
internal affairs such as academic and student affairs as well as external affairs such as 
relationship building between the university, and society and the market. The presidential 
role was shifting from the internal toward the external, from micro administration to 
macro management (Chen, 2002, p.70). Presidents have been seen as playing multiple 
roles such as change agents, protectors of and fighters for academic freedom, and 
maintainers of the image of the universities (Kerr, 2002). Sometimes, for example, when 
the president is called upon to mediate between internal and external stake holders, these 
roles conflicted with one another.  Bornstein (2002, 2003) depicted the situation vividly 
by pointing out that today’s presidents are expected to play the role of academic leaders, 
financial managers, fund raisers, public intellectuals, civic leaders, economic 
development cheerleaders, and morality models simultaneously. The multiple roles of the 
presidents can be identified from the different research foci of scholars. 
For example, Birnbaum (1988, 1989, 1992, 1999), emphasizes the symbolic and 
facilitating role of the presidents. His subjects focus more on the internal affairs than the 
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external ones. Fisher (1984, 2006) emphasizes the change agent role of the presidents. In 
his most recent book (2006), he examines the entrepreneurial role of the 
college/university president. White (2007) continues along this line to advocate well-
balanced management skills combined with entrepreneurial vision and spirit. Rhodes 
(2001), Nelson (2000), Cohane (2006), Brown (2006) and Ramos (2005) focus on the 
moral dimensions of presidential leadership. In Bornstein’s discussions (2003) on 
legitimacy and Fisher’s discussion (1984) on presidential power, the political role of the 
president becomes evident. The two volumes dedicated to the topic of advancement and 
fundraising edited by Murphey (1997) and Rhodes (1997) respectively leave no doubt 
that budget planning and fundraising are inseparable parts of presidential responsibilities. 
The research done by Fisher (1984) and Padillar (2006) also indicates that public relation 
is one of the presidential responsibilities. Cook’s work (1998) reveals the lobbyist role of 
the presidents. In many of the American Council on Education’s annual meeting 
discussions, the diplomatic and ambassadorial role of the president has been discussed 
(Padilla, 2006; Robertson, 2005).  Green (1988) also suggests that a president must be a 
good team builder.  
However, the multiple roles listed above are not universal. Many works have 
demonstrated that presidential roles are defined by the nature of the organizations they 
lead. For example, a consistent theme of the presidential role is the scapegoat (victim) of 
the context (Green, 1988; Birnbaum, 1989, 1992; Kerr & Gade, 1986; Tierney, 1988; 
Oakley, 2002; Padillar, 2005).  Bensemin’s research (1990) on the perception of 
presidents of their role indicates that the presidential roles are contingent upon the 
financial situation and the faculty morale of an institution. Presidents working in less 
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problematic situations tend to be more focused on external issues. The ones who run the 
stable/ prosperous institution or institution which survived a disaster recently tend to 
focus on the internal issues. Presidents in the less-problematic and no- problem 
institutions tend to be the creators of the new environment, while the ones in the 
problematic institutions and the institutions which survived a disaster tend to be reactive 
to the environment. Presidents working for both less-problem and no-problem institutions 
remain connected internally, while the other two types distance themselves from the 
institutions for different reasons.  
Presidential leadership roles in the United States have evolved from academics to 
administrators including a host of differing and, sometimes, conflicting roles.  Included in 
this varied list are:  public intellectuals, politicians, public relations experts, diplomats, 
fundraisers, lobbyists, moral leaders, team builders, and entrepreneurs. The general trend 
is moving outside of the institutional boundaries depending on the institutional situation.  
China  
China has had its own higher education system since ancient times, but the 
modern Chinese universities started at the turn of the twentieth century. During its history 
of over one hundred years, the system has experienced several fundamental changes. As 
the role of higher education evolved, the role of the university presidents kept changing. 
Ancient Chinese Higher Education (before 1911): Scholar-Administrator-Moral Leader.  
 
The beginnings of Chinese higher education can be traced back three thousand years to 
the Zhou Dynasty. Two thousand years ago during the Han Dynasty, higher education 
flourished when Taixue was established as the highest institution of learning (Min, 1999). 
However, shuyuan and guozijian were regarded as the two major forms of higher 
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education institutions in ancient China. Some shuyuan were public institutions, some 
were private; while Guozijian belonged to the public system (Qu, 1997). 
The main educational concepts and approaches of the Chinese system were based upon 
Confucian teachings as reflected in the Four Books and Five Classics which outlined the 
principles of society and government, as well as moral codes for personal conduct. The 
main purpose of education was to produce government officials (Surowski, 2000, p.2). 
The subjects studied in these institutions were basically the Confucian classics. The 
institutions were not large. For example, both taixue and shuyuan were small with simple 
structures. A typical shuyuan in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) had about 26 people 
responsible for the teaching and administrative functions. The top head of the shuyuan 
was called dongzhu (the head of the cave). It was necessary for the dongzhu to be a well-
known scholar, a moral leader who were aligned with the appropriate political officials. 
The major responsibility of the dongzhu was teaching. To a large degree, his presidential 
role was symbolic. The administrative work was conducted by a person holding a mid-
level position (Qu, 1993, p. 226). At the guozijian, the president’s role was similar.  The 
president, jijiu, was a teacher with administrative responsibilities. The jijiu’s duties 
included administering the operational routines of the institution (including the 
implementation of rules and regulations) and acting as a role model for the others (Qu, 
1993). Therefore, academic presidents, during this early period in the history of higher 
education, were expected to demonstrate a fairly extensive portfolio such as academic 
ability, administrative skills, political awareness, and moral standards. It should be noted 
that these defining characteristics of the office holders have remained relatively constant 
to the present. 
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Modern Chinese Universities (1911-1949): Scholar- Thinker-Social Activist- 
Politician-Ambassador-Moral Example. 
  
The shape of the modern Chinese university system evolved from a series of 
interactions with several university systems from abroad including the United Kingdom, 
the United States, Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union (Zhou, 1996). Before the 
Revolution of 1949, China boasted of two separate systems of higher education.  One was 
supported by the Nationalist Government led by Jiang Jieshi, the other by the Yanan 
Government led by Mao Zedong. The mainstream system was the former.  
The universities under the Nationalist Government emphasized the role of knowledge 
generation and transmission as well as the pursuit of academic freedom.  Balances 
between practical and theoretical knowledge, science and humanities, teaching and 
research were promoted (Qu, 1997, pp.395-401). The structure of the system moved 
closer to the American model due to the frequent interactions between the U.S. and China 
during China’s modern history. From 1915-1949, China’s higher education system was 
based upon American models (Zhou, 1996, pp.133-137). The focus was on John Dewey’s 
pragmatism which spread all over China following John Dewey’s two year tour lecturing 
on pragmatism (1919-1921) and his Chinese students’ avocations (Zhou, 1996, pp.146-
155). At that time, drastic changes took place in Chinese society due to the on-going 
large-scale encounter with Western countries such as Great Britain, Germany and 
Portugal. Suffering from the consequences of the Opium War (1840-1860) and the 
resulting grossly unfair agreements with the Western countries which had invaded China, 
the country was losing its sovereignty and resources. Universities were seen as a place 
where young people could gain knowledge of the contemporary world so that they could 
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be participants in modernizing China and placing it on an equal footing with the Western 
powers. 
Consequently, an academic president was expected to be a learned scholar, a great 
thinker, a social reformer, a politician, an ambassador, a fundraiser, and most 
importantly, a moral model for the university community.  It was important for the 
president to possess the vision, skills, and influence to modernize the institution. It is 
clear that national authorities were seeking agents of modernization in their appointments 
to this office. For example, all the presidents of Beijing University at that time were 
graduates from universities in other countries. They were accomplished scholars in their 
academic fields of study. They were all active in the political arena. Many of them held 
government positions. They also utilized their study-abroad experiences to connect their 
universities with the rest of the world. During the time of the Japanese invasion (1930-
40), presidents spent much time raising funds to finance their universities.  Most 
importantly, they were well respected because of their values of integrity, honesty, and 
their anti-war tendencies (Li, 2003).   
After the Revolution (1949-present): Moving toward Multiple Roles (Li, 2003). 
  
From the 1950s to the early1960s, the dominant educational model of China was adopted 
from the former Soviet Union. Not only were the structures, subjects of studies, and 
programs adopted, but also “the syllabus, teaching methods, textbooks, and even the 
institutional and discipline names” (Yang, 2000, p.327). During this period, the number 
of comprehensive universities diminished while the number of specialized colleges 
increased significantly (p.327). Unfortunately, the Cultural Revolution (1966-78) halted 
the progress of and even destroyed the higher education system.  Members of the Red 
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Guards, soldiers, workers, and farmers took control of higher education. In June of 1966, 
the system of National University Entrance Examination was cancelled.  No new students 
were admitted until the early 1970s (Yang, 2000). 
In 1977, China adopted the open-door policy initiated by Deng Xiaoping. Starting 
from the 1980s, the Chinese government made the decision to reform all dimensions of 
society in order to be able to catch up with and ultimately surpass the advanced Western 
countries and their technological achievements. Consequently, the campaign to reform 
higher education was launched in 1985 (Yang, 2000, p.322).  However, it was not until 
the 1990s that major reform was implemented on a large scale. Beginning with a series of 
bold experimental initiatives discussed previously to “invigorate China through science, 
technology, and education” (National Policy), many progresses were made in modifying 
the old educational system to fit the new setting without damaging the strength of 
Chinese tradition. These accommodations resulted in the university re-embracing the role 
of knowledge generation, transmission, and service to society.  
Due to the rapid and massive transformation of Chinese society and its higher 
education system, leaders were constantly called upon to deal with new and unexpected 
challenges. The enormity of societal changes called for strong, visionary presidents who 
could steer their institutions safely through the storms of unpredictable change to a calm 
harbor. However, because government controls have long been the tradition of the 
Chinese academic system, institutional leaders do not have enough autonomy to steer 
their own vessels. To a certain degree, academic institutions have been administered and 
governed like other government offices. The structure has been bureaucratic with 
multiple tiers of reporting relationships. Since university presidents are nominated and 
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appointed by the government, they are expected to represent the government first, which 
means their institutions and their faculty are lesser priorities. This is reflected in the 
unique Chinese university leadership structure discussed in Chapter 1: presidential 
leadership under the guidance of party secretaries (Wang, 1997; Liu, 2005; Li, 2006). 
The implication of this structure is that presidents are compelled to play the role of 
politicians in addition to their traditional roles as influential scholars symbolizing the 
prestige of the university, and administrators leading their institutions (Xi, Guo, Wang & 
Wang, 2002; Zhou, 1996; Chen, 2002).     
In addition to having to contend with active bureaucratic government oversight, 
leaders of Chinese academic institutions must also be experts in many of the diverse areas 
with which their American counterparts are well familiar. These include: business 
acumen to advance their institutions in a competitive world market; international 
diplomacy to establish credibility for their institutions abroad; fundraising to augment 
insufficient public support; student development and academic support services to better 
meet the learning needs of students; faculty development and support services for world 
class research; and facility/plant management to provide state-of-the-art learning and 
research space and equipment for students and faculty. 
Moreover, Chinese university presidents have to deal with the complexities 
attendant to a large social welfare system, which is a very important part of Chinese 
universities. For example, presidents need to raise funds to build housing complexes for 
the faculty and staff. In addition to meeting the housing needs, the president is also 
expected to address a host of other human welfare needs of the faculty and staff.   
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Responsibilities in this arena take up a considerable amount of presidential time and 
resources. 
Summary  
In this section, I have sketched a broad outline of the evolution of university 
presidential roles both in the United States and China.  My discussions suggest that the 
development of the presidential role in both countries followed a similar pattern: from 
simplicity toward complexity and from the internal toward the external. My discussion 
also indicated that differences exist due to the differing cultures, systems, and historical 
contexts of higher education. First, although today’s presidents, especially presidents of 
large public institutions in both China and the United States are becoming more and more 
externally oriented, the American presidents work with the government, while the 
Chinese presidents, to a large degree, work for the government. Second, American 
presidents are professional administrators, while the Chinese presidents are professional 
academics, but amateur administrators. The former means the American president’s job is 
being president, while the Chinese university presidents play two roles simultaneously, 
professor and president. Third, Chinese presidents seem to be more involved with the 
international affairs of their institutions than their American counterparts. Fourth, the 
alignment with the government of the political views of Chinese university presidents has 
been more emphasized than that of their U.S. counterparts. Finally, Chinese presidents 
have been consistently expected to be the model of morality for their campuses, while in 
the U.S., this dimension has not been consistently emphasized.  
Through the analysis of the roles of the presidents in both the U.S. and China, I 
have provided the social, cultural, and organizational contexts in which leadership is 
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shaped. Through this process, I have provided a set of lenses to help us understand 
Chinese and American academic presidential leadership. 
Major Research on Academic Presidency 
The purpose of the previous section was to provide context for understanding the 
complexity of the academic presidency in the U.S. and China. The discussion was mainly 
from the historical perspective. In this section, I review the existing literature on the 
academic presidency.  I focus on the insight this literature has provided into presidential 
leadership and the methodology followed with the hope that they deepen my 
understanding of presidential leadership and strengthen my methodology to conduct the 
research. In doing so, I intend to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the literature so 
as to position my research to make contributions to the fields. 
An Overview  
The primary focus of higher education leadership studies has been the academic 
presidency. The literature can be divided into normative and descriptive categories. Many 
authors write from their extensive personal leadership experiences and years of reading 
and thinking about higher education and leadership issues. This literature is, generally 
speaking, thought-provoking and wisdom-sharing. For example, the books written by 
John W. Gardener (1990), Steve Sample (2002), Nannerl O. Keohane (2006), Frank 
Rhodes (1997, 2001), Shaw (1999) and White (2007) provide current and future leaders 
with deep insights about presidential leadership. Some authors also focus on specific 
leadership issues in higher education. For example, Martin and Samuels (2004) write 
about the process of presidential transition, Murphy (1997), about the advancement 
administrator and presidency, Rhodes (1997, 2001), about the role of higher education 
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and presidency as well as fundraising strategies, Brown (2006) and Keohane (2006), on 
the moral dimensions of presidency.  
In addition to the rich normative literature mentioned above, a fair amount of 
empirical work has also been conducted about academic presidency. This line of the 
research is well informed by the general leadership literature. The researchers have 
approached the presidency either from an essentialist or non-essentialist perspective. 
Many take the post-positivist stance; some take the social constructivist stance, while 
others utilize the critical and postmodernist paradigms.  
Scholars in higher education have studied all the leadership theories developed by 
the researchers in general leadership studies, except for the complexity and chaos theories 
(Kezar, 2006). Also explored by the scholars of higher education leadership are the 
majority of the latest topics in general leadership studies like ethics, spirituality, 
collaboration, empowerment, social change and social movements, emotions, 
entrepreneurialism, and accountability (Kezar, 2006). 
  Methodologically, both quantitative and qualitative paradigms have been utilized. 
The specific methods employed also vary from survey, statistical analysis (Fisher, 1984, 
1996, 2004), to archival studies, life cycle/ case history (Brodie & Banner, 2005), 
ethnography (Tierney, 1988), case studies (Padilla, 2005), interviews, and document 
analysis. Some large projects have used mixed methods approach (Fisher, 2004; 
Birnbaum, 1992). 
Major Argument 
The major augment in contemporary presidential leadership literature focuses on 
transformational vs. transactional presidents with an immerging voice for synthesis of the 
two 
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Transformational presidency. Transformationalists, represented by James Fisher 
(1996, 1984) and Clark Kerr (1986, 1984), are the non-believers in collegial leadership. 
According to Fisher (1996), collegial leadership is a sheer oxymoron which leads to 
“organized anarchy associated with lack of purpose, pedestrian leadership, and academic 
decay” (Forward by Shaw, p.vi). With our world becoming more and more complicated 
than ever before, argue this group of scholars, higher education has been facing 
unprecedented multi-faceted challenges. Only a transformational presidency can lead the 
institutions to stability and growth. Central to their idea is the notion that the college 
president is a transformational individual who can make a dramatic, positive difference in 
the life of the institutions. For example, in his book, Leaders in the Labyrinth: College 
Presidents and the Battleground of Creeds and Convictions, Stephen J. Nelson (2007) 
argues strongly for the central role of the presidents. He asserts that the influence of the 
presidents should not be restricted to fund-raising and development. Instead, they should 
“continue playing instrumental roles to shape the future of the university in ways that are 
distinctive and pronounced among the various and competing forces presumed central to 
those future prospects and directions” (p.8 ). 
According to the transformationalists, the governing systems of the institutions 
need to be designed to secure the effectiveness of the presidents. Shared governance is 
not wrong, but the president should be at the center of institutional authority, and the 
faculty should be excluded from the final decision-making processes. The role of 
governing boards should be providing support for presidents, rather than interfering in 
governance (Fisher, 1996, p. v-vi).  
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Another emphasis of the Transformationalists is presidential power, executive as 
well as moral power. According to Fisher, effective leadership can not be separated from 
the use of power. Presidents should utilize all forms of power such as coercion, reward, 
legitimacy, expertise, and charisma to achieve success (Fisher, 1996). In addition, 
transformationalists assert that presidents should model the moral standards of the 
institutions (Cohane, 2006; Nelson, 2000; Rhodes, 2002). Nelson criticized the study of 
the presidency in the past as being skill-focused instead of morality-focused. Connecting 
the past, present and future of the moral voices of the university presidents, Nelson 
announces that it’s time to call for the social responsibilities of the presidential position.  
Most recently, some entrepreneurial qualities like risk taking and innovativeness 
have also been added to the transformational presidents’ framework. For example, in 
their latest work, The Entrepreneurial College President, Fisher and Koch (2004) argue 
that entrepreneurialism is an important dimension of transformational leadership. 
Transactional presidency. Another group of the scholars focus on transactional 
presidential leadership. The major representative of this school of thought is Robert 
Birnbaum. This group of scholars argues that presidential leadership should be based 
upon consensus instead of coercion (Birnbaum, 1989). They maintain that the 
organizational culture differs from one sector to another and from one institution to 
another. As a loosely coupled organized anarchy like a university with its decision-
making process mimicking that of a garbage can, where the faculty is at the center of 
power and the presidents have little control over outcomes, leading by following the 
innate law of the organization is the best strategy for presidents. They also maintain that 
each institution has, in the long run, established its distinctive culture which is able to 
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push the institutions forward automatically. Presidents sometimes are just the symbols of 
the institutional culture. Their leadership does not make many differences, at least in the 
immediate future of the institution. Therefore, presidents should play a unique role like a 
cybernetic system “lubricator” who maintains the balance of the multiple organizational 
systems, “giving increased attention to one if it diminishes below acceptable levels and 
eliciting constraints against another if it threatens to become all encompassing” 
(Birnbaum, 1989, p.226). 
Central to the transactionalist view is the relationship among culture, context and 
leadership. Culture constrains leadership, as reflected in Birnbaum’s statement that 
culture controls leaders rather than leaders control culture (Birnbaum, 1989, p.10). 
Presidents can be more effective should they align themselves with instead of against the 
culture of their institutions. At the same time, culture is context-time bound, constantly in 
flux. As a result, it would be futile to look for universal effective leadership models. 
Therefore, administering through strategic planning and a linear decision-making process 
is less effective than through developing, nurturing and sustaining the belief systems of 
the community. The transactionalists call for deconstructing the transformational 
presidency myths: the myth of presidential vision, the myth of the president as 
transformational leader, the myth of presidential charisma, the myth of presidential 
distance, and the myth of presidential style and traits (Birnbaum, 1992, p.24-38). 
Synthesis  
The tension between the two perspectives reminds me of the differences between 
Confucianism and Daoism. Confucius’ stance on leading through initiating, changing, 
and challenging seems to support the transformational presidency concept, at least at the 
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leadership style level, while the Daoist view of leading through non-leading (facilitating) 
seems to parallel the transactionalist view. However, Confucianism and Daoism also 
converge in many dimensions. Is higher education better served by either 
transformational or transactional presidents?  Or are the complexities of academic 
institutions better served by some combination of the two? 
There is an emerging voice to combine both the transformational presidency and 
the transactional presidency, if we look at the literature carefully. For example, although 
Fisher and Birbaum advocated either a strong president or a weak president respectively, 
neither has completely ruled out the other’s major stance. Both admit that higher 
education needs both transformational and transactional presidents. For instance, 
Birnbirm (1992) points out that the two models include each other to a certain degree. 
Thus, he claims, “any comprehensive consideration of academic leadership must be able 
to accommodate both the strong leader and the weak leader view, because evidence 
suggests that both may be incomplete, both are in some measure correct” (p.8). 
Several other authors also express the need for the unity of the two perspectives. For 
instance, having conducting a comprehensive review of the leadership literature in higher 
education, Kezar (2006) has concluded that both transformational and transactional 
leaders are important to the development of higher education. In Leading Academics, 
Robin Middlehurst (1993), an author from the UK, states that both transformational and 
transactional leaders are needed to handle the challenges facing higher education. She 
concludes that transactional leadership fits into the academic world better, when it is 
complemented with some measure of transformational leadership (pp.85-86). Chandler 
(2005) also claims that although transformational leadership is still applicable in smaller 
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institutions, or schools within a large institution, its credibility in “large, complex, 
decentralized universities” is questionable (p.396). Thus, transformational and 
transactional leadership should be mutually inclusive (p.397). However, this is an 
emerging voice, much more work needs to be done to break the transformational-vs-
transactional president dichotomy.  
Weaknesses  
Higher education leadership literature has three major problems. The first is the 
dichotomization of the approaches and methodologies. Second, the bulk of the literature 
is U.S. bound. Third, the majority of the work is organizationally bound. 
Dichotomization. Most of the empirical work in higher education presidency is 
from either the essentialist or non- essentialist perspective (Kezar, 2006). Essentialists 
seek universality, while the non-essentialists look for particularities. Essentialists wear 
the lenses of the post positivist, while the non-essentialists wear the lenses of the social 
constructivist, or those of critical theory or post modernism. Essentialists study the traits 
and behaviors of the leaders, while the non-essentialists pay more attention to the context 
or culture. Essentialists tend to utilize quantitative methodology to generalize the 
duplicable reality of a phenomenon, while the non-essentialists tend to utilize the 
qualitative methodology to understand the meaning of a phenomenon (Kezar, 2006). 
Essentialist work.  Many authors in higher education approach leadership from 
the essentialist view. Fisher’s approach is a case in point. His approach suggests that 
there is an absolute truth in leadership phenomenon. The purpose of research is to 
uncover that truth, which is the duplicable reality. Therefore, quantitative methodology is 
the most effective way to reach that goal.  
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Fisher’s view is reflected in his comments on qualitative research. His most 
frequent criticism of qualitative methodology is its non-scientific softness and 
subjectivity. For example, he criticizes Birnbaum’s work as “normative”, non-replicable, 
non-quantitative, non-scientific and personal-experience-based, because Birnbaum does 
not use statistical techniques: 
His (Birnbaum’s) conclusions often are inconsistent with other empirical 
evidence…they are highly dependent upon the impression he and his colleagues 
divined from their interviews. As such, the evidence he presents is more 
normative than quantitative and is nonreplicable in a scientific sense. That is, no 
digitalized data set exists, and no tests of statistical significance on specific 
hypotheses have been performed. Thus, his work is not verifiable. A potential 
problem with normative studies of the college presidency (that is, with studies 
that do not have a statistically rigorous and replicable design) is that interviewers 
and observers may tend to hear and see what they expect (or want) to hear and 
see. (2004, p.22) 
 
Fisher also criticizes the small sampling tendency of the qualitative approach as 
anecdotal and “impressionistic”. Characteristically, he encourages researchers to use a 
large sampling to “accumulate reliable, large sample evidence in addition to normative 
studies” (p.22).  
Fisher refers to his methodology in The Effective College President (1988) as the 
“first large-sample, statistically rigorous, replicable, empirical study of the attitudes and 
values of American college presidents” (2004, p.ix). This reflects his belief of the 
universality of the elements of leadership. The researcher is to find truth underneath the 
appearance. Quantitative methodology is the most effective way to get to that essence. 
The major works of his have been dominated by the quantitative methodology where he 
utilizes large pools of survey data and analyzes them statistically (Fisher, Tack 
&Wheeler, 1988; Fisher & Koch, 1996; Fisher & Koch, 2004). In his most recent book 
about the entrepreneurialism of college presidents, over 700 presidents were involved in 
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the survey, and the statistical technique is dominant (Fisher &Koch, p.22). In his earlier 
work (1988), he utilizes mainly statistics complemented by observations (100 
institutions) to test his hypothesis. 
Cohen and March (1986) also use quantitative methodology in their ground-
breaking work of 1978. About 42 college presidents in the 1970s and 1980s were 
involved in the study.  Statistical techniques including multidimensional scaling were the 
dominant tools of analysis. 
In addition, George Vaughan and Iris Weisman (1998) have  made a valuable 
contribution to the methodology dominated by survey and statistical methods. Their book 
essentially presents a longitudinal study (three surveys in 12 years) of presidents that 
started in 1984 when 591 of 838 public community college presidents participated in 
Vaughan’s first career and life-style survey. The survey was repeated in 1991 (with 837 
out of 1,097 public community college presidents responding) and in 1996 (when 680 out 
of 926 presidents participated). The survey asked a wide variety of questions (55 in 
number) relating to each president’s age, ethnicity, gender, political affiliation, position 
held before first presidency, and other background information. To enhance the survey 
data, 13 interviews were also conducted. 
John Jacob Gardiner (2006) conducted a comprehensive study of college and 
university presidents 17 years ago and the findings were reported in Leaders for a New 
Era (1988). He investigated presidential leadership teams using an eight-item survey that 
was mailed to 100 college and university presidents at research universities and liberal 
arts colleges. The survey was returned in the fall of 2003 by 62 of 100 presidents. 
Analysis resulted in three major findings: increased centrality of team building as a 
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critical presidential ability; new insights regarding the implementation of team 
builder/leader within institutions of higher education; and changing perceptions of the 
role of the president with regard to the institution’s board of trustees and society’s call for 
moral leadership. 
Non-essentialist research. In addition to the essentialist approach, there are also 
scholars who take the non-essentialist stance. Robert Birnbaum is the key representative 
of this approach. Most of his work utilizes qualitative methodology. A large sample of 
interviews is one of the major methods he uses. For example, in How Academic 
Leadership Works, a five year longitudinal study of formal leaders in thirty-two colleges 
and universities, Birnbaum (1992) and his team utilized the interview method. The first 
set of interviews was conducted between1986 and 1987 with 404 participants. The 
second interview data set was collected between1988 and 1989 with 358 people 
interviewed. Each interview lasted for three hours. Included among the participants were 
administrators at all levels and some faculty from various types of institutions. 
Birnbaum’s (1992) approach is more aligned with the social constructivist 
perspective. He views institutions as cultural systems where “leaders and others construct 
social reality through the interpretations they make of equivocal events” (p.22). He is 
more interested in finding out how leaders and others perceive the leaders’ leadership and 
engaging in an attempt to “improve comprehension and integration in a research field 
characterized by fragmentation and confusion” (p.23). Unlike Fisher’s work looking for 
universal leadership traits or behaviors, Birnbaum’s main interest is in the constraints of 
context such as organizational culture, although he does not rule out the importance of 
traits and behaviors (p.23). To Birnbaum, leadership is a process of interaction, thus 
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followers are the judges of leaders’ behaviors. Without their input, leadership can not be 
analyzed. That’s why his interviewees are not exclusively leaders. He interviewed the 
followers, too. Since he realizes that, like the leaders’ perceptions, the followers 
perceptions are also defined by the culture or the environment or the individual 
experience, he is not involved in looking for identical perceptions about the effectiveness 
of the president (p.18).  
While utilizing interviews as the major method of his inquiry, Birnbaum (1992) 
has recognized the limitations of interview studies. According to him, interview studies 
can only handle data from a limited number of institutions. The sampling pool is usually 
larger than that of the ethnography study, which always focuses on one institution. 
Nevertheless, it’s smaller than that of the survey studies. Thus, Birnbaum fears that the 
depth of an ethnography study and the breadth of a survey study might both be lost in an 
interview study, which focuses on a small number of institutions but with limited depth 
(p.21). 
Tierney’s (1988) work is an answer to Birnbaum’s concern about the lack of 
depth in his work. Tierney conducted an ethnography study of the presidency of a single 
institution. Having criticized the past universalistic approach to the study of leadership in 
a context-free setting, Tierney encourages researchers to look beyond the traits and 
behavior framework and places leadership in “the societal web of consciousness”. Thus, 
in Web of Leadership: the Presidency in Higher Education, he explores the labyrinth of 
academic leadership. He approaches presidential leadership through a three dimensional 
framework: time, space and communication. Accordingly, he utilizes the methods of 
historical documents analysis, observations, and interviews. The data were reported in the 
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form of a drama which is very interesting to read. I found the following characteristics of 
the study very impressive and informative to my thoughts. 
First, Tierney started without any obvious assumptions. He seemed to let the data 
evolve and speak for itself. Second, Tierney immersed himself deeply into the 
environment to reach deep and insightful understandings, yet he was able to keep a 
distance to observe dispassionately. Third, the length of time he spent in the field(10 
months) allowed the phenomena to emerge. Additionally, Tierney combined both formal 
and informal interviews which allowed the data to complement and triangulate. Most 
importantly, Tierney did not provide any conclusive findings or theories. “ It is not yet 
time to build a theory or model of leadership based on a single study, but rather to move 
toward ethnography of leadership in higher education from a cultural viewpoint that takes 
into account of the interwoven organizational webs” (p.218).  
Most recently, Arthur Padilla’s (2005) Portraits in Leadership: Six Extraordinary 
University Presidents, made a significant contribution to the work of presidential 
leadership studies. Padilla presents the case studies of six university presidents within 
their organizational and historical contexts. Aligning with Birnbaum and Tierney, 
Padilla’s cases are context-rich. All of the six presidents are placed in the context of the 
society, societal culture, history, education, and family. Unlike Tierney’s and Birnbaum’s 
subjects, Padilla’s presidents are placed in the context of their families. Some generic 
factors were also included into Padilla’s analysis, thus, bridging, to a certain degree, the 
essentialists and non-essentialist views. In the analysis, primacy was given to the 
environmental factors. Padilla works with a hypothesis which guides his cases. In 
addition, his research was designed to reveal the particularities and commonalities as well 
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as the depth and breadth of academic presidency. Each case allows us to see the 
complexities, the changing nature of leadership, as well as the subjective and symbolic 
nature of leadership, important aspects of leadership that are difficult to explore using 
quantitative methods. The use of six individual case studies permits the cautious act of 
making generalizations, a luxury ill-afforded by a single ethnography (Padilla, 2005, 
prologue). 
One of the strengths of the cross-case studies presented is that both depth and 
breath can be obtained.  Compared with interview studies, this type of research allows a 
robust study of contexts and culture. However, the limitation is it can neither penetrate as 
deeply as Tierney’s ethnography study nor can it reach the breadth of Fisher’s survey 
studies. 
Solution. The dichotomized approaches and methodology discussed above reflect 
the inability of Western philosophy to facilitate a holistic approach to conduct research 
(Kezar, 2004). According to Kezar (2004) and Lu (2006), this dichotomy lies at the 
center of most of the Western philosophical perspectives. A look at the ontological and 
epistemological outlook of essentialism and non-essentialism can help us to better 
understand the philosophical dichotomy between the two approaches. 
Essentialism. Essentialism originated from Plato and Aristotle. Its basic idea is 
that the “members of a category have a property of attribute (essence) that determines 
their identity “(Kezar, 2004, p.112). According to the essentialists, the universe contains 
two different realities, universal reality and the perceived reality. The true knowledge 
dwells in the former which is perfect and the most important. The latter reflects human 
perception which is more like opinions or beliefs than the truth. This universe/reality 
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changes constantly and is dying (p.112). The observations obtained from here, the 
perceived universe; do not affect the essential reality underneath, which is always hidden 
beneath the perceived universe (p.113). Therefore, the goal of the researcher or scientist 
is to uncover the truth in the essential universe by going beyond the perceived universe 
(p.112). In leadership studies, focusing on the traits, behaviors as well as power influence 
strategies of the leaders and utilizing statistics reflects the essentialist tendency of the 
researchers. Leadership is seen as a set of ideal or essential characteristics,traits, (p.114) 
and behaviors which are free of value and culture. Essentialists neglect the specifics of 
context and culture. They criticize the non-essentialist approach as “wasting people’s 
time by having them focus on the details of subjectivity, context, and culture (p.110). The 
ultimate purpose of the research is the discovery of the universal law, the essence, 
according to them. 
Non- essentialism. Non-essentialists argue that truth is socially constructed, thus 
there is no absolute truth or essence. They emphasize the role of context, culture and 
process in defining a phenomenon. According to them, no aspect of human phenomena is 
positioned by “a set of pre-existent human essences”. Rather, it is constituted by “a 
complex system of cultural, social, psychological, and historical differences” (Kezar, 
2004, p.113). The non-essentialists are concerned about the reductionist and simplistic 
notions developed by essentialist scholars who disregard the role of interpretation and 
local conditions (p.110). Therefore, by examining the phenomenon in its context of 
culture and organization, they believe researchers can come to a more comprehensive 
understanding of the phenomenon. Through exposing to the perceived universe, a 
researcher can uncover the non-absolute truth. 
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In leadership studies, work done before 1980 is mainly essentialist-oriented. After 
that, the decisive forces of culture, psychology, society, and organizations were factors 
found on the agenda of researchers. Leadership has since been viewed as “shaped by 
local conditions, individual backgrounds/ experience, and circumstances” (Kazar, 2004, 
p. 110). Since local conditions and circumstances vary, it is” impossible to identify the 
essential situation patterns. Thus, finding the essential traits or behaviors of the leaders 
was no longer the ultimate goal of the researchers. Leadership is accepted by many as 
“contingent upon many factors and conditions” (p.117)  While the qualitative paradigm 
has gained some degree of prominence in the fields of education, sociology, and 
communications, it remains secondary in management and leadership scholarship 
(Ospina, 2004, p.1293). Post positivist qualitative studies have been more accepted as 
complementary to quantitative methodology. This study attempts to make qualitative 
methodology more visible in the management/ leadership field. 
Chinese philosophies: a possible solution? The above discussion indicates that 
the central difference between essentialism and non-essentialism is that the former 
ignores the experiential knowledge, while the latter denies the existence of essence. It’s 
an either-or framework. According to Kezar (2004), the either-or framework has 
dominated the field of leadership studies. Scholars are either aligned on one side seeking 
universal traits and behaviors or on the other side investigating the contextual fabric of 
leadership. The conflict between the two positions reached a point where many scholars 
worried whether their methods were the appropriate ways to study leadership (Grint, 
1997, Kezar, 2004, p.110). They asked, “What ontological stance do we embrace?” 
(p.110). Is there any way that the two competing views can complement and reinforce 
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each other in order to yield more meaningful results in our studies? Reconciliation is 
almost impossible as Kezar asserts, because “each embrace opposing epistemology and 
ontology which reveals the limitations and contradictions of the essentialist vs. non-
essentialist Western philosophical dichotomy (p.111).”  
Having realized the inability of Western philosophy to reconcile essentialism and 
non-essentialism in leadership studies, Kezar (2004) suggests that we look at 
Confucianism for possible solutions. According to Kezar, Confucianism may offer a way 
to unify essentialism and non-essentialism because the concepts of essence and 
appearance are not viewed as incompatible. In Confucianism, objects are not considered 
essences and appearances are not considered illusion (p.120), thus “the concepts from the 
essentialist and non-essentialist positions can be made compatible and not at odds, but in 
harmony” (p.111). 
Kezar further agues that Confucius’ three basic propositions indicate that 
Confucianism can transcend the Western either-or dichotomy. The first proposition is 
non-emphasis of essence. According to Kezar (2006) and Jia (2006), Confucius is not 
against the existence of the essence, but is not interested in exploring it. What he is more 
concerned about is real life and human experiences. There is no discussion focusing on 
the difference between essential and experiential universe in his work. Reality and 
appearances, theories and practices are regarded as one and the same (Kezar, 2004, 
p.120). Second, Confucius emphasizes relationship and change. To him, nothing exists 
independently and everything is related to everything else. Thus, contingencies, contexts, 
specifics, and change can not be neglected. This particular point is very similar to the 
social constructivist view. Third, Confucianism embraces the concept that the existence 
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of regularities underlies changes. “Giving up essentialism does not necessarily mean 
adopting a non-essentialist stance…Things can only be understood within context, but 
there can be regularities within this contextualized understanding of relationships and 
events” (p.121). This stance clearly distinguishes itself from the tenets of social 
constructivism. 
These Confucian concepts imply that essentialists and non-essentialists can 
“cohabitate” and complement each other. They also suggest that scholars should look at 
both the contexts and universal traits or behaviors simultaneously because both are 
inseparable parts of the same phenomenon (p.121). The following remarks of Kezar 
(2004) summarize the possible contribution of Confucianism to leadership studies. 
The Confucian worldview provides a way to bring together and make 
commensurate the research traditions and assumptions of essentialists/positivism 
and anti-essentialist/social constructivism. Social constructivist researchers may 
be wary of essences and hence feel reluctant to emphasize regularities within 
studies of leadership. Positivists and universalists have been limited in advancing 
new ways to conceptualize enduring aspects of leadership, because of traditional 
Western language and philosophy…. Essentialists and non-essentialists do not 
have a language, or worldview to articulate how leadership might be seen as 
having regularities yet also be transformative and in constant flux. Both avenues 
of research can offer insights and may be more powerful when combined and 
reconceptualized. (p.121) 
 
Kezar’s proposal is profound. The either-or approach does help with the 
advancement of hard sciences and technologies. However, in a field dealing with human 
interactions, experiences and relationships are influencing factors on the nature of that 
interaction. The either-or way of thinking does not allow us to understand a phenomenon 
holistically. Therefore, looking at the Eastern philosophies to unify essences and 
appearances, to enrich and complement Western philosophies is of great value to the 
development of leadership studies. 
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However, like Western philosophies, Chinese philosophy is also a very large, 
complex body of knowledge with numerous schools of thoughts agreeing with or 
opposing one another. For example, there are at least five large schools of philosophical 
thoughts that have had tremendous influence on the habits of the Chinese heart. Although 
the core of all these philosophies lies in harmony and change (Lu & Wang, 2006), they 
differ in many specific dimensions. Each school has its own emphasis. For instance, 
Confucianism emphasizes the social order and moral values; Daoism emphasizes nature; 
Legalism focuses on the law; Buddhism concentrates on non-violence; and Moism 
advocates equality. Even the dao (essence) of Confucius is not exactly the same as the 
dao of Laozi (Jia, 2006). Within the same school of thought, there can be major 
disagreements among scholars of different generations. For example, both Confucius and 
Dong Zhongshu are regarded as the leading figures in Confucianism. Confucius does not 
show interest in deepening the idea of Dao (essence). It was Dong Zhongshu who led 
Confucianism into serious concerns about ontological issues. Thus, Confucius’ 
Confucianism is not exactly the same as the Dong Zhongshu’s Confucianism (Neo- 
Confucianism). Another example is that both Laozi and Zhuangzi are regarded as the 
important Daoist philosophers. However, Laozi’s writings seem to be much more 
pessimistic than Zhuangzi’s. Despite the fact that most of the philosophies are aimed at 
answering questions in real life rather than exploring the essence of the universe (Liu, 
1998, p.31), Daoism and Buddhism do ask more ontological questions compared to 
classical Confucianism.  
All of the Chinese philosophies discuss about leadership issues. Confucian 
scholars emphasize the leaders themselves. Daoists emphasize context. Moists emphasize 
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followers. Legalists emphasize the task. Therefore, as scholars in this field, we should be 
very cautious about the possible over-simplification or distortion of a huge and 
sophisticated philosophical system. The next task for us is what and how we should 
integrate Eastern philosophies into Western philosophies to enrich our inquiries.  
Organization bound. In the previous section, I analyzed one of the weaknesses revealed 
in the literature of academic leadership studies, the dichotomy between the essentialist 
and non-essentialist approaches, and proposed a possible solution. In the following 
section, I will discuss the second weakness, organization-boundness.  
As discussed previously, many scholars in the field of higher education 
presidential leadership take the post-positivist position, attempting to look for universal 
traits or behaviors of the presidents. Non-essentialist scholars have made a great leap 
forward by investigating the influences of context and culture on leadership. However, 
the dominant literature on presidential leadership is organizationally bound. The majority 
of the research approaches the presidency from the organizational lens, which emphasizes 
the relationship between institutions and individuals. Culture is confined as the culture of 
the organization. For example, Birbaum argues consistently that higher education 
leadership should not be exactly the same as the leadership in other organizations.  He 
has identified five types of higher educational organizations: bureaucracy, collegiums, 
political systems, organized anarchy, and cybernetics systems (1988). The nature of each 
type of the organizations determines the leadership behaviors of the president. For 
example, in the institution with bureaucratic structures, the most important work of the 
president is to make decisions and design “systems of control and coordination that direct 
the work of others and verify their compliance with directives” (Bensimon, Neumann & 
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Birnbaum, 1989, p.51). Presidents in these types of universities are seen as the ultimate 
and central power responsible for the development and outcomes of the institution (p.51).  
In collegial organizations, equality and consensus lie at the center. Presidents lead 
through influence instead of power. They are responsible for defining and articulating the 
common goal of the organizations (p.55). In the political system, conflicts are the norm, 
thus the authority of the leaders is restrained. Presidents are seen more as problem solvers 
rather than decision makers (p.59). They lead “a process that involves negotiating, 
interpreting, and compromising with many powerful individuals over many potentially 
good solutions” (p.59). In universities typed as organized anarchy, the goal of the 
organization is unclear and the decision-making process is characterized as a garbage can 
process. Presidents are expected to make no or minor changes. They are viewed as the 
symbolic leaders of the institution. Sometimes even their absence does not harm the 
university. Their roles are in constant flux due to the uncertainties of the organization. 
Therefore, they serve as the “guardians of the community, maintaining it when necessary, 
changing it a little at a time” (Kerr & Grade, 1986 quoted in Bensimon, Neumann & 
Birnbaum, 1989, p.62). In cybernetic universities, the organization  is seen “as controlled  
partially by negative feedback loops created and reinforced in the institution’s 
(bureaucratic) structure and negative feedback loops created and reinforced in the 
institution’s (collegial) social system” (p.62). The balances among these loops are usually 
mediated by the power structure and the cultural and cognitive elements unique to the 
institution (pp.62-63). Leaders here tend to “respond to disruptions or to improve 
activities through subtle interventions rather than engaging in dramatic attempts to 
radically change institutional functioning”. Therefore, presidents should learn to 
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“complicate themselves by learning to look at problems and events through the four 
different organizational frames to match changing situational demands.” (p.63) 
In The Four Cultures of the Academy, Bergquist (1992) came up with a 
organizational culture model with four types of organizations: collegial, managerial, 
developmental, and negotiating. Collegial culture is described as “informal”, 
“autonomous and supportive to diversity” with dispersed power and democratic decision 
making processes. The managerial culture is portrayed as “rigid and bureaucratic”, with 
“strict standard” and “specific rules of authority”.  The developmental culture emphasizes 
openness and flexibility, individual and organizational development, teaching and 
learning and “collaborative decision making” (p.32). The negotiating culture emphasizes 
individualism and equality, conflicts and a political way of problem solving (Kezar, 
2006.p.124). Evidently, this framework parallels Birnbaum’s organizational frames, 
through which presidents are still viewed from within the organizations where they work. 
Kerr (1986) and Padillar (2005) broaden the scope of context to include influences of the 
greater society. However, the analytical focus is still on the campus organization. For 
example, Kerr states that each type of institution (public, community college, private, and 
religious affiliated and historically black) in its history has developed its own unique 
culture. It is this unique institutional culture that defines leadership behaviors.  
Institutional culture is important in understanding leadership. However, that should not 
be the only lens. Organizational culture is not the only culture that influences leaders. 
Leaders also live within the globe, the societal culture, local culture, and family traditions 
(Dimmock and Walker, 2005). An organizational lens alone seems to be inadequate in 
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explaining the complexities of the leadership phenomenon. We need to expand our 
horizons beyond the organization to include other salient contextual factors of influence.  
U.S. bound 
As indicated in my previous discussions about leadership and culture, much work 
in general and cross-cultural leadership literature focuses on the influence of 
national/societal culture on leadership. Although the research is mainly U.S. based, from 
the researchers to the theoretical frameworks to the participants, constant and conscious 
efforts have been made to move beyond the limitations posed by this dominance. 
Participants and researchers from other cultures are incorporated into the studies. For 
example, Hofstede is not an American. The recent GLOBE project includes many non-
American researchers and participants from numerous nations. Culturally-sensitive 
research approaches have also been employed (Ospina, 2004, p.1293), for example, the 
use of the PL model to study Chinese business leadership. Many questions relating to the 
relationship between leadership and culture have been explored. The differences and 
similarities of the societal culture have been studied to inform leadership performance in 
business settings around the world, although the bulk of the research focuses on the 
behaviors and traits globally applicable or non-applicable. 
However, research in higher education leadership has fallen far behind in 
incorporating non-U.S. institutions and subjects in its agenda. The leadership literature 
about higher education is predominantly U.S.-based, from the researchers to the 
participants to the concepts and methodologies. There are few works studying the 
relationship between non-American societal culture and leadership in the literature of 
higher education leadership. Cross-cultural issues and the impact of globalization have 
rarely been studied (Kezar, 2006). For example, I made great efforts to identify literature 
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about academic presidency from international perspectives but without success. There are 
about 80 books on my shelf relating to academic presidency. With the exception of three, 
all are written by American authors.  Moreover, their work is framed by theoretical 
models developed in the United States, and their scope of research is limited to American 
institutions and their presidents. My several database searches on the topic yielded rare 
relevant results. The few studies found relating to globalization are U.S.-based 
(Roberston, 2005).  I also checked with the leading scholars in the field about this 
deficiency, and they confirmed my findings about the absence of international 
perspectives in the literature of academic presidency. 
Due to the “shrinking” of the globe, universities are also in the process of 
becoming interconnected and establishing a global presence. No matter how nationalized 
higher education used to be, world-class universities can no longer afford remaining 
exclusively in a single nation. The applicability of the American-centric higher education 
leadership theories to the growing set of international functions of university presidents is 
questionable. To address this issue, non-U.S. societal culture and perspectives need to be 
included as part of the research agenda. Birnbaum (2003) made this point very clear in 
his “forward” to his Chinese version of How Colleges Work. He states that the 
applicability of his ideas can be validated in the United States, but he dares not guarantee 
their applicability in another country because the universities are operated in their 
national and organizational contexts. There are several reasons for the caution, according 
to Burnham. First, his ideas are based upon his studies of a unique U.S. higher education 
system, which is larger in scale, more complicated and diversified as well as more 
autonomous compared to many other countries’ higher education systems. Second, every 
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culture is unique, a concept regarded as good in one culture might be regarded as the 
opposite in another. Thus, he warns the Chinese readers to be cautious when applying his 
ideas in the Chinese setting. He also encourages researchers in China to establish their 
own theories. “It would be the most constructive if they (Chinese readers) can find out 
from the Chinese tradition other meaningful ideas to look at organizations and their 
leadership” (pp.8-10). 
Up until now, we have not produced any post-positivist work in higher education 
leadership from the cross-cultural perspective, to say nothing of producing cross-cultural 
work under other paradigms. Although the work of cross-cultural leadership has yielded 
very solid knowledge about culture and leadership, we still do not know if it can be 
applied in higher education organizations. Despite the fact that higher education 
leadership scholars have produced a wealth of knowledge about higher education 
leadership in the United States, its applicability in the international setting is 
questionable. Therefore, the task for higher education leadership researchers is daunting.  
We need to study higher education leadership in other countries to better understand the 
nature of the academic presidency in a global society. We also need to examine the 
applicability of the U.S.-based higher education leadership models to other cultures.  We 
need to ascertain the applicability of the other-organization-based knowledge to higher 
education organizations. We need to continue studying the similarities and differences of 
leadership across cultures. Equally important is the task to study the third condition I 
have proposed, the hybrid leadership represented by leaders with a mix of cultural 
backgrounds. 
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Summary 
In this section, I have reviewed the major literature on higher education 
presidency with an emphasis on the positions of essentialists and non-essentialists.  I have 
pointed out that there are three major weaknesses in the studies of the academic 
presidency: dichotomy of research perspectives and methodologies, organizational 
boundness, and national boundness. I have suggested that Confucianism might be a 
solution to the dichotomies. Furthermore, I have proposed to make efforts to integrate 
Eastern and Western philosophical understandings carefully and comprehensively to 
enrich our vocabulary and provide new tools for the study of leadership. I also argued for 
adding non-U.S. societal culture into the discourse of academic presidency. Not only 
should we expand study of the academic presidency across cultures, we should also study 
the hybrid academic presidency.   
Summary of Chapter II: Multiple Theoretical Frameworks 
In this chapter, I reviewed five major areas of knowledge: 1) general leadership 
theories; 2) cross-cultural/global leadership studies; 3) Chinese and American culture and 
leadership, 4) academic presidency, and 5) hybrid culture theory as part of the 
globalization literature. This literature review is very extensive from the traditional sense. 
It reflects my belief that in order to probe into the depth, richness, and the compelxities of 
a phenomenon being studied, the theoretical framework needs to be rich, deep and 
surphisticated. The phynomenon studies has multiple facets, a single theoretical 
framework will render inadequate. Most likely will oversimplify the issues and block the 
reserachers’ vision to see beyond the the superficial. Muti-faced and synthesized 
framework is what I attempt to achieve. All these knowlege reviewed work together to 
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inform and shape my conceptualizations and interpretations for this large and complex 
research project in significant ways. 
A central theme emerged from my examination of the above-mentioned five areas 
of literature, a theme that lies at the heart of my research, that is culture and individual 
behaviors are closely related. From my readings of the five areas of literature, I have 
concluded that leadership research that omits an examination of the cultural context is 
incomplete. General leadership theories focus more on leadership traits and behaviors 
independent of social context. Cross-cultural leadership studies attempt to address this 
shortcoming. However, the dominant perspectives are mainly Western and neglect the 
indigenous voice. In the literature on academic presidency, discussion of a non-American 
culture is practically non-existent. With higher education moving into the global arena 
where global leadership competencies are regarded as important for the success of 
presidents, connecting academic presidency with societal culture is crucial. Through 
considering the academic presidency in the context of a Chinese culture that is being 
impacted by rapid globalization, my study attempts to address the deficiencies of the 
dominant literature. 
Growing up in China, my world view was strongly influenced by ancient Chinese 
philosophies and by Marxism. Since ancient times, harmony between society and the 
individual has been a core concept of Chinese culture. Confucius’ social order, Laozi’s 
law of nature, and the Buddhists’ emphasis on non-violence all reinforce the concept. 
Individual human beings and societies are seen as inseparable entities; one can not live 
well without the other. As individuals, our behaviors and ideas reflect the society’s 
influence. Reciprocally, our behaviors shape and mold the society. These concepts 
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coincide with the Marxist principles taught to me since childhood that society (culture) 
and human behavior (like leadership) define each other. Human ideas and behaviors are 
not produced in a vacuum. Social context, societal culture, history, and personal 
experiences are all agents shaping and reshaping our values and behaviors. Therefore, the 
study of human behaviors and relationships cannot be separated from their cultural 
settings. The implicit leadership theory that the GLOBE project embraced and developed 
reinforces these assertions. It GLOBE project approaches leadership and culture 
dialectically, one informs the other, and culture is regarded as instrumental for 
understanding leadership behavior and ideologies. 
Kezar’s discussion on essentialism vs. non-essentialism further enriched my 
understanding of the importance of culture/contexts to leadership. According to Kezar 
(2006), the essentialists view universal knowledge as the truth, thus are engaged in 
finding leadership traits or behaviors independent of their social contexts including 
culture. Non-essentialists view perceived knowledge as more important, thus are 
interested in connecting that phenomenon with the human experiences of the actors and 
with the contextual environment. Confucianism is able to overcome this division between 
essentialism and non-essentialism by focusing on human experiences while not denying 
the existence of essences. 
The next gain from this extensive literature review for my research is my non-
comparative methodology with comparative implications in a research area dominated by 
comparative designs. In the field of comparative education or cross-cultural leadership, 
comparing one culture/several cultures with another culture /several other cultures to find 
differences or similarities has been the purpose of the research. In contrast, I employ a 
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holistic approach which allows me to examine a group of leaders who have been deeply 
immersed in two cultures, but does not adhere to the design of a conventional 
comparative study. Culture and leadership are treated holistically as fluid conditions, 
open-ended, constantly in change, and evenly and unevenly blending. 
This non-comparative approach is mainly informed by my review of hybrid 
culture theory which is deeply embedded in the cultural globalization literature on 
transnationalism, cosmopolitanism, and diaspora. From this literature, I have learned that 
globalization and localization and cultural convergence and divergence coexist in very 
sophisticated and complicated forms. Thus, cultural differences and similarities coexist in 
complex ways and cannot be generalized simply by applying the traditional comparative 
approach that neglects the time, space, social and historical contexts as well as the 
changing nature of culture itself (Dimmock & Walker, 2005). At a time when political 
boundaries defined cultural boundaries and when nation states did not interact as much 
with one another as it is today, this approach was valid. However, in our contemporary 
age when a culture is no longer confined within political boundaries, a cosmopolitan view 
of culture should be encouraged as complementary to the nationalist view. Cultural 
studies need to demonstrate awareness of both the convergence defined by globalization 
and the divergence defined by individual societal cultures (p.1-41).  
From culture to culture, even from one subculture to another within one national 
culture, the influence of globalization varies. As a result, convergence and divergence are 
not evenly distributed. It makes more sense if culture/society is approached as a holistic 
and fluid condition defined by both local societal cultures and borderless global cultural 
informants. In the dynamics of globalization and localization, culture is also constantly 
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changing as revealed in the cultural mélange theory/hybrid culture. According to this 
theory, different cultures meet to form a new culture in which old cultural patterns evolve 
into modified forms. Although the hybrid culture theory might have reflected the 
experiences of global travelers (ones having bountiful resources to travel globally) more 
truthfully than those of global vagabonds (ones having very limited resources to travel) 
(Bauman, 1998), it helps us to see the changing nature of culture, thus helps us view 
culture more holistically and comprehensively instead of separately and statically. Most 
importantly, it provides a lens for us to look at the emerging leaders with transnational 
experiences. How do multiple cultural experiences influence one person’s leadership? By 
connecting all the cultural experiences of this person to the current local, societal, and 
global environment, a more truthful and living picture of this person’s experiences can be 
better perceived. Given this perspective, I found the cultural hybridization theory most 
appropriate to frame my study. Through examining two major cultural influences on one 
group of leaders within the globalization context, I hope my study can provide a more 
holistic picture of leadership informed by multiple cultures and globalization. 
Next, the heuristic knowledge about American and Chinese culture and leadership 
is informative for my analysis of the leadership represented by the Chinese university 
presidents. Since I am looking at leadership informed by at least two cultures in a 
globalization context, an understanding of the heuristic models is necessary. From 
American-based leadership theories, to the indigenous Chinese perspectives on 
leadership, to the GLOBE findings of U.S. and Chinese cultures and leadership, I have 
gained deeper insights into some characteristics of leadership in both cultures. For 
example, American leadership places more emphasis on individual competencies, styles, 
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and outcomes, and competitiveness, while Chinese leadership places more importance on 
human concern, moral leadership, conformity, and paternalism (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, 
p.904-905). These leadership differences are shaped by the distinctive cultures of the two 
countries. The foundation of the Chinese culture is Confucianism which emphasizes 
social order, harmony, non-aggressiveness, and morality, while the foundation of the 
American culture is individualism. The central values of the American culture revolve 
around the concepts of individual liberty and freedom---i.e., the individual is a free agent 
unrestrained by the social order, free to achieve according to his own talents and skills.   
These cultural and leadership characteristics might affect the people who have 
lived in both the U.S. and China.  Their experiences might also be reflected in how they 
play their roles, and in their visions, values, and styles. I am fully aware the danger of 
depending solely on the huristics China-vs-U.S. framework to interprete my data. Nor am 
I intending to utilize this framework to manually pre-draw a simplistic line for my 
research. However insights about national identities will be beneficial to my overall 
global-national approach to leadership. It provides a tool for me to understand the 
influences of American and Chinese cultures on the leadership profiles of my 
participants. More importantly, it allows me to see the complexities or non-huristics or 
non-conformants of their leadership more clearly.  
The next intellectual gain for this reseach of my reading of the five areas of 
literature is my familiarity to both the Chinese & American higher education systems and 
the university presidential roles. University presidents do not live in a vacuum. They live 
in their societies in which the higher education systems and institutions are important 
components. Their leadership is the product of their interactions with the higher 
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education systems and institutions rooted in their cultures. Therefore, understanding the 
higher education systems and the presidential roles in both China and the U.S. provides 
another level of cultural platforms for me to view leadership. The evolution of the 
systems and the identified similarities and differences of the presidents’ leadership roles 
deepens and enriches my understanding of their contemporary leadership roles, which is 
one of the focuses of thid reserach. It is my belief that the roles the presidents play reflect 
the best their leadership charcateristics, which is the main focus of this reserach.  
Furthermore, the literature reviewed also increased my and ability to harmonize 
and integrate the past leadership frameworks to facilitate my understanding and analysis 
of the data for this research. Traits theory emphasizes inborn leadership traits; behavioral 
theories emphasize skills and styles. Both frameworks perceive leadership as personal 
and static independent of the contexts. Situational and contingent approaches emphasize 
context; cross-cultural/global leadership focuses on societal cultures in which leadership 
is viewed as contextual. More recently, ethical leadership framework moves leadership to 
a higher level where moral values are emphasized. In the transformational leadership 
framework, the personal, contextual, and ethical dimensions of leadership are somewhat 
unified. However, it’s based upon the Newtonian world view, a more linear and 
hierarchical place where leadership is top down from the big hero to the follower. 
Distributive leadership is based upon chaos and complexity theories where the world is 
viewed as a living, moving, and relational place. In this framework, adaptability, 
flexibility, and equality are emphasized, but not ethics. Through this study, I intend to 
integrate these various dimensions of leadership.     
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Finally, from the literature reviewed on cross-culture leadership in this chapter, I 
infer that having a significant life/educational experience in another culture is a formative 
factor in the shaping of an individual’s leadership. Therefore, in the data collection and 
data analysis stages, I pay special attention to the participants’ Chinese, American and 
other global experiences and the impact of these on their leadership. 
The literature reviewed is also very informative to my research methodology, 
qualitative interview methodology. Quantitative methodology is like a window through 
which the researcher tries to get an accurate view of the subject, while the qualitative 
methodology is like a lantern shedding light in “dark corners” (Ospina, 2004, p.1281).  
Through this window, quantitative researchers attempt to simplify and standardize 
complex phenomena; with this lantern, qualitative researchers shed light on the 
complexity which has not been clearly understood before (p.1281).  Both approaches are 
important.  
However, leadership studies have been largely dominated by the quantitative 
practitioners. Qualitative methodology, especially the postmodernist perspectives, has not 
been given enough attention except in the work on education leadership (Ospina, 2004, 
pp.1279-1283).  With the understanding that leadership is a social and relational process, 
insiders’ meaning-making is more important than outsiders’ objective quantification. 
“Leadership scholars seeking to answer questions about culture and meaning have found 
experimental and quantitative methods to be insufficient to explain what the scholars 
wish to study” (Ospina, 2004, p.1279). This reinforced my Confucian, Marxist, and 
Pragmatist stance that essence and appearance should not be strictly divided. My 
approach of viewing leadership through the window of presidential roles is informed by 
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the Confucian and Marxist perspective that there is no strict line between life and theory, 
between abstract and concrete, between appearance and essence. They live in harmony 
with each other. Leadership roles are the appearance, and leadership qualities and 
characteristics are the essence. They reflect each other. The roles a president plays and 
how he plays them demonstrate leadership characteristics. Leadership characteristics 
derive from leadership roles. If I analyze my data within the categorization of “leadership 
characteristics”, I will be confining my data and analysis to the existing leadership 
frameworks, which will diminish the richness, complexity, depth, and holisticity of the 
data. The result will be the diminishing of my findings. Through conducting this 
qualitative study, I am hoping to make some contributions to the methodology discourse 
in leadership studies, which will be discussed in Chapter 3 in more depth. 
From the review of the five bulks of literature, I have identified some gaps in the 
following  three bodies of  knowledge: general leadership theories, cross-cultural 
leadership, and academic presidency. General leadership theories historically paid little 
attention to the cultural influences on leadership. Cross-cultural leadership studies filled 
this gap but suffer from an ethnocentric tendency. They also approach culture as a static 
phenomenon, thus the changing complexities of culture and leadership in a global context 
have been ignored. Moreover, they are mainly based upon mid-leveled managers in 
business settings and their applicability to a higher education setting and to university 
presidential positions is unknown.  Higher education leadership literature lags far behind 
general leadership studies in that it is confined within the boundaries of the U.S. 
organizations.  It is highly dichotomized.  In addition to the debates about whether we 
need transformational or transactional leaders and whether we should study leadership 
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quantitatively or qualitatively, we should ask more questions about whether theories of 
academic presidential leadership developed in the United States can transcend 
cultural/national boundaries. We should also ask whether the cross-cultural business 
leadership model can be applied in a global educational setting. Moreover, we should ask 
questions unanswered by the GLOBE project. According to the scholars of the GLOBE 
project, cross-cultural/transnational contacts/interactions have not been studied in the past 
including in the GLOBE project (Jarvidan, House, Dorfman, Gupta, Hanges & Luque, 
2004). Therefore, “There is an academic and practical need to understand what happens 
when cultures connect” (Jarvidan, House, Dorfman, Gupta, Hanges & Luque, p.730). 
Current literature examines one culture in isolation from another, assuming symmetry in 
cultural differences. When several cultures meet, they form a unique dynamic which 
objective measurement would not be able to accurately reflect, thus subjective perception 
might be a better approach. When more than two cultures are represented, “should we 
study the cultural differences as a dyadic phenomenon or as a complex web of 
multilateral issues?” (731). “When two cultures come in contact, which cultural 
dimensions are keys in that relationship”? In the increasing interconnected world where 
the cultures are more and more hybridized, what is a compatible leadership framework 
reflecting these interconnections? 
Given the context of rapid globalization, finding answers to these questions is 
imperative. It is within these areas that the present study is situated. I am hoping it can 
help to bridge the gaps among general leadership, cross-cultural leadership and academic 
presidency. It is also my hope that the hybrid leadership this study explores can add some 
new dimension to the study of leadership in general. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Study Design 
Qualitative Design 
This study asks two research questions: 1) what are the perceptions of the leadership roles 
of the Chinese university presidents who have professional or educational experiences in 
the United States?  2) What types of leadership characteristics have been demonstrated in 
their leadership roles? 
In order to answer these exploratory questions well, this study utilizes qualitative 
methodology. After synthesizing many views on qualitative methodology from many 
writers, Miller (cited in Cresswell, 1994, p.162-163) states the purpose of a qualitative 
study is to understand “a particular social situation, event, role, group, or interaction” 
(p.161). Mostly, it is “an investigative process where the researcher gradually makes 
sense of a social phenomenon by contrasting, comparing, replicating, cataloging and 
classifying the object of study” (p.161). To do this, the researcher needs to “immerse in 
the everyday life of the setting chosen for the study” through entering the world of the 
informants and interacting with them for the purpose of seeking their perspectives and 
meanings (p.161). 
Compared with quantitative methodology, Miller contends, qualitative 
methodology has its distinctive characteristics. First, qualitative inquiry occurs in a 
natural environment simultaneously with the human behaviors and events. Second, 
“theory and hypothesis are not established as a priori.”(p.162). Third, the researcher 
rather than “some inanimate mechanism” is the primary instrument for data collection 
(p.162). Fourth, data are reported descriptively in words rather than numbers. Fifth, the 
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focus is on the informants’ experiences and perceptions and “the way they make sense of 
their lives” (p.162). Furthermore, qualitative researchers are interested in uncovering 
multiple realities rather than just one reality. Moreover, qualitative studies focus both on 
the processes and the outcomes and the researchers particularly concentrate on 
understanding the processes. It is the particularities rather than the generalizations that 
the qualitative researchers are interested in presenting.  
More importantly, “qualitative research is an emergent design in its negotiated 
outcomes” (p.162), which means that “meanings and interpretations are negotiated with 
human data sources because it’s the subjects’ realities that the researcher attempts to 
reconstruct” (p.162). Meanwhile, qualitative research relies on utilizing the “tacit 
knowledge”, “the intuitive and felt knowledge”, from which “the nuances of the multiple 
realities can be appreciated” (p.162). Finally, both qualitative and quantitative traditions 
care much for “objectivity and truthfulness”. However, the objectivity and truthfulness 
are judged differently in qualitative tradition: “First and foremost, the researcher seeks 
believability, based upon coherence, insight and instrumental utility and trustworthiness 
through a process of verification rather than through traditional validity and reliability 
measures” (p.163). 
  This project studies everyday experiences of the Chinese university presidents 
from their point of view, thus the aim of the researcher is to “identify and describe the 
subjective experiences of respondents” (Schwandt, 2001, p.192). The research questions 
for this study are exploratory in nature, and the researcher is interested in understanding 
rather than seeking generalizations or cause-effect relationships. Utilizing qualitative 
methods allows me to probe into the complexities and the pluralism of the 
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phenomenon—the dynamics of the leadership of the Chinese university presidents who 
had lived in both American and Chinese cultures.  
Interview Study and Emergent Design 
 
Primarily, this study is designed as an interview study of nine Chinese university 
presidents who have had American professional or educational experiences. Within the 
qualitative framework, there are three types of interviews including the informal 
conversational interviews, the interview guide approach, and the standardized open-
ended interviews (Johnson & Turner, 2003, p305). This study uses the interview guide 
approach in which the researcher has a protocol with the questions specified and listed, 
but he can rephrase them and change the sequence whenever needed. I developed an 
interview protocol with five general topics: leadership vision, leadership style, leadership 
values, leadership roles, and US and Chinese experiences.  In the field, I rephrased, 
specified and changed the sequences of the questions constantly to meet the styles and 
time constraints of the informants. 
I chose the interview as the major method for several reasons. First, the 
phenomenon I am studying is quite new and there are not enough existing studies or 
scholarship to substantiate a more theory-driven approach.  Second, there are too few 
subjects to allow for a survey study even if all the Chinese university presidents with 
overseas experience had agreed to participate. Third, an interview method fits my 
interests in particularities rather than generalizations. Fourth, because Chinese society 
still values face-to-face communications, methods like questionnaires, phone or e-mail 
interviews will not work well, especially for the select group of participants who enjoy 
very high social status. In addition, it would be very difficult to rely solely on an 
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observation design since some of the activities presidents participate in are private and 
confidential. In an environment where it is not convenient to observe the participants 
directly, interviews can be an effective method (Creswell, p.151). Most importantly, the 
interview study gives me the freedom to redesign the questions throughout the study due 
to the flexibility, iterativeness, and continuousness of the study (Earl Babbie, 2007, 
p.305). 
This project can be also described as an emergent design. In the emergent design, 
according to Schwandt (2001), researchers keep adjusting inquiry plans and strategies “in 
response to what they are learning as their study unfolds” (p.63). Consistent with my 
qualitative interview design, my research questions and interview protocols were 
intentionally not confined rigidly to one or several particular theories. It was important to 
me, that the story emerge “inductively through interviews with informants” (Schwandt, 
2001, p.91). As Schwandt asserts, 
In qualitative study, one does not begin with a theory to test or verify. Instead, 
consistent with the inductive model of thinking, a theory may emerge during the 
data collection and analysis phase of the research or be used relatively late in the 
research process as a basis for comparison with other theories (p.94). 
 
I also modified my plans, appointments, participants and even the research 
questions based upon the participants I discovered and new issues that emerged. I knew 
for sure I was looking for the fluid leadership condition possibly represented by Chinese 
university presidents with cross-cultural experiences. However, I didn’t know exactly 
which cultures I could study because it depended on the background of the participants I 
could recruit. Consequently, I was preparing several plans: a) focusing more on the 
Chinese and American leadership if the majority of the participants happened to have 
experiences in US, which was the ideal plan; b) focusing mainly on global leadership if 
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the participants happened to be from both Eastern and Western countries; c) focusing 
mainly on Western and Eastern leadership if the participants were from Western 
countries.  I was intending to enlist a Chinese group for comparative purposes, but ended 
up interviewing only one qualifying participant. One of the reasons why I failed was that 
we were unable to respond to another presidential assistant’s e-mail arranging for an 
appointment. She refused to reschedule when I arrived.There was another president with 
a pure Chinese background who agreed to be interviewed. However, in the end I was 
unable to make that happen.  
Researcher’s Story 
Although it is a normative goal of researchers to achieve objectivity, researchers 
can not be totally independent of the research. No research is value-free. The 
philosophical stance (Greene and Caracelli, 2003), the experiences, the mood, and the 
intention of the researcher all shape the research (Stake, 1995, p.95). “Research is not 
helped by making it appear value free”, thus, “it is better to give the reader a good look at 
the researcher” (Stake, 1995, p.95).  I believe my experiences, values, knowledge-base, 
and mental models informed by social contexts all have impact on all the elements 
involved in my study, consciously or subconsciously. Therefore, in this section, I will tell 
my own story interwoven with the story of China to inform my readers of the possible 
strengths, weakness, perspectives, and even biases embedded in this study. 
I was born and reared in a small town in one of the most underdeveloped areas of 
China, the Northwest region, in the 1960s and 1970s. At that time, China was mostly 
isolated from the international community and was working hard to eradicate tradition 
from the fabric of the society.With a grandmother having the tiny/bound feet of the 
ancient Chinese style and a mother with half-twisted feet (a transitional style from 
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ancient tradition to socialist tradition), the only channel I could learn about the world 
beyond China was the slogans written on public walls like” Brother Soviet Union”, 
“American Imperialists Paper Tiger”, and “Downfall of the Japanese Invaders and 
Imperialists”.  Like most of my fellow countrymen, shortage of basic supplies of life was 
part of my childhood memory. A college education was far removed from my conscious 
thoughts because the real university was removed from the history of the nation. My first 
childhood dream was to become a train conductor, the best profession according to my 
aunt and neighbors at that time. Later on, as a result working as a performing artist in a 
small singing and dancing troupe whose assignment was to promote Mao Zedong’s 
revolutionary ideology and to eliminate traditional Chinese ideologies, I became more 
ambitious and dreamed of becoming an actress in the army, one of the most admired 
professions during that period of Chinese history. Unexpectedly, in 1978, Deng Xiaoping 
announced the return of the universities. Without too much hesitation, I quit my dancer-
singer career and went back to high school in order to be able to open the door to a 
college education.   
At age 15, after studying English for one semester in high school, I was hired as 
an English teacher, because the country desperately needed English teachers as a result of 
its transition from the Soviet to the American model of development. Although I was not 
competent for the job, I taught for one year.  I then passed the strict national college 
entrance examination and gained entry into the recently re-established national university 
system. Admitted into both the music department and English department, I picked up 
English as my major.  
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  During the first three years at my college, which was located in a major 
northwestern city along the Yellow River, I do not remember seeing any foreigners, nor 
did I speak English outside of class. In 1984, a tall and young American teacher came 
into our classroom. I still remember staring at him as if he was some species from Mars. I 
also remember how my classmates and I were shocked to see him coming into the 
classroom one cold winter day in a shirt and sitting on the table to teach! (Not a typical 
form of dress or behavior for a Chinese teacher.) 
After graduation from college at age 21 in 1985, I became an Assistant Professor 
of English in one of the provincial universities in Ningxia (Muslim) Autonomous Region.  
There, I met several American/Canadian missionaries teaching English, who became my 
friends. In 1991, the Chinese government started to encourage the faculty to obtain 
graduate degrees. I was admitted into Sichuan University to major in American Studies, 
an area I had been interested in for quite a while. There, due to the Fulbright Scholar 
status of my advisor who was regarded as a leading scholar in American Studies in 
China, I was exposed to many experts from the West. Many of the classes were taught by 
Fulbright scholars from the U.S. This experience, and my missionary friends, opened my 
eyes to the Western world, particularly, the United States. 
  A few years after graduation from the graduate college, I joined the faculty at 
Ocean University of China, one of the key universities located in one of the most 
beautiful coastal cities, Qingdao, in China.  The city was a meeting place of Chinese 
tradition and Western influences due to the geographical closeness to Confucius’ 
hometown and the history of German colonization near the turn of the twentieth century.  
This move became a milestone in my career.  It happened during the special historical 
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moment when China started to reform its higher education system. The reformation of 
higher education in China followed the successful reformation of the economic system, 
when China opened up to receive foreign/capitalist investment. This was also the period 
when China looked to the United States as a model to follow. That relocation to Qingdao 
expanded my horizons, and my dreams became boundless. It was from that time and 
location that I was connected with the greater world and its leadership. 
Although Qingdao was a city of 17 million people with a large international 
population presence, I was the only person in the city who had a graduate degree in 
American Studies. In addition to teaching American Studies and English to Chinese 
students, and Chinese culture and language to international students at the university, I 
was also called upon by the leaders in government, global corporations and educational 
institutions as a consultant in the areas regarding Sino-American/Western relations and 
collaboration. I was also constantly requested to train government and corporate 
executives in American and Chinese cultural competencies. Moreover, I was on frequent 
call to serve as a translator on behalf of senior officials in government, business, and 
higher education from all over the world. Furthermore, I was asked to coordinate and lead 
many international initiatives. Constantly I found myself playing the role of cross-cultural 
agent, and “non-official ambassador”. 
In 1997, under the commission of the Major of Education in Qingdao, I 
represented the Education Commission of Qingdao at the International Conference of 
Higher Education in Prague. There, I met many senior officials from Europe, Australia, 
and the US, in higher education and other international organizations. It was there that I 
met Dr. Stanley Ikenberry, then president of the American Council on Education (ACE). 
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Through Dr. Ikenberry’s follow-up invitation to the Annual Meeting of the American 
Council on Education, my university president sent me to represent him and the 
university to establish relations with higher educational institutions in America. With the 
help of ACE’s outstanding professionals and senior leaders of higher education in the 
United States, I reported back with 17 partnership agreements. Since then, I have become 
a regular guest at ACE’s annual meetings. 
This professional network not only connected me to senior leaders in American 
higher education, but also connected me to the leaders in higher education across the 
world through my involvement with the work of the International Association of 
University Presidents (IAUP) and the International Association of Universities (IAU). 
Finally, through my field work for this project and several opportunities in the United 
States to work with the Chinese Ministry of Education’s presidential delegations, I was 
reconnected with Chinese university presidents. As a result, I developed a world network 
of university presidents and other senior administrators in higher education in addition to 
my network of leaders in corporate, governmental and non-governmental sectors across 
the world. Through my work and interactions with these leaders and their organizations, I 
have gained tremendous insight into leadership, especially university presidential 
leadership. I am familiar with their aspirations, the challenges they face, their visions, and 
the strategies they develop to solve problems. In 2002, after investigating the China 
Executive Training Program requested by the municipal government of Qingdao at the 
University of Illinois and following Dr. Ikenberry’s retirement to the University of 
Illinois as a professor of leadership, I decided to pursue a Ph.D to systematically study 
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more about leadership and higher education in order to be able to contribute to China’s 
higher education reformation efforts. 
These experiences also put me into close connection with the arising transitional 
leaders who are born and raised in one culture but immersed in other countries in their 
lives. In addition, they connect me closely with the leaders in the world of higher 
education. As a result of my experiences in transitional China where traditional, Marxist, 
and Western ideologies intermingle, and as a result of being constantly in contact with 
American culture and with people from other cultures, I have developed a mental model 
which is shaped by Chinese traditional philosophical thought modified by Marxism and 
Pragmatism. This metal model is deeply embedded in my research. The interactions 
between the traditional Chinese philosophies I learned in my childhood from my family 
social environment and the first several years in primary school; John Dewey’s 
pragmatism which I learned in China and the United States, and the Chinese Marxism I 
was forced to master since childhood, have had tremendous influences on my worldview. 
These combined philosophies became my mental model. In one way or another, it 
informs my perceptions and approaches to the world as well as my research work in 
leadership. 
My mental model derives mainly from three philosophies: Confucianism, John 
Dewey’s Pragmatism, and Marxism.  Because all three philosophical stances, particularly 
Marxism and Confucianism emphasize the importance of experiential knowledge and the 
harmony between the universe of experience and essence, they fit my stance of anti 
essentialism-non-essentialism dichotomy in my approach to social inquiries. I tend to 
believe that essential knowledge and experiential knowledge are one thing or two things 
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without clear boundaries. Thus both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, and both 
inductive and deductive analysis, can be used to generate new knowledge. For this 
specific study, I believe through my description of what’s happening in the experiential 
world, some essence about the phenomenon can also be perceived. Within the essence, 
phenomena can also be perceived. Specifically, I use the window of leadership roles 
(experiential) to generate knowledge about leadership instead of using some existing 
leadership theoretical frameworks to sort out my data. In this position, I believe some 
novel knowledge can be discovered more holistically, more humanly, and less 
scientifically. 
These three philosophies also informed my tendency to embrace change and 
flexibility in my inquiry. My emergent design and my focus on fluidity of leadership in 
this study are cases in point.  
In summary, studying the possible hybrid leadership of transnational leaders 
requires an understanding of multicultural experiences, deep insight into the academy, 
and knowledge about leadership and its relationship to culture. I, the researcher, am a 
hybridized product of American and Chinese cultures. Like many of my participants, I 
was also raised in China, educated both in the U.S. and China, and have traveled 
extensively in the world and worked in higher education and with university presidents 
for years. These shared experiences equip me with deep insights as well as biases on the 
topic I study. 
Participants 
The ideal sampling criteria I had initially proposed included:  a) ten presidents, 
five with at least one-year working or studying expereinces in the United States and five 
without any overseas working or studying experiences; b) They  should be from the top 
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100 institutions; c) They should represent both  developed and underdeveloped areas. For 
the first criterion, I was intending to understand the influences of American experiences 
on the Chinese university presidents. Through comparing the presidents with American 
experiences with the ones without the American experiences, I was hoping to set up a 
contrast to see the differences or non-differences of the presidential leadership more 
clearly. For the second criterion, I was intending to enhance the cross-case comparisons. 
For the third criterion, I was intending to include the regional and institutional cultures 
into my global-local context framework.  
Due to the challenging nature of very limited and out-of-date on-line information 
on Chinese university presidents, as well as the rapidly changing nature of the Chinese 
society, it was a daunting task for me to identify and secure participants. Without 
knowing exactly how many university presidents with U.S. experiences China had in 
2005, and how many and who would be willing to be studied, I dared not to stick rigidly 
to my ideal sampling criteria before my field work. Also, due to China’s hierarchical 
social structure, and its tradition of emphasizing  philosophical reasoning over the 
empirical research in social sciences, gaining the access to the group of participants I was 
interested in interviewing was very challenging. More importantly, since the project is 
designed as an emergent qualitative study, I was intentionally trying to stay open to allow 
flexibility of sampling for the emmerging salient issues.  
My field work was a constant tug of war between my ideals and the realities, 
between the expected and the unexpected, between my existing knowledge and new 
discoveries, between my informants’ background and my research and interview 
questions. Most of the time in the area of evaluation, participants are located at a lower 
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rank of the society than the researchers. In my case, it was just the opposite. My 
participants were above me in the social order. The reasons for them to participate in the 
study were their desires to know more about their leadership theories and their affinity to 
my US-China experiences and topic. I didn’t know if I would be able to recruit any 
participants initially. As a result, my sampling criteria had to be open.  
  I developed a two-track criterion for the participants. On the one hand, I kept my 
ideal criteria and worked hard to achieve them. On the other hand, understanding that I 
might not be able to find enough presidents with U.S. experiences, or they might not have 
enough time to talk, I developed a second criteria, a compromised or flexible criterion 
including: a) any university president I could get ahold of; b) any Vice President or 
anybody who was willing to talk about their presidents; c) Presidents with at least one-
year working or studying experience in any foreign country; d) presidents from any 
region in China.  
The core criterion in this plan is not missing-looking for presidents who have at 
least one-year overseas experience. I figured no matter which group I interviewed, China-
experienced, U.S.-experienced, Germany-experienced or Japan-experienced, I could still 
focus on my topic about societal culture and leadership. The challenge would be thatI 
personally had more insight into Chinese culture andAmerican culture than German or 
Japnanese culture. 
To my surprise, I ended up with 16 university presidents’ interviews and 19 
interviews of the people who know the presidents well. This study focuses on the 
presidents’ interviews. 15 of the university president are from either the top 100 key 
universities or very strong provincial universities. One is from Taiwan. Of the 15 
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presidents from mainland China, all have working or studying experiences for at least one 
year except one president who had traveled oversees, but had not lived in another country 
for one year. Of the 14 president who have lived in another culture for at least a year, 11 
lived in the U.S., two in the United Kingdom and one in Germany. 
Out of the 11 interviews of presidents who had lived in the United States for at 
least one year, one is too unclear/not well-recorded to be transcribed; another participant 
agreed orally to be interviewed and allowed me to use the data but refused to sign the 
consent letter. Therefore, there are nine interviews with presidents with U.S. experiences. 
It is these nine presidents that I focus on in this dissertation report.  
I also have to exclude two other interviews due to the poor the quality of the 
recording.  In addition they are not supportive of the focus of this study due to the non-
U.S. background of the participants.  
I have also collected some observational data about two presidents. The 
observational data about the first president is more solid because I was invited to be his 
shadow for about a day and participated in two meetings he led. For this president, I also 
collected more interview data from him and the others. Therefore, as indicated 
previously, I am intending to publish this study alone as a case study, or incorporate it 
into the book based upon the dissertation for publication. The other president invited me 
to follow him for one morning, mainly with her Australian guests and attended one 
conference where he was greeting the participants. These non-interview data helps to 
make my story about him more alive, but not to the degree I feel a holistic case can come 
out of it. Therefore, I plan wait to incorporate it into the book for publication. 
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Among the nine participants, seven are presidents, one is the executive vice 
president in a large research institution whose role is similar to that of a president because 
the president is over 90 and unofficially retired.  (The reason why he is still appointed as 
the president is because he is a very influential figure in China, and in the development of 
that university. His name makes the university more prestigious.) The the other one is the 
president of a university which became an independent college of a large university 
where he also serves as the executive vice president.  
Three of the presidents attended graduate colleges and received graduate degrees 
in the United States. Four worked in the United States either as visiting faculty (teaching) 
or post-doc fellows. Two were visiting scholars (only visiting). The length of time for 
them to live in the US varies from five years to one year. One participant has lived in the 
U.S. for a year, but has also worked as an ambassador on behalf of China in one of the 
central European countries for several years. One president received his Ph.D in a 
university in UK in addition to teaching in the US for a year. All these presidents are all 
exposed to/lived or traveled in other countryies in addition to the United States. They are 
also exposed to higher education systems other than Chinese and American ones. 
Through their meetings with their global peers in China and constant short visits abroad. 
They had the opportunities to discuss and observe the roles university presidents played 
in other countries Their American, Chinese, and global backgrounds serve the purpose of 
this study looking at American and Chinese cultural influences on leadership in the 
context of globalization.  
Eight participants are from the top 100 key universities, and one is from the key 
provincial universities enjoying the prestige of the key universities. As to the locations, 
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seven are from Beijing and Shanghai; one is from a satellite city of Beijing; one is from 
an eastern coastal city. These cities are mostly regarded as the well-developed areas. This 
enhances the cross-case comparability.  
All the participants are from public universities. Most of these universities are 
similar to the University of Illinois, but are mainly funded and managed by the national 
government. There are two universities similar to State University of Illinois and is 
mainly funded by the provincial government. The reason why I only interviewed 
presidents in the publis universities is because China’s higher education system is mainly 
public. Private education system is still an emerging phenomenon. There are far less 
strong than the American private universities. 
Data Collection 
Setting 
My field work was conducted from May to October (six months), 2005 in China 
and Thailand. Interviews in China were conducted in the presidents’ offices, and the ones 
in Thailand were conducted in the hotel dining facility, flight, or guest room (for a 
focused group). Decisions about the locations were made mutually by the participants 
and me. 
Gaining Access 
Gaining access to the participants for this project is the most challenging aspect of 
my data collection. In retrospect, my field work can best described by Deng Xiaoping’s 
strategy to lead China’s reform: “Cross the river by feeling the stones in it”, “No matter a 
white cat or black cat, the cat that catches the mouse should be called a good cat.”  
In 2004, equipped with letters of introduction from Dr. Stanley O. Ikenberry, Dr. 
James Anderson, and Dr. Fazal Rizvi, I flew to Beijing and, after a one-month’s waiting, 
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had a chat with one of the leading figures of U.S. returnees. He was concerned about 
gaining access, thus didn’t show any optimism and possible support. I then was able to 
meet the General Director of Higher Education Department, Chinese Ministry of 
Education. He was not very optimistic either, but suggested that I contact the university 
presidents individually to see if anyone would respond. Then, I was connected to the 
Office of Minister of Education, Zhou Ji, but was informed that he was traveling in 
France. My schedule did not allow me to wait. Finally, I was able to secure an 
appointment to meet with one university president, who was a German-educated scholar-
leader. He apologized that he was unable to participant in my project due to the special 
nature of his institution and then recommended that I meet with two other leading 
universities’ presidents in the area. Through his recommendation, I successfully gained 
access to the presidents of two key universities. They greeted me warmly and showed 
strong interests and expressed their support, although their experiences abroad were 
mainly in the United Kingdom instead of the United States. 
Encouraged by two individuals who were interested in supporting my project, in 
2005, I decided to do the fieldwork. Before the trip, I was able to identify on-line 11 
presidents who met the sampling criteria of having US-education and/or work 
expereinces. This larger pool (compared with the 2004 findings) gave me some hope.  (In 
the past, it was not usual for a president’s information to be viewed on-line.)  This time, I 
used Chinese-American strategies as stated in my IRB-1 form: a) ensuring  supporting 
and introduction letters  from Chancellor Richard Herman, Associate Provost of 
International Affairs, Richard Steward, and Professor William Trent; b) faxing the 
supporting letters as well as the consent letters to each participant before starting the trip; 
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c) calling the office of each identified potential  participant and asking for oral approval 
and schedule while suggesting they fax the consent letter back to me; d) keeping calling 
regularly until getting the approval or rejection and specific time for the interviews; e) 
enlisting other participants at the sites whenever needed. In addition to these strategies, I 
asked friends in the United States and China to help connect me to the potential 
participants. Moreover, I was prepared to spend a longer time in the field.  
This combination of approaches seems to have worked, although very slowly. Out 
of the 11 identified participants, four agreed to be interviewed between the last week 
before my field trip and the first week in the field. Encouraged by that, I began my 
journey seriously, feeling like a 19th century pioneer in the wilderness of the American 
West. Once on site, I found that one participant always connected me to another. Friends 
also kept informing me of new possibilities. New presidents who had overseas 
experiences which I didn’t see on-line seemed to pop up one by one. Initially, I planned 
to conduct interviews in Beijing, Shanghai and two satellite cities. However, with several 
presidents identified in one of the coastal cities and in another city, I decided to fly there.  
In the field, I was constantly accepted and rejected. I could never tell if I would be able to 
secure a new appointment the next day with a new president person, nor could I tell if I 
would be accepted or rejected the next day by the person who had scheduled to talk with 
me. Some days, I felt I could secure more than enough participants. For example, at the 
beginning of early August, I had identified 36 potential participants. Some other days, I 
went to the meeting but found the participants were occupied. Frequently I was put into 
and out of the potential participants’ schedules. For example, in order to meet one 
president, I had two vice president friends and one government official help set up an 
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appointment. After much scheduling and rescheduling, I finally had a wonderful 
interview with him. For about a month, I was informed that another president would like 
to talk with me. However, several times when one of my VP friend and I went into his 
office for the scheduled interview, he was always occupied and unable to see us. In one 
of the cities, I stayed in a very expensive hotel to wait for about three days for an 
appointment with a president which had never happened. 
However, there were also presidents who were able to have good control over 
their schedules. I remember that one president e-mailed me himself several times very 
reliably for scheduling purpose. Another president’s Director of Foreign Affairs Office 
kept calling me to schedule the appointment on behalf of his president. I still remember 
the president who waited for me for about two hours after the scheduled time due to the 
delay of my train. He talked with me two hours after his working hours.  
Regardless of the complications and difficulties in gaining access, my persistence, 
cultural competence, personal connections, and knowledge in the field of leadership 
seemed to have helped. I finally interviewed 35 people, more than I expected and needed 
for this study. Some participants even invited me to participate in some of their activities 
to collect observational data. Some gave me their books and other documents reflecting 
their leadership thought for me to use. 
In retrospect, gaining access to the participants that I study might have much to do 
with the power structure of the Chinese society, with the cultural norms in China, and 
with the life style and openness of this group of participants. University presidents enjoy 
very high social status in China. Like anywhere else in the world, people with similar 
social status tend to interact within their own social circles more. Also, since the 
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presidents are appointed by the government, pleasing the government officials above is 
more important for most of the presidents than pleasing the people below like the faculty 
or a researcher. Traditionally, in Confucianism, the social order is very strictly classified 
and has been used throughout China’s long feudal history to maintain the social harmony 
of the nation. This is still visible in China’s social fabric today. With a student identity, 
the challenge for me to reach them is self-evident. In addition, Chinese social inquiry 
traditionally emphasizes theoretical reasoning over empirical studies. The society has not 
formed a culture of supporting researchers’ empirical studies. Moreover, most of the 
presidents are professors as well as association leaders or government officials. With 
multiple responsibilities, their flexible time is very limited; talking to someone for two 
hours is not an easy thing for them to schedule, which adds to the challenging nature of 
my study. Furthermore, Chinese society traditionally emphasies more on spontaneity and 
flexibility than scheduling. Presidents have no control over their schedule. Therefore, 
more time and patience are required in order to be able to see them. I am still pondering 
why I had the success: luck, playing politics well, an affinity between my background 
and theirs, my guanxi of power in China, their desire to promote their institutions in the 
world, the prospect of my work, or my patience? 
Interview Protocol 
I believe that my past experiences of working with transnational leaders and 
professionals, my own transnational experiences,  knowledge and insights gained as a 
result of growing up in Chinese culture, and my work as a professor of Chinese and 
American culture, all work together help inform the interview protocols driven by 
research questions.  
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My interview protocol included five broad questions: 1) what do you perceive as 
your leadership vision and role? 2) What do you perceive as your leadership style? 3) 
What do you perceive as your leadership values? 4) Could you tell me something about 
your American experiences and possible influences of it on your leadership?  5) Could 
you tell me something about your family, schooling and career in China and their 
possible influences on your leadership? The broadness and openness of the topics 
allowed my participants to tell their stories. It also left me with the room to modify my 
research questions in the field according to the context and participants’ styles. I 
rephrased, modified or specified the questions frequently according to my participants’ 
responses. For example, some participants liked small questions. Some liked to elaborate 
on big questions. For the latter, five broad topics worked really well; for the former, I had 
to break the broad questions into smaller ones. Initially, I was not intending to ask the 
question about the vision, but thought it might be a good question to start the 
conversation because my past experiences informed me that most of the presidents liked 
to articulate their vision. I am happy to find that question produced unexpectedly strong 
data. Creswell (1994) states that the qualitative researcher should expect both the 
research questions and designs to evolve and change during a study. Thus, continual 
review and reformulation of questions are normal practice of the qualitative researchers 
(P.71). My interview protocol also experienced review and reshape in the field. 
Interview Process 
All of the nine interviews I am reporting in this study took place in the 
participants’ offices as they suggested. Normally, I took a taxi from my hotel to the 
offices of the presidents. Due to the heavy traffic in Beijing and Shanghai, I normally 
started much earlier than the appointment time so that I would not be late. Most of the 
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time, I was early enough to be able to take a walk around the campus to get a feeling for 
the institution before the interview so that I could relate better with my participants 
during the interviews. 
  The majority of the nine interviews lasted for about two hours. One lasted for 
about 40 minutes because the participant had other obligations. However I was able to 
chat for a short time with his international affairs director to get some information I was 
unable to get in the interview with the president. Another interview lasted for about an 
hour the first time, and the follow-up interview had to be cancelled on the spot due to 
some emergency situation in the university. However, the president invited me to attend 
one the interviews of her by a local educational institution where the interviewer asked 
two questions paralleling to mine.  
With the approval of the participants, most of the interviews were recorded by 
using a digital recorder (seven hour capacity) connected with a very powerful 
microphone which could pick up sound from far away. Before each interview, I recorded 
my description of the place, time and participants. After each interview, I recorded my 
impression of the interviews and data. In addition to recording the interviews, I also took 
notes, although it was hard to keep the conversation flowing naturally and spontaneously 
while doing that. One participant preferred note-taking to recording. Thus, I took notes as 
fast and as much as I could on the spot. On the train back right after that interview, I 
reviewed the notes and added whatever I thought missing and modified whatever I felt 
inaccurate. The digital recorder worked fantastically most of the time. However, it did 
play some tricks on me. For one interview, nothing was recorded for the reason I haven’t 
figured out. Promptly, I read the notes taken and filled in whatever I felt missing out of 
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memory. Fearing the digital recorder might trick me again, for the next interview, I 
borrow a tape recorder from the university. 
Most of the interview recordings are clear enough to be transcribed. The recorded 
interviews were managed on-line by the software attached to the digital recorder named 
“digital voice editor”. All the interviews were saved in my laptop, my portable hard drive 
as well as a CD. 
All the interviews were conducted in Chinese language for the purpose of 
reducing the possible shallowness of data caused by language barrier. The participants all 
spoke English, but they spoke Chinese better. The data was not translated into English for 
the purpose of keeping its authenticity. Interviews were transcribed. Transcribers include 
trained graduate students, me, and my son with my guidance 
Methods of Data Analysis 
Schwandt (2001) points out that data analysis involve “organizing, reducing, and 
describing the data” (Schwandt, 2001, p.6). It “continues through the activity of drawing 
conclusions or interpretations from the data warranting those interpretations” (p.6). 
According to him, the purpose of analysis is to understand the meaning. Meaning is 
“undecidable, never fixed or complete”; contextual, existing only “in reading the action 
(or context)”; and subjective, which “is always the meaning for someone” (Schwandt, 
2001, p.154). The process of data analysis is both a science and an art, requiring both 
vigorous analysis and interpretations (Schwandt, 2001).  
My data analysis focuses on understanding the richness and complexities of the  
meaning the data contains. Understanding meaning is a fluid and dynamic process where 
the objectivity and subjectivity, contexts and utterances/words are all involved and 
constantly changing. I engage in a holistic analysis: travel constantly among the data 
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(participants’ perception), their contexts, my objective intention, and my subjectivity (my 
perception/interpretation) as a researcher based upon my experiences, values, knowledge 
base, and biases. This process is similar to what Bob State described as “reading, re-
reading, deep thinking to understanding (State, 1995, p.73). My analysis involves taking 
the data apart and putting it back together meaningfully (p76). The analysis is descriptive 
as well as explanatory. However, I make all efforts to make sure that my interpretations 
or vigorous analysis speaks to the data. Generalizability is not the ultimate goal (Stake, 
1995), but I am not against it if it comes out. I am not intending to develop a big theory 
out of an in-depth study of nine participants. However, I am happy to embrace any 
theoretical concepts when they emerge with the understanding that they don’t necessarily 
represent universal experiences having universal applications, although they might, or 
most likely might, provide some references for leadership beyond the population this 
study involves. Many more future studies need to be done to enrich, modify, continue 
developing, or even test these concepts.  
Specifically, my data analysis follows four steps. First, I look at the six variables 
(vision, role, values, styles, American experiences and influences, Chinese experiences 
and influences,) embedded in the research questions explicit in the interview questions to 
see what best encompasses all the data for analysis purposes. After several attempts, I 
identified leadership role as the biggest and most descriptive umbrella to cover all the 
dimensions. Through the participants’ perceptions about their leadership visions, styles, 
values, their American, Chinese and other global experiences, their leadership roles are 
clearly stated. During the process of playing these roles, their leadership chacteristics are 
more clearly demonstrated. 
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Due to the fact that I have more data than can be analyzed for the dissertation 
project (Stake, 1995). I have been torn apart by my thoughts of whether to analyze all the 
data or to only analyze the ones pertinent to the issues (Stake, 1995). In the end, I spent 
more time analyzing “the best data” because “full coverage is impossible, equal attention 
to all data is not a civil right” (Stake, p.84). “The case and the key issues need to be kept 
in focus” (p.84). In order to focus on telling one good story (State, 1999), I dropped one 
set of data about the experiences and backgrounds of the presidents in this dissertation 
analysis and report, but was given permission by the committee chair to draw on those 
data to facilitate the data analysis as well as the development of the hybrid leadership 
model this project identifies.  
  This dada analysis process also involves developing codes in three levels: macro, 
micro, and medium levels. I travel among these three levels of codes inductively and 
deductively to develop categories and subcategories. These levels of codes are 
“grounded, inductive”, and “content sensitive”. As I “proceed through the data”, I “ work 
back and forth between the data segments and the codes or categories to refine the 
meaning of categories” (Schwandt, 2001, p.26-27). During the encoding and categorizing 
process, I also kept memoing the coded category, to provide “an explanation of a sense of 
pattern developing among categories, or a description of some specific aspects of setting 
or phenomenon”. These memos capture my thoughts while I am engaged in the process 
of analysis, which are very informative for my final analysis and interpretation 
(Schwandt, 2001, p. 156-157).  
   Second, I engage in immersing into the transcribed interview data to identify 
categories and themes in both individual cases and across the nine cases. This process is a 
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constant and frequent travel among the data and the themes identified. I try to remain 
open-minded to any possible themes which might occur beyond my expectations.  
However, I am aware of the fact that the literature I am familiar with in the areas of 
globalization, general leadership, culture and leadership, American and Chinese culture 
and leadership, and American and Chinese higher education is constantly and consciously 
or subconsciously informing and modifying my encoding, categorization, theme 
identification, and interpretation of the data.   
Third, I link the themes identified solidly to the large body of literature I am 
familiar with mentioned above, and try to make sense of the data. In addititon to multiple 
theoretical frameworks I discussed in the literature review chapter, I utilized several 
research-tested heuristic West/US.Vs East/China frameworks, because heuristic models 
are proved to be effective and have been used by reserachers in social sciences quite 
often. I understand the limitation of with the possibility to sufforocate the richness and 
complexities of the data or even manipulate the data analysis. In my case, I use them in 
complementary with other frameworks to provide lenses and langauges for me to make 
sense of the data and describe the interpretations.  
  This is a constant travel among the categories and themes identified, all the 
knowledge I have gained, my mental models, as well as my experiences. I try very hard 
and consciously not to let any one piece of the knowledge or experience dominates my 
sense-making. The process of interpreting the data is also a synthesizing process of my 
existing knowledge and mental frameworks. 
  Fourth, I synthesize the themes and interpretations/explanations to drive for 
deeper analysis for tentative and meaningful leadership concepts. In other words, even at 
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this theorizing stage, I still make efforts to remain faithful to the data, and be as 
descriptive as possible. Therefore, the theoretical framework I develop is simultaneously 
descriptive and abstract. The distance between the data and theory is not too far.  
My purpose is to make the cases more “understandable” (Stake, 1995, p.85) than 
duplicable. Single cases “are not as strong a base for generalizing …”, but enable people 
to “learn much that is general from single cases” (Stake, 1995, p.85). Therefore, in data 
analysis, I tried to balance my “propositional generalizations” or “assertions” and the 
reader’s naturalistic generalizations (Stake, 1995, p.85). Cases I describe might not be 
unfamiliar to the readers; I tried to leave space for them to come up with their natural 
generalizations (Stake, 1995, p.86). This means, to a certain degree, that I tried hard not 
to generalize. However, because I am reporting nine cases instead of one or two, I feel 
that I can achieve a certain level of generalization. Therefore, my analysis is a constant 
tug of war between my urge to generalize and not generalize, which I believe is an 
appropriate approach to my project. 
My analysis is culturally sensitive. Given the fact that Chinese culture is  high 
contextual. What people said might not be what they really think. Sometimes what was 
said was less important than what wasn’t said. My analysis emphasizes the content (what 
was said), the forms (how something was said) as well as the possible suggestive 
signifiers (what was not said but important).  
Given the large pool of data, I use ATLAS. Ti, a computer software, to assist my 
data analysis, particularly the data management. Being suspicious of the programmed 
analysis of qualitative data which might weaken the richness, depth and dynamics in the 
data, I didn’t use this program in the deeper analytical phase.  
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Quality of the Research 
Qualitative researchers have no single stance or consensus to address the post 
positivist topics like validity and trustworthiness (Cresswell, 1994). There are “multiple 
perspectives” to interpret qualitative data, but “there’s no way to establish, beyond 
contention, the best view” (Stake, 1995, p.108). To secure the quality of qualitative 
research, some respective efforts have been made among the qualitative researchers. 
Qualitative scholars have been proposing the concepts of triangulation and member 
checking (Denzin, 1984, 2003); Bob Stake, 1995). Both concepts emphasize the 
presentation and interpretation of qualitative data from multiple perspectives (Stake, 
1995, p.111) so as to present evidence aiding the researcher’s interpretation, but leaving 
room for the reader’s interpretation, too. Norman Denzin made great efforts to establish a 
protocol for quality control of the qualitative research. Included in the protocol is, first, 
data source triangulation “to see if what we are observing and reporting carries the same 
meaning when found under different circumstances” (Stake, p.113). The second is the 
investigator triangulation, which means having other researchers observe the same 
phenomenon for the purpose of supporting or undercutting the original interpretation as 
well as providing “additional data” for the case studied (p.113). The third is theory 
triangulation, having a partner researcher who has a different theoretical viewpoint from 
the main researcher to check. The fourth one is methodological triangulation in which 
multiple methods are utilized for complementary data sources and interpretations. 
  These are very respectable endeavors in constructing the field of qualitative 
methodology. However, although Flick states that for Denzin and many qualitative 
researchers, the protocols of triangulation “have come to be the search for additional 
interpretations more than the confirmation of a single meaning” (Flick, 1992, quoted in 
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Stake, p.115), the confirmation of a single meaning is still one important purpose of these 
protocols from my understanding. These criteria, to me, represent an effort to objectivize 
the qualitative research approaching qualitative research with a quantitative mentality. In 
my view, the attractions of the qualitative methodology lie in its celebration and 
embracement of human (the researcher’s) subjectivity. That is to say that the beauty of 
qualitative research lies in its humanity: researchers’ personal values, preferences, 
experiences, and knowledge base are addressed and well respected because they can not 
be separated from the research itself (Greene, 2003; Stake, 1999). Karl Marx states that 
human beings are the products of their contexts. Personal experiences leave marks on 
human observations, thoughts and interpretations about the world. While accepting 
human beings as part of nature, Marx also states that human beings possess great power 
to change the world. The entire research processes cannot be split from the individuality 
of the researchers. Although human beings share much in common, each researcher has 
his unique experience, knowledge base, expertise, values, skill sets and outlook which 
impact his approaches to research and interpretation of human experiences. Therefore the 
intention to seek for confirmation from another researcher is almost impossible. Besides, 
I doubt if it is that imperative to seek for validity if we agree that qualitative research can 
be or even should be personal. If personal and not seeking for generalizability are 
important, why do we have to triangulate to reduce our individuality? To me this is a 
quantitative mentality to secure the quality of qualitative research. Therefore, I agree with 
the perspective of Schwandt’s (2001) that verification is a pure post positivist stance of 
doing research like science. According to him, it is a mistake for the social scientist to 
seek conclusive confirmation or disconfirmation in their social science inquiries. Rather, 
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the purpose for a social scientist to make an argument is to “substantiate the inference” 
drawn from the data he has collected. The aim of “substantiation” is to demonstrate the 
“likelihood (never the certainty) that the conclusion is correct, genuine, or true or, at least 
for the time being, not incorrect or false” Therefore, “it is disturbing to see the term 
verification discussed in the literature as a process suitable for establishing the validity of 
claims made in qualitative inquiry” (p.270-271).  
From my perspective, the inner consciousness of the researcher sustained by high 
moral values such as honesty, sincerity and integrity are more important for quality 
security of the qualitative research than the “objective criteria” many of us are trying to 
establish. “Although we deal with many complex phenomena and issues for which no 
consensus can be found as to what really exist, we have ethical obligations to minimize 
misrepresentation and misunderstanding” (Stake, 1995, p.108). The ethical obligations 
cannot be achieved by attempting to triangulate or member check our interpretations. Our 
inner moral land is the best place to achieve that. 
Therefore, in my study, I attend to quality issues by the following criteria: a) 
genuineness, high ethics and honesty in the whole process of data collection and data 
interpretation (Christians, 2003); b) close relationship with the data and participants; c) 
likelihood of inference (Schanwdt, 2001); d) richness of the experiences (Denzin & 
Yuvonna, 2003).  From the first step to the last one of the study, I attempt to be as 
genuine, ethical and honest as possible. For example, I was very honest and frank with 
the presidents about my intention, purposes, and the support I needed.  I also tried to 
establish a close relationship between myself as the researcher, and the participants, for 
the purpose of getting closer to the reality of the participants’ experiences through 
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interviews. Although I am not a believer in absolute truth in human relations, I believe 
that achieving maximum inferences is possible, thus inferences should be encouraged 
(Greene, 2003). What I am seeking in this study is thick description (Gertz, 1984), 
understanding the multiple realities, the rich experiences of the participants, possible 
theoretical inferences instead of a replicable and accurate truth about my participants’ 
experiences (Stake, 1999).  To achieve these goals, I make sure every procedure of the 
research is carefully and honestly conducted. For example, I tried not to send the 
interview protocols to the participants before the interview in order to secure more 
spontaneity where more authenticity and trustworthiness of the responses can be 
generated. I asked for consent before the interviews and make every effort to keep 
confidentiality of the participants.   
Most of the interviews are clearly recorded. The majority of them are deep, rich 
and complete. The depth, richness and completeness of each individual interviewee’s 
data might not be the same. However, I hope they can deepen, enrich, and complement 
one another, and thus make one solid story about the role and leadership characteristics of 
the Chinese university presidents with U.S. experiences. In order to keep the authenticity 
of the data source, my transcription was in their native language. In the data analysis 
stage, I read the data many times until I can almost memorize them to make sure that I 
don’t distort the meaning of the participants because of my non-diligence. In the field 
work, I attempted to create a very close relationship with the interviewees so that they 
were willing to share with me their true feelings and experiences. As a result, a trust was 
built between me and my interviewee.  99% of the participants and their staff treated me 
friendly and professionally. They were considerate, sincere, honest, patient, and 
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enthusiastic and supportive of my study. For example, one president made the 
arrangements for his assistant to take me from one location to another when I followed 
him to some of the activities he attended.  Meanwhile, he kept telling me that his purpose 
of allowing me to observe him was to give me more opportunities to generate quality, 
insightful and reliable data. Another president talked with me for a long time in great 
depth because I lived for a while at the institution where he received his graduate degree 
in the U.S. I used to think these presidents might not be able to be completely open to me 
due to my identities as someone from a U.S. institution and a student-professor. All these 
efforts of theirs and mine shorten the distance between them and me, which makes it 
easier for them to be open to me. To my surprise, except for some efforts they made to 
promote their institutional images during the interview, the majority of the presidents 
seem to be very open and straightforward regarding their frustrations and joys. In most of 
the cases, I didn’t feel that they were trying to hide something or to be political to me. 
Several of them informed me that it was a learning opportunity for them to pause and 
reflect on their leadership through discussions with me. 
My participants challenged the perceptions many Americans and I used to have 
based upon our past experiences and readings about Chinese university presidents. They 
surprised me when they tried to schedule with me since I remembered that China used 
not to be a schedulable society. They surprised me when they were very much engaged in 
equal communications, because traditionally, they were the father figures who were 
supposed to act authoritatively in front of the younger people who have a lower social 
status like me. They surprised me when they criticized the government, because 
stereotypically, people in Western society tend to think that the Chinese government was 
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too controlling to be openly criticized. They surprised me when they tried to facilitate my 
schedule, because my past experiences informed me that I should accommodate theirs 
due to the hierarchical nature of the society. These honest interactions helped build a trust 
between me and my participants. They added much value and quality to the richness, 
reliability and authenticity of my study. 
Data Representation Approach 
  The findings are reported thematically. Initially, I had planned to report it as nine 
cases. However, due to the concerns for confidentiality, I switched to a thematic report. 
The report focuses on the presidents’ leadership roles identified from the data. Under 
each role, identified themes are reported. After each role, or in-between the same role, I 
inserted a summary section containing my first-level interpretations about what I saw and 
felt happen and why that happened, most importantly, what I saw through their leadership 
roles as the major characteristics of their leadership. After reporting all the roles 
thematically and descriptively, I inserted a longer summary and discussion section 
moving toward a deeper and more synthesized level of interpretation and an emerging 
theoretical framework.   
According to Robert Stake (1999), Data analysis is a process to balance between 
facilitating readers’ natural generalizations and the researchers’ subjective 
generalizations.  In order to achieve this balance, I attempted to present my research 
through a combination of “a narrative account/a story/chronological presentation, 
personality description, emphasis on time, place and person” (Stake, 1995, pp.86-87), and 
a more objective/thematic presentation. The main style of the report is descriptive 
complemented by analysis. My report attempts to use thick description and narration 
(Creswell, p.169). Narrative text has been recognized as one of the most frequent forms 
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of qualitative data presentation (Cresswell, 2001, p.168). As I stated in the previous 
sections, the purpose of this study is to understand the life experiences represented by the 
Chinese university presidents with US experiences. To achieve the goal, thick description 
in the report is crucial for me to communicate with my readers.  Thick description has 
been regarded as an important means of portraying holistic pictures of the participants’ 
stories for the readers to understand and interpret (Creswell, 2001, p.169). It allows me to 
tell the story of my participants with depth, richness and liveliness. It is also the best 
facilitator for me to construct these presidents’ experiences and the meanings they 
themselves attached to them (P.169). This provides lenses through which the readers can 
view the participants’ real inner and external worlds (p.169).  
On the macro level, I chose realistic tales as my major style of story telling. 
Realistic tales are “the most prominent, familiar, prevalent, popular, and recognized form 
of ethnographic writing”, in which “a single author typically narrates the realist tale in a 
dispassionate, third-person voice (Van Maanen, 1998, p.45). Since I have revealed 
enough about myself in the first three chapters, here, in the data presentation sector, I use 
a third –person perspective to convey some sense of objectivity, although objectivity is 
not my ultimate goal.   
Delimitations & Limitations 
Delimitations 
According to Cresswell (1994), delimitation suggests how the study is narrowed 
in scope (p.111). One delimitation of this is study is related to generalizability. Since this 
is a qualitative study seeking to understand the experiences instead of examining the 
leadership ideologies and behaviors of the Chinese university presidents with U.S. 
experiences, the findings are not intended to be used to generalize all the presidents’ 
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experiences with similar experiences, or all other leaders with similar experiences. The 
findings have reference value mostly to the university presidents in large comprehensive, 
research-oriented universities and well developed cities in China who have lived in the 
U.S. for least one year and visited other countries often. It might have implications for 
leadership beyond higher education organizations and beyond China and the U.S. 
However, many more studies are needed to support the applicability of this research to 
the contexts beyond what has been studied in the project. 
The second delimitation is the indirect information. All the topics I explored are 
through the filter of the participants, which can only be their perceptions of the 
phenomenon in combination with mine. The leadership ideologies and behaviors are 
confined to the presidents’ descriptions in addition to the researcher’s subconscious and 
conscious interpretations. The presidents’ narratives reveal many of their honest views 
and behaviors, but can’t be equalized as their views and behaviors. This is the 
delimitation of most of the interview studies which provide indirect information filtered 
through the views of the interviewees Thus it might speak differently from the observers’ 
perspective. 
Limitations 
With the time and funding restraints as well as difficulties in gaining access to the 
informants, the researcher was unable to sustain herself longer in the field to enlist and 
talk to the presidents from the other regions, to conduct some follow-up interviews, to 
hire qualified people assisting with the data analysis process, which might have made this 
project a more mature and crafted product.  
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The second limitation is that some of the topics might not be as deeply probed as 
the others because some interview questions are better answered than others due to the 
busy schedule of the participants, interruptions, and personal preferences. 
The third limitation is the possible uneven level of the cultural immersion of the 
participants. Some participants spent more years than the others in the United States. In 
general, the ones who lived in the U.S. longer may have been influenced more than the 
ones who lived there a shorter time, although it is not necessarily true all the time. Some 
might have lived in the U.S. for a shorter time but had more immersions into the culture 
than the ones who had lived in the U.S. longer. In addition, some might have experienced 
some defining moments in the U.S. which enhanced their cultural competence, while 
some might have isolated themselves within the Chinese circle in the U.S., even though 
their time in the U.S. might have been longer. Moreover, those who only visited the U.S. 
and those who actually worked and studied in the U.S. might not have been treated 
exactly the same by American society, thus their experiences might have been different. 
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Introduction 
This study seeks to understand how Chinese university presidents conceive of 
leadership issues as they pursue efforts to reform their universities. It attempts to answer 
two research questions: 1) what are the leadership roles of the Chinese university 
presidents who have professional or educational experiences in the United States?  2)  
What types of leadership/leadership characteristics have been demonstrated in their 
leadership roles? 
In this chapter, I am providing a thematic presentation of the findings emerging 
from the data gathered from the Chinese university presidents with U.S. experiences. 
Nine roles are identified and reported thematically: 1) Visionary; 2) CEO; 3) Head of 
internationalization; 4) Fundraiser; 5) Minister of houqin; 6) Scholar & semi scholar; 7) 
Mr. Relationship; 8) Moral role model; 9) Symbol. Following the presentation of each 
role is a section of summary and discussion linking the role to the identified leadership 
characteristics in playing that role. For some roles requiring long presentations such as 
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visionary and CEO, I have inserted sub-summaries and discussions following the 
important themes, in addition to the overall summary after each role. After the 
presentation of the nine roles is a summary and discussion section of the entire chapter in 
which the leadership roles and leadership characteristics as well as their implications are 
discussed in depth.  
Visionary: Combining China and the West 
The current system of our institution allows it to run even without a president. We 
have many vice presidents, deans and department chairs. They all know how to 
survive and perform, absolutely, without any problem. The key issue is the 
direction. I feel that a president’s job is to steer the overall direction. He2 should 
possess the vision to run the university. This is very important …. He should 
come up with ideas on where the university should go, how to meet social needs, 
and how to bring the institution to a higher level. Providing vision is a must for a 
president. As to how to implement these thoughts, I don’t think a president can 
take care of it singlehandedly. Collective wisdom is needed… However, speaking 
of the presidential ability, I feel that a good president must possess vision and 
thoughts about the direction [of the university] and the types of students it wants 
to educate. If the President doesn’t possess this quality, the institution is dead…. 
(Yin Shangfa)  
 
Being a visionary is the most in-depth discussed topic in my interviews of the 
participants. All the presidents interviewed enthusiastically talked about this topic. They 
all agree that visionary is by far the most important role a president should play. In order 
to play this role well, presidents need to position his university in the global, national, 
local, higher educational, and institutional contexts to figure out their directions as well 
as the strategies to get there. Specifically, vision-provision involves institutional 
positioning, overall direction, and ways to get there such as developing mission statement 
and programs, prioritizing, and managing. 
                                                
2“ He” and “his” are used in the entire dissertation as a generic term for both females and males. 
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高瞻远瞩,知己知彼,百战不殆((Being far-sighted; knowing yourself and the other;, 
younever lose) 
 
All the participants agree that one of the most important roles a president should 
play is to possess a clear and far-sighted vision based upon the past and present global, 
national, local, and institutional contexts. For example, President Zhou Nonghua states: 
The most important job for a president is providing vision. You should have a 
clear mind and very sound vision to position your university….He must 
understand the strengths of his institution, the position of his institution, and the 
future direction of its development…A president should stand on a higher ground. 
For example, you need to know how much grain the world is estimated to produce 
this year. To know that, you need satellites to see how many acres of rice and corn 
are growing. After estimating the output per acre, you’ll get an overall picture 
about the changes and prices in the grain markets.At that point; you can see the 
needs for remote sensing and computer3 technology, right? What you need to do 
then is quickly find the best talents to implement an information technology 
program [for the university]. Only the president is able to do this, the others are 
unable to do it. Therefore, you need to adjust quickly the directions of your 
programs accordingly so that your institutions’ strengths can become stronger. No 
one can change this direction except the president… (Zhou Nonghua)  
President Jiao Beipu keeps emphasizing the same theme in his conversation:  
I feel I should be far-sighted....In this way; I can develop far sighted/smart/long-
lasting/strong programs. It is you (the president) who pushes the whole university 
to a certain direction, not the others (i.e.the university) who push you to a  certain 
direction because you’ve seen  and experienced more, thus understanding more 
than the others about domestic and international issues. 
 
President Hua Haifeng echoes:  
A president should have strategic vision and plans. Development requires 
strategies first….A good president should possess vision, standing high and 
seeing far. 
 
President Li Dongba adds:  
A president should have a vision, a domestic and global vision. Knowing how and 
what the others are doing enable you to adjust and develop your own agenda and 
                                                
3 Italicized words underlined in the quotes are the exact English words the participants used in the 
interviews. 
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strategy. This is very important.  
 
President Qian Haikai reinforces the theme by stating that the president should have 
vision, “…a macro-level vision.” He should have a “good grasp of the general direction 
and trends of the society, having his own vision, and international experience.”  
In addition to the global-local vision most of the presidents emphasize, President Kong 
Huagang highlights the importance of possessing vision based upon the past and the 
present of an institution: 
Needless to say, a president should possess vision. This vision should be based 
upon the tradition of the university and its current situation. For example, how do 
you maintain sustainable growth in the face of shrinking funding? What type of 
universities do you want to build? What are the vision and direction of the 
leadership team? What is the long-term strategic plan? What are the 10-year and 
5-year plans?   
 
The most important role of a president is providing vision. Vision includes 
identifying the overall direction to serve the society better and the strategies to get there. 
It should be based upon sound diagnosis of global, national, local, and institutional past 
and present contexts as indicated in Sunzi’s saying in the Art of War: When you know 
yourself and the others, you win. Providing vision requires the president to be able to 
understand the global contexts; higher education systems and challenges domestic and 
abroad; social trends and changes; education and university; and institutional tradition, 
history, and reality.  In order to provide vision, a president should know the global-local-
institutional contexts very well. Specifically, the presidents’ visions encompass the 
following dimensions: 1) Direction; 2) University’s role; 3) University vs. Public and 
Business Organizations; 4) Product/Student; 5) Governance & Leadership. 
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Direction: Global-national-local-institutional Context-contingent & West-East 
Scientifically Combined 
Overall Direction: Reform: East-West Scientific Combination  
Participants talk about the direction of higher education on the national, 
institutional, and cultural levels. The main theme is to build China’s higher education 
system by combining the strengths of the West and China. President Jiao Beipu warns 
that while focusing on building up some world-class Chinese universities to enhance 
China’s world competitive ability, the Chinese government should also invest more in 
universities with unique strengths, because it is these institutions that are responsible for 
producing human resources for China’s special social needs. “If these institutions are 
neglected for a long time, then, just like a human being with inadequate nutrition, they 
will produce malnourished children…This will be a big loss for our nation.” 
Regarding the education system, President Shi Yixi asserts that he is committed to 
establishing a medical education model by combining the Western medical education 
system having hundreds of years of history with China’s current system. (In other words, 
he wants to “establish a medical education system which is connected to both the Chinese 
reality and international standards and conventions”. He emphasizes that the system 
should incorporate the merits of the Western system while fitting into the Chinese 
society. More importantly, he calls for a scientifically-combined Western-Chinese 
medical education model, because the existing model is not scientific:  
…becoming part of the world medical education system requires medical 
schooling ….However, we have large areas where the medical resources are 
inadequate. We are still short of doctors with only three-month medical education, 
how can we afford to wait for 8 years (to produce doctors like the Western 
countries do)? In many regions of China, our doctors are graduates of three-year 
colleges. Currently, the government is thinking about training some barefoot 
doctors for some underdeveloped regions like we had before, which requires less 
than three years of education. This is good and bad at the same time. The good 
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side is that we know what we should do. We didn’t say that we (only) wanted 
(doctors with) 8 years (of medical training) for the purpose of becoming part of 
the world medical education system. The bad side is that the system is a mess, 
which becomes a big challenge for our education system. How do you draw lines 
between three-year, four-year, five-year, six-year, and seven-year 
education….How can you set up standard, how do you communicate with  
international peers? We are engaging in more and more international activities 
nowadays. It is difficult! This is a special problem in our transitional period when 
we attempt to draw inspirations from foreign practices to serve China’s 
needs…our current system does combine the  foreign practices with the Chinese 
context, but it’s not scientifically done. How could such a chaotic system be 
scientific? (Shi Yixi) 
 
Regarding how to go in the direction of a successful combination of West 
 and East, President Shi Yixi points out that reform is the only way: 
Actually, the Chinese medical education system comes from the same root and 
branches as the Western one. However, in the past one hundred years or so, the 
Western world has been reforming its system while we haven’t. Therefore, we are 
falling behind. …The distance between us and them (West) is becoming larger. It 
is not that we are not as smart as them. It was because we only focus on learning 
but not on making changes and keeping up with the times during the past one 
century… In order to achieve our goal (of establishing a West-China medical 
education system), we should work hard to reform…This is a daunting task, new 
problems keep surfacing before the old ones are resolved. 
 
As to how to reform, President Shi Yixi proposes to combine West and East 
carefully and conscientiously. He urges that the traditional duck-feeding teaching and 
learning style aimed at  knowledge transmission be changed, and calls for teaching for 
the purpose of providing the tools and methods for students to learn in order to enable 
them keep up with the Era of Knowledge Explosion of. At the same time, he proposes 
maintaining the traditional Chinese value of social responsibility. For example, he 
criticizes China’s new trend of the over-protection of privacy (Western individualism) 
which prevents medical students from having opportunities to practice in order to become 
good doctors: 
In most recent years, there has emerged a new ideology—patients’ privacy. This 
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is good, a sign of the advancement of human societies. However, our patients 
stretched this concept to the point of not allowing anybody else around while they 
were seeing the doctors. We told them these are the students. You have the social 
responsibility (to help them with their education). This idea is difficult to be 
accepted. Over-protecting the so-called right or lack of social responsibility is a 
new phenomenon. We didn’t have this concept when we (my generation of 
medical students) were doing our residency….This becomes a big headache. 
People don’t think it’s their responsibility to help us train nurses. Therefore, our 
students (future doctors and nurses) have no opportunities to practice. The 
consequence is that they are not qualified products of our university. The danger 
of ill-qualified doctors is like a driver without a license, even worse…. (Shi Yixi)   
 
In order to secure a healthy development of China’s higher education system, 
presidents need to create a culture which combines Chinese and Western characteristics, 
according to some participants. For example, President Jiao Nanmei proposes the idea of 
creating a culture combining Chinese cultural moral values with advanced Western 
science:  
Some faculty couldn’t keep themselves straight(they had become lax in habits and 
behavior) after living in Western countries for some time. I am not comfortable 
with that. Those (behaviors) are not the beauty of Western culture.”  
 
From the presidents’ discussions on the overall direction of higher education, we 
can see that the institutional directions the presidents try to define are not separate from 
the overall direction of the nation shaped by the global context. The word “global” in the 
presidents’ conversations mainly means Western. In defining the overall direction of the 
institution, the participants constantly put their institutions into global, national, and 
institutional contexts utilizing their own personal lenses. Since China as a nation is 
heading toward a Western-Chinese model, the presidents steer their universities in the 
same direction. If we think of this model as a tree, Chinese is both the “root” and the 
branches, while Western provides the “nutrition”. The root is deeply embedded in 
Chinese soil, but constantly absorbs and brings in Western “nutrients” to facilitate its 
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growth. In a word, the overall direction and approach described by the presidents shows a 
model: Chinese + Western + scientific: a scientific combination of the West and the East. 
Positioning: Context Contingent: the Global +Traditional+Modern+Reality  
Once the overall direction is defined, presidents turn to the diagnosis of the macro 
and micro-leveled environment to carefully and wisely position their institutions. The 
strategies the presidents utilize to position their institutions can be summarized as: 胸怀
中国 (holding China in the heart), 放眼世界 (looking at the world) ，立足于传统 
(standing on tradition), and  现实 (serving reality)- a China-world-tradition-reality 
pattern. For example, President Jiao Nanmei frequently refers to his institutional tradition 
of West-China combination, when discussing about how and where to position his 
institution. He states that the tradition should be preserved to serve the new context. 
Therefore, his university’s current mission still includes the traditional mission of 
learning about and serving China, although it is established historically upon the Western 
model. To him, tradition is the soul of the institution: “What was destroyed by the 
Japanese is the body, but not the soul of Hekai” (after bombardment by the Japanese 
army during World War Two). President Zhou Nonghua keeps referring to the world’s 
(America’s) most prestigious universities and China’s social needs when positioning his 
institution. For example, he sets up a goal to develop his university to the position of 
China’s premier university and first-class in the world among agricultural universities. In 
order to achieve this goal, he wants to look at Cornell and UC Davis as models. While 
elevating the university’s status, he also wants his university to attend to social needs. To 
achieve these two goals, he also wants to change the direction, programs, culture, 
assessment system, and many other things about his university.  
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In positioning their universities, these Chinese university presidents emphasize both the 
macro and micro contexts 4 of their institutions. Positioning is not blindly done. Rather, 
it’s based upon careful diagnosis of the various contexts and current social needs 
(China’s reality). 
Types of Universities 
Universities in China after the Revolution (1949) were only of one type: highly 
specialized ones focusing on undergraduate education. In articulating their visions, the 
types of universities the presidents want to build are frequently discussed. Specifically, 
presidential vision (direction and positioning) about the types of universities is reflected 
in the following dimensions of their thought.  
Zonghe+tece (comprehensibility + unique strength). The first type of university 
the presidents talked about establishing is one with comprehensive programs with unique 
specializations. Based on a diagnosis of global, national, and local social-economic 
trends, and institutional strengths and tradition, the participants propose the idea of 
tuokuan jizeng, jiaqiang tece (expanding the base/foundation while enhancing the 
specialty/uniqueness) (Li Dongba). This means developing universities with 
comprehensive programs and distinctive and strong specializations. The reasons for this, 
according to the presidents interviewed, were the global, national, environmental, market 
forces many others. For example, President Hua Haifeng states that his university focuses 
on strengthening the existing oceanography and marine science programs while 
developing other programs such as social sciences and humanities. The rationale behind 
                                                
4 In this dissertation, “macro context” refers to the global, national and local context, while “micro 
context” refers to the institutional context. 
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it, according to him, is that human existence is threatened by a scarcity of natural 
resources found on the land, thus there is a need to turn to the ocean to find more vital 
resources. In responding to this need, the Chinese government has called for 
strengthening the nation via more exploring the ocean. Therefore more oceanographers 
are desperately needed. As the only ocean university in China, producing many “elite and 
average” leaders in this field becomes an urgent task. At the same time, the Chinese 
society as a whole also calls for human resources in other fields. Therefore, his university 
has been expanding other programs in addition to strengthening the existing 
oceanography-related ones. 
President Zhou Nonghua reinforces the importance of combining breadth and 
specialization, stating that due to the interdisciplinary nature of today’s academic 
disciplines, the highly specialized model of universities China used to have cannot meet 
the social needs: 
“We can’t talk about agriculture for agriculture’s sake today. For example, if there 
are no satellite and computer technologies, what can we do about agricultural 
remote sensing? If there’s no management school, how could we manage today’s 
agriculture enterprise which is no longer based on the small individual farmer….”  
 
Due to the fact that most of the single-program universities in the world have been 
pushed into comprehensive models, his university also adopts the strategy of developing 
multiple programs centered on the specialization of agriculture.  
Concerning the normal university, President Kong Huagang points out that most 
of the normal universities in the world turned into comprehensive ones with strong 
colleges of education. Due to the uneven level of development of China in various 
regions, it’s too early to turn simultaneously all the normal universities into 
comprehensive ones. However, some normal universities in the more developed regions 
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can go first, according to him. As one of the oldest and most important normal 
universities located in Shanghai, his institution should take the lead toward 
comprehensiveness. Therefore, his vision is to develop “a comprehensive research 
university with multiple programs and a strong education program”.  
President Li Dongba‘s view about comprehensiveness is based upon his strong 
belief in market economy and his efforts to conform to China’s trend of establishing 
comprehensive universities. According to his diagnosis, the current market does call for 
comprehensive universities, although the current expansion to comprehensiveness seems 
to be somewhat blind. The market for textile-related industries has been shinking in most 
parts of the world, while Chinese market still needs textile. As a member of the culture, 
it’s hard for him or his institution to escape the influence of its dominant market trend. 
Therefore, his university’s mission is to develop a high quality university with textiles as 
its special focus complemented by programs in management, social sciences, and 
humanities.  
Research & teaching, elite & popular? The presidents interviewed also attempt to 
define whether they should lead their universites toward a research-orientation or a 
teaching orientation, or toward an elite orientation or or a popular orientation, based upon 
their diagnosis of the global, national, and local social-economic trends and institutional 
conditions. For example, President Qian Haikai says that his university ranks among the 
top 50 in China, and after analyzing China’s overall situation, his leadership team came 
up with the conclusion that China needs about 100 research universities. As one of the 
top No. 50 universities, they feel that a research orientation should be their focus. 
As China’s education moves from an elite-orientation toward a popular-orientation, 
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President Hua Haifeng believes that his university should also follow this trend. 
However, given the current situation in his institution, during the following at least 5 
years, it will still remain elite-oriented. As a leader of one of the small, elite, graduate-
level medical research universities, President Shi Yixi believes that his university should 
gradually eliminate undergraduate programs and focus only on graduate education and 
research. This is because of the nature of a medical college and the historical tradition of 
his university, according to him.  As the president of a local university responsible for 
educating the population to meet local needs, President Yin Shangfa defines his 
institutional orientation as undergraduate and practical. According to him, many 
universities in China focus on graduate education or both graduate and undergraduate 
education with research as an emphasis, his university’s niche should be different.  
Strategy: borrow the existing ship to go to the sea 借船出海; 人无我有，人弱我强	  
Regarding how to build up a comprehensive university with multiple disciplines 
while keeping the institutional unique characteristics, the presidents views can be 
summarized by President Li Dongba ’s two paralleled concepts: 1) “borrowing the 
existing ship to go to the sea 借船出海”; 2) 人无我有，人弱我强 (developing whatever 
the others don’t have, strengthening wherever the others are weak).	   In the first concept, 
“existing ship” means the traditional strong programs and disciplines. “Go to the sea” 
indicates the developing of new programs. “Borrow the existing ship to go to the sea” 
suggests a model of developing comprehensive, interdisciplinary/multi-disciplinary 
programs while maintaining some distinctive programs. The most effective plan is to 
develop new programs which are related to the existing old yet strong programs. The 
strategy of borrowing the ship to go to the sea借船出海 allows a university to develop 
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programs which others don’t have and strengthening programs where others are not 
strong (人无我有，人弱我强), (Li Dongba).“This is following the free market rule, 
according to President Li Dongba. This idea	  is echoed by several other presidents. For 
example, President Kong Huagang proposes the concept of “looking for new 
development spots in the traditional disciplines” and “expanding the traditional 
disciplines”.   
Understanding that today’s academic disciplines cross, intersect with and 
interralated to one another, thus the traditional Russian-model emphasizing specialization 
is no longer adequate to meet the needs of the Chinese society. Comprehensive and 
interdisciplinary programs are desperately needed to train new graduates with new, multi-
disciplinary and interdisciplinary expertise to meet social needs. Developing programs 
out of nothing makes no sense while developing ones having something to do with 
existing ones is more realistic. For example, historically, President Jiao Beipu’s 
institution is a foreign language institution. Based upon this strength, it has developed 
many other programs so that students now can get a major in a foreign language plus a 
minor in management, law, etc. President Li Dongba’s institution was established 
initially as a textile university. Based upon this strength, he expanded the programs of the 
university into the related fields such as fashion design and information science, which 
can “borrow energy from textiles” (jieli). For instance, the university created a fashion 
design program because it already had a strong program studying specialized uniforms 
like those made for astronauts. Because of this trength, he is thinking about developing a 
performing arts program which would include fashion and movie studies. In recent years, 
his institution has made great efforts in developing a bio-engineering major because of its 
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existing expertise in textiles including the fabrics used in the making of man-made 
arteries and organs. 
President Zhou Nonghua’s institution is historically an agricultural university. In 
order to make it comprehensive, it has developed many programs such as management, 
information science, and remote control science, which can draw on the energy from its 
agricultural strengths. “If the president suddenly announces (insanely) that we (the 
university) will develop a high-energy physics program, no one will support him,” 
because it would be too far removed from the agricultural focus.  
President Kong Huagang’s institution has been a normal university and thus has a 
strong college of education with liberal arts subjects as its traditional strengths. In order 
to expand, he develops many programs based upon these strengths. For example, based 
upon its strong traditional biology program, it is aiming at developing new directions in 
biology. Recently, it has started a Brain Function Gene Lab, which has changed the 
traditional neurological biology program. The institution has also expanded its estuaries 
study program to include the study of shallow seas. Based upon its strong Russian 
Studies program, it started a Foreign-relations Studies College. “Our American Studies 
program is definitely not as good as Fudan’s, but in Russian Studies; Fudan is not as 
strong as us” (Kong Huagang). In addition, the institution has started a public 
administration program based upon its strength (strongest in the country) in educational 
management/leadership. Due to the fact that it has a very strong Chinese Studies program, 
they have been collaborating with several U.S. universities in starting Confucius 
Institutes. Since the university enjoys strength in the humanities, they have started 
programs expanding the traditional humanities to include the studies of social sciences. 
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For instance, they have established a College of Law and Political Science. The reason 
why they combined the political science and law programs is because the “political 
science program is much stronger than law”, and in China law is still the “attachment” of 
politics: “China’s law and politics don’t seem to be similar to the American concept: law 
is law, politics is politics” (Kong Huagang). Given the fact that the university has very 
strong science programs, it started some engineering programs. Instead of developing 
programs where other universities are already very strong, such as automotive 
mechanical engineering, his institution focuses on environmental engineering, 
information engineering and two other types of mechanical engineering. Based upon its 
traditional strength in biology, the institution has started a bio-engineering program. Most 
recently, based upon its strength in the study of estuaries, it has extended that to a broader 
study of the oceans. Understanding that Ocean University of China already has strong 
marine science and oceanography programs, it would be very difficult for President Kong 
Huagang’s university to compete with it; therefore, he determined to develop programs 
studying the shallow seas, which can benefit/borrow the energy from the existing river 
study programs.  
Following the strategy of borrowing a ship to go to the sea, universities can 
develop strong programs with comprehensiveness综合, uniqueness特色, multiplicity and 
interdiciplines 复合型 to achieve the goal of the building up of comprehensive 
universities with unique characteristics. 
Approach: fangyan quanqiu; xonghuai zhongguo/looking into the globe while holding 
China in heart. 
 
 While discussing the direction, positioning, types of universities, and strategies, 
all the presidents keep referring to global, national, and local contexts and their 
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institutional traditions and current situations. Consistently they position their institutions 
in these contexts for new development. For example, President Zhou Nonghua talks 
about starting an MBA program in an agricultural university because today’s “养猪场巨
大” (pig farm is huge), “养鸡场巨大” (chicken farm is huge), “奶牛厂巨大”(cow farm is 
huge), “but we haven’t educated enough management personnel”. Other universities 
have produced graduates in management but they don’t understand “pigs and chickens” 
because they don’t have “cow programs”.  
President Jiao Beipu mentions that although foreign language studies is the 
strength of his institution, it can no longer just focus on linguistics, literature, etc. because 
today’s world calls for interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary human capital, while 
language is only a tool. Language plus knowledge in a specific field would make students 
more desirable to employers. That’s why his institution has developed many minors such 
as business and law in addition to foreign language majors. Therefore, graduates of his 
university are more welcomed by both the job market and graduate schools. In addition to 
the influence of global and national market forces, these reformative actions and thoughts 
of President Jiao’s Chen’s are the result of his constant encounters with people from other 
countries. For example, he has observed that in business dialogues between Chinese and 
global companies, the ratio of human capital takes the pattern of 1:3: one Westerner who 
knows business, speaks the Chinese language, and has the authority to make decisions 
and sign an agreement; three Chinese, one who knows the business/profession, one who 
knows the foreign language, and one who is the decision-maker. 
President Li Dongba expresses a desire to strengthen the studies of textile and its 
associated programs because China still needs textile industries, although those industries 
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are shrinking in other parts of the world. The reason why he is developing a fashion 
program is because he sees an opportunity to develop Shanghai into a sixth major world 
fashion center to complement the other five fashion centers around the world. Recently, 
his institution is developing information technology and computer science programs 
because “where China falls behind the developed countries in textile technology is in 
equipment like auto-controllers and electronic hardware” (Li Dongba) and his 
institution’s textile strengths support the development of the new programs. His major 
concept of “starting what the others don’t have and strengthening where others are weak” 
comes from his study and exposure to market economies in Western countries. 
President Kong Huagang’s interest in making his institution comprehensive comes from 
his finding that all the world’s normal universities have gone through the same stage. The 
reason why he develops a program to study the shallow seas is because China needs it. 
His institution explores new directions in biology because the university’s biology 
department is “falling far behind the world.” It is his goal to raise the standard of the 
biology department so that it can compete and one day and can take the lead on the world 
stage. The reason why it expands its study of estuaries to include only the study of 
shallow seas instead of the deep-water oceans is because Ocean University of China is 
stronger in deep-water studies. His institution avoids developing new programs such as 
automotive engineering because other universities have much stronger automotive 
engineering departments.  
Service Scope: Meeting the needs of the Population Served 
In addition to what types of universities and programs should be developed and 
how to develop them, the presidents interviewed also tried to define their service/market 
zone as an inseparable dimension of their vision. Different universities have their own 
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focus based upon the presidential diagnosis of the macro and micro contexts. President 
Kong Huagang states clearly that there are two areas that his university can serve: 1) 
providing higher-level teachers and pre-teaching training services for the developed 
regions; 2) providing solid life-long teacher education services for the other regions of 
China. The reason, as he explains it, is:  
….Unlike the American universities, our systems are very different… Today, the 
university no longer has control over the students’ job locations. I can encourage, 
educate, and provide some incentives for our graduates to go to work in the 
western and rural parts of China, but I cannot enforce this. Under these conditions, 
it is very difficult for us to provide a large number of teachers for Western China. 
The challenge is how to get people to go and work there…. (Kong Huagang)   
 
President Yin Shangfa defines his institution’s service focus as training the human 
resources Shanghai needs because:  
90% of the students of (my university) are from Shanghai. Our funds are mainly 
from the local government. 100% of our students find jobs in Shanghai. If our 
university, our disciplines, programs, and the people we educate are not meeting 
the needs of Shanghai, our university fails. Therefore…producing graduates 
meeting Shanghai’s overall direction as an international metropolis, and its social 
and economic needs should be one of our reformation goals…. (Yin Shangfa) 
 
Summary/discussion (direction) 
The direction of the university, as discussed above, is an important dimension of 
presidential vision. Direction is composed of both macro (global, national, regional) and 
micro(institutional) levels such as the direction of the nation, higher education and 
institution; positioning of the individual institution; types of higher education systems; 
types of institutional models, cultures, disciplines, programs, services as well as strategies 
and approaches to develop them. In defining direction, global, national, local, 
institutional, political, economic, cultural, historical contexts, and personal values and 
preferences are playing roles dynamically. In other words, global, national, local, and 
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institutional contexts and the presidents’ personal preferences and values are interacting, 
conversing, and negotiating constantly, dynamically, and fluxionally. Although the 
personal preference dimension is not obviously discussed in the conversations, as chief 
excecutives of large universities in a hierarchical society, personal preferences have 
played important roles in their choices. As the agent of leadership, each president’s 
diagnosis of directions, each decision he makes cannot be separated from his 
persona/self. It is the President who diagnoses the global-national-local-social-
economical-political-cultural contexts so as to put his university in an advantageous 
position. His subjectivity cannot be removed from his decision-making and choices he 
makes for his university. As individuals with similar and different personal traits, skill 
sets, styles and values shaped by each one’s similar and different past and present 
environments, the direction of the university bears the mark of each president’s identity. 
All this suggests that leadership is personal as well as contextual: the leadership 
represented by the presidents interviewed is defined by the contexts as well as by their 
personal values and experiences. In this regard, their leadership speaks to the contingent 
and cultural implicit leadership theories, in which leadership is viewed as being defined 
by contexts and cultures (Dorfman & House, 2004). It also speaks to the traits, behavioral 
theories in which individual traits, values, and skillsets are viewed as integral parts of 
leadership (Northhouse, 2004). Presidents’ conversations demonstrate that both the 
individuality and the contexts matter in leadership. Combining contexts and individual 
preferences makes for a holistic leadership approach. This holistic approach echoes a 
core value of ancient Eastern philosophies: harmony between human beings and nature. 
Once this harmony is achieved, leadership fulfills its role (Zeng, 2003, 2004).  
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Emphasizing both the human being and the context is nothing new in the 
approaches to the study of leadership. What makes these Chinese university presidents’ 
leadership unique is the extensive and comprehensive scope of the contexts and the 
individuality deriving from the contexts (not individuality from the void) as well as the 
dynamic and well-balanced relationships among all these dimensions. Global, national, 
local, institutional; political, economic, cultural contexts and individuality are all 
interrelated and interconnected, thus making a very dynamic system which is constantly 
changing. It is these dynamic connections which are missing or inadequately addressed in 
most of the leadership frameworks. Traits theory focuses solely on individual traits; 
behavioral theories focus on personal skill sets, thus rejecting traits; situational theory 
only identifies several limited contexts mechanically; contingent theory expands the 
contextual scope and recognizes the value of change, but neglects the role of individuals 
as change agents. As an extension of the contingent leadership framework, cross-
cultural/global leadership studies highlight the influences of cultural contexts on 
leadership, but the overall approach tends to be more nationalistic than globalist: cultural 
and leadership differences are overemphasized while similarities and blending are 
neglected. In addition, individuals’ impact on leadership across cultures is not well 
incorporated, and the dynamics between levels of contexts and individualities are not 
adequately addressed. Transformational leadership framework incorporates traits, skills, 
contexts, and individuals, but confined to the American scope, besides, the individual’s 
role is inflated (big hero). In some of the post-transformationalist leadership frameworks, 
the American mythology of the big hero leader is tempered. However, it still lacks a 
strong link connecting individuality and contexts dynamically and holistically.  
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Since the contexts change very quickly, the data presented previously indicates 
that a president needs to possess high adaptability and flexibility to be able to develop 
contingent directions and strategies for his institution. In order to predict the future 
direction to position their universities well, he also needs to possess knowledge about 
global, national, local, and institutional contexts. This extensive knowledge enables the 
soundness of vision, as reflected in the ancient Chinese leadership masterpiece, Sun Zi’s 
Art of War (Sunzi, 544 BC) that by knowing yourself and knowing the others, you will 
never lose. In a word, the leadership of the presidents interviewed is contextual (global-
national-local-institutional-past-present-political-economic-cultural), personal, and 
dynamic. The most important qualities they have demonstrated in identifying the 
directions of their university are far-sightedness, extensive knowledge, adaptability, and 
the ability to make quick changes.  
University’s Role: Teaching, Research, and Service: 若即若离 (Not too far yet not too 
close) from the society 
The second dimension of the presidential vision includes their understanding of 
the role of the university. Most of the presidents interviewed state that this is very crucial 
for them in steering the ship of their universities. All the presidents interviewed 
emphasize that teaching, research, and services are the basic roles of the university.  The 
social service role is highlighted in the conversations, due to China’s historical neglect of 
it, as well as the imperatives from the world we are living in today. For example, 
President Zhou Nonghua points out that the contemporary Chinese higher education 
system is founded on the Russian model in which a university is only responsible for 
teaching. Research was conducted by science academies, not the universities. “Today’s 
social contexts require that research is conducted in the universities….thus both teaching 
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and research are inseparable roles a university has to play” (Zhou Nonghua). Criticizing 
China’s overall tendency of neglecting the connection between the universities and the 
society, President Shi Yixi informs me that his university broke the tradition by owning 
several hospitals. President Jiao Nanmei reinforces the theme adding that the universities 
should have a closer relationship with the society: 
Universities used to be isolated from the society. Today, big changes have been 
taking place. Universities have walked from the edge/brim into the center of the 
society….Here comes the age of information and the age of knowledge; a 
university has to respond quickly to these changes….  
 
Striking a balance between the roles of knowledge production and social service, 
President Hua Haifeng states: 
In my university, we are not against the service function, although we are aganist 
corporatizing/commercializing education… In the new contexts of rapid 
technology and science breakthroughs, we should seek common ground between 
knowledge production and social service. Knowledge production is the basic role 
of the university, while the production of material wealth should not be neglected.  
 
Two presidents (Jiao Beipu; Qian Haikai) emphasize the unconditional 
social/public responsibility of the universities by highlighting their universities’role to 
serve the national interest: whatever the country needs, a university should provide:  
… (universities) should take social responsibilities (Qian Haikai)…We are the 
universities of our country. We should and must do whatever our country asks us 
to do, even if the cost is high and profit is low… (Jiao Beipu)  
 
While embracing social service as an important role of the university, several 
presidents (Li Dongba, Zhou Nonghua,) share the view that a university should remain 若
即若离 (not too far, not too close) to the society:  
A special university culture/tradition has been shaped gradually in foreign 
countries in the past hundreds of years…. Universities appear to be very close to 
the society sometimes, while not that closes some other times. This is the right 
distance. Universities can become too pragmatic if they stick too close to the 
society.  Meanwhile, it is very difficult to survive if it’s totally isolated from the 
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society…You (university) and society shouldn’t become one entity (Li Dongba).  
 
Summary/discussion (university’s role) 
The three-in-one concept of a university providing service, producing knowledge, 
and educating people is nothing new in the West. However, universities in China have a 
long Ivy League tradition where new knowledge was produced and elites were educated. 
After the Revolution (1949), universities became vehicles serving the political purposes 
of the communist party, spreading Marxist ideologies and producing very practical 
knowledge (Qu, 1997). Given these two opposing historical trajectories, the new global 
environment, and China’s eagerness to join in the world, it is significant that the 
presidents interviewed re-address the issue of the role of the university. Emphasizing and 
balancing the relationship between university and society, bringing scientific research 
back to universities, and re-defining the three roles of the university (knowledge 
production, teaching, and service) are great leaps forward in Chinese thought about 
higher education. In their constant referral to the changing global, national, local, and 
institutional contexts, and the historical evolution of the universities, the presidents 
demonstrate contingent leadership with respect to context and changes. Needless to say, 
without these presidents as human agents to interpret contexts, leadership cannot happen. 
In defining and redefining the role of the universities, the presidents’ personal 
experiences and backgrounds play indispensable roles. That’s why some presidents think 
that the university should move closer to the society while others don’t. This speaks to 
the traits and skill theories of leadership where leadership is viewed as personal. 
Meanwhile, their constant and consistent efforts at balancing speak about a distinctive 
traditional Chinese leadership value of harmony and the middle path (Zeng, 2003, 2004). 
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Their ability to reconcile opposing forces in role defining might also suggest the strong 
Marxist influence of dialectics, which is an ideology the presidents interviewed, grew up 
with. Their constant referral to the Western practices which might benefit their own 
institutions indicates that they are not only knowledgeable about China, but also about the 
West. Because of their extensive knowledge about the West, about China, and  about  
local regions their institution are situated, about their institutions, and about the past and 
the present, they are able to dynamically combine the West and the East to serve China’s 
and their institution’s purposes.  
While attending to the contextual constraints of higher education, the presidents 
interviewed also emphasize commitment and dedication to serve China’s national 
interests. In the context of a global environment, this dedication seems to suggest 
nationalism and patriotism, but adds a new dimension, ethics, to their leadership at the 
same time. This dedication to the public good gives deeper meaning to their leadership.  
In conclusion, the leadership represented by the presidents interviewed is contextual 
(global/Western-Eastern, national, local, institutional, past and present), personal, and 
ethical in which traits, behaviors, contexts and ethics all matter. In the process of defining 
the institutional role, these presidents demonstrate the qualities of being knowledgeable, 
ethical, adaptable (West & East, past and present), innovative/creative, pragmatic, and 
moderate.  
University vs Public and Business Organizations: Democracy-efficiency Management 
Model 
As visionaries, presidents do not only provide direction and define the role of the 
university, but they also need to have a clear view about how to lead a university vs how 
to lead a business or government sector, according to the participants. Most of the 
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presidents interviewed (Jiao Nanmei, Jiao Beipu, Hua Haifeng, Li Dongba, Yin Shangfa, 
Qian Haikai) point out that universities are very different from government and business 
organizations. As a result, their leadership should be different from the business 
executives and governmental leaders. The first difference, according, to them, is that 
universities seek public benefit while for-profit organizations seek profits; (Jiao Nanmei, 
Jiao Beipu, Hua Haifeng, Li Dongba, Yin Shangfa, and Qian Haikai). For example, 
President Jiao Beipu mentions:  
Running a university is different from running a business. The focus of the 
business is profit. (You) do more if there is more profit, do less or nothing if there 
is less or no profit…do more if the product sells well,  do nothing if there is no 
market…As a university, we can’t say that we don’t want to do it (because there 
is no profit).  
 
President Yin Shangfa echoes President Jiao Beipu:  
 
It’s very normal for universities to generate money (funds). However, it is entirely 
different from the (money-making) concept in the business world. Running a 
business is to make money. From the finance perspective, making money is not a 
university concept. A university is not supposed to over-spend. Making every 
effort to generate funds, to spend them, spend them well, and produce great 
results, this, is the university. It never aims at making money. The money made is 
also investing back in education… while the money made by businesses is either 
(for future) investment or for filling some people’s pockets. This doesn’t work in 
the university.  
 
The second difference participants talk about is that the universites are managed 
mostly bottom-up where communication and democracy are valued, while the 
government and business organizations tend to be managed  top-down (Jiao Nanmei, Jiao 
Beipu, Li Dongba, Yin Shangfa, Qian Haikai). For example, when discussing the 
university leadership/management style, several participants (Jiao Nanmei, Jiao Beipu, 
Zhou Nonghua, Qian Haikai, Kong Huagang, Jiao Nanmei, Yin Shangfa) maintain that 
the university enjoys a more democratic culture than the corporate world (Qian Haikai) 
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and government (Jiao Nanmei, Yin Shangfa). In government and corporate settings, a 
leader can give orders, while in the academic setting, full of independent thinkers, 
communication is very important in getting things done (Yin Shangfa, Jaio Beipu).   
The third difference talked about by the participants is that building up a university takes 
a much longer time than building up a factory or business. President Li Dongba 
comments: 
Unlike building up an industry, where you can build a factory and start 
Manufacturing.The University is like a jar of old wine; making it requires a long 
time and is a slow process. It cannot rise up abruptly just because you want it to 
be there. Its development is a process, a long process.   
 
While most presidents think of the university as very different from corporate and 
governmental organizations, a few presidents (Yin Shangfa, Li Dongba) admit that 
university and business organizations do share similarities. President Yin Shangfa’s 
comment is a case in point: “…running a business is similar to running universities in 
that both require their leaders to figure out how to find/generate/make money, and how to 
spend it wisely (in the right places and projects)”.  Therefore, universities should adopt a 
business model in its management, according to this group of presidents. Along the same 
line, President Hua Haifeng emphasizes the importance ofutilizing some business models 
to run universities, while respecting universities’ “natural law”: 
The university should be run by business management models. I will utilize all of 
my visible and invisible resources to maximize human and physical capital. I 
don’t go for business profit, but for maximum benefit, social benefit.  
 
Support for this view is also indirectly communicated by the presidents 
interviewed. For example, in President Hua Haifeng’s statement of his overall leadership 
strategy of “increasing the executive power of the middle-leveled leaders while 
increasing the decision making power of the president.” (提高中层执行力, 提高校长的
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决策力), the typical corporate tone of top-down leadership is obvious. During my 
interviews about how the presidents managed their universities, the participants kept 
using business management terminology such as making money, capital, generating 
profit, maximizing the (social) profit, etc. These terms signify that they are adopting and 
adapting some business concepts and practices in managing their universities. For 
example, President Jiao Beipu mentions that his University Press and College of English 
Language “make good money” to contribute to the “finances” of his university including 
supporting the small liberal arts foreign language programs which are unable to “generate 
funding”. 
Summary/discussion (University vs Public and Business Organizations) 
In this section, I reported the four identified themes about the presidents’ 
understanding of the nature of higher education as an organization (as compared to 
corporate and governmental organizations) in the contemporary Chinese setting. This 
topic might not have made sense 50 years ago. However, in the contemporary setting, 
when the forces of globalization push higher education to become a commodity, when the 
boundaries between non-profit and for-profit organizations are blurring, it’s important to 
address this issue for successful leadership. Three differences are identified: profit-driven 
(business) vs. for public good (university); top-down (business and government) vs. 
bottom up (university) management style, shorter (business) vs. longer (university) 
development time. The major identified similarities are how to generate and how to spend 
money wisely in both the business and academic worlds. The leadership strategies 
identified are 1) to integrate some business leadership models; 2) to develop a profit-
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making mindset; 3) to add a top-down management style into the traditional bottom-up 
management one.  
These suggest a contingent leadership model. Instead of emphasizing global-
local-institutional contextual contingent leadership, this section highlights leadership 
contingent to the nature of the organizations. The data suggests that leadership should not 
only attend to global, local and institutional forces, but also to the nature and culture of 
the organizations. Global, national, and local forces form the macro-level context to 
confine and define the leadership in organizations. More importantly, different types of 
organizations also define and shape leadership. As a non-profit organization full of 
independent thinkers, universities tend to embrace distribute or democratic or even 
transactional leadership. However, the push from globalization and the resulting new 
liberalism is changing higher education into a commodity. Under the circumstances some 
elements of business and governmental leadership have to be incorporated to make 
academic leadership more effective. Fully understanding the differences and similarities 
among the business, governmental, and academic sectors, the presidents interviewed 
propose an academic-business leadership concept in which they lead respecting the 
unique nature of higher education organizations while adopting some business leadership 
models. In other words, while respecting the academic tradition of academic freedom, 
consensus building should be combined with centralization and administrative power 
contingently to secure the healthy development of universities. Tentatively, I call the 
model described by the presidents the democracy-efficiency model which indicates they 
want to lead democratically as well as efficiently, emphasizing communication and 
avoiding enforcing. In this concept, governmental leadership styles seem to be mising. 
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This might indicate that the presidents don’t perceive the government sector as that 
similar to the academic sector. Or it might reflect the tension between government and 
universities. Universities across the world are suspicious of the government interference. 
Chinese universities are no exeption. In addition, universities perceive government sector 
as somewhat corrupted, thus might not want to “copy” government model.  
Under this theme (University vs Public and Business Organizations)), the 
presidents have not directly talked about the West-China combination. However, the 
imperatives from globalization mostly come from Western hegemony. Democracy and 
efficiency are not traditional Chinese concepts. Instead, they are imported Western 
concepts (Hoppe & Bhagat, 2007). Also, traditionally, Chinese businesses and 
universities are owned by the government, to a large degree, thus governmental influence 
is extensive in the operation of universities, although they don’t like the idea. These 
presidents’ advocating Western concepts of democracy and efficiency, and abandoning 
governmental management model might suggest that they have adopted Western ideas 
and practices. Meanwhile, the purpose of borrowing these Western ideas is to serve their 
institutional and China’s needs. In the process of transplanting Western concepts into the 
Chinese setting, they have to adapt. For example, their concepts of democracy and 
efficiency obviously come from the Western countries, but the connotations are not 
entirely similar. Even from one institution to another, the levels of democracy and 
efficiency are not the same because the change agents like presidents have made 
adjustments according to their own preferences. Therefore, the university-business model 
they are developing is still an effort of theirs to combine West, East, and to serve 
national, local, and institutional needs. In the process of blending, the levels of 
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democracy and efficiency are not exactly the same because of the input of the presidents 
as individuals. Even if they develop the same model conceptually, in practice, each 
university is different because each has a different president with different 
understandings of democracy and efficiency. 
To come up with the concept of a democracy-efficiency leadership concept, the 
presidents need to possess knowledge about universities, government, and businesses as 
organizations and be able to match this knowledge with their knowledge about the globe, 
China, the local area, their own institutions, and themselves. They are knowledgeable. At 
the same time, they have to be very entrepreneurial because they are “running” the 
university like a business, to a certain degree. Moreover, they must be very creative, 
adaptable, and nimble because there’s no strict line between business and universities. 
Furthermore, they must possess high ethics to be able to maintain academic freedom  
In conclusion, their leadership is a global-Western-Eastern-personal-profit- business-
university combination. It’s contextual, personal, ethical, and entrepreneurial. These 
presidents have demonstrated high adaptability, breadth and depth of knowledge, 
entrepreneurial spirit, innovation, creative and business-academic mindsets, glo-cal 
vision, and high moral standards.  
Product: Student (人才模式) 
In addition to the direction, the university’s role, and university-business-
government relationships, the types of students a university should educate and the ways 
to educate them stand at the center of the articulated presidential visions. Based upon 
their international experiences and their understanding of the Chinese and their own 
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institutional contexts, the presidents interviewed articulate their committment to educate 
four types of students.   
Holistically-developed Type (通才)  
The first type of student the presidents want to educate is the holistically-
developed individual. The majority of the presidents interviewed emphasize the 
importance of the breath of the knowledge base and skillsets of the students. “It’s wise 
not to have a too specialized education, or else our students will have difficulty in 
adapting to social changes and finding employment.” (Kong Huagang). Another president 
reinforces thise theme, proposing to help students with a solid humanities and liberal arts 
foundation (Jin Shangfa). 
(Students) should be cultured with humanities and basic sciences; possessing the 
breadth of knowledge….To achieve this, a comprehensive university like ours has 
its advantages. We have very strong literature and art programs (Jin Shangfa). 
 
This concept of producing holistically-developed students is woven into all 
aspects of education. For example, President Qian Haikai’s university has a new campus 
made of a huge building housing most of the academic programs under one roof. 
President Qian explains to me that the building itself reflects the university’s thinking 
about educating holistically-developed students who have a solid knowledge base in all 
the interconnected basic subjects: 
What we need are holistically-developed students… Only a university with an 
innovative spirit can meet China’s current rapid development. (Therefore) the old 
model of educating experts who only possess the knowledge in one 
particular/narrow area is not what we need.” (Qian Haikai) 
 
Multiple Disciplinary Type (复合型) 
In addition to educating holistically-developed individuals with a solid foundation 
in the liberal arts, the presidents also talk about educating students in multiple disciplines. 
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One president states:  
I had learnt from our past international working experience that always the ratio is 
3:1 between Chinese and foreign collaborators: three Chinese vs. one foreigner. 
Among the three on the Chinese side, one represents the organization granting 
permission (power), the one on his left is the translator, and the other one on his 
right  is the expert who understands  technology, while our foreign counterpart, 
that one individual,  is in charge of all: registration permission, technology 
examining, and is a Chinese speaker….This means that one person is doing what 
three of us are doing …I hope we can produce  this three-in-one type of student, 
or even better….What we need desperately is multiple disciplinary talents, the 
ones who have technology/professional expertise plus the ability to communicate 
directly in a  foreign language…This will help enhance China’s level of efficiency 
in international negotiations (Jiao Beipu).  
 
Criticizing the planning economy model where government, not the market, 
decides what types of students a university should produce, President Li Dongba also 
calls for educating students with multiple areas of expertise:  
The strength of American education lies in its multidisciplinary and 
comprehensive expertise of its graduates. The universities produce whatever types 
of students the society needs. This combination is not controlled by (government) 
planning; rather, it’s controlled by the market, and by the students themselves. For 
example, one theology student might also be interested in studying management. 
As a result, he graduates with knowledge in multiple fields. However, in China, 
disciplines are like a menu. Leader press the menu buttons randomly to decide 
what and which can go together to make a new field. This type of combination is 
limited while the market combination is limitless. Under the market determination 
rule, we can produce more types of graduates with varieties of knowledge 
base…University should produce whatever types of graduates the society asks for  
 (Li Dongba) 
 
Practical Type (实用型) 
 
In addition to tongyongxing (holistically-developed) and fuhexing 
(multidisciplinary) students, one president (Yin Shangfa) particularly emphasizes the 
training of the students’ practical skills. For example, while emphasizing developing 
student knowledge in broad areas to enhance their adaptability, his institution also creates 
a culture of studying by practicing to shorten the distance between the students’ 
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knowledge and its application in the working environment. Constantly and consistently, 
his institution finds opportunities for students to gain hands-on experiences to develop 
practical skills. 
Independent Thinker 
  
One president comments that education should produce independent thinkers 
(Jiao Nanmei). This strikes me as interesting particularly from a president whose 
immersion in Western culture is not that long or deep. Chinese culture and education 
have not been good at producing independent thinkers.  
With Foreign Language Proficiency （懂外语） 
Several presidents emphasize the importance of students mastering a foreign 
language, primarily English, (Jiao Beipu and Yin Shangfa). According to Presidents Jiao 
Beipu and Yin Shangfa, English majors in the past mastered English language but didn’t 
possess knowledge in other fields; while the students in other fields didn’t speak or use 
English well. In the new global context, where China has become more active 
internationally after joining the WTO, mastering the English language has become very 
important for both English and non-English majors. Therefore regardless of what subject 
a student studies, universities initiate incentives to help students achieve that goal. For 
example, President Jiao Beipu takes measures to encourage students, both English and 
non-English majors, to improve their English so as to be able to help China better 
negotiate as a member of the WTO. In President Yin Shangfa’s case, his institution has 
spent three million Yuan RMB to contract with English First (a global English education 
company) to provide English education to his students because he was skeptical about 
Chinese English teachers’ abilities.  
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This is one thing we did which has received the most positive feedback from the 
students…. Anything a university does, always there are some opposing voices. 
This is the only thing we did which led to almost no complaints. This was because 
what we did meets the needs of Shanghai, as a cosmopolitan city (Yin Shangfa). 
 
Summary/Discussion 
 
 This section is about presidents’ vision on what types of students their institutions 
 
 want to produce. Four types are mentioned in their conversation: holistically-developed,  
 
multiple disciplinary, practical, and independent thinkers with English proficiency. 
 
Among the four, independent thinker type is only proposed by one President without  
 
further illustrations. Regardless which type, foreign language proficiency is emphasized  
 
in which English is highlighted, almost as the equivalent of foreign language. 
 
  These ideas might reflect the presidents’ understanding that China is not  
 
communicating on the same level with the Western world and their desire to change the 
situation through education. They might also mirror the presidents’ understanding of 
national and local needs, their institutional circumstances as well as their individual 
efforts to lead the universities to meet the imperatives from globalization by conforming 
to the national policy while being innovative simultaneously. In addition, they might 
reveal reconciliation between China’s tradition and modernity. In their efforts to meet the 
global and local imperatives, these presidents place their feet solidly on Chinese soil 
while constantly looking at other countries (Western) for inspiration. For example, 
consistently, when talking about the four types of graduates they want to produce, these 
presidents refer to other Western practices, mostly, U.S. practices. Their conversations 
about this topic follow a certain pattern: 1) The WTO puts China into the global system, 
thus more international interactions are taking place; 2) In order to work with the 
international communities effectively, the students they educate have to be able to 
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communicate/negotiate on the same level with foreigners; 3) Since China’s foreign 
partners seem to possess holistic perspective, multidisciplinary expertise with foreign 
language proficiency, practical skill sets, and critical thinking mindsets, Chinese 
graduates should possess the same qualities; 4) Because the Western (mainly American) 
universities are producing students with these qualities, Chinese universities should 
follow that example. There is an obvious intention and drive for the presidents to look at 
and imitate Western practices. In this sense, their leadership vision is shaped to a large 
degree by their admiration of Western ideologies and practices. Meanwhile, in practice, 
due to China’s special situation, the process becomes more of an adaptation of foreign 
practices into Chinese contexts rather than mere adoption of foreign concepts and 
practices. In the process of adaptation, the imperatives from the national, local, and 
institutional contexts define and refine their leadership. In fact, the concept of holistic 
education is merely a Western ideology. China has a long history of supporting holistic 
thinking and education. Its higher education system, before taking the Russian model 
after the revolution (1949), was strongly influenced by American, Japanese, and several 
other European education models (Yang, 2000). During the Cultural Revolution, China 
intentionally shut its doors to the outside world as well as to its old traditions. As the 
generation growing up without being exposed to the Western and traditional ideas, these 
presidents interpret holisticity as a new and foregn concept. Educating four types of 
students possessing English proficiency is not a totally new idea in Chinese higher 
education. Even after the Revolution (1949), when higher education changed to 
producing highly-specialized personnel under the Russian influence, Mao Zedong still 
called for educating students to be “holistically educated morally, intellectually and 
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physically (德知体全面发展)”. However, after the 1980s, due to the fierce competition 
for college entrance, academic achievements became the only standard to measure an 
individual’s success. After the 1990s, when China moved toward the U.S. model,  
educating holistically developed human beings with broad and multiple knowledge bases 
and skillsets was  put back on to the national and the presidents’ agenda. In this sense, 
their vision is also deeply rooted in the Westernized Chinese tradition subconsciously. In 
a word, their vision reflects their responses to the global-national-local-institutional 
imperatives, thus is contextual, and their leadership is Chinese-American/Western.  
Equally important, in deciding what to adopt and how to adapt, the constant referral to 
their own experiences indicates that their leadership is also personal. The lofty goal to 
serve the country and the world also indicates their leadership is ethical, although the 
ethics might be motivated by protecting national interests.  
Their thoughts on the types of students also demonstrated their rich knowledge 
about “them and us” (West, and East, U.S. and China), past and present, university and 
market, and many other aspects relating to higher education, more importantly, their 
ability to integrate these different dimensions. These thoughts also reveal their innovative 
spirit in direction-defining. Moreover, in the process of implementing these ideas, they 
have demonstrated high adaptability and flexibility. 
There are two reasons why the presidents propose to produce four types of 
graduates with an emphasis on English language proficiency. First, China has become a 
world player after its entry into the WTO (2001). This membership requires China to 
possess the ability to communicate with the world. Therefore, universities are under  
pressure to produce competent human capital to fulfill this role. A well-rounded human 
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being possesses a breadth of knowledge; practical skill sets with English proficiency 
obviously help better than the highly specialized individual. Since the Western world, 
particularly the United States and some other English-speaking countries, has been one of 
the major forces defining the direction of change in the world, English is promoted over 
other foreign languages by these presidents. Second, China’s drastic social changes in the 
most recent two decades require new types of human capital. While China still needs 
high-quality experts in many specialized fields to advance its science, technology and 
education, it also needs graduates who can apply knowledge to serve the society. 
Therfore, practical skill sets are in the minds of the presidents.With the increasing level 
of China’s openness and its high advancement in science and its strong desire to bring 
about more breakthroughs, people with critical thinking abilities are also needed, 
although not as urgently as the other types.  
The reason why the voice of educating independent thinkers is not that strong 
among the presidents might be an indicator that China is still a collectivist culture with a 
centralized political system, where conforming is more valued than critical thinking. For 
example, the government of China has been promoting the concept of critical thinking on 
the one hand; on the other, it seems to discourage too much political criticism. More 
importantly, this might reflect some emerging Chinese thought about education. China 
has tried to move passive learning into more active learning; independent thinking ability 
is more and more stressed in the national conversation about education (Minister of 
Education, 2001). On the one hand, tradition and the political system seem to suppress 
independent thinkers; on the other hand, independent thinkers are called for to enhance 
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China’s world competeness, to improve people’s living standards, and to develop science 
and scholarship.  
In conclusion, the section discussed above indicates that the presidents’ leadership 
is contextual and global-local-individual contingent. The qualities they possess include:1) 
ability to combining West and East, past and present, themselves and the contexts; 2) 
breadth of knowledge; 3) innovative spirit.   
Governance & Leadership: “neihan” and “Law” Construction 
In addition to overall direction, university role, types of graduates/products, the 
presidents also share their vision about university governance and leadership. All the 
presidents interviewed discussed with the researcher in great depth their thoughts on this 
dimension of higher education. Below are the major themes of their thoughts. 
From Appearance (infrastructure) to Soul (academic issues) (neihan jianshe) 
 
The first theme is to shift governance priority from infrastructure building to 
academic affairs (neihan jianshe). Many governance issues in a university ask for 
presidential attention, time, and energy, thus prioritizing or identifying a focus is crucial 
to the success of the president and the institution. Priorities can change with the change of 
the context. Three presidents state that the current focus of theirs was on academic affairs 
(the soul) (学术兴校). For example, President Li Dongba says that his focus used to be 
on campus building construction because of the rapid growth of the university. “Now it’s 
time to calm down and do real business (academic affairs)”. President Yin Shangfa also 
says that he has been focusing more on academic issues, “the key higher education 
issues”, for several years because Shanghai’s universities including his had completed 
their expansion stages several years before. President Jiao Beipu reinforces this theme 
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stating that his main focus is to improve the quality of teaching and research in addition 
to generating funds for the university. 
The most important responsibilities of a university should be teaching and 
conducting research….Teaching and conducting research are complementary to 
each other, right? A good university should enjoy both high quality teaching and 
research. Other than those, fundraising is very important. (Jiao Beipu) 
 
In addition to this idea of strengthening the university through emphasizing 
academic affairs (学术兴校), President Li Dongba proposes a related concept of 
strengthening the university through ideology and management (观念兴校,管理兴校). 
I think ideology is very important. Anything we do, the lack of resources is not 
the worst thing; people with new ideas can see resources everywhere, while 
people with old ideas know only one place for resources: their bosses (Li Dongba). 
 
Democracy-law & Regulation-humanity (法制与民主结合，制度管理与以人为本结
合) 
The second theme is governing by law complemented by human care. This is one 
of the most enthusiastically articulated topics in the interviews. Participants talk in depth 
about their thoughts on governing by law (法制), how to do it, and why it should be 
practiced. A series of inter-related concepts and sub concepts they propose on governance 
include “regulationalization” (制度化), “eliminating human ruling” (杜绝人治)，
“leading by policy” (政策导向), “democratic dictatorship/centralization” (民主集中制),  
“governing by law and democracy” (依法治校和民主治校),  “contingent policies and 
regulations”, “leading by communications”; “human care” (以人为本), “humanizing 
regulations”, “humanized regulations above human beings”, and “harmonizing the 
society”. 
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According to most of the participants, the university should be governed 
democratically by law (依法治校和民主治校) to avoid injustice, power abuse and 
ineffectiveness (杜绝人治). For example, President Zhou Nonghua says: 
…I feel (we) must create a transparent and democratic governance ideology and 
culture in which the budget and governance are transparent. Presidents should 
possess this ability. Dictatorship is very dangerous. A democratic and transparent 
presidency is crucial to the development of a university….  
 
President Yin Shangfa further reinforces President Zhou Nonghua’s point stating:  “…As 
the president, I’d rather have less power so that the regulations, not my head, can lead.” 
More specifically, one president elaborates on the concept of “democratic dictatorship” 
(民主集中制) by pointing out that it is an important dimension of democratic governance: 
(We) should establish open and transparent working procedures to eliminate the 
possibilities of leading by an individual’s will…(we) should approach it in the 
way of democratic dictatorship/centralization(走民主集中的道路).For example, 
when we appoint/hire middle-leveled administrators, I emphasize the importance 
of having aa large pool of candidates and the transparency of the hiring criteria. 
Anyone interested can apply, and then the large pool of people should be 
consulted about their thoughts on the qualifications of the candidates. After that, 
we consider everyone’s evaluation to see who might be the best candidate. If we 
feel that the consultation coverage is not extensive enough, we do further 
investigations. We make the final decision until all the comments are considered. 
My decision must be made combining my own opinion as well as those of the 
others…. 
 
            In order to achieve this, establishing a system of regulations and policies (制度化,
政策导向) is desperately needed according to President Yin Shangfa:  
What I am proposing is the concept of running the university through systemized 
regulations. The problem now is not the lack of regulations. We have been 
establishing regulations, varieties of regulations, many books of regulations, but 
they are not systemized. For example, (there are no regulations) on how to 
execute these regulations; (to determine) how practical they are; who will monitor 
the execution; how to reward or punish? This is a whole process of systemization. 
It’s not just about setting up a specific regulation (Yin Shangfa).  
 
Complementing PresidentYin’s idea of systemization of regulations, President Hua 
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Haifeng adds that the long-term sustainability of regulations should be put into the 
university’s agenda as part of the regulation construction. Regulations need to have long-
term effects: 
We should establish a regulation system. The important regulations should 
continute to be improved by the presidents’ successors. We should not always set 
up new regulations repeatedly- every new leadership restarts with the regulation 
set-up. Good regulations should be treated like scientific research findings, which 
can be passed down from generation to generation. (It’s) not (good) that the next 
leadership team has to reset them up (Hua Haifeng). 
 
In addition to the concept of systemized regulations, several presidents 
 
specifically talk about the importance of using policies to shape the campus culture for  
 
effective governance: 
 
Governing by policy involves ways of enhancing systematic regulation 
construction, and ways of adjusting management strategies and policies according 
to the needs of a university’s governance and development. Due to the special 
nature of universities, governing through policies works better…. Policy is 
effective in turning thoughts into practices…This is a very important approach 
(Yin Shangfa). 
 
President Yin Shangfa gives an example of how he uses policy and the resulting reward  
 
system to lead:  
 
I believe that rewards and punishment are two important dimensions of university 
governance…On many occasions, this means governing through policies, which 
suggests that reward represents the value of the policy a president wants to issue... 
Money awards are not my purpose; rather, they symbolize the values/culture I 
want to nurture. For example, scholarship and research used to be weak at my 
university. We issued a policy to award scholarships. It stipulates that faculty 
must have national research projects. It also defines what are national projects and 
the criteria for awards…If you publish SCI papers (because the university needs 
these high level papers), I award you ( the authors) various amounts of money 
depending on whether the papers are evaluated as standing in first, second, or 
third place. Same rule applies to social sciences. This conductor’s stick works 
very fast. In about a year’s time, you feel obvious changes… (Yin Shangfa) 
 
In order for the policy to work, communications are very important as President  
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Qian Haikai asserts: 
 
… You need to set up regulations to regulate/shape the behavior patterns of the 
community. Once a behavior pattern is formed, after a while it becomes your 
university tradition. By that time, regulations etc. become subconscious/habitual 
behavior… Pure management will bump into nails (pengdinzi). You must 
communicate. Only after others understand your thoughts can you regulate their 
behaviors. 
 
In addition to the idea of systemized regulations and governing by policies, 
several participants also propose the concept of contingent policies and regulations. 
Regulations or policies are apt to change with the change of context. For example, 
President Yin Shangfa points out that policy can be changed according to the changing 
needs of the university at different stages of its development. President Qian Haikai 
explains that policy should be contextual: 
You can’t come to a place to take certain measures because you believe it is 
important…You (the president) must have a vision which is based upon the macro 
and micro contexts. Then, the community accepts your vision…. (Yin Shangfa) 
 
While emphasizing the importance of governing by law or regulations or policies, 
the majority of the presidents contend that this does not mean ignoring human 
considerations. On the contrary, regulations should be humanized and reflect human 
needs (制度人性化). As President Hua Haifeng puts it: 
Regulations and humanity should not be in conflict. Regulations should be 
human-centered with human beings at their core, and should be understood, 
accepted, and observed by human beings. The president’s work should be 
centered on human beings: faculty, students, and administrators, to form dialectic 
and mutual supportive relationships among them.  
 
Meanwhile, humanizing regulations does not mean human beings can be above 
the regulations, as President Yin Shangfa asserts: 
I have been emphasizing the idea of governing through humanized law. This 
means that the regulations should reflect human needs, take care of human concerns, but 
not be applied according to human wills. Applying law according to an individual’s 
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personal wishes means no law…For example, if a faculty member makes only one 
mistake, you want to fire him. That is inhuman. You need to find out why he makes the 
mistake. You should allow him to make mistakes and give him one or two opportunities 
to correct the mistake…Your rules need to be human, but you can’t set up the rules 
(without applying them), which means no rules. Regulations should have their authority.  
 
While stating that human-centeredness means caring for people (以人为本), 
President Zhou Nonghua adds a meaningful purpose for it, harmonizing the society: 
A president should put human care into the center of his agenda. Human-
centeredness should be professor-student centeredness, who are the two most 
important groups of human being in any universities. No professor, no university. 
A university doesn’t become prestigious because it has many buildings. What 
counts is how many famous professors/masters it has. Any shabby-looking 
building can be viewed as first world class as long as it contains one Nobel Prize 
winner. No matter how glamorous a university building looks, it is junk if there’s 
not one famous professor in it. Therefore, human-centeredness includes how you 
can keep the best professors, how you care about students…how you take care of 
the alumni after they graduate. The purpose is not only asking for their donations, 
more importantly, we should care for them, support them and solve their 
problems…The ultimate purpose is to form a harmonious culture.   
 
President Jiao Nanmei reinforces the theme adding:  
 
In managing the students, don’t just talk. We should attend conscientiously to 
their needs. For example, a student might ask this question: Many buildings 
(dorms) are old, how are you going to remodel them? We have been remodeling 
all of our buildings. In this way, students feel that the university really cares about 
them….  
 
President Hua Haifeng adds a new dimension to human-centeredness. According 
to him, human-centeredness doesn’t mean spoiling people or tolerating their 
misbehaviors, although caring for people is the most important thing: 
Human-centeredness to me means first to provide a stage for people’s potential to 
be fully played in their positions. If you can motivate people to do this, it’s an 
important sign of human-centeredness. In addition to that, we should encourage 
people and provide good service to them… However, human-centeredness doesn’t 
mean that you dare not to say anything about peoples’ misbehaviors and 
ridiculous/unreasonable requests. If you constantly allow this to happen, the 
morale of the university will become low… For example, if a student neither 
attends classes, nor does he study, he should be flunked according to the 
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university policy… If you violate that type of school rule, and we still issue you a 
diploma, it’s not good for the student…. (Jiao Beipu) 
 
Having advocated the major concept of governing by combining law and human 
care, the presidents also discussed the rationale behind the emphasis on law. According to 
them, law governance helps to strengthen one of the biggest weaknesses of Chinese 
higher education, governance, as reflected in one president’s comments: “ …Governance 
of higher education is our weakness…including the governance of both human and 
physical resources” (Yin Shangfa). In addition, adopting this concept provides an 
antidote to the negative impact of the Cultural Revolution which destroyed the Chinese 
people’s respect for law:  
Chinese traditional culture originally respected law and regulations. The Cultural 
Revolution weakened that tremendously. People can do whatever they want to do 
without following the rules. For example, we have opened a president-on-line 
program where students can communicate directly with the president over BBS. 
Students are the ones who ask for democracy the most. However, in real 
situations, I found them the least democratic…For example, one student might 
complain about a staff member in the dining service who served him with a bad 
attitude by giving him less than the amount of the food he has paid for He asked 
me to fire this person first, followed by a request for me to change this system…If 
one word from the president can change a university policy; the university is in a 
shaky shape. “You (the student) always talk about establishing democracy. How 
come that you don’t sound democratic at all at this point?” (Yin Shangfa)   
 
Furthermore, governing by law can help reduce corruption and the resulting social 
injustice created by some Chinese cultural norms such as favoritism (renqing, mianzi, 
guanxiwan). This can make a president more effective as President Yin Shangfa points 
out: 
…our current social norm is not right… with relationship net (guanxi), back-door 
(corruption) phenomenon, etc. You cannot stop them if a strong law system is not 
established. That’s why I have to use regulations. In this way, if an acquaintance 
calls and asks if it’s possible for me to hire his brother as my faculty, I can easily 
tell him that he can sent his material to the human resource office for 
consideration. …I can recommend, but don’t have the power to make the decision. 
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Think, if we don’t have the system, I might be bothered to death… (Yin 
Shangfa) … In fact, governing by law can help a president a lot if he is 
smart…unless you want personal gains—the more power you have, the more 
people come to ask your help, the more personal benefit you can gain. However, 
if your purpose of being a president is to make contributions to the country and to 
the university, this power can be a burden and trouble. Let me give you an 
example, if a faculty comes to me complaining that he didn’t get the promotion. I 
can tell him that it doesn’t help to come to me because I only count for one 
vote...If everyone who fails comes to you and asks the reasons why they are not 
promoted… why do you want this trouble? Needless to say, governing by law is 
good (Yin Shangfa). 
 
Moreover, the rule of governing by law helps to create more democracy by 
eliminating one individual’s power abuse and misconduct. If there are no regulations, a 
leader can easily abuse his power or make wrong decisions based solely on his own 
selfish will(长官意志):  
Chinese universities dared not to talk about governing by law in the past. Think 
about it, our older generations of presidents like Cai Yuanpei and many 
others…could (break the rules) to recruit talents like Hua Luogeng and many 
others, because they are super talents. Universities need these talents. However, 
under the current situation of our country, I don’t think we should do this. It’s not 
because you are afraid that you might not possess the eyesight to identify the 
talents, but because our society is a mess, too many relationships! Once you start 
to do this, your eyes will become blurred, right! So I’d rather strengthen 
governing by law. I’d rather sacrifice talent than mess up the entire university’s 
“order” (Yin Shangfa) ... In leadership; I feel a president should keep law and 
regulations in mind. Try not to have a big ego. Instead, you (a president) should 
respect regulations more. Implement your good ideas through establishing a law 
system, but not your own wishful thinking or momentary impulses. The university 
is too large for your brain to take care of everything these days (Yin Shangfa). 
 
Finally, governing by law enables China to adapt and adopt some sound practices 
of the West to advance itself as President Hua Haifeng puts it: 
In China’s thousands of years of history, governing by a leader’s will/mind has 
almost been institutionalized. This tradition is falling far behind our time. Western 
societies value law and have more regulations. We should combine the strengths 
of the West and the East. Foreign countries are over-democratic, China should 
combine democracy and dictatorship, democracy and centralization to explore its 
distinctive model for development…American constitution is great, we should set 
up law.  
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President Yin Shangfa adds: 
Modern universities, regardless whether they take the Harvard model, Yale 
model…or UC Berkley model…share one basic concept: combination of 
governing by law and governing by democracy…I feel that we should adopt the 
concept of governing by law, although not everyone agrees with me. Of course 
my idea is not completely right, for example, even some Western presidents (I 
met) have strong personal mindsets, and thus they might not always follow the 
regulations. 
 
Summary/Discussion. The above section reflects two important concepts of the 
participants’ vision about higher education governance. The first one is shifting the 
priority from physical expansion to academic quality. Included in this concept are the 
subconcepts of strengthening the university through changing people’s old mindsets and 
management.  
The shift from campus infrustraucture building to internal academic and 
management issues reflects China’s two stages of higher education development after the 
Cultural Revolution. In order to increase the access to education, China had been 
focusing on expanding its higher education system from the mid-1990s (Yang, 2000). As 
a result, many universities have experienced rapid growth in enrollment. To facilitate the 
growth, sub-campuses with many new buildings rose up. This huge expansion did make 
China’s higher education hit the UN’s higher education massification line (Ministry of 
Education, 2001). The cost was a decrease in the quality of higher education. By the time 
this research was conducted, most of the universities in the larger cities had shifted their 
focus from physical expansion to quality improvements, thus, research, teaching, 
fundraising, and leadership/management became more important to the university 
presidents. Although the system is funded entirely by the government, theoretically, the 
supplyof funds overrun expenses. Government had to prioritize by providing more 
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resources to some key universities than to the others. Under the circumstances, it is 
understandable that fundraising becomes an important focus of the president.  
The concept of governing through changing people’s old mindsets and values has 
been used again and again by political leaders during the long history of China. However, 
changing ideology (people’s minds) is one of the most daunting tasks in leadership. It is 
almost like changing the entire university culture which requires time and patience. 
Nevertheless, it’s a strategy which will eventually change the culture of an institution. 
That will benefit the university in the long run. The concept of strengthening university 
through management is a fairly new concept in China since the real modern management 
concept came to China after the 1980s. Traditionally, Chinese leadership never 
emphasized the modern concept of management because human beings were more 
emphasized than the system itself. Focusing on internal governance issues such as 
academic affairs, fundraising, and management is a taken-for-granted approach for U.S. 
universities. However, it’s a refreshing concept in China.  China’s higher education 
system was almost destroyed completely during the Cultural Revolution, and universities 
were turned into political entities where knowledge production was despised. Given this 
context, the presidents’ ability to bring academic affairs and management issues back to 
the universities’ agenda is very courageous and innovative. The reasons why they 
propose these ideas might be the international and national policy shifts as well as the 
social-economic-political context changes are pushing presidents to shift their 
institutional focuses. Globally, developed countries such as the United States and Japan 
set the bar for world standards. After Deng Xiaoping opened China to the outside world 
in the 1980s, China was falling far behing the developed countries, particularly in its 
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economic development. Consequently, its educational system was falling far behind. The 
quality of its education was poor, and the level of access to education was much lower 
than the United Nation’s minimum assification standard. The world was a polarized place 
where most of the wealth was in the Western and Northern hemispheres. Politically, as 
one of the few socialist countries left in the world, China had been alienated by the 
capitalist bloc led by the United States. After two decades of hard work, China finally 
was allowed to join in the WTO in 2001. In order to play on an equal footing with the 
advanced countries so as not to be “swallowed up”, China issued a national policy to 
strengthen the nation through science, technology and education. However, the education 
system was far from adequate to meet the needs. As a result, the Chinese government 
decided to expand the higher education system. From the mid-1990s, China launched a 
campaign of vastly expanding university enrollment to meet the social needs and 
international standards for mass education (Ministry of Education, 1995). The decade 
following the mid-1990s witnessed massive Chinese higher education infrastructure 
expansion—building cranes became the symbol of the nation. By the time I conducted 
my interviews in the mid-2000s, the fervor of expansion was cooling down because 
China’s higher education had finally reached the UN’’s massification standard. What 
remained were quality issues caused partially by the massive expansion. Since China is a 
large country, from area to area, the development levels are not even. The institutions I 
visited for my field research are mostly second-tier (top 35) in the nation located in the 
advanced areas of China. These areas’ stronger local economies plus governments’ 
prioritized funding enabled these universities to complete their infrastructure expansion 
faster than some other universities in other regions.  
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The participants’ exposure to higher education systems in American/Western 
countries and the resulted familiarity with the new concepts play a role in their thoughts. 
Meanwhile, the fact that they were raised and lived in China provides the presidents with 
deep insights about China, thus enabling them to make sound decisions about what they 
can bring from both the West and China, and how to combine them to solve China’s 
problems. During my interviews, the presidents kept shifting back and forth between 
global, Chinese, local, institutional, as well as personal lenses. In their efforts to shift 
priorities and propose strategies, the participants interviewed have been looking at other 
countries, particularly the Western countries as models, while planting their feet solidly 
in the Chinese environment. They have demonstrated knowledge about the West and East, 
the local and national, and the institutional and personal, thus are able to combine all 
these elements together to solve China’s problems. Their leadership is contextual as well 
as personal.  High adaptability, flexibility, nimbleness, innovation, creativity, 
confirmative yet reformative temperaments, strategic vision and extensive 
knowledgeability are the qualities they have demonstrated in their thoughts. 
The second concept discussed in this section is governing by law/policy, 
democratically-centralized and humanely. It highlights two dimensions: law and human 
care, in which law seems to be more emphasized. The sub concepts the presidents 
articulated are  namely, “systemizing regulations/ regulationalization (制度化)”, 
“eliminating human ruling 杜绝人治”，“leading by policy 政策导向”, “democratic 
dictatorship/centralization 民主集中制”, “governing by law and democracy 依法治校和
民主治校”, and“human care （以人为本)”, “humanizing regulations”, “humanized 
regulations above human being”, “contingent policies and regulations”, “leading by 
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communications”; and “harmonizing the society”. Four reasons why governing by law 
complemented with human care has to be practiced have been identified from the 
interview data, namely: strengthening China’s higher education governance; reducing the 
negative impact of cultural revolutions of lawlessness; enabling China to adapt and adopt 
Western practices; and avoiding corruption, power abuse and absolute dictatorship. 
Participants agree that the balance between law and human care, democracy and 
dictatorship/centralization leads to effective leadership in today’s Chinese setting. 
Between the two equations, the former seems to be more emphasized. In articulating 
these concepts, the presidents kept refering to Western practices, global-local-
institutional contexts and their own experiences and preferences. 
The central idea of governing by law articulated by the participants has been a 
tradition of Western societies and universities. In China, moral leadership is the tradition. 
Given China’s historical emphasis on Confucian moral leadership, the decreased respect 
for law due to the Cultural Revolution, as well as the current global and local forces 
pushing China to conform to global, mostly Western practices, the concept of governing 
by law is revolutionary.   
The emphasis on governing by law reflects the imperatives from China’s current 
social transformation from a feudal-socialist society to a more capitalist one in order to 
become a full participant in the wider world. Based upon the collective memory of the 
nation, Chinese leaders attempt to transform its higher education system in response to 
this ongoing social transformation. In doing so, they are constantly moving in three areas: 
tradition, socialism and capitalism. Traditional Chinese leadership emphasizes authority, 
benevolence, moral values, and patriarchism (Farh & Cheng, 2000; Cheng, 1995; Farh & 
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Cheng, 1999) influenced strongly by Confucianism where human nature is viewed as 
innately good. Running a country or an organization is viewed as identical to leading a 
family, where relationships and human care are more emphasized (Zeng, 2003, 2004). 
Threfore the concept of law is, comparatively speaking, weaker than in the Western 
tradition where law has been emphasized maybe due to the Christian view of human 
beings as born sinners. During China’s long feudal history, the emperors’ words most of 
the time were equal to regulations. This was elevated during the Cultural Revolution 
when Mao wanted to be the law in order to retain power. While bringing harmony and 
stability to the society, the family values cherished by the Chinese also bring side effects 
such as favoritism and possible abuse of power for personal gain. These historical forces 
and centralized political system combined with the current crisis of belief, when many 
Chinese worship money as a result of rampant capitalism resulting from westernization, 
create a very seductive environment for corrupted leadership. These reasons and the ones 
given by the participants explain why the presidents emphasize law and democracy more 
than human care and moral values, and Western ideologies and practices more than 
Chinese and Russian ones.  
While highlighting the idea of leading by law, the presidents haven’t removed 
human care, moral values, and personal authority from their vision of university 
governance. This might refect China’s changing trend through the 1980s to the 2000s of 
moving from blind adoption to analytical adaptation of Western ideologies and practices. 
The blind adoption at the beginning of the open door policy peoriod didn’t work well, 
and China had been calling for maintaining its own identity while learning from the West. 
In leadership, the Western emphasis on law, outcome, and efficiency has been 
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viewed/proved as out of touch with the Chinese local culture, particularly having the 
tendency of dehumanizing human beings and neglecting human relationships.   
In combining analytically the Western tradition of law governance and the Chinese 
tradition of human and moral governance, these presidents are exploring a unique 
leadership/governance model to better serve China’s capitalism-socialism, a, lawful-
democratic-human-moral-authoritative leadership.  
Their leadership attends to global, national, local and institutional contexts. In this 
sense, their leadership is contextual. Their leadership also demonstrates a contingent 
blending of the global and local, and the West and East, particularly revealed in their 
concept of contingent regulations. In addition, their leadership is personal as reflected in 
their constant referral in the conversations to their experiences all over the world. 
Moreover, their leadership suggests ethical concerns revealed in their determination to 
eliminate human ruling and power abuse through establishing laws, as well as in their 
emphasis on caring for human needs.   
In their efforts to articulate their vision of governance, these presidents have 
demonstrated extensive knowledge about the West and East, global and local, 
institutional and personal, the past and present, and higher education and leadership. 
Their vision of how to goven also indicates their far-sightedness and it also shows a 
strong ability to combine contingently and dynamically the knowledge, the global and 
local, western and eastern, institutional and personal, past and present needed to advance 
Chinese higher education,This is a rare but desperately needed leadership ability in an 
increasingly interconnected world. Moreover, their commitment to advocate law 
governance to eliminate potential abuses of their own power and their emphasis on caring 
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for human beings, the world, equality, social justice indicate they stand on high ethical 
ground. Therefore, their leadership is contextual, contingent, personal, and ethical. It’s 
marked by broadrich knowledge; high adaptability, flexibility and nimbleness; 
innovativeness; ability to conform yet reform; open-mindedness and far-sightedness; 
altruism and selflessness; and care for human kind, for society and the world. 
Student-centeredness  
 
Another concept the presidents articulate relating to governance is centered on the 
relationships among student, faculty and administrators. Several presidents propose the 
concept of student-centeredness (Li Dongba, Qian Haikai, Shi Yixi, Yin Shangfa, Zhou 
Nonghua, Jiao Beipu).This means to “put the students’ holistic development and success” 
(Li Dongba, Qian Haikai) at the center of the university agenda. According to President 
Qian Haikai, learning (students) and teaching (faculty) are dialectically related: learning 
is the internal driving force, teaching is the external force. The internal defines the 
external (Qian Haikai).Student-centeredness is not in conflict with a teacher’s strictness. 
“Being strict with students and responsible for their education is also a part of student-
centeredness” (Li Dongba).  
In order to reverse the traditional pyramid order of the universities with 
administrators at the top, faculty in the middle, and students at the bottom, these 
presidents have taken some practical measures. For example, President Li Dongba’s 
institution has adopted credits and selective course systems, as well as the practice of 
student evaluation of teaching. President Shi Yixi listens to students more than to faculty.  
According to these presidents, faculty plays a crucial role in helping the students to 
become useful human capital. Their work should be centered on how to make students 
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successful. In order to achieve this, they need to improve their teaching, engage in 
research work, and treat students as equals. For example, President Qian Haikai asserts 
that faculty has to conduct research: “(because) without creative thinking, he will not be 
able to educate students to be creative.”  
An administrator’s’ responsibilities, according to the presidents, include providing 
service as well as managing (Qian Haikai, Shi Yixi, Zhou Nonghua). (By managing, the 
participants mean the management of students and faculty.)They should not put 
themselves above the students and faculty. However, both Presidents Qian Haikai and Shi 
Yixi sound vague or even self-contradictory regarding whether administrators should 
serve more or manage more. For example, President Qian Haikai comments: 
An administrator, what he does is not simply serving, he also manages. The 
slogan of providing service doesn’t sound musical if it’s tuned too high (Qian 
Haikai). 
 
President Shi Yixi’s comments sound very hesitant and confusing to the point where he 
seems to contradict himself internally: 
Administration, our team, has a good tradition, valuing the service part of our 
responsibilities. Sometimes I feel we position ourselves more on the service side 
than on the management side to the degree that I sometimes feel that their 
(administration) legs of management are too short, or too weak… Faculty needs 
to be managed, thus we should emphasize management, not service, although the 
service is also important. Personally, I believe …management is more important 
than service. Is it that our team is more willing to provide service than play the 
managers’ role? This is a culture. In some universities, an administrator-
superiority concept is very prevalent; perhaps, we don’t have this problem (Shi 
Yixi). 
 
The relationship among administration, faculty and students articulated by the  
Presidents interviewed can best be summarized by President Li Dongba’s: 
My thought is: …three circles: located in the core of the circle is the student; the 
faculty is in the circle surrounding the core circle, while we, the administrators are 
in the outermost circle. Regardless of whether you are a leader (senior 
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administrator) or not, each group needs to understand what your (their) tasks are: 
your (the faculty) responsibility is educating students, our (the administrators) 
responsibility is to provide service to faculty and students.  
 
In articulating their vision about the relationship among administrator, faculty and 
  
students, participants constantly refer to Western practices. For example,  
 
President Li Dongba states: 
 
Another thing which gives me headaches comes from the influences from my 
Western educational background…. I proposed the application of the concept of 
student-centeredness. Many faculty were against it: “students are the center, what 
about us?” I believe that this concept is as simple and clear as 1+1=2 to the people 
who have Western educational experiences.  
 
The reason why his institution adopts selective and credit practices from the 
 
Western countries is also because of his Western educational background; “we have  
 
experienced/adopted the credit score system and thus can see it’s a good practice, good 
 
for student individuality development” (Li Dongba). He also refers to the practices of 
 
other countries to support his idea about student evaluation of teaching: 
 
It’s a universal practice for students to evaluate teaching. Generally speaking, 
students are fair from a statistical perspective. It’s not (the case) that they evaluate 
you poorly if you are strict with them, while evaluating you highly if you are not 
strict with them. Statistics (about this) across the world are the same. (Li Dongba)  
 
In the conversation, President Qian Haikai also refers to the American practice of  
 
maintaining a stable faculty team and administration:  
 
Faculty is the foundation of a university….The university is an organization with 
a long history and tradition… the University of California has 8 campuses (which 
hasn’t changed)…Among the 85 organizations which haven’t changed their 
names and services from 1520-2000, 70 are universities, world-renowned 
universities…Compared with the universities in other countries, our lower level 
administrator’s quality is much lower.  
 
Summary and Discussion. It’s nothing new for an American university to practice 
student-centerdness. However, in China, due to the traditional concepts such as 师道尊严
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(teacher is the authority of the students); 长官意志 (leaders’ will is the most important); 
官本位思想 (leader-first thought); politicization of the university (university serves the 
political power); and teachers regarded as the parents of the students while administrators 
viewed as the parents of the faculty. Therefore, administrators are at the top of the power 
structure, faculty is in the middle, while the students are at the bottom. This pyramid is 
the opposite of the U.S. university system, at least on the theoretical level. Therefore, it is 
very brave for the presidents in China to propose the concept of student-centeredness. It’s 
not surprising at all to hear the presidents complain about the faculty resistance which 
gives them headaches. This power structure might also explain why the presidents are 
muttering (vague) when discussing the relationship between administration and faculty.  
The American university’s administrative role is a combination of facilitating and 
managing (Birnbaum, 1999; Fisher, 1984, 2006). Faculty has more power than many 
administrators. It’s striking to notice that the administrator’s management role rather than 
service role seems to have been highlighted in the interview discussions of the Chinese 
presidents. This might reflect first the traditional Chinese feudal political leadership 
concept that leaders (such as emperors) are superior to others. That is why ancient 
China’s Imperial Examinations for government official selection lasted for thousands of 
years. This might also reflect the highly centralized political system where 
leaders/administrators have much more power than the professionals. Scholars and 
experts have always been under the political leaders in the power totem pole. The 
university is mostly structured like a political entity, particularly after the Revolution 
(1949), where centralization has been practiced; administrators are viewed and treated as 
the guan (officials) of the others.   
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It’s also striking to notice that the participants refer to Western practices again 
and again to rationalize their viewpoints about relationships among administrators, 
students, and faculty. This might be partially a natural response to the contemporary 
Chinese context that higher education has been moving toward an American model under 
the pressure of globalization, or westernization/Americanization. It might also be a 
reflection of these presidents’ American/Western experiences which provided global 
perspective, knowledge, and admiration of American practices.  
The proposal of student centeredness reflects the presidents’ innovative and 
courageous spirit to abandon tradition and creatively apply the Western practice in a 
Chinese setting. This ability to combine the West and the East, the global and the national, 
the local and the institutional, and their personal preferences indicates the breadth and 
depth of the knowledge they possess. Their views have demonstrated courage, the spirit 
of innovation, risk-taking and reformation, high adaptability, caring about education and 
students and higher education, global-local perspectives, mindsets, and skill sets. Their 
leadership is contextual-personal-ethical-contingent. 
Mobility of Human Resources (Rencai liudong) 
 
Another concept the presidents propose is a “live human resource system” (Jiao 
Nanmei, Hua Haifeng, Jiao Beipu). This means establishing a sound system encouraging 
and allowing faculty to move/hop from one university to another, for it brings new 
“blood” into the university, keeps its “blood flow without blockage” (Hau Haifeng), and  
reduces “近亲繁殖” (reproduction between the close relatives) (Hau Haifeng), thus 
increasing the liveliness of the university (Jiao Nanmei, Hua Haifeng, Jiao Beipu). 
I have always felt that mobility of the faculty can fill a university with passions, 
and fluid blood. New people come in continuously while the older ones leave 
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continuously. This fluidity brings in flowing water, which ensures the liveliness 
of a university (Hua Haifeng). 
 
In articulating the concept, the presidents refer to foreign practices. For example, 
one president puts it: “In foreign countries, “marrying your direct blood relatives (近亲繁
殖) is no more practiced” (Jiao Beipu), when discussing controlling faculty job 
affiliations. 
Faculty/human resource mobility is a standard practice in the universities in the 
United States and many other countries in the world. However, in China, it’s a new idea 
especially in the Post-revolution period. Due to the highly centralized political system, 
the human resource system was highly centralized. Jobs used to be assigned by the 
government. Once the assignment was made, it became almost life-long like an arranged 
marriage. Day after day, year after year, the same groups of people were doing the same 
kind of work in the same location at the same organization. This might be helpful for the 
stability of the society. However, it brings more problems than benefits to China. First, it 
creates a sound environment for organized “mafia” to alienate dissenters. Second, it 
stifles the diversity of pespectives, which is not healthy for the production of new 
knowledge. Third, it suffocates creativity and energy. It is like a child from a couple who 
are close-blood relatives. He might not be as healthy or smart because of the similar 
genes.  In the most recent two decades, while opening its doors to the world, China has 
been working very hard to be a world player. Universities have undergone a reformation 
from the Russian toward the American model. As a result of the free flow of capital 
across national borders and the resulting adoption of many Western practices, the demand 
for the free flow of human capital in China became large. China’s old human resource 
system of “locking” an individual into one location and one organization was challenged. 
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In the academic setting, it was viewed as a poor model for the universities to meet the 
constantly changing needs of the society. Since the 1980s, China has been trying to 
reform the human resource system, but it has turned out to be a daunting task due to 
people’s resistance to changes and restraints from the old system (Ministry of Education, 
1985). Given the context, the presidents’ concept of mobile human capital is of utmost 
importance and is very refreshing.  
 This concept articulated by the presidents and the fact that they constantly refer to 
global, national, local, institutional contexts and their personal expereinces and belief 
reflect the president’s ability to combine China and the West , national and local, 
institutional and personal to challenge the existing system and explore new ways of 
developing.They have demonstrated rich knowledge about the world, China, their local 
regions, their institutions, and higher education, which enables them to adopt and adapt 
this Western concept into the Chinese setting. Their leadership is contextual, Western-
Chinese and personal. Their views reflect their global-local perspectives, mindsets and 
skillsets; their rich knowledge; their innovative spirit, their courage to make changes, 
their high adaptability and flexibility. 
Summary (Visionary) 
The above section discussed one important presidential role identified in the data: 
visionary. The visionary role has been discussed from the following five dimensions: 
1)defining the direction (overall and specific);2) envisioning the role of the university; 
3)the nature of the university as an organization; 4)the  types of student a university 
should produce (product); and 5) governance. Playing the role of a visionary includes 
identifying the overall direction of a university and strategies to get there. Specifically, it 
includes 1) the presidents’ overall diagnosis of the contexts, 2) their positioning of the 
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institutions into macro and micro contexts, 3) theie view about overall and specifc 
directions a university should head toward (types of universities, programs, and students), 
4) their view about the role of higher education, 5) their view about ways of governance, 
6) and their view about nature of higher education organizations (vs. business).  
More specifically, direction includes overall broad/general direction and 
positioning of the university. In pointing out the direction and positioning the 
universities, the presidents propose the approach of scientific and contingent combination 
of the global, regional (West and East), national, local, institutional, past, present, social 
(reality), and personal (preferences). In the process, global-local-institutional contexts are 
treated as prerequisite; and the combination of West and East, particularly American and 
Chinese ideas, is highlighted.  
The types of university they want to establish is Zonghe (comprehensiveness) 
centered on tece (specialialty) with teaching or research, massive or elite orientation to 
meet the needs of the target population. The strategies to get there are 1) “borrowing the 
ship to go to the sea” (借船出海); “developing whatever the others don’t have” (人无我
有) and “ strengthening wherever others are weak”(人弱我强); 2) 胸怀中国，放眼世界 
(looking at the globe while holding China in heart. This is obvious a Chinese-Western 
model. 
Types of students (人才模式) the presidents want their universities to educate are 
1) holistic-developed type (通才); 2) multiple disciplinary type (复合型); 3) practical 
type(实用型); and 4) independent thinker, and 5) all with foreign language proficiency 
(懂外语). These concepts indicate a blending of Western/American and Chinese. 
The university’s roles, according to the presidents interviewed, include teaching, research, 
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and service which should be 若即若离 (not too far, not too close) to the society. The 
university should be a non-profit organization with more desire for freedom and equality 
than a business organization. These ideas also indicate a combination of Chinese and 
Western conceptions.  
Regarding ways of governance, the presidents have proposed four ideas: 1) 
shifting focus from appearance to soul (infrastructure construction to neihan 
construction/teaching-research-fundraising-management); 2) governing with law and 
regulations complemented by human care and democracy(法制与民主结合，制度管理
与以人为本结合), 3) student-centeredness, and 4) mobility of human resource (rencai 
liudong). In summary, eight themes are emerging regarding the vision and visionary role 
of the university presidents: 1)presidents should be far-sighted (高瞻远瞩) and 
knowledgeable (possessing a clear and far-reaching vision based on their knowledge of 
the global, national, local and institutional, and the past and present); 2)the direction 
pointed to by the presidents should be based upon global, national, local, and institutional 
contexts and should be scientific; 3) when positioning the university, presidents should 
keep China in mind while looking far out into the world and stand solidly on tradition, 
modernity, as well as the social reality of China (胸怀中国，放眼世界，立足于传统，
社会现实); 4) universities should be comprehensive and multi-disciplinary with their 
own distinctive characteristics, and the way to get there is by borrowing a ship to launch 
into the ocean (借船出海; 5) teaching, research and service are three inseparable 
dimensions of the role of the university, and the universities and society should be 若即
若离 (not too close yet not too far); 6) universities are simultaneously similar to and 
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different from the public and business sectors, thus a democratic but efficient 
management model is effective; 7) universities should produce four types of students: 
holistic/comprehensive, multiple disciplinary, practical, and independent thinker types 
with foreign language (English) proficiency; 8) universities should focus on different 
priorities at different stages of their development, should be governed by law combined 
with human care, should put students at the center, and should encourage the free flow of 
human resources. 
These themes suggest: 1) presidential vision is defined by context: the global, 
national, local, organizational, the past and present; 2) it is defined by personal 
preferences, values, experiences, knowledge, and skillsets; 3) it is a fluid, dynamic, 
contingent, and uneven blending of the global and local; the organizational and personal; 
the West and East, the Chinese and American, the traditional and modern, and the past 
and present filtered through their own global-local experiences and knowledge; 4) their 
vision has demonstrated their glo-cal mindset and skill sets, far-sightedness, open-
mindedness, innovative and entrepreneurial spirit, higher adaptability and flexibility, 
breath and depth of knowledge, practical ethics, ability to balance, harmonize, and to 
make changes contingently. In summary, their leadership (revelaed in their visionary 
role) is marked by global competencies, multiple cultural and sectoral mindsets, 
adaptable skill sets, and interdependent visions. 
CEO: West-China and Business-Education Combination 
In addition to the role of visionary, most of the presidents interviewed emphasize 
the management role of the presidents whether they call themselves CEOs, fundraisers, 
ministers of “houqin”, army generals, or human resource managers. They call for 
prioritizing management and professionalizing the presidency.  
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According to the interviewees, management is very important for a university 
(Hua Haifeng, Jiao Beipu, Li Dongba, Zhou Nonghua, Shi Yixi). Therefore, a president 
should invest most of his time and energy managing the university (Jiao Nanmei, Li 
Dongba). A president is like a CEO of a company who manages all dimensions of 
university affairs (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Beipu, Yin Shangfa, Hua Haifeng, Shi Yixi, Li 
Dongba, Kong Huagang) such as people, money (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Beipu, Yin 
Shangfa, Hua Haifeng, Shi Yixi, Li Dongba, Kong Huagang), fundraising, “houqin” 
(auxiliary service), teaching, research, internationalization, and many others.(Zhou 
Nonghua, Jiao Beipu, Yin Shangfa, Hua Haifeng, Shi Yixi, Li Dongba, Kong Huagang). 
Four reasons are mentioned why a president should play the role of CEO. First, 
management can potentially help to maximize the efficient use of the inadequate 
resources that most of the higher education institutions are facing (Hua Haifeng). Second, 
professional presidents managing the university can help an institution to adapt to the 
constant changes of the world and the rapid growth of the Chinese universities (Li 
Dongba, Jiao Beipu, Jiao Nanmei, Shi Yixi, Hua Haifeng). Third, a manager president 
can help tackle the many non-academic issues Chinese universities are facing due to the 
non-privatization of university auxiliary service (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Beipu, Yin 
Shangfa, Shi Yixi, Li Dongba, Kong Huagang). Fourth, university presidents in western 
countries are professional managers, as revealed in two presidents’ comments: 
Many practices in universities in western countries are different from ours, totally 
privitalized (services) (Jiao Beipu). A president in the past (in China) could hold 
the presidency for decades while spending most of his time in his lab without 
paying enough attention to administrative work. Now you can’t do this any 
longer. My observation is that presidents in foreign countries spent most of their 
time managing the universities (Jiao Nanmei).  
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Among multiple dimensions of the presidents overall management/CEO role 
mentioned in the previous two paragraphs, this chapter will focus on two major 
dimensions of the role: managing money and managing people as reflected in President 
Shi Yixi’s comments: “A president should be an expert in (经营) (managing and running) 
and management…and his job is the same across many universities, managing the money 
and the people” (Shi Yixi). Highlighted in the following report are their thoughts about 
managing money and people.   
Managing Money: Academic Entrepreneur  
 
The first dimension of the president’s management role is in managing money. 
Regarding how to manage money, two concepts are proposed by the presidents 
interviewed, jingying(经营) and “playing piano” (Kong Huagang, Yin Shangfa, Qian 
Haikai, Hua Haifeng, Li Dongba). In discussing this role, the presidents constantly take a 
Western-Chinese comparative perspective which is striking.  
Jingying (经营): Making Money but not Profit 
In order to manage the university well, several presidents propose the concept of  
“jingying (经营), which means running the university as a business. This concept is 
borrowed from business models and connotes money-making or revenue generating in 
addition to managing.  
President Li Dongba offers a vivid example of the president playing the role of an 
academic entrepreneur selling, buying, and developing:  
…We used to have four campuses with one located in Xushan, two hours train 
ride away, tough to manage!  In the recent four years, we made some big re-
adjustments… we took the opportunity of government support to obtain a piece of 
land  of 1500 mu in dongjiang, and reduced the number of campuses  from four to 
three, but increased our total area from 600-700 mu to 2000 mu. During the whole 
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process, hard to believe for the American presidents, the government didn’t invest 
any cash, but only granted us a piece of land! Taking advantage of this system, I 
sold out one campus, about 80 mu, thus generated about ¥500,000,000 (5 亿 
yuan/RMB) to invest in the building of Dongjiang Campus, for which the 
estimated total capital needed was 1,200,000,000 (12亿). With the ¥500,000,000, 
plus some of our savings from operational funds, plus some bank loans (with 
some interest waivers provided by the government) … and the land (from the 
government), I built up a new campus. 
 
However, “Jingying/经营”a universitty is different from running a business in  
 
that university doesn’t make a profit. As CEO of the university, a president must be an 
academic entrepreneur, good at making money but without turning the university into a 
commercial market of profit making (Jiao Beipu, Hua Haifeng, Li Dongba, Yin Shangfa, 
Qian Haikai).Making money is nothing wrong, but making a profit is problematic. In 
other words, universities should make money but should not aim at making profits (Li 
Dongba, Hua Haifeng). The money a university made is invested back in the growth of 
the universities or serves the purpose of education, while the purpose of running 
businesses is to generate profit (Yin Shangfa, Qian Haikai, Li Dongba) as 
President Yin Shangfa describes: 
 
Having been a president for several years has convinced me that “jingying (经
营)” a university is very normal. Needless to say, it’s different from “jingying (经
营)” businesses. The goal of the business is to make money. Universities don’t 
share the same goal. From the perspective of economics, university expense is 
based up how much they have. Try your best to make money; try your best to 
spend the money; and spend it wisely to do some beautiful things. This is the 
university. It never really makes money (profit). Even if it makes some, it invests 
back in education.   
 
President Qian Haikai reinforces this concept by sharing his experiences: 
 
In my recent trip to the U.S., I met with the Vice President of SQS. He told me 
that the U.S. has profit-making universities like the University of Phoenix. He 
made it clear that it was a profit-making university. I pointed out during our 
conversation that profit making and education cannot be put together. I want to 
“jingying”, I want to increase the university’s capital, properties, and resources, 
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which will enable me to do better for the university, but I don’t want to give up 
my goal for education for the purpose of making more money (Qian Haikai). 
 
He specifies the concept by adding:  
…Profit and education are incompatible partners. I want to run my university like 
running a business to increase our capital and resources so as to increase the 
quality of the university, but I will not sacrifice my ultimate purpose of education 
for money making  
 
 “Playing Piano”  
In addition to making money, a president also needs to manage the money.  
President Kong Huagang uses the metaphor of “playing piano” to propose a budgeting 
strategy: 
…we have to squeeze money out of our fingers (手指缝里挤出钱来).After that, 
we have to think about what to invest first and second; how much this would cost, 
where we should invest more. This is an internal coordinating process, a piano-
playing process, a tough issue! You can say I don’t want to do it…then teaching 
will not collapse, but the quality of the university…will decrease after several 
years. Therefore, you have to try whatever you can to take care of the priorities. 
Prestige and academic standards are two of them…how much money you can 
squeeze out each year, and what you can do with it. You have to think clearly 
about it and make sound plans. (Kong Huagang)  
 
We are More Business-Minded than our Foreign Counterparts: Comparative Perspective 
  
During the interviews on this topic, the presidents constantly took a Chinese-
Western comparative perspective. They seem to be proud of their business mindset. For 
example, Present Li Dongba states that Chinese university presidents possess a much 
more jingying mindset than their foreign peers: 
I have met many university presidents from foreign countries or the United States 
or Europe. They feel incredible, and unimaginable, because the universities in 
other countries normally are not allowed to get bank loans-how could you return 
it as a university? This (Giving bank loans to the universities) is a special Chinese 
policy…Chinese university presidents’ business mindset has surpasses far of their 
foreign peers. Things such as buying and selling land, they (presidents in other 
countries) dare not to think about it, nor dare they do it (Li Dongba)… 
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President Yin Shangfa refers to European universities when talking about Jingying: 
 
European universities have been evolving into more business-orientation these 
years. We can ignore/discount some ordinary universities. However, even the 
prestigious institutions like the London Academy of Economics hired a president 
who has never been in education. The current one used to be the treasurer of the 
UK.  
 
Summary & Discussion  
The concept of a university president playing the CEO’s role of managing and 
running the university and making money for the university is an emerging trend in 
Western practices (Bornstein, 2003, Ikenberry, 2010) particularly in Australia, Canada, 
and some European countries where education is treated as a commodity. In the US, 
public universities are trying hard to maintain their non-profit orientation, although some 
money-generation activities are going on invisibly. In these countries, the university 
presidency is a profession. Chinese universities have been the political and financial 
dependents of the government, particularly since 1949. Presidents mostly are leading 
scholars in their academic fields. Under the socialist system, universities have been 
absolutely non-profit, thus terminologies such as “managing”, “making money”, 
“entrepreneurial” in the university setting are rarely heard and despised as “the capitalist 
tails” which should be cut off.  
With the transition from a planing economy to  free- market economy since the 
1980s, along with the fervor to become an equal world player and the resultant cultural 
westernization, higher education has been struggling to adapt to the new global and local 
changes. Because of the shrinking government funding to education and the inadequate 
capacity of higher education to meet social needs and international standards, these 
“capitalist” concepts have been put into into practice, with government support at the 
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policy level. University presidents in China have been encouraged to make changes and 
have to be very creative, innovative, and entrepreneurial to run and expand the 
universities.  
In addition to global and government imperatives to force the presidents to be 
academic entrepreneurs, the presidents’ experiences in Western countries such as the 
United States and European countries also exposed them to the capitalist practices which 
enable them to adopt and adapt  these practices in a Chinese setting. These experiences 
have also provided them with the knowledge and multiple analytical perspectives enrich 
their vision and competences (Li Dongba, Qian Haikai, Yi Shangfa). Their pride of their 
more capitalist/entrepreneurial mindset than their foreign counterparts is a strong 
indicator of their analytical capacity. 
The concept of “playing piano” as a budget strategy is a traditional Chinese 
concept, particularly practiced at the level of family budgeting. A similar concept has 
also been practiced in Western organizational leadership, according to many of my 
friends who are senior executives of non-profit and for-profit organizations. In the 
university setting, West or East, where to spend how much money requires much thought 
on the part of senior leaders (provosts in the US, presidents in China). What strikes me 
here in this metaphor is the presidents’ very Chinese explanation: “coordinating and 
balancing of the ten fingers” makes good music. 
In order to play the CEO’s role well, the presidents want to “jingying” their 
universities, making money and spend it wisely and ethically. In order to “play the piano 
well”, they need to balance and coordinate all ten fingers. In order to have a comparative 
perspective, they have to have the knowledge and experience in glo-cal contexts and in 
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their own universities, and have the ability to choose the best to adopt and adapt. In doing 
all of these, they have demonstrated leadership which can be described as knowledgeable, 
adaptable, entrepreneurial, balanced, business-glo-cal-minded and skillful, and ethical. 
They combine the non-profit and for-profit, global and local and the individual well.  
Managing People: Balancing Law and Humanity, Parenting and Equality  
In addition to being an academic entrepreneur, generating and managing money, 
the presidents also manage human beings including administrators, faculty and students 
(Shi Yixi). Specifically, they manage/lead people in the following ways: 
Nurturing a Culture through Policy and Communications 
 
One of the ways the presidents manage human beings is to nurture a culture 
through communications and policies. For example, President Yin Shangfa points out 
that regardless of what a president leadership style is, his leadership cannot be effective 
unless he is able to nurture a culture which is compatible with the overall direction of the 
institution through policy and communications: 
It’s easy to synchronize people vision in a university toward a shared mission. 
Let’s take my university as an example; first, I will inform the community about 
our mission and strategies… (Then I’ll) repeat that message again and again. Our 
mission is not based upon the needs of our institution, but the needs of the society. 
Theoretically, people understand it, and find no justifications for objections. 
However, in practice, some show high enthusiasm and willingness (to embrace it), 
some indicate resistance, more often than not, by non-participation. The ones 
showing enthusiasm are promoted very quickly to new/higher leadership 
positions….This serves as an incentive to encourage people to think that our 
mission is the right one for the university, and by supporting the mission, 
individuals can thrive…. (We) keep sending the same message again and again 
and again. After a while, people can be synchronized to head in the same direction. 
(Yin Shangfa)   
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Standing on a Middle Path between Regulations and Benevolence (人要有出路吗，你不
能把它逼死)  
 
The second concept of managing people the presidents proposes is standing on a 
middle path between regulations and benevolence. Half of the presidents, mostly from the 
universities which haven’t reformed their human resource systems, complain that China’s 
life-long employment system (iron rice bowl) gives no power to the presidents to be able 
to fire people, and they want that power (Jiao Beipu, Kong Huagang). The ones whose 
institutions have gone through the human resource system reformation are given the legal 
right to fire people (Qian Haikai, Hua Haifeng, Jiao Nanmei, Yin Shangfa), BUT don’t 
want to apply it because of their concern about their fellow human beings as well as the 
stability of the country (Qian Haikai,). As a result, President Qian Haikai describes his 
invention of a middle path to handle the firing issue by combining firing policy with 
benevolence. According to him, legally he has the right to employ and fire faculty and 
administrators. In practice, he does not terminate them. What he has done is sign 
contracts with faculty who are qualified and hire them as professors. People who are not 
qualified as professors are not offered contracts for a professorship butare still allowed to 
work for the university, without the title of professor, until they meet the criteria for a 
professorship. This means that they still have jobs and income, although they are not 
hired initially as professors (Qian Haikai): 
The year 2002 was the first year of our employment system reformation. 30% of 
our professors were not hired as professors. However, we call this “the first 
hiring”. I have a standard for professors and associate professors. If you meet the 
criteria, we hire you (as professors). If you haven’t met my criteria, I don’t hire 
you (this year), but if you reach the standard next year, I will hire you then…. 
Theoretically, we can (fire people). At present, everyone has a contract with us 
(the university). The contract states clearly that we have the right to decide to 
continue hiring you or to fire you. If I don’t continue with your contract, you 
should leave. Theoretically, we can do this, but we should not do it under the 
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current circumstances. There is so much unemployment in the society, it is 
impossible (too much) to push intellectuals into the unemployment team. Now we 
have a basic rule: we don’t let them go. It’s not that I dare not to let him go or you 
(I) have no right to let him go. (It’s because) we should allow people to stay alive, 
you can’t push them to death (Qian Haikai).  
 
Delegating-Chinese Pragmatism:既然我自己不用管，还可以OK, 我为什么要自己管
呢？Less power, less trouble 
 
Another strategy the presidents used in their CEO role to manage people is 
delegating. This is most clearly articulated by President Shi Yixi. According to him, all 
the university presidents in China are expected to be interested in and be in charge of 
money and people. Nevertheless, he delegates these responsibilities to his vice presidents: 
“the more you delegate, the more responsible the others are.” This delegating is based 
upon trust:  
The senior level administrators come step by step to their current positions after 
they have served multiple positions from lieutenant to captain to major to colonel 
and to general. Their abilities and characters have been tested by time. Usually, 
they don’t have big flaws in their abilities, ethics, and characters. What is crucial 
is how large a stage you provide for them to play/lead.  
 
President Shi Yixi also mentions that there are two reasons for him to delegate. 
First, he can spend more time on his professional development; second, he can avoid 
open conflicts and corruption in the work place: 
…It’s so difficult to find employment in (his city) at the moment. You might have 
friends or relatives asking if you could offer a job to their kids. Since you are in 
charge of human resources, you might have to say “yes”. However, after I 
delegate this responsibility to a vice president, I can be away from all these 
complexities. Besides, even if I wanted to help this friend’s kid, I could tell the 
vice president of human resources (to do it). Don’t you think he wouldn’t do me a 
favor? Why do I want this power (trouble) if I can say “yes” without it? I believe 
this is a very smart way to manage. Not everyone can do it, though. Doing this 
can help me avoid many conflicts because I have fewer responsibilities, thus can 
invest my time seeing patients and conducting research.  
 
Summary/Discussion 
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Except for the concept of leading through standing on a middle path between 
regulations and benevolence, the other concepts such as nurturing an organizational 
culture, communications, delegating, and policies are much more frequently-mentioned 
leadership strategies for presidents in the United States (Birnbaum 1988, 1989, 1992, 
1999); Fisher (1984, 2006) than in China. Although traditional-Marxist Chinese 
leadership also involved regulating, communicating, delegating, and culture nurturing 
(Zeng, 2003), Chinese leadership is much more characterized by central control/ 
democratic-centralization, authority, patriarchism, moral values, and benevolence (Farh 
& Cheng, 2000; Cheng, 1995; Farh & Cheng, 1999; Zeng. 2002, 2003).  For example, the 
strategy of nurturing a leadership culture has been consistently used throughout China’s 
long history, for good and bad purposes, and is sometimes criticized as manipulation. 
Most of the emperors in China had to nurture a national culture for people to conform: 
Emperor Han Wudi, Liuche, for example, nurtured a very Confucian culture and made 
Confucianism a prevailing influence in China and in other East Asian states through 
encouraging studies of Confucianism, promoting Confucian value and learning, 
establishing a Confucian leadership selection system (keju) lasting for more than two 
thousand years. Mao Zedong nurtured/manipulated a very proletarian culture by elevating 
the social status of workers, peasants and soldiers. By eliminating the power of the 
intellectuals, he waged Cultural Revolution to consolidate his power (Chang & Halliday, 
2005), which did much harm to China’s development. Leding by regulations is also not a 
new concept in China. The first Chinese Emperor, Zhao Zheng/Qin Shihuang (259 BC-
210 BC), who unified China, created a culture of legalism where observance to law and 
punishments were emphasized. The concept of delegating is not new in Chinese 
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leadership thought either. In its long bureaucratic political system and collective culture, 
the wisdom of the group rather than the individual has always been emphasized which 
legitimizes leadership by delegating. For example, in China’s most ancient and most 
influential leadership book The Art of War, delegating was emphasized: “A sovereign of 
high character and intelligence must be able to know the right man, should place the 
responsibility on him, and expect results.” (p.30). This means it is important to find and 
hire the best people you trust and to provide them with power and opportunity to excel. 
Moreover, Leading by communications is not a totally new concept in Chinese leadership. 
The best Chinese leadership is described by many as a combination of “softness and 
hardness” (Zeng, 2002, 2003). Hardness suggests punishments, while softness includes 
talking and communicating to win people’s hearts, which is also at core Confucian 
leadership (Zeng, 2003). However, my reading of both Western/American and Chinese 
leadership literature convinced me that these ideas or at least terminologies are much 
more frequently used in the Western literature than the Chinese one.  
This might suggest that leadership concepts proposed by the presidents are more 
Western than Chinese. They seem to go very well with the democratic political system of 
the Western countries but not with the centralized political system in China. Obviously, 
these presidents are looking to the West for inspiration. This tendency makes great sense 
in the contemporary Chinese setting where the economic system, the culture, and 
education system are being pushed towards Western models. Western ideologies and 
practices are very much admired by many in China, particularly in the academic world, 
which is more sensitive and open to new ideas. In the new contexts when China moves 
from traditional and Marxist China to a traditional-Marxist-Western/American China 
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(Liu, 2004), more Western ideologies and practices need to be brought in to enrich or 
update the traditional-Marxist ideologies and practices. From this perspective, the 
presidents’ leadership tends to embrace more Western concepts and practices.  
However, a deeper analysis convinces me that these presidents’ thoughts are also Chinese 
in their efforts to combine Western and Eastern contingently. Under the cover of 
Western/American, we see their unique Chineseness: seeking for a middle path; valuing 
human beings and moral values more than law; flexible and contingent mindsets; 
personal and position power from a centralized power structure (Zeng, 2002, 2003). 
While the terminologies they used are more adoptions from the Western 
leadership/management leadership literature, the connotations are richer than the 
American concepts, with much Chinese flavor. For example, these presidents do 
emphasize the importance of leading through nurturing a culture. However, the process of 
nurturing is more top-down because of the centralized leadership structures. While 
promoting the idea of leading through communication, communicating is conducted in a 
condescending manner, because the position power of the presidency. On the one hand, 
delegating means democratically providing opportunities for people to excel, on the other, 
it’s used as a strategy for presidents to save time for other obligations. In a centralized 
system, responsibilities can be delegated easier than power. Due to the long feudal and 
socialist history and the political systems, power delegating has not been proved to be an 
easy strategy for the Chinese leaders. What President Shi Yixi does might not be the 
same delegating as is done by many American university presidents (Birbaum, 1999). My 
readings about and observations of American and Chinese higher education 
administration and my communications with  presidents in both systems leave me with 
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the impression that American university presidents give much more autonomy to the 
people they delegate the power to than do the Chinese presidents. Also in American 
colleges and universities, delegating seems to be institutionalized (Birnbaum, 2000, 
Fisher, 2006). In the Chinese system, it is easier to say than to do because of its highly-
centralized system. In my view, the delegating Chinese presidents talk about reflects 
Chinese pragmatism: having the power without attending to the management details. The 
centralized system provides the president with the power to have the last word regardless 
of how much he delegates. Since President Shi Yixi, who proposed the concept, had very 
limited time to talk with me, I was unable to have further discussions with him about 
what he really meant by delegating. My speculation is that he still has the last word if he 
wants it, but on a daily basis, he doesn’t attend to every detail of university operations in 
order to save his time. I don’t know whether he wants more power, but definitely, he 
doesn’t want the trouble that comes along with the power. As a president who is expected 
to be a leading scholar in his field, he needs to spend some time conducting reserach. As 
a medical professional, he also needs to see patients. He had to manage his time smartly. 
This might also be the consequence of China’s situation of double-burdened university 
presidents: they are expected to be leading scholars as well as good presidents. 
Leading by law is more of a Western tradition than a Chinese one. However, 
Chinese traditional leadership has also been influenced by legalism, an indigenous 
Chinese philosophy emphasizing leading/ruling by applying severe laws. The thoughts 
presidents expressed here are more humanized regulations, which indicates the influences 
of both Confucius and Western leadership thinkingoughts.  
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While highlighting the concept of leading through regulations and laws, the 
presidents propose a very interesting concept of leading through standing on the middle 
path of regulations and benevolence (Zeng, 2002, 2003). The former former part of the 
equation is saying that they should lead by establishing and observing laws and 
regulations, while the latter suggests that law is made by people, thus people can change 
it. This combination of managing through a middle path combining law and benevolence 
is a very innovative blending of Western and Chinese concepts. The overall middle-path 
approach is very Confucian, law-above-people is more Western, while the benevolence 
part is very Chinese. Sometimes, it generated a situation where human will is above the 
law. In the section about presidential vision on governance, the concept of leading 
through establishing and observing the humanized law is emphasized. Presidents are 
supposed to execute the law, but they propose to be flexible about it, which seems to be 
opposing what they proposed previously. This might reflect a tension between theories 
and practices, between desires and realities. Theoretically, presidents want the humanized 
law to lead, in practice, when law is in conflict with their moral values and the society’s 
cultural norms; they allow their own will to lead over the laws. This, according to many 
scholars, is a very typical Chinese leadership thought (Zeng, 2002, 2003) deriving from 
Confucian human rule and moral leadership concepts. The middle path and benevolence 
are the core values of Confucianist leadership which obviously still have strong impact 
on contemporary Chinese presidential leadership (Zeng, 2003, 2004; Farh and Cheng, 
2000). 
Obviously, these presidents are combining West and East, although they sound as 
if they are embracing just the Western thoughts. The Western ideologies are adapted to 
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solve local problems through the filters of the president’s personal experiences, 
knowledge and perspectives. In the transitional stage of China’s culture juxtaposing the 
three forces of tradition, modernity and postmodernity, this combination approach is 
understandable and smart.  
The three concepts proposed by the presidents in this subsection indicate that the 
presidents interviewed are creatively combining the Chinse and the Western to solve 
China’s problems.  In the process of doing this, they have demonstrated innovative and 
creative spirit, flexibility, adaptability, rich knowledge and insights about the West and 
East, and high moral values. Their leadership is context-human-cultural-personal-ethical 
contingent.  
Non-material Combined with Material Rewards  
In addition to the previous three concepts in managing people, the presidents also 
propose the concept of combining material and non-material rewards contingently 
(depending on particular times, purposes and people). For the purpose of nurturing a 
culture of valuing quality teaching and scholarship, the presidents utilize money, as 
reflected in President Yin Shangfa’s statement: 
This is a value issue...if a faculty member perceives that teaching is valued, I (he) 
will be devoted to teaching because I (he) can make more money by teaching. Our 
past policy was paying you (a faculty member) for each class you taught. The 
more classes you taught, the more money you made…. You were valued because 
you taught many hours.  However, our current thought is that it’s not enough for a 
faculty member to just focus on teaching, he must engage in conducting research 
and obtaining grants. The priority has shifted. He (a faculty member) knows that 
doing research does not only secure him a promotion…but also can generate 
additional money for him: a ¥5000 or ¥10000 RMB reward for a published paper.  
 
For the administrators, particularly senior ones, no money is provided. (Promotion 
with a salary increase is the biggest cash reward). There are several reasons for doing this, 
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according to the presidents. First, the universities don’t have the money, as President Jiao 
Beipu explains: “We don’t give money at the moment, even if they (Vice Presidents) do 
good jobs. I don’t have money for them.” Another reason is to avoid conflicts, “If I give 
money to them the other administrators will be upset with me.” The third reason provided 
by President Qian Haikai is the Chinese socialist tradition:  
Once promoted to the level of Vice President, material rewards become less 
important. According to our traditional culture, leaders are the servants of the 
people. Therefore, we provide more spiritual rewards… [In the] Chinese socialist 
tradition, leaders are supposed to serve people, thus [administrators] making less 
money than faculty is natural. (Qian Haikai) 
 
Discussion. Under the business model or capitalist system, rewarding someone’s 
good work with money is not a surprise at all. However, China has gone through several 
decades of socialism where equal distribution of the social wealth (Free Rice Pot) to all 
has been institutionalized. Using cash rewards is a new practice and ideology in China. It 
might be a by-product of China’s shift towards a free market economy. No material 
rewards for senior administrators might seem odd. However, given a long feudal history 
and centralized political system, the positions themselves carry a lot of weight, which 
alone symbolizes power, wealth, and a sense of fulfillment. Although this is not very 
clearly stated in the presidents’ description, from the hints they provided, this might be 
the true reason: promotion is worth more than cash rewards. This is very different from 
the U.S. practice of paying senior administrators much higher salaries than the faculty, as 
observed by President Qian Haikai.  
This rewarding concept reveals the presidents’ creative and innovative blending 
of capitalist, Chinese socialist and traditional ideologies and practices. Their leadership is 
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context contingent. Context means global, national, local, and institutional, past and 
present, capitalism and socialism, and Chinese and American. 
Managing Faculty: Evaluation  
 
In addition to the four ways of managing human resources previously discussed, 
the presidents interviewed also talked about how to manage faculty through a multiple-
tier evaluation system, which is a student plus university evaluation system. Student 
evaluation focuses on faculty teaching. University evaluation includes an evaluation done 
by peers, department or college leaders about teaching, research, publications and many 
other dimensions of a faculty member’s work (Li Dongba). Normally, this includes an 
overall/general evaluation and a promotion evaluation (Yin Shangfa). The general 
evaluation is more procedural, while the promotion evaluation is a serious matter and 
includes an evaluation of teaching load and quality, publications, and awards received 
(Yin Shangfa). Student evaluation has encountered serious faculty resistance due to the 
Chinese tradition of respecting seniority and teachers (Li Dongba). In spite of that, 
President Li Dongba says, his institution is still promoting it: 
In the past, professors told students what courses they should select… or else, 
they couldn’t graduate. Sorry but we have to reverse that order: now students 
choose their professors and thus faculty feels insecure: Student evaluating the the 
teacher?? Curses (criticism) [heard] everywhere: “you (the president) [have 
turned the old order] upside-down. If this is practiced, we won’t be able to be 
strict with students. Or else, they won’t let us pass.”…Some faculty complains 
that the policy of student-centeredness seems to turn the faculty into babysitters. 
No, this is not what I mean. No one wants you to become babysitters. Of course 
you should educate the students. Being strict with them is aligned with student-
centeredness… Since the application of the policy of student evaluation of faculty 
teaching, our faculty rate of excellence has increased from 50%-60% to 90%. We 
do this [evaluation] every year. The scale is very extensive; almost all the 
evaluations are done on-line…. Regardless of whether the faculty likes it or not, 
their teaching has to be evaluated by the students. 
 
Discussion. In the American higher education institutions, the evaluation system 
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has been institutionalized (Cohen, 1998). However, in China, it is a new concept due to 
several decades of socialism where big-pot meals are provided and everybody receives 
the same rewards regardless of the level of performance. Differentiating who does better, 
who does worse is an unfamiliar concept. Also in China’s long history, teachers have 
been viewed as the parents of the students, and the students are expected respect them. 
Teachers had the authority to evaluate the students, while the students were not supposed 
to evaluate the teachers. The reversal of the pyramid was not a comfortable thing to do. In 
addition, Chinese leadership used to be more family-oriented. A boss (patriarch), not a 
system or employees, decided who performed better (Zeng, 2003). A systemized 
evaluation from peers and students is understandably uncomfortable. I still remember my 
own discomfort when my university started that back in the 1990s. Moreover, the 
Chinese cultural values of renqing, guanxi and mianzi (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007) also made 
this an alien concept. These values teach people to try their best to protect the “face” of 
the people you know. It is obvious that the fair/objective evaluation is hard to apply. The 
adoption of this Western practice is driven by globalization and the market economy as 
well as the resultant neo-liberal thinking of management which is still quite alien to most 
Chinese. From the perspective of leadership, the presidents are attempting to move away 
from human-orientation, a Chinese leadership preference, and move more towards task-
orientation, which is regarded as a western leadership preference (Zeng, 2003). In the 
previous section, the presidents manage people priviliging ethics and cultural norms, but 
here, they are fighting against the cultural norms. Obviously, the former one prioritizes 
the good cultural norms according to the presidents’ personal views while the latter 
attempts to abandon the cultural norms which are bad from their perspectives. This 
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indicates their decision-making is not blind. The process of adopting this policy indicates 
their courage in breaking the norms, their contingent-flexible-adaptable skill sets and 
mind sets, and their determination to make changes.   
Managing Students: Parenting, Communicating, Small Earthquakes, Visibility 
  
In addition to managing the faculty and administrators, the presidents interviewed 
also talk about the management of the students.  Parenting, communicating, and small 
earthquakes are the three major concepts they propose. Parenting means to care for and 
discipline students like parents do with their own kids (Jiao Nanmei, Jiao Beipu, Yin 
Shangfa). For example, President Jiao Nanmei mentions that a president should not just 
talk about caring for students; they should do things to solve students’ problems, teach 
them how to think independently, but not oppress their desires. President Jiao Beipu 
states clearly that a President should treat students as if they are his own children or 
grandchildren, helping and guiding them whenever needed.  
Students are like our own kids.... Most of our students belong to the single-
child generation. They are the hopes of several generations of their families. Their 
families send their kids to us with high expectations and trust in us. We must 
provide a good education to them. We should treat them as if they are our own 
kids, teaching them well, taking good care of them so as to lay a solid foundation 
for their future. ..My special care goes to the students with challenging financial 
situations… I want them to be optimistic, not develop any dissatisfaction with the 
society…I take care of students in their daily life…We should also be strict with 
them whenever needed…Disciplining is for their benefit… I encourage my 
faculty to care for students as they care for their own children and 
grandchildren… (Jiao Beipu) 
 
President Yin Shangfa mentions that students are still young and naïve and thus need 
guidance to grow:  
(We should)…not only bring awareness of democracy to them (students)…but 
also let them know that implementing democracy requires desiplines. You should 
let them know this, understand this, because students are fairly naive.  
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Communicating means to respect students, treat them as equals, and communicate 
with them. President Yin Shangfa mentions that he uses this strategy in his work and it’s 
very effective. One thing his institution does is to hire student assistants for the 
presidential office to serve as the “express train” (for communications) between the 
senior university leaders and students. The other thing his institution does is to use the 
internet to communicate with the students (BBS and on-line radio station 网络电台). 
These helped his office identify some corruption problems, helped students understand 
the situations, thus grow into maturity, and are supportive of the work of the presidents:  
…We did expose some management problems such as illegal fee charges through 
BBS. This stuff I didn’t know-some people were misbehaving behind my back. In 
addition, we explained to the students about many issues they didn’t know. They 
listened and came to a good understanding. Once you provide clear explanations, 
they normally say, “That was what happened, sorry, I didn’t know.” As for other 
students’ misunderstandings or misperceptions, I told them they were wrong, and 
you (they) should not think it this or that way. We should criticize them…They 
understand it…I feel what I did will influence the whole generation, and he (they) 
can learn many things….Students used to have many misunderstandings about the 
president. For example, one student said, “do you know what we eat, how terrible 
the dining hall’s food is and the condition of the students’ dorms? You, the 
president and leaders, who are doing nothing but sitting in the office drinking tea 
and reading newspapers, can never understand our feelings”. ..Promptly, I shared 
with him my experiences: “at your age, I was cultivating the land on farms in 
Heilongjiang, and I can share with you the hardship I experienced. What were the 
living conditions like when I was in college; and with what types of spirit are we 
working currently? Do you know and understand these?” I feel communications 
are very important. I want to let them know all …These days, there is much 
negative media propaganda which gives people the impression that you corrupted 
leaders are eating ordinary people as your fish and meat (bullying and exploiting 
鱼肉百姓)…(Yin Shangfa) 
  
Closely related to the practice of communications is the visibility of the president 
to students. For example, President Yin Shangfa mentions that he enjoys dining in the 
students’ dining halls so that he can talk to them and identify potential problems. 
President Jiao Beipu states enthusiastically that he enjoys participating in students’ 
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activities. President Jiao Nanmei mentions that he always spent some time with students 
due to influence from his American peers: 
Students want to see their president. I sometimes visit them. I sing when they ask 
me to sing; I jump up and down the bamboo poles 跳竹竿( a dance) whenever 
they asked me to do it. (Jiao Nanmei) 
 
Small earthquakes mean allowing students to make mistakes or freely express 
themselves sometimes so that their anger/tension/stress can be released to avoid more 
serious conflicts. “We need to observe the students: too quiet is not a good sign; moderate 
fire, moderate release is like many small earthquakes which can actually prevent big 
earthquakes from happening, thus reducing the destructive power of them” (Jiao Nanmei) 
President Jiao Nanmei also provides an example: 
How to cope with students “fire”? I think we should take proper measures. For 
instance, when our university celebrates our anniversary, a Friend University in 
Japan sent us some cherry trees as gifts. Student said that we should not use any 
gifts from the Japanese. Or else they would pour sulphuric acid (硫酸) on the 
cherry tree garden. Two sides (one supporting the use of Japanese gifts and one 
against it) were involved in heated debates and arguments. Observing the 
arguments, I saw student attacks remain on the verbal not the action level, so I 
didn’t take any actions, just allowed them to keep arguing. If someone really had 
poured sulphuric acid I would have punished him according to our regulations. 
Japanese gifts are our university assets. After two months of arguments, nothing 
happened. If you (I) had forced them to stop, they might have really done it (pour 
sulphuric acid). 
 
Summary/Discussion. The four strategies of managing students suggest that the 
presidents treat students as adults (communications and visibility) as well as children 
(parenting and small earthquakes). Parenting and small earthquakes connotes more 
Chineseness while communicating and visibility suggests more Westernness. Parenting 
students is a long tradition in China since Confucius proposed the concept that teachers 
are like parents thousands of years ago: a one-day teacher is equal to a life-long parent. 
Under the Confucian influence, students are traditionally viewed in China as children 
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who need a lot of care, guidance, and disciplining from the parents and teachers as 
revealed in a Chinese proverb: if you don’t spank and teach children, they become 
rotten/spoiled. My experience of being a student in a U.S. university informs me that 
parenting students, to a certain degree, is viewed as non-professional behavior. 
Small earthquakes suggests a Taoist leadership approach of manipulating, non-
enforcing (lead by following the natural forces) and patience (Zeng, 2002, 2003). Due to 
the strong Taoist influence, Chinese culture and leadership emphasize more than the 
American ones patience, persistence, timing, and non-enforcing (Zeng, 2002, 2003). The 
key concept is that nature has its own essence and rules. Leading through forcefully 
changing nature’s essence is not wise. A good leader should wait until the right time 
arrives, when everything is ready, to take action (Zeng, 2002). If he does this, he can save 
much time and energy, and he is smart. Often, issues can dissolve themselves over time 
(Zeng, 2003). Enforcing before the optimum time is inefficient and ineffective (Zeng, 
2002, 2003). The strategy of allowing small earthquake President Jiao Nanmei has 
learned from his Chinese-American peer reflects this preference. 
The strategies of emphasing on open communications and visibility are more 
often seen in the Western leadership literature (Fisher, 2006; Birnbaum, 2000; Bornstern, 
2003). Chinese leadership emphasizes more non-verbal communications while the 
American leadership emphasizes more direct communications (Aperian Global, 2011) 
due to their different cultural traditions and political systems. Chinese culture is more 
contextual (Aperian Global, 2011), thus context reading is an important communication 
skill. Modesty, humbleness, and indirect communications are valued (Aperian Global, 
2011). Therefore people tend to use less verbal communication than the Americans. Also, 
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due to China’s long feudal history, highly centralized political system and the 
hierarchical social structure, talking sometimes can cause trouble as reflected in a 
Chinese proverb: the more one talks, the more mistakes he makes which means the more 
chances he can offend his superior (yanduo biyoushi). Also Chinese way of 
communications tends to be more indirect than the Americans (Aperian Global, 2011). 
Being together with students might not be a very novel idea for the American university 
presidents. In China, it is an emerging idea. Due to the bureaucratic political and 
organizational structures, leader-centered culture, and teacher-authority tradition, 
presidents have never been that visible on the campus particularly among students. I 
don’t remember having ever seen my presidents both in my undergraduate and graduate 
years in China. Even after becoming a faculty member at Ningxia University later on, I 
had never had the opportunity to speak with two of my presidents. The communications 
and visibility of presidents indicates a more Western/American tradition of equality and 
democracy.  
These four strategies suggest that these presidents lead by combining the 
traditional Chinese and Western ideologies and practices. Specifically, they lead students 
with a combination of Chinese patriarchal leadership and American/ Western democratic 
leadership. Patriarchalism has been proved as a very distinctive Chinese leadership style 
(Farh & Cheng, 2000). The leader is expected to act as the father of the organization and 
the people in it. Democratic leadership is regarded as more of a Western leadership style 
(Hoppe & Bhagat, 2008) where a leader is expected to treat people in an organization 
equally. A leader is viewed more like a colleague than a father. Obviously, the presidents 
interviewed combine the Western and Chinese practices consciously or subconsciously to 
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lead students. Their leadership is a fluid blending of West and East characterized by 
fatherly, democratic, ethical (caring, responsible), knowledgeable, and pragmatic/ 
adaptable traits. 
Summary (CEO)  
This section is a discussion about the second role of the president, that of a CEO. 
In this role, the presidents are responsible for the overall management of the entire 
institution with money and people managing as the focuses. Managing money includes 
jingying and budgeting. Budgeting was not discussed in depth, but the metaphor of 
playing piano in budgeting is a powerful one. The concept of jingying, making money but 
not for profit has been discussed in depth. Management of people, of administrators, 
faculty and students, has been discussed in great depth.  
The major themes regarding the presidents’ overall CEO management strategies 
include jingying, managing with a business model for educational purposes, which is a 
capitalist ideology combined with socialist ideology paralleling to the non-profit mission 
of the educational organizations. The major budgeting strategy includes the metaphor of 
playing piano in which one’s ten fingers coordinate and balance one another to make 
beautiful music. This is a blending of Chinese collectivism, a traditional cultural 
emphasis on balance, and Western practices. The major themes regarding how to manage 
human beings include managing by nurturing a culture; by standing on a middle path 
between regulations and benevolence; by delegating, a form of Chinese pragmatism: by 
combining non-material and material rewards; by evaluating the faculty’s work; by 
managing students through parenting, communicating, allowing small earthquakes, and 
through visibility. These indicate the presidents’ creative and innovative reconstruction, 
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blending, and balancing of the Western and Chinese thoughts and practices. 
These themes suggest that the leadership of the presidents is a dynamic blending 
of the Western and Chinese, business and education ideologies and practices according to 
the global-local-organizational contexts and the presidents’ personal preferences and 
values. Chinese leadership has never emphasized the management role of senior leaders. 
Leaders, especially, university presidents, are expected to be moral role models instead of 
CEOs. In the past Chinese leadership was more influenced by paternalistic tradition in 
which organizations or even the country was viewed as a family (Zeng, 2003; Farh & 
Cheng, 1999, 2000). As a result, historically, a university president was expected to be a 
fatherly spiritual leader, the symbol and soul of the university and a superb scholar (Xi, 
Guo, Wang & Wang, 2002; Zhou, 1996; Chen, 2002), but not a CEO. 
Due to the imperatives from globalization, its resultant neo-liberalism and China’s 
response of shifting to a market economy from a planned economy where the universities 
can no more escape the trends of modernization and commoditization (Burbules &Torres, 
2000),and he machinery of the university becomes a much bigger and more sophisticated 
system than a small family type of organization. Consequently, running a university 
becomes a much more complicated task than ever before. A father figure with higher 
moral values is not enough. China has called for leaders who are able to combine West 
and East, and a leader who can manage. Without looking at the capitalist world (Western-
business) and its ideologies and practices, it’s impossible to manage contemporary 
Chinese universities. Presidents have to draw inspiration from their Western and business 
counterparts. However, instead of mechanically adopting the capitalist ideas and 
practices, they are exploring a dynamic integration of the Western and Chinese, the 
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corporate and the educational, and the capitalist and the socialist. Therefore, their 
leadership is capitalist and socialist simultaneously depending on the global-local-
institutional context.  
In addition to the context-contingency and capitalist-socialist tendencies, these 
presidents’ leadership has also proved to be human-contingent. Human refers to the 
followers and to the leaders themselves. Presidents lead the different groups of followers 
with different styles and approaches. For example, for senior administrators, presidents 
don’t use money as incentives. Rather, they emphasize delegating. Policy, regulations, 
evaluation and money incentives are emphasized for managing faculty. Parenting and 
human care are highlighted for managing students. As a leading human being, they have 
shown great humanity. In the process of leading, their own personal values and 
preferences have played important roles, even to the point of compromising the 
regulations, for example. Therefore, their leadership is human and personal. 
The leadership qualities presidents have demonstrated in their management roles 
include superb management skill sets, entrepreneurialism, business-education and global-
local mindset and skillsets, people skills, knowledge about global-local, non-profit and 
for-profit organizations, innovativeness, creativity, pragmatism, ethics, and open-
mindedness. Their leadership (revelaed in their CEO role) is marked by global 
competencies, multiple cultural and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and 
interdependent visions.  
Fundraiser: No.1 Priority  
 In addition to the role of a visionary and CEO (general manager taking care of the 
daily operational administrative responsibilities), these university presidents also play the 
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role of fundraisers. In the interviews, most of the presidents thought of fundraising as the 
No.1 task (Zhou Nonghua, Hua Haifeng, Jiao Beipu, Jiao Nanmei, Kong Huagang,Yin 
Shangfa). For example, President Jiao Beipu comments that a university can “achieve 
nothing without money”. “No university… regardless of how strong it is, can recruit 
good students without money”, thus, raising funds is the most important task of the 
university presidents:  
You need to look for money. This is the first priority…Without money, you have 
no way to secure the quality of the university; you cannot hire famous professors, 
which leads to no quality students. [If you] lack money, you cannot (buy) much 
good equipment. We Chinese university presidents (vs Western universities) first 
think about how to find money (Jiao Beipu). 
 
According to the participants, there are several reasons for them to prioritize 
fundraising. First, because of a large market demand,, the Chinese higher education 
system has to be greatly expanded to satisfy the desire for education on the part of a large 
population as President Kong Huagang explains: 
In 1997 and 1998, China’s higher education witnessed a huge expansion (big 
growth). The leaders then didn’t have the right idea. They thought that the 
Chinese higher education system had a great capability to increase enrollment. 
There wouldn’t be any capacity at all if we continued expanding (enrollment): all 
the students now are required to live in the campus dorms while we don’t have 
enough resources (dorms); and some sub-campuses have been built up 
unreasonably. These past several years, universities have been punished by the 
previous expansion. Although all the universities are busy building (new 
facilities), still one bedroom is shared by 8 students, and the classrooms, labs, as 
well as the roads are overloaded. [There is] no other solution except building a 
new campus. 
 
The second reason the presidents discussed is inadequate government funding  
 
support. With the rapid growth, the traditional government funding support is no longer  
 
adequate (Jiao Beipu). On the contrary, it’s far from enough for the universities 
 
 to operate: 
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Chinese universities have much less resources than universities in other countries. 
A university like ours receives funds from both the national and local 
governments. The total yearly funds we receive from both tiers of government is 
¥300,000,000, but the yearly operational expense of the university is 
¥700,000,000 to ¥800,000,000. Tuition can generate another ¥100,000,000…. 
(Kong Huagang). 
 
The third reason is governmental “favoritism” toward the major universities. In 
order to enhance world competitiveness, government has decided to provide more funds 
to the major universities than to the others. Consequently, finding additional funds 
becomes imperative for many institutions which are not government favorites. Most of 
the presidents interviewed said they didn’t have enough support from the government, 
thus they have to generate more funds by themselves, as reflected in President Jiao 
Nanmei’s complaints: “Government funds to Dongxi (his university) are far from 
enough, less than the amount provided to Qinghua (University) and Beida (Beijing 
University), as a result, I have to find more resources”. This situation is also vividly 
reflected in President Jiao Beipu’s words:  
In the past, government provided funds for the universities. I (a president) did 
more when the government gave more money, and did less when it gave less 
money. However, if any university dares to live like that these days, it cannot 
sustain even for one year…because the government only provides 30-40% of the 
funds for universities like ours, and we have to find the rest of the funds.  
 
The fourth reason pointed out by President Jiao Beipu is very striking. He 
suggests that Chinese university presidents put fundraising as the first priority in their 
agenda because this is almost universally practiced. In other words, since majority of the 
university presidents across the world put fundraising at the center of their agenda, 
Chinese university presidents should follow suit:  “the first thing any university in the 
world thinks abour is funds” (Jiao Beipu). The fifth reason pointed out by President Zhou 
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Nonghua is self-fulfillment. Generating more funds can help him realize his ambition as 
well as implement his visions (Zhou Nonghua). 
Fundraising Strategies 
Baxian Guohai, Gexian Qiling  
Regarding how to raise funds, the overarching strategy proposed by the 
participants is baxian guohai, gexian qiling. Literally, this proverb can be translated as: 
“eight Gods cross the river in eight ways, each utilizing his own strength”. It originated 
from a Buddhist story. When faced with crossing a large river, eight Gods decided to 
cross it without transportation regardless of the danger. Everyone succeeded, each one 
demonstrating a unique way of crossing by utilizing his individual strength. I use this 
expression here to mean that each president interviewed utilizes his own strength to 
generate funds for his institution. For example, President Jiao Beipu mentions that he is 
not good at making money in the stock market, but is an expert in foreign languages and 
culture. Therefore, he uses the university press to generate additional funds. He also 
utilizes the language and cultural studies strengthsof his institute to recruit international 
students and thus generate additional funds. President Jiao Nanmei uses his overseas 
Chinese and business connections to raise funds from overseas and local Chinese 
entrepreneurs. President Zhou Nonghua utilizes his western connections to generate 
funds from the global communities, and he is also bringing in money from the corporate 
world based upon the strengths of his university which can benefit the business sectors. 
In addition, he is good at enlisting government funds due to his connections in American 
and Chinese government. President Qian Haikai uses his mentor’s high profile 
connections to get government funds. President Kong Huagang says that he is not good at 
getting government money, but is good at saving money. President Yin Shangfa states 
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that he was able to utilnitize his good relationship with government officials to get some 
small funds for the university. President Li Dongba seems to suggest that he is good at 
getting both government and businesses funds. 
Specifically, the presidents propose three major fundraising strategies: 1) 
competing for government funds; 2) begging from the society (non-government funds), 
from private or non-profit, domestic or international donors; 4) borrowing (from the 
banks); 3) making money. 
The first fundraising strategy the presidents employ is “racing” to grasp 
government funds (Kong Huagang). Given the fact that government is the most important 
funding source, the presidents interviewed mentioned that they had to spend a lot of time 
and energy in attempting to obtain government funds (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Nanmei, 
Kong Huagang, Qian Haikai, and Yin Shangfa). For example, President Zhou Nonghua 
informed the researcher that he has to have dinner regularly with the government officials 
in charge of the funds. In order to be successful in getting government funds, the 
presidents first need to locate the potential funds (Jiao Nanmei, Kong Huagang), and then 
“race” to them (Kong Huagangg).They have to be “thick” (not shy) (Yin Shangfa, Kong 
Huagang), patient, sharp, swift and  have strong connections in the government. President 
Yin Shangfa’s and President Kong Huagang’s descriptions vividly reflect the situation:  
There’s a Chinese phrase which goes like this: marching on by racing. Dealing 
with the government (funding), you have to run. This is a basic presidential ability. 
A more polite way to say it is to expand externally, which means to be able to 
grasp the opportunity (for funds) at the right moment. This opportunity should be 
a market opportunity. However, in China, it’s more of a government funding 
opportunity…. Asking for government resources, one should visit and ask for 
funds from the Minister of Education and the mayors of the cities often, 
consistently, persistently, constantly, and thickly…My face skin is too thin (shy) 
to sit outside of the door of the minister’s office and wait (Kong Huagang). 
Asking for money requires being thick (not shy), I sometimes was kicked out of 
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the leaders’ office after some polite greeting words. They say they will think 
about my request…I cannot sit there forever (Yin Shangfa).  
  
President Qian Haikai’s university always depends on its old president, Xu 
Yaowu, in the final stage of government funding requests because he was the teacher of 
many national government leaders (Qian Haikai), thus is more likely to be able to see and 
talk to them to get the money. 
In addition to obtaining government resources, the presidents also beg for money 
from the society and from non-governmental resources (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Nanmei, 
Kong Huagang, Yin Shangfa, Qian Haikai). These include all non-government funds, and 
private, domestic and overseas donations and loans as reflected in President Zhou 
Nonghua’s words: 
Today’s university does not depend solely on government funds….it needs to get 
donations from alumni and wealthy people, and then name the buildings with the 
donors’names. My office building is named after its foreign sponsor. 
 
All the presidenents mentioned specifically that they have raised domestic as well 
as overseas funds from businesses to run their universities. For example, President Jiao 
Nanmei states: 
These past years, I spent a lot of time running the university. Constantly, I 
interacted with all the external constituents, raising funds from the business 
people in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and I also raised funds from the local 
(mainland Chinese) entrepreneurs. For example, one entrepreneur donated 
¥56,000,000 RMB. 
 
President Kong Huagang mentions that Zijian Group has provided a solid amount of     
 
donation to his university.  
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Raising funds from the society (non-government funds) is very challenging given  
the Chinese systems and culture which haven’t established a mechanism for donations, as 
President Kong Huagang puts it:  
One of the major roles of the U.S. university presidents is to get the donors’ 
money. However, in China, this market is not large. In addition, our situation 
doesn’t encourage donation. First, China doesn’t have too many rich people; 
second, we don’t have the infrastructure for donation. Therefore, it’s very difficult 
to raise money through donation. It’s impossible. You have to run to the 
government (for funds), from national to local government…. 
 
In addition to raising funds from the government and private donors, presidents  
 
 borrow money from the banks. Most of the presidents interviewed have obtained some 
bank loans to build up new campuses. For instance, President Li Dongba has received a 
large bank loan to build up his Songshan Campus. President Kong Huagang also builds 
up his new campus with some bank loans. Combining three channels of funds, they are 
able to run the universities:  
We spent over ¥2,000,000,000 RMB in building our new campus. These funds 
come from some government grants, some business donations, and some bank 
loans. By getting some funds from here and borrowing some from there, we were 
able to purchase several small pieces of land (Kong Huagang).   
 
In addition to begging money from the government and donors and borrowing 
money from the banks, a few presidents talk about making money directly or indirectly 
(Jiao Beipu, Zhou Nonghua, Kong Huagang, Yin Shangfa, Shi Yixi, Li Dongba). What 
this means is that the presidents utilize the resources of their universities and their 
personal skillsets and resources to generate funds to support the operations of their 
institutions. Since each university and its president have their own unique strengths and 
resources, they make money in their unique way as reflected in the Chinese proverb: 
Eight gods cross the ocean, each does it differently.  
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For example, President Kong Huagang’s institution generates some funds through 
providing teacher training for western China and on-line programs all over the country 
based upon the strength of teacher education at his institution. President Jiao Nanmei 
takes advantage of his institution’s prestige to generate money by providing services to 
some underdeveloped areas. President Shi Yixi’s university owns several hospitals, 
although he did not specifically inform the researcher about the amount of profit 
generated. President Li Dongba talks about his generating funds through selling land. 
President Jiao Beipu gives a very vivid description of these varieties of ways of making 
money: 
Regarding money-making, each institution has its own unique way. Science and 
engineering programs/universities have their own businesses or provide services 
to the society with their research discoveries. What can we do as universities with 
social science and humanities as the strengths? My institution’s strength is foreign 
language, the same category (as social science-oriented institutions).I myself 
don’t know how to make money in the stock and real estate markets…my ability 
is limited…,but I want to do something I am good at based upon our institutional 
strength. This is safe. It (our money) won’t flow away with the water. Some 
presidents want to invest. After doing that, they are even unable to get the 
principal back, as reflected in a Chinese proverb: When you fail in stealing a 
chick, you lost both chicken and rice (to feed the chick) (touji buchen,fanshibami). 
I never do this kind of thing… Don’t want to do anything that I am not good at. 
What I did was to take advantage of my university’s strength in foreign language 
study and the society’s large demand for it due to the open door policy and 
reformation. We have started a (Foreign Language) Publishing House….This has 
provided 25 percent of our total budget…Meanwhile, we offer training and on-
line programs. Our School of Training does not only gain social profit, but also 
economic profit. We also recruit international students (for profit). Our 
international student rate is high (Jiao Beipu). 
 
Money is generated from the society, from the local communities and from more 
developed areas across the country. It’s also made from the less privileged areas: 
universities in the eastern areas make money from the Western areas, bigger universities 
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make money from the smaller universities, and the state universities make money from 
the local universties.  
Summary and Discussion (Fundraiser) 
The above section is about an important presidential role, fundraiser. Some 
presidents interviewed think of it as the No.1 priority among their responsibilities.Four 
reasons why presidents prioritize fundraising are mentioned, namely, facilitating China’s 
higher education rapid expansion, inadequate and unevenly-distributed government 
funds, practices of Western higher education, and self-fulfillment. Fundraising strategies 
articulated by the presidents include an overarching one and four specific ones. The 
overarching one is “baxian guohai, gexian qiling” (eight gods cross the river in eight 
ways). Specific ones include 1) chasing government funds, which requires time, timing, 
speed, connections, and being thick; 2) begging money from the society (non-government 
funds from the private or non-profit, domestic or international donors), which requires 
time and connections; 3) borrowing (from the banks);  4) and making money, which 
requires utilizing their own strengths.  
The consept of university presidents as fundraisers is nothing new in the United 
States. Fundraising has been a very important role of the presidents (Murphey, 1997; 
Rhodes, 1997). However, it is an emerging role for Chinese university presidents. 
Traditionally, fundraising has not been an important role of Chinese university presidents 
except during some particular historical periods such as the Anti-Japanese War period 
(Zhou, 1996) when government funding was far from to run a university in turmoil. Most 
of the time since the establishment of China’s modern higher education system at the turn 
of the 20th century, government has provided most of the funds (Zhou, 1996). Even after 
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the 1949 Revolution, when the government was very poor, it still funded higher 
education (Yang, 2000) with the idea of “you duoshao qian, ban duoshao shi” (Jiao 
Beipu)  (the more the government provides, the more a university does; the less the 
government provides, the less the university does).  
This means that university operational funds couldn’t exceed government funding 
whether sufficient or not (Zhang, 1981). During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), 
China, in a very real sense, didn’t have the real universities and money was viewed as the 
“tails of capitalism”, thus should “be removed”, using Mao Zedong’s words. There was 
no need for the presidents to raise funds.   
Chinese university presidents began discussing fundraising strategies in the mid-
1990s. The emergence of the presidential role as a fundraiser is partially a consequence 
of the reformation of the Chinese society and the expansion of China’s higher education 
system under global and domestic pressures and the resultant shrinkage of government 
funding. It is also partially a consequence of China’s westernization: presidents in the 
Western countries specialize in raising funds; we should do the same. The force of 
globalization makes higher education more privatized and market-driven, thus globally 
no government provides adequate funds to support education (Burbules & Torries, 2000).  
As a result, universities have to look for funds from other sources. In the public American 
higher education institutions, presidents are very active in fundraising campaigns raising 
funds from donors and government (Bornstein, 2003)  while the Chinese presidents 
(public institutions) seem to be involved in both money making and money begging 
activities. Since fundraising is more of a Western university tradition than a Chinese one, 
these presidents leadership is more Western in that sense. 
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However, the fund raising strategies proposed by the participants is a dynamic 
and flexible combination of the West and China, capitalist and socialist, corporate and 
educational. For example, the overall strategy of baxian guohai, gexian qiling (eight gods 
cross the river in eight ways) is a traditional Chinese thought of using your strengths and 
avoiding your weaknesses. The places the funds are located reflect a combination of the 
local and global, the public and private. Their specific strategies also indicate a 
combination of West-China, capitalism-socialism, and for-profit and non-profit 
tendencies. For example, begging money from donors is more of an adopted Western 
idea; making money is a capitalist ideology; obtaining low-interest bank loans is an 
innovative combination of capitalist and socialist behaviors; chasing government funds is 
both a Western and Chinese practice with China more dependent on government funding. 
The combination of identifying opportunities, timing, using connections, and 
being thick is used worldwide, maybe more in China with strong Taoist and Confucianus 
influences. The fact that presidents constantly refer to Western and Chinese practices and 
ideologies reinforces this combination. This might be a reflection of China’s overall 
moving away from the Russian model and towards the American model. It might also 
reflect the global pressure of Westernization via Western hegemony. On the one hand, 
the presidents seem to jusify their stances with Western practices or ideologies with the 
idea that anything done in the West is better; on the other hand, they do not blindly copy 
Wwestern practices. Instead, they adopt and adapt according to the Chinese and their 
institutional contexts. For example, their specific approaches to fundraising are culturally 
confined. Unique Chinese cultural phenomena such as guanxi, renqin, mianzi (Fu, Wu & 
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Yang, 2007 ), respecting seniority, prestige, ranks, and titles all play roles in their daily 
fundraising practices. 
Their leadership is also a combination of personal-contextual. From their overall 
to their specific fundraising strategies they have demonstrated a high ability to combine 
personal and institutional strengths to bring both domestic and international resources to 
their institutions. In this regard, their leadership is context-individuality-contingent. It 
also indicates that their leadership is a dynamic and fluid blending of their Chineseness 
and Westerness depending on the context. It’s what I call Chinese pragmatism. Global, 
national, higher educational, institutional contexts, and personal strengths define what 
and they blend.  
Their fundraising strategies also show strong entrepreneurialism tempered by a 
search for harmony and stability. On the one hand, they are risk-taking, opportunistic, 
business minded, and market driven; on the other, they thinkought conscientiously about 
(balancing) the contexts, timing,  ethics, culture, people, public interest, personal 
strengths and many other contextual elements  before taking the risk, chasing the market, 
and grasping the opportunities. According to Shiqiang Zeng (2003), American leadership 
emphasizes more risk taking, while Chinese leadership emphasizes more a seeking for 
stability and harmony. Hoppe & Bhagat (2008) also point out that Americans value the 
big-hero type of leadership who possess some pioneer spirit. Both Confucian and Daoist 
leadership emphasize stability (Zeng, 2002, 2003). Obviously, these presidents’ 
leadership combines both the American and the Chinese characeristics.  
Their leadership also indicates that they are teachers as well as students. By being 
teachers, I mean they possess rich and in-depth knowledge about the globe, the U.S, 
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China, the local communities, higher education, their institutions and themselves. By 
being students, I mean that they are constantly learning new things, such as how to raise 
funds facing a constantly changing environment. According to Chen and Fan, Chinese 
leadership emphasizes leaders being more authoritative like a father/teacher although 
Confucius once said: “Among three people, there must be one who can be my teacher.” 
Although celebrating the big-hero and more recently the teacher type of leader (Hoppe & 
Bhagat, 2008), due to the interest infor freedom and equality and a checks and balances 
political system, leaders’ roles in the U.S. seem to be less authoritative than the Chinese 
ones. Therefore, the leadership style of being both teachers and students is 
simultaneously very Chinese and American.   
Their leadership is also a combination of relation and taskorientations. They put a 
lot of value on relationship building and networking for fundraising purposes, but their 
primary purpose is to complete the task of raising money. According to Zengshi Qiang 
(2003), American leadership is more task-oriented while Chinese leadership is more 
relation-oriented. Seen through this lens, the presidents’ leadership is a U.S.-China 
blending. 
Moreover, while fundraising, the presidents employ ethical standards (Qian 
Haikai, Yin Shangfa, Kong Huagang, Jiao Beipu). Moral values have been very much 
emphasized in Chinese leadership (Zeng, 2022, 2023; Farh & Cheng, 1999, 2000). In 
recent years, Western scholars and practitioners have also started to place a lot of value 
on leadership ethics (Ciulla, 2003). In this sense, the presidents’ leadership is a West-
China combination. 
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In summary, their leadership is marked by a Western-Eastern combination, 
context-individuality contingency, entrepreneurialism yet stability, authority yet 
democracy, relation yet task orientation, knowledge yet humility, ethics yet pragmatism, 
and a high adaptability. It’s a dynamic and fluid blending of Chineseness, Americaness, 
globalness, individuality in a global-local-institutional context through the leadership 
agents. To apply a Chinese proverb: these presidents look at six roads with their eyes and 
listen to eight directions with their ears.They bring in whatever works and is good in 
order to lead. Their leadership (revelaed in their fundraiser role) is marked by global 
competencies, multiple cultural and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and 
interdependent visions. 
Head of Internationalization 
In addition to the roles of providing vision, managing the university, and raising 
funds, the participants interviewed also highlighted the presidential role as head of 
internationalization. This is the most passionately discussed role. 
Being in Charge and Enjoying 
The head of internationalization role seems to be important and pleasant because 
the presidents talk about it with enthusiasm, smiles, knowledge, and insight (Jiao 
Nanmei, Jiao Beipu, Yin Shangfa, Zhou Nonghua, and Hua Haifeng). The interviews 
informed the researcher that the presidents are the architects of, heads of, and experts in 
internationalization at their campuses. Many of them put this role at the center of their 
agenda and show great enthusiasm in pursuing it strategically (Jiao Beipu, Yin Shangfa, 
Li Dongba, Zhou Nonghua,Hua Haifeng, Kong Huagang, Jiao Nanmei). They design 
strategies of internationalization: they travel to establish relationships and programs as 
well as to negotiate contracts (Yin Shangfa, Jiao Beipu, Hua Haifeng, Li Dongba, Zhou 
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Nonghua, Kong Huagang). As a result, they become experts in this area. For example, 
Presidents Jiao Nanmei, Jiao Beipu, and Yin Shangfa mention that they are truly happy to 
be in charge of internationalization. President Jiao Beipu utilizes his international 
connections, setting up many collaborative projects with institutions in other countries. 
President Yin Shangfa travels to different countries to establish relationships and 
negotiate agreements. President Hua Haifeng designs the overall strategy of his campus’ 
internationalization: “We won’t work with the U.S. due to 9:11; instead, we will work 
more with Germany due to Qingdao’s particular history” (Hua Haifeng). 
While welcoming the opportunities to work with the international communities, 
President Li Dongba smartly set the alarm for Western monopoly or imperialism. Under 
their leadership, their universities have been very much involved with international 
collaborative activities. For instance, President Jiao Beipu’s university has been working 
with 179 international universities and research institutions (Jiao Beipu), President Yin 
Shangfa’s university has  signed partnership agreements with over 140 universities across 
the world, President Zhou Nonghua’s university has been able to raise funds from the 
international communities including the U.S. government, and President Li Dongba’s 
university positioned itself very advantageously in working with international 
communities.  
Multiplicity (Programs and Countries: Western-oriented) 
The types of collaboration they chose are defined by their diagnosis of their 
institutional needs and the needs of China in a global context. The basic pattern seems to 
be “come and go” (Foreign institutions come to us and we go to them) for mutual benefit. 
Specifically, programs range from people (students/faculty/administrators) exchange, 
invitated expert talks, collaborative research, joint programs, independent programs, and 
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conferences. For example, President Jiao Nanmei mentions that sending and receiving 
visitors is a very important form of internationalization on his campus. People exchange 
includes sending students and faculty to other countries to study as groups or individuals 
for shorter or longer times: “The pattern is: we go, they come”. It also includes inviting 
foreign experts to teach and lead research projects or give talks at Chinese institutions. In 
addition, it includes receiving students from other countries mostly to study Chinese 
language and culture. For example, President Jiao Beipu’s university has sent entire 
language classes to countries such as Malaysia and Thailand for two to three months at a 
time. For Portuguese majors, he has established a one-year program with the University 
of Macao for students to study the language followed by a one month visit to Portugal 
sponsored by the Macao Foundation. His institution sends talented English majors to 
study abroad for the purpose of having them come back to teach English upon completion. 
Moreover they have kept sending faculty for further study abroad and to attend 
international conferences so that they can be informed about latest knowledge in their 
various fields of study. Through these exchange activities, his institution has learned 
about leading experts’ work in several fields, which enables them to identify and invite 
70 to 80 foreign experts every year to teach and conduct research at his institution. 
Furthermore, they also receive thousands (over 2000/year) of tuition-paying students 
from other countries for degree and non-degree programs in Chinese language. People 
come (internationals) to study Chinese language and culture, to teach, and to lead while 
people (Chinese) go to learn. This indicates, to a large degree, an unequal relationship 
between China and foreigners: foreigners are viewed as superior and teachers and the 
Chinese are viewed as inferior and students, although I feel the struggle for equality 
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particularly in President Li Dongba’s case. To a small degree, the exchanges are equal as 
indicated by the Chinese language learner programs. 
In addition to the “people exchange” model, joint program is another of 
internationalization model. This means that two universities (one in China, one in another 
country) work together to offer degree or non-degree programs to the Chinese 
communities. For example, President Yin Shangfa has initiated several joint programs, 
such as the one with Utah Science and Technology College, to facilitate not only people 
exchange and experts’ talks, but also collaborative academic programs. The purpose is to 
have Chinese students receive a foreign education in China.  Students are recruited in 
China. The partner universities send faculty over to teach. Students spend most of the 
time in China but some time in the partner institutions. Upon graduation, they receive a 
Bachelors degree granted by both institutions. In addition to degree programs, his 
institution has also established non-degree or internship programs with universities in 
other countries. For example, the program with a UK university is non-degree because 
it’s very costly to get its degree according to the Chinese standard, and the program with 
a German university is for the students to get hands-on experience.  
In order to start a fashion design major with international standards and reputation, 
President Li Dongba’s university has worked with the Japanese Culture and Fashion 
Institute (日本文化服装学院) and the European Fashion Institute (欧洲时装学院) at 
Milan to offer bachelors and masters degrees respectively. Faculty from the partner 
institutions and the students spend some time in China, and some time in their partner 
institutions. His institution is also in the process of negotiating with the Fashion Institute 
of Technology (FIT) and the State University of New York for other joint programs. 
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Thus, both institutions benefit. This seems to be an equal relationship. However, due to 
China’s somewhat blind fervor to chase the Western education commodity. They tend to 
compromise in the negotiation. Thereforethe collaboration is for mutual benefit but not 
necessarily on the equal foot. China gets foreign education it desires, while the foreign 
universities gain economic profit.  
Furthermore, experts’ speeches and co-hosting conferences are also important 
forms of collaboration. For example, President Zhou Nonghua hosts International 
University President Forums, inviting predients from the leading universities with the 
similar strength his university has. This provides an opportunity for Chinese presidents to 
learn from their international peers (Zhou Nonghua). Many of the presidents interviewed 
informed me that they had participated in the World University Presidents’ Forum hosted 
by the Chinese government, and learned much about key leadership issues from their 
international peers (Jiao Beipu, Jiao Nanmei). These events also provide an opportunity 
for foreign universities to learn about Chinese universities (Jiao Beipu). President Yin 
Shangfa and Li Dongba co-host conferences with several U.S. universities and have 
invited their partner institutions’ faculty to give speeches to benefit the students and 
faculty. The purpose is for mutual benefit, and there are efforts to equalize that benefit, 
but the relationship between China and the Westl is still not completely equal because 
things foreign are more admired than things Chinese by Chinese. 
In addition, joint research is another important form of collaboration. For example, 
President Hua Haifeng’s university has joined the World Ocean University Association to 
conduct research at  advanced and Ph.D levels in oceanography and marine science with 
universities  with the similar strengths in the U.S, Europe, Great Britain, Japan and Korea, 
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to enhance its research capacity (Hua Haifeng). This indicates a more equal relationship. 
Different from the above-mentioned joint programs initiated by the institutions for 
mutual benefit (but mainly for the purpose of Chinese students and faculty to experience 
a foreign education) are the Confucius Institutes. They are collaborations aimed at having 
Americans experience and learn about Chinese culture and language and are sponsored 
by the Chinese government. For example, President Kong Huagang’s institution has 
already started two Confucius Institutes in the United Stated partnered with universities 
there. He also informed me that another leading university in China is working with a US 
University in San Fransisco to start another Confucius Institute. This seems to indicate 
the rising equality China has gained in international callaborations. Instead of a passive 
receiver and admirer of the West, China is becoming an active giver.  
Besides the multiple programs, the countries covered by these international 
programs are also multiple and Western-centered. However, the more frequently 
mentioned countries in the presidents’ conversations are the U.S., Australia, the UK, 
other European countries and Asian countries, while African and Latin American 
countries are lacking in the conversations. The first choice is the United States; second 
choice is the Europe and Australia; and third one is Asia and other countries. Among 
these three groups, the first is treated as the most superior and the one that Chinese 
institutions are most eager to work with, although there’s an emerging voice for equal 
partnership from the participants interviewed. Most of these programs use U.S. partners’ 
brand names, textbooks and faculty in China to provide a compromised and cheaper U.S. 
education for Chinese students. 
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This suggests that a US education is more appealing in the Chinese market. Most 
of the presidents looked at the United States as their targeted partners. They want to work 
with U.S. universities as long as the disadvantages remain minimal. The second group 
(European, Australian, and Canadian) is treated as more superior than the third group but 
as less superior than the first.For example, President Yin Shangfa mentions that his 
university has six solid joint programs with the U.S. and one with the UK, one with 
France, and one with Germany (education import countries). (Among the latter, the ones 
with Germany and France work well because they cost less, while the UK one is only 
non-degree because it’s too expensive.) President Hua Haifeng chose to work with 
Germany more than the United States not because U.S. universities are not appealing but 
because of the American hostility to China after 9:11. President Jiao Beipu’s institution 
sent non-English language majors to other countries for cultural experiences, but sent the 
English majors to be trained in the U.S. as her future faculty.  
The third group (Asian) is the least favored but is more eager to work with China 
than the others. Although President Li Dongba has initiated a joint program with a 
Japanese university, his conversation suggests that it’s hard to send his students to 
Korean and Japan because these places are not that appealing to the students at his 
institution in one of the largest cities in China. Therefore, his interest in these countries is 
to recruit more students there and provide them with a Chinese education at his institution 
(education export countries). (This indicates that China looks for stronger partners. The 
popularity of English over other languages symbolizes China’s major trend of 
internationalization: looking to the Western/English-speaking world as a model). 
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Do it Strategically, Sincerely, Pragmatically, with Cross-cultural Competence 
In addition to what to do about internationalization, the presidents also talk about 
how to do it. Doing it intelligentlyly, sincerely and pragmatically with cultural sensitivity 
is the main theme emerging from my interview data. First, the presidents interviewed 
lead internationalization very strategically and intelligently. To them, the main purpose is 
to benefit China and their own institutions, but they also try to make partnerships win-
win situations so that the partners can benefit too. For example, President Jiao Beipu only 
works with countries and institutions which can help further strengthen her university’s 
foreign language and cultural study strengths. She also pays particular attention to 
picking up projects which are well funded so that students and parents don’t need to pay. 
President Yin Shangfa works with multiple countries, with very flexible and diversified 
programs, depending on what his institution and students need the most and what the cost 
is. With countries that are willing to provide more resources, his collaboration is more 
extensive while with some more costly countries, he collaborates less. Working with the 
Asian countries, his main intention is to make money. In order to develop the best tourist 
program in China, he picked three top universities in tourism in the world to collaborate 
with. Among them, prestigious universities like Cornell are intentionally excluded 
because “other better Chinese universities …have been working with them” (Yin 
Shangfa). President Hua Haifeng tried to avoid the U.S. because the U.S. fear and 
hostility toward international communities 9: 11 might harm his institution. The reason 
why he focuses more on joint research collaboration with many other countries is because 
that helps the most in strengthening the research quality of his institution. President Li 
Dongba clearly diagnosed his institutions strengths and weaknesses and is very far-
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sighted in his approach. He picked up the strongest international collaborators while 
negotiating very hard to maintain his institutional autonomy and benefits .In order for his 
students to get visa more easily, President Yin Shangfa spent much time in developing 
relationships with U.S. Embassy in his city.  
Second, thsese presidents lead internationalization sincerely with cross-cultural 
competence. For example, President Yin Shangfa visited his US partners with very 
specific proposals regarding what to collaborate on. His sincerity, persistence and 
pragmatic approach broke the ice between his U.S. collaborators and his delegation. In 
the past, American institutions tended not to take Chinese university presidential visits 
very seriously because they had experienced “empty talks” from them. (Here American 
efficiency and pragmatism contrast with Chinese pragmatism which values the 
relationship instead of business). Because his approach met American expectations, his 
visits were well received and finally led to solid collaborative projects:   
…Several other universities were very indifferent and non-enthusiastic (about our 
expressed intention to collaborate) before I visited…That was why I decided to 
visit. When I visited, all three presidents met with me. After some discussions, all 
three institutions signed agreements with us on the spot….Later I checked back 
and asked why.They told me that Hawaii, Nebraska, Las Vegas and Washington 
DC are all tourist destinations. Too many Chinese presidents came to visit (tour) 
and did some empty talks about collaboration, but made nothing really happen. 
We (the U.S. presidents) are no longer interested (in the Chinese presidents’ 
visits). I made full preparation before my visits focusing on how to collaborate, 
what to do…Later they said to me: ‘after listening to you, we learned that you are 
talking about concrete plans, which we also want to do. We are interested in 
China. The only fear is that nothing will happen after talking for a long time.  
 
Enhancing China’s World Compatibility (Purposes) 
 
The ultimate purpose of internationalization, as articulated by the participants, is 
to enhance Chinese universities’ world visibility and competitiveness, and to strengthen 
Chinese higher education so that it can become an important player in the world higher 
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education system (Jiao Beipu, Hua Haifeng, Yin Shangfa, Zhou Nonghua, Li Dongba). 
Several presidents expressed the idea that their universities and programs should be 
among the best in the world and the best in China (Li Dongba, Yin Shangfa). For 
example, the reason why President Yin Shangfa visited and signed agreements with the 
three U.S. universities having the best tourism programs is because his university will 
start a new program of tourism and he wants it to be the “No. One” in China modeled 
upon the top programs in the world. “(My city) expects us to build the College of 
Tourism as the best in China to educate the best students in tourism, but we lack global 
perspective.” (Yin Shangfa) 
In order to achieve these purposes, Chinese education needs to transcend national 
boundaries (Jiao Beipu, Yin Shangfa, Hua Haifeng). In the past, a Chinese university 
diploma was not accepted by universities in other countries, especially in the developed 
countries. Increasing international collaboration can help China’s academic degrees be 
accepted by other countries, thus equalizing the collaboration and removing the barriers 
for China to communicate with the world and to compete on an equal footing with 
Western countries. As President Jiao Beipu puts it: 
Promoting Chinese-international collaboration and communications among 
universities is a good way to achieve bilateral/mutual recognition of education 
received. In this way, credits and degrees can transcend national boundaries so 
that our students’ earned credits and degrees can be accepted (by the international 
communities). For example, my university has about 1000 students from other 
countries, some in undergraduate programs, some in graduate programs…We 
grant them our degrees…Their home universities recognized these degrees… Our 
students’ credits and degrees should also be recognized by universities in other 
countries…I feel this will benefit the younger generation. In the past, our students 
studied in (Chinese) medical schools for 4 to 5 years and no one accepted their 
education when they went abroad…They had to redo it. Very hard! This is 
inappropriate. We accept their degrees and credits, they should accept ours too. At 
least there should be a list of the universities within which the education received 
by the students should be accepted mutually in order smooth out barriers for 
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expanded communications and mutual collaborations…so that they (students) 
don’t need to repeat their education (in another country) (Jiao Beipu). 
 
President Li Dongba reinforces the theme by pointing out that in order to make 
his city the 6th world fashion center, his institution needs to work with the top level 
fashion show programs while maintaining its independency and autonomy: 
We have a thought to establish the world’s No. 6 (rank) fashion capital …in 
addition to bringing the foreign faculty in, students need to go out. Cultural 
sensitivity cannot be developed just by being taught by foreign teachers in China, 
right? That’s why we sent many students to Japan and Italy…In this way the 
programs can be truly internationalized. We have a very advantageous location; 
we have a solid foundation; we also occupy the Vice Chairman’s position (in the 
World Fashion Association), with which we have already started to collaborate. 
They (the collaborators) intended to co-establish an independent School of 
Fashion Design (like a franchise of their home institution). Sorry, I had to say no. 
I am only interested in joint programs with you which can eventually develop into 
an international fashion design school….I want my place to be a meeting place of 
all the 5 fashion capitals’ strengths. If I allow one country to monopolize, I (we) 
will have no role to play in future.  
 
Specifically, there are several major purposes for internationalization expressed 
by the presidents. First is to showcase the status of a university: “The level of 
internationalization, including the number of international students, is an indicator of the 
status and quality of a university.” Second is to raise a university to a global level, as Dr. 
Hua Haifeng explains: “In my presidency, I will bring (my university) onto a global 
track…in order to strengthen (our) research capacity”. The third purpose is to equip the 
faculty with the most updated knowledge in their fields (Jiao Beipu). The fourth one is to 
motivate students and develop their global competence, skill sets, and knowledge as 
President Jiao Beipu states: 
(Internationalization) can give our students opportunities to study abroad. One to 
two months study in the target country to study language as well as culture and 
customs motivates students to study (more seriously with more interest) and to 
develop their competence in understanding the cultural differences and 
similarities influencing languages. It also helps to strengthen the quality of our 
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education….After several years of doing this; students’ perspectives, as well as 
the breadth of their knowledge experience a big leap forward. We also send our 
talented English majors to study abroad so that they can teach in our university 
upon returning. 
 
Another reason which is not directly stated by the presidents is making profit. 
Both Presidents Yin Shangfa and President Jiao Beipu talk about recruiting international 
students as a strategy of generating funds for their universities.  
Summary & Discussion 
 
In this section, I report the themes about one important presidential role, head of 
internationalization as articulated by the presidents interviewed. These themes are: 1) 
being in charge and following a model of establishing multiple programs in multiple 
countries; 2) internationalizing strategically and, sincerely with cross-cultural 
competence, and enhancing China’s world competiveness (purposes). Most of the 
presidents are very happy and enthusiastic in playing this role. They have developed 
multiple mechanisms, channels, and ways to collaborate with foreign institutions such as 
people exchange, joint programs, co-hosting conferences, inviting experts and research 
collaborations. The countries their institutions work with vary according to institutional 
needs and the benefits they can receive. These presidents lead internationalization 
strategically with cross-cultural competence aimed at enhancing China’s as well as their 
institutions’ world competivenesses.  
The discussed themes reveal the complex dynamics of power 
shifting/transitioning in higher education internationalization: from Western domination 
towards equality, from from educational importers toward exporters (China), from the 
periphery to the center, and from passivity to activity. While the old pattern of Western 
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hegemony still exists, China is emerging as a counter force and a much stronger player in 
global higher education negotiations.  
While promoting mutual understanding and communication, internationalization 
has been treated in the United States as an effective tool to spread American influence 
(Knights, 1999, 2004).The thinking is that foreign visitors at U.S. institutions will resume 
leadership positions upon returning to their own countries. Because of their American 
experiences, they are more likely to support domestic policies and conduct practices in 
favor of U.S. international interests (Knights, 2004).  In China’s case, the United States, 
Europe, Australia, Canada, Korea and Japan have been treated by China as superiors 
since the open door policy began. The main purpose in working with these countries, 
particularly the United States, is to adopt and adapt their higher education models to re-
establish and strengthen China’s higher education system (Minister of Education, 1996). 
During the two decades after the start of the open door policy (the 1980s and 90s), the 
main pattern of internationalization demonstrated unequal exchanges. China sent scholars, 
senior administrators to these countries to learn their practices or invited experts from 
these countries to come to China to teach or talk. Chinese university degrees were not 
recognized in the United States. At the conferences (I attended or organized), the Chinese 
were listeners while foreigners were speakers. Under this pattern, the 
international/global/American is viewed as the center, while the Chinese is viewed as the 
periphery. The center was treated as a teacher, while the periphery was treated as a 
student. The center exports ideas, the periphery imports them. The wind blows in one 
direction: from the center to the periphery. The relationship was unequal.  
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The data presented above suggests that this power relationship is undergoing 
some changes. While the foreign is still treated as somewhat superior, there’s a strong 
voice for equalizing relationships. Korea’s and Japan’s superior positions are decreasing. 
Instead of sending education resources to these countries, China is more interested in 
attracting their education capital into China. Instead of allowing U.S./Western institutions 
to operate independently in China, Chinese universities are only interested in joint 
programs in which it is easier to maintain China’s equality. While importing 
American/Western ideologies passively, Chinese has been exporting its own cultural 
values and norms more actively though the Confucius Institutes. In addition to importing 
their foreign partners’ curricula for joint programs, Chinese universities are starting to 
request that their partner faculty come teach face-to-face. Instead of acting as listeners 
and students at conferences, Chinese university presidents are starting to talk and 
exchange views with their international/Western peers. In addition to sending faculty and 
senior administrators to foreign countries, China is sending students over too. Instead of 
working with only underdeveloped countries as in the past, China is working more with 
the developed countries today. Instead of accepting whatever was given in the past, China 
is starting to compare and pick up only the best now. While accepting foreign 
institutions’ degrees and credits, Chinese institutions are beginning to negotiate for their 
own degrees to be recognized by the international communities. Instead of simply 
adopting the Western models, the presidents interviewed are more adapting them now. 
Instead of accepting whoever wants to work with them, Chinese institutions are 
becoming more strategic about partnerships and are beginning to look at the compatibility 
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and quality of their potential partners. While still being very cautious about cost, 
internationalization is becoming a very effective strategy for China to strengthen herself. 
Not only is the center of internationalization moving from the West toward China, 
but the role of the Chinese university presidents in the process of internationalization is 
gaining prominence. In the several decades after the Revolution (1949), Chinese higher 
education was strongly influenced by ideologies and practices from the former Soviet 
Union (Yang, 2000). There weren’t many international activities for the presidents to lead 
except for a few government-run programs with a few countries in the socialist bloc. 
During the Cultural Revolution, China shut its doors completely to the international 
communities (Yang, 2000). The entire nation didn’t have much to do with the 
international communities, and neither did the presidents of the universities. From the 
1980s to the mid-1990s, China was busy with restructuring its higher education system 
(Yang, 2000), but had no financial resources to implement internationalization on a large 
scale. Therefore, internationalization was not then on the agenda of the university 
presidents. Besides, most of the previous-generation of university presidents didn’t have 
Western experiences, nor did they possess the knowledge and skillsets to lead 
internationalization competently, and the government policy also did not encourage 
internationalization.  
However, after the mid-1990s, China started to seriously reform its higher 
education system following the U.S. model (Yang, 2000). The desire to be an equal 
player in a world where the West dominated, and the resultant efforts to become a 
member of the WTO pushed China to conform to WTO standards. Therefore, 
internationalization of higher education became an important strategy to strengthen 
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China’s higher education system (Ministry of Education, 1997). Consequently, 
government started to promote individuals with Western experiences into leadership 
positions. That’s probably one of the main reasons why this generation of presidents I 
interviewed possess the competence to lead internationalization enthusiastically. Through 
their efforts, they are able to help the entire higher education system to converse with the 
wider world.   
The American university and college presidents I met also often talk about 
internationalization. However, their talks indicate that they are not the chief architect and 
exectutives of internationalization, because these roles are normally played by an 
Associate Provost. Internationalization is much less important than fundraising on those 
presidents’ agendas. During a time of budget cuts, many American universities tend to 
cut international programs first. In today’s China, the situation is exactly the opposite. 
Presidents there are in charge of internationalization, and can talk about it intelligently 
and in great-depth as demonstrated by my participants. Internationalization is one of the 
basic national policies (Ministry of Education, 1997) and certainly contributes to China’s 
rapid growth in all dimensions.  
As I mentioned previously, playing the role of the head of internationalization is a 
new concept for contemporary Chinese university presidents. However, with the help of 
their global vision and competence developed through their immersions to Western 
cultural and educational environments as well as through their encounters and 
interactions with Westerners in China, they are able to play the role enthusiastically, 
strategically, and skillfully. The fact that most of them have developed more programs 
with universities in the countries where they have lived (e.g. the United States) says a lot 
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about the good feelings they have about those host foreign countries. However, my 
interviews also indicate that another reason why these presidents choose to work with the 
U.S. is because it is regarded as a leading power in the world and as a model. The fact 
they also work with many other countries seems to suggest that they possess global 
mindsets, adaptabilities, and skillsets. It was these traits and abilities which led them to 
play the role well. 
In leading internationalization, these presidents interviewed have demonstrated 
the following leadership characteristics. First, they have demonstrated global competence 
which includes insights and knowledge about the world; global mindsets and perspectives; 
and most importantly, the ability to analyze and utilize the global to serve China. They 
know what to adopt and adapt and how to adapt and adopt from foreign countries to lead 
China to success.  
Second, their leadership has also demonstrated a strong Chinese pragmatism 
tempered by ethics. On the one hand, they are very nimble, flexible, shrewd, tough in 
negotiation, original, self-protective, creative, and China-benefit-oriented; on the other 
hand, they care about ethics such as quality, fairness, sincerity, human concern, and the 
benefit for the international communities and other institutions.   
Third, in leading internationalization, they are very far-sighted in their vision and 
strategic and passionate in their actions. Envisioning internationalization as a way to 
strengthen China and its higher education, they have developed multiple plans and lead 
their institutions step-by-step flexibly and solidly toward achieving the goals which 
benefit China the most. The passion they show makes them successful in this area.  
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Fourth, their leadership also demonstrated a combination of relationship-
orientation and result-orientation. They have clear plans about what they want to achieve 
for internationalization. In order to get there, they pay much attention to relationship 
building. President Yin Shangfa’s visit to U.S. institutions is a case in point. Spending 
time nurturing relationships and paying attention to the end results, he won the support of 
his American peers. According to Zeng Zhiqiang (2003) and other scholars (Farh & 
Cheng, 2000; Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007, p.904-905), Chinese leadership is more relationship 
oriented while the American leadership is more outcome oriented (Hoppe, & Bhagat, 
2008). By combining both dynamically, these presidents are developing a leadership 
model which is compatible with China’s current situation where the West and East, 
tradition and modernity are blending and negotiating constantly and fluidly to shape a 
new culture, a hybrid culture. 
Last, their leadership indicates Daoist competitiveness, a hard core wrapped in a 
soft appearance like a peach; these presidents’ competitiveness is covered by a soft 
package. They are driven internally by competitiveness, however, externally; they 
compete less obviously and less aggressively than their Western counterparts. For 
example, all of them know that they are in a race with Western countries. Instead of 
directly confronting their fellow racers on the track, they race through strategic planning 
and with steady and gradual but persistent and long-lasting paces. They think before they 
act. 
In a word, their leadership is a constant, consistent, dynamic, fluid blending of the 
idiologies and practices of the United States, China, and many other courtries they have 
been directly or indirectly in contact with. This blending follows the global-local-
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institutional contexts and their personal values and preferences. It’s a dynamic process.  
In the process of leading internationalization, they demonstrate Daoist competitiveness, a 
combination of relationship-orientation and result-orientation, far-sightedness in their 
vision, and strategic and passionate actions, Chinese pragmatism tempered by ethics; and 
global competence marked by deep insights and rich knowledge about the world, global 
mindsets and perspectives and most importantly, the ability to analyze and utilize the 
global to serve China. Their leadership can be summarized as been marked by global 
competencies, multiple cultural and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and 
interdependent visions. 
Minister of Houqin / Mayor of a Small Town: Headache  
 
Playing the role of head of internationalization has provided joys and satisfactions 
to most of the participants. In contrast, another role, Minister of Houqin, gives them 
headaches. Houqin is the product of the Chinese educational system under the centralized 
political system and planned economy where education, including the people working for 
it, belongs to the government; thus, the government/university is responsible for 
providing everything to everybody. Using the presidents’ words, Houqin includes chi 
(eating), he (drinking), la (producing feces), sa (urinating), and shui (sleeping). They are 
in charge of anything relating to the daily life of the people affiliated with the 
organization, such as building housing and dining facilities; assigning the housing and 
dorms to faculty and students; providing utilities; and taking care of retirees’ pensions, 
facultys’ children’s schooling, and many other zashi (chores) (Jiao Beipu). Therefore, a 
president’s role is “like the mayor of a small town” in the United States “taking care of 
chi, he, la, sa, shui of everybody.” This role is closely related to the presidents’ 
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management role. According to these presidents, this role is very different from their 
foreign peers’ roles in that in addition to managing academic affairs, student affairs, 
general affairs, and human-resource affairs etc., Chinese university presidents spend 
much more time managing houqin- which they do not like. 
 Most of the participants complain that this role gives them headaches. According 
to them, this role is unique to the Chinese university system. It was the product of 
China’s transition from the old political and economic systems to the new ones. For 
example, according to President Kong Huagang, the retirement pension was very stable 
and reliable in the past; everybody received a similar pension. With the booming of the 
Chinese economy and the privatization of retirement system, thousands of retired faculty 
demands that the university raise their pension on a yearly basis because of increases in 
the standard of living due to reforms in China. “They want to share the fruit of the open 
door policy and reform” (Kong Huagang). Meanwhile, they want to benefit from the 
private sector’s retirement plans, too. These are new problems for the president to tackle, 
as President Kong Huagang complains:  
The Chinese university takes care of everything, a full package of chi-he-la-sa-
shui. Faculty comes and goes arguing for their housing and pensions. Thousands 
of retired faculty is still affiliated with the university. They don’t want to rely 
fully on the public social security system. Instead, they lay on the bed of the 
university, depending on it to take care of them. They have made great 
contributions to the development of our university. We still hold gratitude for 
them, but it’s impossible to take care of all their needs. Currently, our retirees 
depend too much on the university, demanding “sharing pension” to share the 
outcome of the reform such as a government retirement pension (provided by 
social security agencies) and to increase  the amount of the university retirement 
pension, which has to keep rising (on a yearly basis). Too complicated! (Kong 
Huagang) 
  
Another big headache in this role is building and assigning houses for the faculty 
 and dormitories for the students. In China, housing is always provided by the 
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universities. With increases in the number of new faculty and students every year while 
the retired people are not supposed to return their houses to the universities, constructing 
buildings for people to live in becomes a big responsibility/burden of the university 
presidents as reflected in one president’s story:  
What gives me many headaches is our houqin service, which means you should 
provide places for faculty to live, right? If it’s not (providing) a big house, at least 
you need to find a place for faculty to live: at least one room for a young faculty, 
a two-bedroom apartment for the older faculty, and three-bedroom apartments for 
the professors. Students are also required to live within the campus. Therefore, 
year after year, we have been constantly and continuously launching new 
construction projects: building student dorms, faculty apartment buildings. We do 
this every year, but every year, we are in shortage of these. Why? Because older 
faculty keeps retiring but never return the hous to the university. Every year, we 
recruit 70 to 80, even up to 100 new employees (faculty). Yes, every year! So we 
have to keep providing housing every year (Jiao Beipu).  
 
If it was just the actual construction itself they had to deal with, their job would be 
much easier. However, the biggest challenge comes from the bureaucracy relating to the 
building projects. For each building the universities want to build, they have to pass the 
scrutiny of the bureaucracies in the multiple layers of government offices and officials. 
That does not only require tremendous amounts of time, energy, and patience but also 
relationship building (tatong guanxi).  
… Getting through the procedural bureaucracy for building new housing is very, 
very difficult: first, planning; then obtaining chops (permission), one by one, from 
tens to hundreds of them, depending on the situation. From the planning stage to 
receiving the approval and actually starting construction, it takes at least a year 
and a half. In normal situations, the construction time is shorter. Mostly, our time 
was wasted on getting approvals… begging from the grandpa and grandma 
(people in power to give approval), and raising money, tough! (Jiao Beipu) 
  
After the difficulties of the building process, comes the headache of assigning the 
apartments or houses: who should get what size and in which location. 
We have to match the faculty’s title/seniority with the houses they should 
get” …It’s hard to satisfy everyone because of the shortage of housing. 
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Construction seems to be an endless project. No matter how many buildings you 
build, there are never enough …We build buildings every year, but every year, we 
experience an inadequacy of housing. Student dorms are the same situation (Jiao 
Beipu). 
  
Constantly, presidents are under pressure to look for new resources and go 
through the same difficult processes to build another building. Upon completion of the 
buildings come the problems regarding heating, air-conditioning et cetera: “In winter, 
you (a president) receive phone calls even at midnight complaining that the heating is 
cold or not warm enough” (Jiao Beipu). 
With the expansion of the higher education system in China, there are never 
enough student dormitories. The privatization of student dormitories didn’t work well due 
to problems of distance, location, transportation, convenience, and government concerns 
about possible student management. This pushes the presidents to look for more funds to 
build more student dormitories. At the same time, they have to find the money to build 
other service facilities such as university kindergardens, schools, hospitals et cetera. 
Moreover, presidents have to manage large service teams for the provision of electricity, 
water, building maintenance, transportation (vehicles and drivers) et cetera (Jiao Beipu). 
These headaches are captured vividly by President Jiao Beipu:  
Please take a look at our university. To a large degree, it’s a miniature of a society. 
In addition to the university itself, we have kinder garden, primary school, 
secondary school, hospital, houqin, dining facilities, electricians, maintenance 
staff, drivers, tens of vehicles, many drivers….We hire large numbers of people, 
but only one third of this large team of employees is faculty.This gives me a big 
headache, BIG headache. Each university has a Vice President of Houqin, but he 
is not enough to take care of it. There are many, many supporting administrators 
such as the directors of the Office of Construction, Office of Finance, Office of 
Houqin Service, Office of University Assets, Office of the Student Dorm 
Management, but these are still not enough (Jiao Beipu)….  
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President Jiao Nanmei gives another example of a houqin headache: managing the 
dining facilities like a watch dog:    
Many, many things give headaches to presidents. Chinese university presidents 
take care of too much stuff: eating, drinking, pooping, and peeing! We have been 
exploring the privatization of houqin for a while, but it eventually bounced back 
to our hands again. If there’s a food-poisoning accident, [that’s] my 
responsibility/fault! Once, after finding a fly in a student’s dish, students yelled 
and screamed, even surrounded my office. Luckily, I happened to be in Europe 
when this happened. Students swore they would wait until I came back …. 
Finally, my assistant helped pacify the crowds. Later on, we established a 
mechanism of apology. I told students that I was responsible for the food-
poisoning, and in the future, we would do our best to secure the quality of the raw 
material and strengthen the management of the dining facility, and would not let 
this happen again (Jiao Nanmei). 
 
In some developed areas where the reformation goes deeper, the privatization 
level is higher, and the majority of the faculty are from local area and already have 
houses, the President has less pressure to build new homes for faculty but has to work 
with real estate companies to provide transitional housing to attract more talented faculty 
from outside to work in their universities (Qian Haikai). Once the newly-recruited faculty 
arrives, the university works with real estate developers to provide temporary housing 
with low rent. When the contracted time for this transition is over, this faculty needs to 
buy their own houses and move out of the transitional houses.  
During the interview, the presidents constantly complain about the role of houqin 
minister. President Jiao Beipu uses the expression “this is a big headache” three times; 
Presidents Kong Huagang and Jiao Nanmei indirectly suggest this role is stressful and 
painful; President Zhou Nonghua seems to complain less, maybe due the fact we didn’t 
talk about it in depth.  
During the interviews on this role, the presidents also constantly refer to their 
Western counterparts for contrast: 
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Do you think presidents in other countries do these (managing houqin)? …my 
thought is we are like mayors of small towns. Houqin and chi-he-la-sa-shui are 
not the responsibilities of the presidents in other countries. It’s completely 
privatized. Their presidents also don’t need to build buildings providing 
apartments for the faculty. …They don’t need to. It’s the responsibility of the 
faculty to buy or rent a house from the community. How far your purchased house 
is from the campus, and how big or small your rental is is none of the business of 
the university (Jiao Beipu).  
 
One president talks about foreign peers constructing student dorms to show empathy. 
“MIT had to build many student dorms. The reason why they did it is because their 
students renting in the community often get into some sort of trouble and lose their cases 
in the resulting law suits” (Jiao Nanmei).  
The presidential role of Minister of Houqin is uniquely Chinese. To a certain 
degree, Houqin is similar to auxiliary services in U.S. institutions. These quotations 
(below) from the websites of the University of Texas and the University of Maine (2011) 
reflect the American concept of auxiliary enterprise and services:  
Auxiliary Enterprises is a division within the University of Texas Health Science 
Center at Houston comprised of all its business entities. These businesses 
specialize in services for the student, faculty, employee and often the Texas 
Medical Center community. These Auxiliary Enterprise departments offer 
extremely competitive pricing and value added services. 
 
An Auxiliary Enterprise, as put forth by National Association of College and 
University Business Officers (NACUBO) is an entity that exists to furnish a 
service to students, faculty or staff acting in a personal capacity, and charges fees 
for the use of goods and services. Auxiliary Enterprises are self-supporting 
activities which provide non-instructional support in the form of goods and 
services upon payment of a specific user charge or fee that is at least equal to the 
full direct and indirect cost of providing the goods and services. The general 
public may be also be served incidentally by some enterprises.  For the University 
of Maine System, Auxiliary Services are deemed to be: Dining; Residence; 
Bookstore; Printing; Concessions; Computer Sales and Services; and Motor Pool. 
If Parking Operations and/or Child Care meet all the above criteria, they may also 
be considered as Auxiliary Operations. 
 
Houqin service in China includes all the American dimensions mentioned above. 
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In addition, it includes building and providing academic and residence buildings for the 
entire university community free of charge, or with some symbolic charges. Moreover, it 
includes some businesses generating funds for the universities. Most importantly, 
American auxiliary services seem to operate very independently from the university. 
Therefore, presidents in the US most likely don’t spend too much of their time managing 
this. However, due to the highly-centralized educational system, the large demand for 
higher education growth, and a scarcity of resources, Chinese university presidents spend 
much time taking care of houqin issues.  
As I mentioned previously, these headaches might reflect the internal tension 
caused by China’s fundamental social-political-cultural changes under the imperatives of 
globalization and, to a large degree, Westernization: from a planned economy toward a 
market economy; from centralization toward decentralization; from a Russian model 
toward a US-China model; from Marxism and Confucianism toward McDonald’s-ism 
(Huang, 2005; Liu, 2004). These tensions push the university to adjust itself to the new 
environment. On the one hand, a market economy pushes the university to expand rapidly 
to meet the market demands for more human capital, thus demanding a higher level of 
privatization; on the other hand, a planned economy keeps the university on track with 
government controls. In this tug of war between market forces and government forces, 
university presidents struggle with the double burden of making more money on the one 
hand while on the other, managing and distributing the very limited government 
resources to everyone. If the presidents only had to respond to market forces, they could 
simply turn over houqin completely to the market. If they only had to respond to the 
government, they could simply do nothing more than the government funds would allow. 
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However, the presidents are sandwiched between the market and the government; thus, 
they have to respond to both forces. The presidents, caught up in this social web of 
chaos/transition, are to a certain degree futilely struggling. At this crossroads, the new 
and the old, the market and the planned, the Russian and the U.S., as well as personal 
values and preferences of the presidents informed by their Chinese and global 
expereinces, are all entangled to create a confused clutter of houqin, constantly 
challenging presidential leadership. The following quotation from President Jiao Beipu 
grasps the dilemmas and challenges vividly: 
This area (houqin) should be socialized (turned over to the society). However, 
we’ve been experimenting with it for a while, and the results are still a question 
mark. For example, in the past, we were told not to build student dorms, and 
turned to the society (real estate developers) to do it.The results of our experiment 
are far from satisfying. First, the living places of the students are farther from the 
university classrooms, and the students from several universities live in the same 
area. How could our existing transportation system accommodate (their needs to 
go to school)? The second problem relates to the management of students. At 
certain sensitive periods of time, we expect students not to organize group 
activities (political-anti-government activities). If they all lived together, how 
could you manage (watch) them? Now, the Ministry of Education policy states 
that, generally speaking, students are not allowed or encouraged to live outside of 
the campus. Therefore, everybody (universities) is building their student dorms on 
the campuses. Look, many, many universities are building student dorms. 
Privatization! But how far can it go? Let me just use the dining facilities as an 
example. You want to contract to the private sector to provide the dining service, 
but where do you want the existing employees to go? Even if you allow a 
company to provide the service, it’s usually aimed at making profit, but we want 
to provide good service with lower cost to our students, right? …We don’t want 
to make our students money…we don’t want those profit-makers to suck our 
students’ blood and scalp them (make profit), right? We want to make sure that 
our students eat well to maintain good health. So in order to serve students well, 
we end up taking care of the dining facilities ourselves. 
 
The presidents interviewed have demonstrated  not only the qualities of altruism, 
patience, physical, emotional, and psychological strengths (to handle stresses), 
endurance, conformity (to government rules), an ability to attend to details, and a jack-of-
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all-trades pragmatism, but also high adaptability, flexibility, creativity, innovation, 
independence (individualism), sharpness, ethics, vision, knowledge, insights about China 
and the world, and great people skills.  
Karl Marx once said that human beings and their behaviors are the products of 
their contexts. As an important human behavior, these university presidents’ leadership is 
contextual as well as personal. It’s contextual because they keep respond to the contexts 
whether they like them or not. It’s personal because they, their own individualities, styles, 
, values, and experiences all play a role in diagnosing the contexts and acting 
accordingly. Most importantly, their leadership indicates the hybridization of all the 
informants from what they have learned consciencely or subconsciencely from all of their 
experiences. The blending of informants such as Americanness, Chineseness, and global-
ness is constantly changing, which might be a reflection of Deng Xiaoping’s Chinese 
pragmatism: White cat or black cat, the one who caught the mouse is the good cat. In 
playing this role, these presidents seem to have demonstrated more Chineseness than 
Americanness/Westerness, most likely, due to the unique Chinese nature of this role. 
Scholar & Semi-Scholar 
In addition to the roles of visionary, CEO, fundraiser, head of internationalization, 
and minister of houqin, another presidential role identified in the interview data is leading 
scholar (in his academic field) or semi-scholar. The majority of the presidents 
interviewed mention that high scholarly achievements in their scholarly field was a 
necessary credential for them to become presidents (Shi Yixi, Jiao Nanmei, Hua Haifeng, 
Qian Haikai). According to them, a qualified president should be a leader and a scholar 
who should lead and conduct research simultaneously. President Shi Yixi states, “In my 
view, of course a president should be a scholar.” In order to maintain his role as a scholar, 
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President Shi has been practicing delegating in his leadership, so he can have time to 
conduct his research and engaging in his professional practices. Most of the presidents 
interviewed informed me they are still advising Ph.D. students (Shi Yixi, Jiao Nanmei, 
Hua Haifeng, Qian Haikai). They do it through what they call a “ladder team system”. In 
this system, a president is located at the top of the ladder. He is responsible for writing 
research grant proposal to get funded projects (Jiao Nanmei) and macro-advising 
(providing the overall direction of) students’ research without attending to the details, 
which are of the responsibilities of by the other faculty members in the team)(Jiao 
Nanmei, Hua Haifeng, Shi Yixi). 
One idea I heard from the presidents is that scholarship is a president’s capital. 
According to the presidents interviewed, being a leading scholar can help president gain 
legitimacy in an academic environment. President Qian Haikai’s words sound very 
convincing: 
If this president has made outstanding contributions in a certain (academic) field, 
it is easier for him to play the presidential role better. He is more convincing. If he 
is outstanding and has made great contributions in scholarship, he himself 
becomes a role model to motivate faculty and the students. He is like a symbol. As 
a symbol in China, he has to possess some charisma and inspirational power, 
which should be synchronized with the mission of the university he leads. 
Needless to say, it’s helpful to have the status of an accomplished scholar. In 
addition, in the process of achieving his scholarly position, he has demonstrated to 
the others that he has made it. Mere talking doesn’t help solve the university’s 
problems. A scholar status is a prerequisite. If you are an accomplished scholar, 
you are more convincing than a non-scholar. This is your capital, which makes it 
easier for you to be a president. Yes, if this president is an academician, no one 
can be superior to him. If I were (a non-academician president) and an 
academician faculty comes to talk to me, that is different (Qian Haikai). 
 
While emphasizing the importance of a president being an accomplished scholar, 
there emerges a voice from the interviews saying that being a president should be a 
profession, a semi-expert position (次专家), a jack-of-all-trades (in the context of the 
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academy). For example, President Jiao Nanmei calls for the professionalization of the 
presidency: “It’s impossible to be a scholar if one wants to be a successful president.” 
President Zhou Nonghua echoes President Jiao Nanmei, saying, “It is impossible for 
today’s president to stay in his lab doing his research.” President Li Dongba openly calls 
for a semi-expert presidency while criticizing China’s tendency of over-estimating 
academician’s/leading scholar’s leadership abilities: 
Professors are very important. A good university is always supported by good 
professors. If the professors recognize you (president), you are half on your way 
to success. The reason why I propose the concept of semi-expert is because I 
don’t believe in China’s “academician president symptom.” China has blown the 
academician too high in the air (elevated the academician too high). The U.S. has 
a lot of academicians, but highlighted on their business cards are the professors 
titles, not academicians’. In China if he (someone) is an academician, he surely 
doesn’t put a professor’s title on his business card. Instead, academician is 
highlighted on the card. Academicians are elevated as the most important people, 
enjoying life-long employment status and writing a lot (for others to listen to or 
follow). Due to the over-elevation of the academician in this society, their 
(academicians’) self-esteem is very good. I have worked with many academicians 
at Hedan University. They thought they were encyclopedias, knowing everything. 
There’s a high mountain between one academic field to another. Across a field, 
you don’t have too much authority to speak up.  
 
According to President Li Dongba, scholars do not necessarily make good presidents 
because being an academician and being a president require different strengths and ways 
of thinking: 
Optimistically estimating, at most, 10% of the academicians have certain 
leadership abilities, not necessarily the abilities for the presidency. I don’t think 
their personalities fit into the position. We talk about IQ and Emotional IQ (EIQ), 
he (they) doesn’t (don’t) possess EIQ, many of them don’t. They lack people 
skills, and are not good at communicating. Yan Zhuangling and I had worked 
together for 6 years. He was the President; I was his Vice President. He was very 
hard-working and responsible. However, my observation informed me that he was 
not very successful as a president. One of the reasons is because he brought his 
scientist’s mindset into his (presidential leadership). For example, a good scientist 
should be suspicious about/questioning everything. He is not supposed to believe 
in any existing conclusion. Or else, he can’t discover anything (new). [Because] 
he is suspicious of everything, he questions everything and doesn’t trust anyone in 
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his administration. In this way, you (he) cannot work. (Administration and science) 
require two different types of qualities and ways of thinking. There are a few 
people who can question everything in science and trust people in administration, 
but only a few. It’s not easy to change your (habitual) way of thinking.  
 
Summary and Discussion 
The above sub-section reported the themes emerging from the data about one 
important role of the university president, scholar. Most of the presidents agree that 
leading scholar status can help a president to gain legitimacy and respect as the leader of 
the university. Several presidents, including one who agreed this view, disagree by 
arguing that being a scholar does not necessarily lead to good leadership. A good 
president does not necessarily have to be a super scholar, but his good management skill 
sets should be valued. In a word, being a scholar is necessary, but not enough, in leading 
a university. 
The former expectation (the scholar role) is different from the contemporary 
American presidents’ role. Most of the U.S. university presidents come from scholars’ 
background, thus are very familiar with academia (ACE, 2002).  However, once they are 
selected as president, their scholar roles give way to leadership roles. They become 
professional presidents, serving one institution after another (ACE, 2002). What they 
mostly focus on is the presidency, not scholarship. In China, historically, a president has 
always been the top scholar in a field (Li, 2003; Zhou, 1996; Qu, 1993), whether he has 
leadership competencies or not. Also because of the concern that he will fall behind in his 
scholarly work during his presidential term, he wants to stick to research. In China, since 
its establishment of a modern university system at the end of the 19th century, a scholar’s 
status has always been a prerequisite for becoming a university president, except during 
the years of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976).   
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The emerging voice advocating professional presidents versus the traditional 
scholar presidents might reflect the tension created by China’s social-economic-cultural 
transitions from systems of tradition to modernity. Universities in China are traditionally 
viewed as ivory towers, places which have much to do with knowledge production but 
have little to do with serving society. A scholar is viewed as someone who is detached or 
isolated from the society. During the Cultural Revolution, universities became too 
practical (Yang, 2000) to be able to produce enough high knowledge; scholars were 
persecuted. After the Revolution, China wanted to emphasize scholarship, so the Chinese 
system of higher education would become the best one in the world. A leading 
scholar/academician president does become a landmark of a university. Chinese 
universities need that. However due to China’s long feudal history, government officials 
are regarded as the most powerful and most successful people. Pure scholars normally 
possess knowledge but not power to make significant social changes. By combining 
scholarship and social power in the position of university president, the Chinese 
government sent the signal to the world that China values both knowledge and leadership. 
The symbolism is perhaps that knowledge equals to power. Since power brings wealth in 
China, one can interpret this gesture of the Chinese government as encouraging its 
citizens to pursue knowledge, which can lead to power and wealth. This is well aligned 
with China’s policy of rejuvenating the nation through science, technology, and 
education (Ministry of Education, 1993). However, with the rapid growth of the Chinese 
universities and their capacities, the scholar president seems not adequate enough to run 
the complicated machinery of higher education. The times call for professional presidents 
who are better in leadership than in scholarship.  
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In addition to the government policy, the fact that the presidents obviously 
borrowed the idea of a progressional presidency from the Western world, as indicated in 
the interview data, might be an indicator of the influences of the Western immersion 
experiences of the participants interviewed and their exposure to Western ideas in China. 
Their Western experiences obviously provided them with dual lenses to see what to adopt 
and what to adapt from whatever they’ve been exposed to.  
Revealed in their thoughts about an academic presidency versus a professional 
presidency are their leadership qualities of being knowledgeable about China and the 
Western world, their adaptabilities, and thoughtfulness. They are also critical thinkers, 
risk managers, and capable of blending Western, global, and Chinese views with their 
own views. This section also seems to have portrayed more separations of China from the 
West/U.S than blending. Is this bilateral view a sign of a starting point of future 
blending?  
This discussion also alludes to the fact that leadership is not just about having 
expertise in one area. Good leadership requires some scholarly expertise, but also a 
breadth of knowledge and skill sets (jack-of-all-trades). It also suggests leadership is 
more of a developed set of characteristics than a born trait. A few people are naturally 
good at leading, but the majority of us need to be trained to develop our leadership 
potential. Leadership and scientific research require different mindsets and skillsets.  
Mr.5 Public Relations 
Another presidential role identified from the interview data is Mr. Public 
Relations This role might overlap in some ways with the previously mentioned roles 
                                                
5 Mr. in this role refers to both male and female. 
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because playing any presidential role requires relationship building in Chinese society 
made of relationships. By relationships, I mean the professional as well as the personal 
networks which help presidents to function more effectively in a relational and highly 
contextual Chinese culture. Relationships include both inherited and developed networks. 
By inherited relationship networks, I mean the legacy of social relationships passed from 
parent to child in Chinese society. By developed networks, I mean the relationships a 
person made efforts to build in his life time, with friends or colleagues. All the 
participants mention that building and using their relationships to serve the university’s 
purposes is an important role of theirs.  
Developing or Expanding External Stakeholder Relationship 
One dimension of the president’s role as a Mr. Public Relations is to build new 
relationships, or strengthen the existing ones, with the external stakeholders of his 
institution. These stakeholders include government officials, businesses, alumni, and 
many others. The most important reason for a president to do this is to bring resources 
into the university.  
For example, President Zhou Nonghua spent much of his time having dinners 
with government officials and business people, as well as inviting alumni to visit often 
and taking care of some of their needs. As a result, he has established an extensive 
relationship network which helped bring funds to his university. President Yin Shangfa 
has utilized his personal relationships with people in the government to bring government 
funds and projects to his institution: 
I visit more the government offices, including the Ministry of Science, Ministry of 
Education, (the) Municipal Government (of my city)…. For example, we (our 
university) headquarter a very important national humanities and social science 
program/center here. I got it by utilizing my relationships. I had very good 
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relationships with them (people in charge). The key person in charge was about to 
leave the position. I said to him: “You must help me with it (the program) before 
you leave.” The Municipal Government of my city was also very supportive. As a 
result, we are the only local university in my city which hosts a key experimental 
lab of the Ministry of Education. We should have been able to get another key 
experimental lab of the Ministry of Education: We (I and the Office of Science 
and Technology (Ministry of Education) had already agreed actually. However, 
when we came to the expert review stage, we were out of the game because what 
they wanted were automatic engineer program while ours was a math program. 
The experts said “no” to our application, even the Mayor couldn’t do anything to 
help us. He said to me: “I cannot alter experts’ opinion. We had agreed to give 
this lab, the key lab (of our city) to you at the right time as a gift from our Science 
and Technology Commission….”  
 
President Qian Haikai utilizes his personal relationship network of high profile 
individuals to bring major government funds to his institution. President Jiao Nanmei 
spends much time establishing relationships with business people and government 
officials “begging” money for his institution. Presidents Jiao Beipu, Kong Huagang, and 
Zhou Nonghua spend much time and energy utilizing their connections to get the various 
tiers of government offices to facilitate the complicated approval processes for 
construction projects on their campuses. President Jiao Beipu uses his own, as well ashis 
faculty’s connections to place students for employment. Below is President Zhou 
Nonghua’s vivid description of a president’s role as Mr. Public Relations: 
You (a president) must have very high PR public relation level (public 
relationship building skill sets). University presidents can no longer just playing 
the role of a scientist shutting himself in his lab focusing on his research. That’s 
impossible! Today’s university is no longer depending solely on government 
funds to survive. Even the government funds require efforts to obtain. (You) need 
to visit the Minister of Education for funds, invite others for dinners, visit alumni 
for donations, find rich donors, and name buildings with their names. These office 
buildings of mine (ours) all carry the names of prior external donors. Therefore, 
he (president) has to be a very good PR (Mr.Public Relations) person who can 
help enhance the fame and prestige of the university and can get enough money to 
achieve his own vision and ambitions (at the university). Nothing can be done 
without money. No prestige, no students. Therefore, he (president) should be a 
very good PR (Mr. /Ms. Public Relations) person, capable of achieving much in 
relations, public relations,so as to find enough funds, lift up the prestige of the 
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university, and recruit quality students. In the past three years, our operational 
funds increased from 470,000,000 (4亿7千万) to … 1,300,000,000(13亿). It has 
dramatically changed… (our) admission rate has reached the highest historical 
level…. The lowest (GPA) admitted now is 49 points, higher than the admission 
level for the nationa’s key universities. Everyone knows that many students are 
not willing to study agriculture. It’s incredible that our admission scores are so 
high. This says we (presidents) should have good PR skills.  
 
Building or Extending Peer Relationships  
In addition to spending time gaoguanxi (raising relationships) with external 
stakeholders, the presidents also talk about building relationships with their colleagues,  
“brother institutions” (Yin Shangfa), and their presidents. For example, President Yin 
Shangfa particularly points out that he has spent some time, although not enough time, in 
recent years visiting other institutions and their presidents to facilitate inter-institutional 
collaborations. “This type of relationship building should also be part of the presidential 
role” (Yin Shangfa). Several presidents talk about taking the opportunities provided by 
the Communist Party’s leadership training school to develop peer relationships, which 
have become very important resources for their institutions and their own leadership (Jiao 
Beipu, Zhou Nonghua). For example, President Jiao Beipu constantly relies on the peers 
he met there for view exchanges, information and advice about his leadership. 
The second thing we do (at the Communist party leadership training program) is 
to enhance mutual communications. This benefits higher education leadership a 
lot, because in the process of mutual communications, we (presidents) share with 
one another about our universities and leadership experiences…. Later on, our 
class, called West Point 3rd-Class Graduates, with its members mostly at the vice-
presidential level at that time…soon were promoted to the level of president or 
party secretaries, one by one after our training. Therefore, each time when we 
attended the Ministry of Educations’ consultation meetings…we, former 
classmates…would dine at the same table and inform each other about what 
happened with our universities and our leadership. Needless to say, we also 
refreshed our memories about our life and study at the China Academy of Higher 
Education Administration. This has helped my presidential leadership since… 
1995…. In the many years of my presidency, this (communications) has helped 
greatly with my leadership work. If anything happens; we just give one another a 
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phone call. Although each university has its own situational characteristics, there 
are some commonalities across all institutions. 
 
President Zhou Nonghua offered an even more vivid account of the benefit of the  
relationships established in the leadership training academies: 
 
(We) studied the Communist party and socialist ideologies…. In many 
Westerners’ minds, these sound disgusting and insane. This is a 
misunderstanding, showing that Westerners don’t understand China. The reason 
why the Communist Party hasve been leading very well up until today is because 
of the existence of the Academy of the Communist Party and the Academy of 
Socialism located next to Yiheyuan (headquarters of the Chinese Communist 
Party). For a long time, these academies have continued offering and hosting 
leadership training programs. Many people might think of these programs as 
political games.... Americans always talk about (these programs) as if they are for 
the purposes of propaganda and unifying minds (imposing conformity), but they 
don’t understand that this mind-unifying process is actually leadership training. 
We all attend the Communist Party Academy, some for half a year, some  for one 
month, some for three weeks, some for one week… all the leaders at different 
levels…. In China I have received the Communist school’s training. It’s a mistake 
if we simply think of it as a brainwashing program, because it’s actually 
leadership training. Why? Each class has from one hundred to two hundred 
people, who are all leader(s), university presidents…governors, leaders of the 
Communist party, or ministers. While they are together studying the theories of 
the Communist party, they are learning about one another, learning from one 
another about leadership. After studying together for half a year, they became 
friends. Then they can call on each other to for help, networking for work. This is 
(exactly) the same as the Harvard MBA(program)- What's different ? 
 
Initiating or Strengthening International Relationship 
Moreover, these presidents mention building or strengthening relationships with 
international communities/stakeholders as an important dimension of their leadership. For 
instance, President Zhou Nonghua visited the U.S. federal government to bring research 
dollars and collaborative opportunities to his institution. Both he and President Jiao 
Nanmei spent time with donors from Chinese communities overseas to raise funds for 
buildings at their universities. President Jiao Beipu utilizes his connections beyond China 
to establish collaborative programs with many institutions around the world. President 
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Hua Haifeng brings his institution into the World Oceanography Association as an 
important member by using his own connections with the association.  President Yin 
Shangfa traveled to several countries, such as the UK, the U.S., Korea, Japan, et cetera, to 
strengthen relationships for joint programs. He even spent time with U.S. Embassy 
officials in China to remove obstacles for student to obtain U.S, visa:  
I now have established a very close relationship with the U.S. Embassy…and its 
General Consul…for visa problem…. Whenever an American performing arts 
group arrives, he (General Consul) arranges a visit to our campus…. Now they 
have a new General Consul…. The previous one arrived when China had the 
SARS problem. I asked: since you/he can’t do anything because of SARS, why 
don’t you take the opportunity to come and visit our campus. He said he hadn’t 
done it, and then showed up. He comes and visits often since then. When they 
have groups such as banjo (similar to gita) players, or other groups like country 
dancers and musical troupes, he always arranges for them to visit our campus. He 
himself also comes to watch them perform. Our relationship is close. 
 
Leading Internal Stakeholders with Relationships 
Finally, although it’s not as clearly stated as the previous dimensions of 
relationship building, the presidents do occasionally mention how to build relationships 
with the internal stakeholders, such as the students, faculty, and administrators, in order 
to lead.  For example, most of them build relationships with students by spending time 
with them and caring for them. President Zhou Nonghua mentions that he spent time 
organizing a mountain climbing club and invite students to climb mountains with him. 
When I visited the campus, many students referred to him as their brother, an indicator he 
paid much attention to establishing relationships with them. President Yin Shangfa 
informed me that he eats in the student dining halls regularly to chat with students and 
solve their problems; President Jiao Nanmei and Jiao Beipu talk about enjoying 
participating in student activities like games and performances. President Jiao Beipu and 
Hua Haifeng tell me they pay special attention to the students from the poorer families, 
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providing whatever help they need, so they can concentrate on their studies and grow up 
with emotional and psychological health. President Zhou Nonghua mentions his efforts to 
save a student’s life during the SARS by using all of his connections to find the student 
the best doctors.  
For faculty relationships, most of the presidents agreed that caring is important:  
providing faculty with houses, helping their kids with entrance into kindergartens and 
schools, and listening to their concerns. President Yin Shangfa provides a story about 
that. He had an argument with a faculty member when he felt the faculty member was 
being too pushy. Upon realizing the faculty member did not act for selfish reasons, Yin 
apologized to him and was forgiven.  
How to build relationships with administrators was not discussed in depth. 
President Zhou Nonghua mentions he has built a very supportive relationship with his 
party secretary through mutual respect and communication. President Yin Shangfa talks 
about establishing a trustworthy relationship with the Human Resource Director, who is 
responsible for selecting the leaders for the university, through communicating with the 
director about what bothers him in his work. President Jiao Beipu and Qian Haikai seem 
to indicate they give oral compliments to their vice presidents. President Shi Yixi uses the 
strategies of trust and delegating to establish good relationships with his vice presidents. 
With his party secretary, he mentions having applied the strategy of doing the things the 
others don’t want to do and letting the others take more credit or benefit. Through 
compromising and being modest, he has established a very good relationship with his 
party secretary: 
In the majority of Chinese universities, presidents and the party secretaries do not 
get along very well. The more universities you visit, the more you understand 
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that. However, this problem does not exist in my campus. The proof is that last 
year we won the Best University Leadership Team Award out of more than 40 
universities in our city. The first criterion of this award is a good relationship 
between the president and the party secretary…. In retrospect, here’s what I have 
learned about why we work well together. First is the mutual respect, meaning not 
to fight for power! You don’t study who is bigger (having more power). Think of 
it as we both are big at the same level. For some issues, she is the biggest, for 
some others, you are the biggest. In a world, we two share the same bigness. 
Sometimes our system is set up for the president and party secretary to 
argue/compete, we intentionally try to avoid it. Mutual respect and compromise 
are very important. Second, I am the younger one; our party secretary is an old 
lady…. From a biological perspective, we don’t have the foundation to argue. She 
is a quite patient and nice old lady. Even if you want to argue, you don’t argue 
with an old lady (a lady older than you). She is much older than me, my teacher’s 
generation…. Since ‘98, I have always been the top leader…never served as the 
Vice President. All of my vice presidents are older, much older, than me. The 
oldest one is 20 years older than me. My strategy is to avoid responsibilities with 
much power, taking more responsibilities requiring hard work but less profit. 
Somebody needs to do it, right? In this way, the relationship cannot go too bad!  
 
Relationships with mid-level administrators are not mentioned here. The reason mgith be 
that the presidents normally work directly more with party secretaries and vice presidents 
than with mid-level administrators. Another reason might be that I didn’t ask about how 
they work with the the mid-level administrators.  
Summary and Discussion 
The above subsection discusses the role of Mr. Public Relations.The data 
indicates that building, using, and balancing relationships are very important dimensions 
of presidential leadership. Specifically, these university presidents make special efforts 
to: 1) build and maintain relationships with external stateholders, internal stakeholders, 
international communities, and peers; 2) expand their personal networks; and 3) utilize all 
their relationships to strengthen their leadership.  Most of their time and effort goes into 
building relationships with external stateholders and international communities. The 
presidents pay much but somewhat less attention to establishing and maintaining peer 
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relationships. Regarding internal stakeholders’ relationships, they approach them with a 
more personal touch, working with their political counterparts, the party secretaries. For 
the senior-level administrators, faculty, and students, the personal touch seems to be less 
deep and extensive.  
The following factors are juxtaposed to shape these presidents’ decisions 
regarding their relationship-orientation. First, the emphasis or maybe over-emphasis on 
relationships in leadership reflects one of the most important dimensions of Chinese 
culture: the emphasis on guanxi or relationship (Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007). Chinese society 
is, to a large degree, made of an invisible web of guanxi. Literally, guanxi can be 
translated into English as “relationship”. In reality, guanxi is more complex than the 
English word “relationship” can connote. Chinese guanxi is an invisible but large and 
complex net weaving the people and society together dynamically. It’s a huge and 
complicated system where everyone is related to everyone else. It shows nowhere but 
exists everywhere, in every segment of the society. There’s no way one can escape it. 
Without guanxi, one is doomed to fail.  In this net, personal and professional, family and 
colleague, friends and non-friends are entangled. It’s like a pine tree. Located at the root 
are your families, friends, colleagues, classmates, et cetera. It grows larger and larger 
from the root to the top. At the end, each family member’s friends, each friend’s friends 
and families, each colleague’s friends and families and classmates, each classmate’s 
friends and families…become the members of your guanxi net. In real life, you draw 
resources from all of these members to get your work done.  
Relationships (guanxi) equals to resources in Chinese society. The more 
relationships a president has, the more resources he can bring into his university. In order 
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to raise funds, presidents have to build relationships first. In order to lead followers, 
presidents have to have relationships with them. These relationships take multiple forms 
depending on their contexts. That’s why the presidents interviewed put relationship 
building as a top priority of their leadership.  Also, the Chinese tradition of emphasizing 
human/moral leadership instead of leading by law (Zeng, 2002, 2003,) gives ample room 
for relationships to function as laws. To a certain degree, relationships (who you know) 
are the law. The more and better relationships you have with the individuals in charge, 
the more likely you can receive more social benefits than others with less sophisticated 
relationships. 
Presidents in the United States did spend time “raising friends” as revealed in one 
of my conversations with Dr. Stanley Ikenberry back in 2006. They pay much attention to 
establishing, maintaining, and sustaining professional networks in order to lead 
effectively (Ikenberry, 2010). The literature also indicates that presidents in the U.S. play 
the role of Mr.Public Relations (Fisher, 1984; Pardillar, 2006; Ikenberry, 2010). They try 
to spend time with external and internal stakeholders. However, my observation is that 
relationship building in the U.S. is less demanding than in China due to the widespread 
support for the concept and practice of ruling of law/code, the prominence of 
individualism in U.S. society and the post-modern tendencies of the American culture 
(Bellah et al.1986). In a society full of regulations and people who are used to following 
them, interpersonal relationships are less important for effective leadership. That 
probably explains why Western leadership emphasizes outcomes and efficiencies while 
Eastern leadership emphasizes relationships and processes (Zeng Shiqing, 2003). With 
individualist values such as independence, self-reliance, individual freedom, and personal 
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achievement at the core of Western culture and leadership (Bellah et al.1986), 
relationship building cannot be as crucial for successful leadership in U.S. universities as 
guanxi building is for the presidents of Chinese universities. Also, American society is 
more post-Modern than Chinese society from my perspective. It is marked more by post-
Modern characteristics, such as the fragmentation of human relationships as reflected in 
many contemporary art, music and literature; hence, a relational leadership approach like 
China’s guanxi net might not be effective in the U.S. 
Second, the presidential role of Mr. Public Relations also reinforces Hofstede’s 
(1980a, 1980b) research findings that Chinese culture has a higher power distance culture 
than American culture. According to Hofstede, a higher power distance culture is marked 
by emphases on hierarchy and a respect for social status. This might explain why, in the 
web of a Chinese president’s guanxi, there seems to exist a pecking order: 1) political 
leaders (government officials); 2) business donors; 3) international political leaders and 
peers; 4) alumni; 5) peers; 6) party secretaries; 7) students; 8) faculty; and 9) other 
administrators.  
Third, the amount of attention the presidents paid to international communities in 
their relationship building might be a reflection of the impact of globalization. One of the 
major themes in globalization literature is interconnectedness, with particular regard to 
relationships among the world’s societies, economies, resources, et cetera (Pieterse, 
2009). However, the power relationships in the interconnected global village are not 
equal. Western countries, led by the United States, dominate global trends to a large 
extent. Therefore, to a certain degree, globalization means Westernization and Western 
standards; some countries are forced to adopt Western practices and ideologies (Pieterse, 
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2009). During the 1980s, a famous saying in China was, “The American moon is fuller 
than the Chinese one.” In the 1990s, China’s awareness of the dangers of duplicating 
American/Western practices encouraged it to adopt and adapt, instead of just adopting. 
By the time my interview was conducted, China had begun to say, “No,” to the West 
while still looking to the West for inspirations. In this context, establishing relationships 
with international communities is valued, as indicated by the participants interviewed. In 
their efforts to establish international relationships, their leadership is marked by a global 
mindset combined with a Chinese approach (guanxi), cross-cultural competence, and an 
ability to adapt and adopt ideologies and practices from around the globe. 
The importance of building relationships also reflects what I call “Chinese 
pragmatism”, which is exemplified in Deng Xiaoping’s adage: “A white cat or a black 
cat, the one who catches the mouse is the good cat.” This suggests an approach of 
exploration, risk-taking, and outcome orientation. The message I inferred from the 
participants’ relationship building and is: whoever has potential resources for my 
university, find them. This leadership approach goes, to a certain extent, against the 
traditional Confucian moral leadership which has exerted a strong influence on China’s 
leadership.  
In playing the Mr. Public Relations role, the presidents interviewed have 
demonstrated a contextual-personal-cultural contingency leadership combining: a 
relationship-orientation with an outcome-orientation, constraint with risk-taking, a 
Chinese approach (relational, hierarchical, strategic, manipulative, human, Chinese 
pragmatism) with a global mindset and global skill sets. 
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Moral Role Model  
Another presidential role identified from the interview data is the moral role 
model. Presidents talk about the necessity and importance of being the spiritual leader 
and ethical role model of the campus (Jiao Nanmei, Li Dongba). This is mainly done by 
serving as a moral role model for the community. According to the participants, 
possessing moral values and behaving accordingly are important for a president to unify 
and strengthen the community. Behaving morally includes being self-disciplined, 
accessible and visible (equal), patriarchal (teacher of the faculty, father of the students), 
broad-minded, and altruistic (Chinese). 
Presidents should be Moral Role Models 
For example, President Jiao Nanmei emphasizes the importance of leading 
through one’s own moral and self-disciplined behavior rather than by words: “Leaders 
should be moral role models possessing a high level of self-discipline [in order] to 
subconsciously exert positive influences on students” (Jiao Nanmei). President Shi Yixi 
points out that presidents, like other people in China, are required and consistently 
educated by the government to serve as moral role models: 
Government requires that presidents are educators as well as politicians. My 
understanding is that the role of politician connotes the role of moral model. The 
concept of politician in China is not the same as it is in the United States. 
Politicians in China are viewed very positively. Being a moral role model starts 
from the first day of becoming a teacher. It’s not just confined to the presidency. 
It is also applied to any Communist party member. It is not only the province of 
the presidents. I believe that the entire faculty should play this role….  
 
President Li Dongba reinforces this point by describing the president’s role as the 
teacher of the faculty and points out that a presidents’ role modeling or makes the most 
effective leadership: 
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There is a Chinese saying which goes like this: behave as a model teacher (role 
model) for others. This applies to teachers. In fact, a president is the teachers’ 
teacher. If you cannot be a good human being, a good president, how can you 
influence the people around you? Some time ago, some government officials 
asked me about the differences between higher education and public leadership. I 
said to them that I felt that a university presidents’ leadership does not depend on 
power but on charisma. In any university, it’s rare for the faculty to listen to you 
only because you are the president.  Leading faculty requires convincing evidence 
and proof (of your virtues). He (a faculty member) listens to you because he 
respects/admires you, right? Then, what makes him admire you? There are many 
reasons…. he admires you because you have high achievements in your 
scholarship. This is a current trend in China; presidents are required to be top 
scholars. I don’t think this is the most important issue. What counts is people’s 
admiration o the good qualities you possess as a human being…. A president must 
be a leading role model in his behavior and moral values. In that way, he can 
unify the community. In other words, he possesses inspirational power and and 
ability to draw people together. 
 
Broad-mindedness, Altruism, Paternalism and Equality 
In being a moral role model, a president should possess the quality of broad-
mindedness (胸怀宽广). Both President Jiao Beipu and Hua Haifeng believe that 
tolerance is very important for good presidential leadership. Jiao Beipu uses the metaphor 
that a president should be a good prime minister whose “stomach is big enough to hold a 
boat.” President Hua Haifeng urges that presidents’ minds should be as open as the ocean: 
(We must) focus on spiritual construction. Material construction should be 
combined with spiritual construction….A president should be broad-minded. Like 
an ocean, he should be very open and tolerant, constantly interacting with the 
external world. In this way, he can get along well with colleagues and followers, 
to communicate his thoughts to the followers to achieve group goals as well as his 
own ambitions. 
 
Secondly, the moral role model of the president includes being an altruistic father 
figure as revealed in President Hua Haifeng’s words: 
I’ve done a good job in taking care of the young people. I pay special attention to 
what I can pass down to the younger generation as one of the members of the 
older generation (father’s generation). What I pay more attention to is my 
influence on them at the spiritual/moral level. The 1960’s famine and the lessons 
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from Leaning from Lei Feng Movement have influenced my thoughts a lot. I 
often pass these thoughts and values on to the students. 
 
Moreover, being a moral role model includes being visible and creating a sense of 
togetherness, as put by President Yin Shangfa:  
A president should create a culture through his charisma. Once, a president told 
me that in universities in Western countries…presidents pay special attention to 
making themselves visible to create a sense of togetherness within the 
community. A president is the spiritual leader of the campus. This person also 
complained that it was impossible to do that in China. He mentioned that when he 
walked on campus, one professor might approach him talking about housing, the 
other one about his child’s schooling. He said he dared not (to walk on the 
campus). However, I don’t feel the same. I dine in students’ dining halls, so that I 
can chat with them. I also visit the colleges often to see if I can be of any help. I 
feel this is very important: to make people feel that the president is with them. For 
the development of the university, a president should play this role, providing 
spiritual support thus to be able to bring people together. Don’t act like God, who 
is very far away and not accessible.  
 
Related to the accessibility of the president, being moral also means creating a 
culture of equality. This is clearly stated by President Yin Shangfa:  
…I’d rather make people feel that I am a commoner, close to them. I don’t want 
people to feel nervous when seeing me. Authority should be the authority of the 
university, of the leadership team, or the authority of the things they are engaging 
in, but never make the President appear this way, to distance himself. To me, this 
is painful. I’d rather chat and have discussions with students…. My image should 
be a commoner. Actually, Western university presidents behave very 
authoritatively, very very authoritatively; I personally sometimes feel they are 
very far (distanced)…. But as for myself, I hope I can be treated and viewed as a 
friend (by my community members). 
 
Basic Moral Values combined with Contingent Moral Values  
While most of the presidents emphasize the importance of standing on high moral 
ground as an important dimension of leadership, one president introduces the concept of 
contextual moral leadership. This concept challenges the stability and universality of 
moral values. It also conveys the idea that while maintaining a fundamental basic moral 
stand, values and ethics should not be held as dogma but should be contextual and serve 
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to address practical problems. The following conversation between the researcher and 
President Qian Haikai captures the essence of the concept:    
- Qian: Moral values, from my point of view, are not absolute. Let me use the words of 
Cai Yuanpei, one of the former presidents of Beida…. He once remarked that he 
judges people based on what they are able to accomplish. The one who can 
accomplish [something] definitely knows how to be a good human being. 
Needless to say, he is moral. Or else, he couldn’t be a good human being. Being a 
good human being requires meditation as reflected in the Chinese saying, “To 
self-reflect one’s internal self three times a day.” This seems to indicate that being 
a good human being has nothing to do with doing good deeds. This (moral value) 
is useless. You can go to a temple to recite the scripture, to nurture a good spirit 
without accomplishing one real thing. What we need is not these types of moral 
values!  
-Tian:  Then, should our presidents play the role of a moral value model? 
-Qian: I, I feel that at least in solving China’s problems [we] cannot depend on the moral 
role model. They (moral models) need to solve China’s urgent problems. 
-Tian:  What problems? 
- Qian: …Whatever problems are occurring. In a word, you should solve whichever 
problem (you have). To solve these problems, you must have a basic moral 
standard. I…I… mean this cannot be separated. This…you can’t [do]. I don’t care 
about justice, time, situation; I only want to stick to my moral codes. This, is this 
clear?  
-Tian:  Let me use fundraising as an example. At present, all of the universities are short 
of funds. Some presidents might mobilize many relations/guanxi, utilizing 
legitimate or non-legitimate means to look for money? 
- Qian: That means to use the means tolerated/accepted by the society to get money. 
-Tian：Do you think these are moral? 
- Qian:  But you can’t violate the basic moral principles. Besides… you can get one 
maybe two amounts (of money) by using wrong means.  
-Tian:  You can not get too much (with wrong means)? 
- Qian: … You look for money; you can’t get too much by no means. Universities are 
different from businesses. Businesses can make certain amount of money after the 
conclusion of a deal. The university is not an organization like that. How could 
you cheat, and run away after getting a certain amount of money through 
cheating?  
-Tian:  I agree with you; [about] getting an amount [of money] through cheating…. 
- Qian: You will never get another amount in the future, nothing in the future. Besides, 
the university as organization is different. It’s impossible for you to do this type 
of thing…. It’s impossible for a president to do this type of thing. 
-Tian:  But, when you try to get funds from the government, by opening up the channel 
(giving gifts)….  
- Qian: You can get some money by opening up the channel. If you want a big amount, 
for example, my university wants 911 project funds and funding for major 
program development, some better universities want 985 project funds, depending 
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on this type of leadership is impossible. 
… 
- Qian: To a scholar, right is right and wrong is wrong, but in the secular world, things 
are not that simplified. 
 
Summary and Discussion 
University presidents in China are required and educated by the culture, by the 
society, by the government, by the universities, and by themselves to lead with their 
moral behaviors. Moral behaviors include broad-mindedness/tolerance (global mindset), 
altruistic paternalism, emphasis on equality, and (Chinese) pragmatism.  
Moral leadership has been one of the most important Chinese leadership traditions 
since the time of Confucius (Zeng, 2002). The Confucian core leadership value is moral 
leadership (Farh and Cheng, 1999, 2000), leading by winning people’s hearts, so they can 
lead themselves. The most effective way of winning people’s hearts is through the 
leadership of being a moral role model, as reflected in a Chinese proverb “shangliang 
buzheng xialiangwai” (If the upper supporting pole is not straight, the lower one cannot 
be straight). Therefore, leaders, the upper poles, should set up high moral standards with 
their behavior for the followers to emulate. Even the Chinese emperors were taught to 
lead as role models. Part of the education they received from childhood was to love 
people, to develop skill sets and knowledge to protect people, and provide for them, so 
they are happy; thus, the society can achieve peace and prosperity. If the emperor didn’t 
behave well, people would rise against him. As Li Shiming, one of China’s most 
successful emperors during the Tang Dynasty once said: “The river (people) can carry the 
boat (emperor); it can also turn it over.” In the traditional Chinese moral leadership role, 
paternalism, including loving, caring, benevolence, and authority, are emphasized (Farh 
& Cheng, 1999, 2000). These values still strongly influence contemporary Chinese 
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leadership (Zeng, 2003; Fu, Wu, & Yong 2007). In contrast to Chinese leadership, 
American leadership emphasizes professionalism and equality more than paternalism 
(Hoppe & Bhagat, 2008). The theme of paternalism revealed in the presidents’ interview 
data suggests their leadership is deeply rooted in the Chinese tradition. 
Another strand influencing Chinese leadership ethics is the socialism promoted by 
Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin, adopted and adapted by Mao Zedong’s generation of 
Chinese. Under Marxist ideology, a leader is supposed to be a servant of the people, 
which in many ways, echoes the servant leadership concept in American leadership 
literature (Greenleaf, 2002). In this framework, altruism and self-sacrifice are important 
dimensions. For example, Mao Zedong’s Prime Minister Zhou Enlai won national and 
international respect because he represented, modeled these values. He saved many 
people’s lives from Mao’s persecution during the Cultural Revolution by risking his own 
life. Highly respected and capable, he would have been the top leader of the Communist 
Party, but he decided to support Mao Zedong faithfully as his Prime Minister. Deng 
Xiaoping called Zhou the “Old Yellow Cow of the Chinese Revolution” (gemin de 
laohuangniu) who had devoted himself wholeheartedly to serving the Chinese people and 
revolutionary causes (jugong jincui wei renmin). 
No matter how destructive Mao’s leadership was, he still attempted to lead by role 
modeling, maybe under the guise of socialist ideologies. The public image Mao was 
trying to create for himself included three dimensions, in my memory: 1) God (savior), 2) 
father (protector and provider), and 3) servant. These are a combination of traditional and 
Marxist moral values. Elevated to the height of a God, protector, savior, pathfinder, and 
servant, as well as the symbol of ethics and morals, Mao had to behave accordingly, at 
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least in public, regardless how much he wanted to wield power. The following lyrics of 
an ode to Mao and his Communist party, sung by  the entire nation during the Cultural 
Revolution on a daily basis, reveals these roles of Mao’s: 
The sun rises from the East; Mao Zedong rises from China.  
He seeks happiness for the people. He is our savior.  
Chairman Mao loves the people; he is our pathfinder. 
To build up a new China, he leads people forward. 
The communist party is like the Sun, lighting up whatever it touches; 
Wherever there is the Communist party, there are liberated people. 
  
The altruistic dimension of moral role model might also be the result of one of the 
most important Chinese cultural traditions, collectivism (Hofstede, 1980b, Farh & Cheng, 
2000). In contrast to American individualism--where each individual in the society works 
hard to take good care of himself, so a society made of these individuals can achieve 
peace, stability, and prosperity--in a collectivist culture, each member of the society is 
expected to put the others’ needs ahead of his own, so as to achieve social peace, 
stability, and prosperity. Different means serve the same goal. Self-sacrifice and altruism 
have long been regarded as virtues in Chinese culture. In ancient times, we had admired 
heroes like Yue Fei, Wen Tianxiang, and Ling Zexu who sacrificed their own lives for 
the benefit of China (country). Even Mao promoted the Lei Feng stereotype as a model 
hero to promote the virtues of self-sacrifice and altruism. After China's policy of opening 
up to the outside world began in the late 1970s, when economic development became 
China’s priority, when China’s traditional values had been destroyed, at least on the 
superficial level by Mao Zedong, when people were disillusioned about Marxist 
ideology, when Deng Xiaoping proposed a Chinese pragmatism, China’s history entered 
a stage of rapid economic growth accompanied by a serious moral crisis. Even in the 
contemporary setting, the Chinese government still attempts to promote moral examples 
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like Jiao Yulu, who dedicated himself completely to the people and country and 
sacrificed his life, to promote moral leadership values such serving, devotion, self-
sacrifice, hard-work, and loyalty. Obviously, altruism is still a big component in this 
moral model. 
As a leadership virtue, altruism had been promoted by Plato. However, in the 
contemporary American leadership literature, altruism is not highlighted. Therefore, the 
theme of leading by modeling altruistic behavior suggests these presidents I interviewed 
still cherish the Chinese traditional values in the contemporary setting where traditional 
ideologies, Marxism, Maoism, Dengism, and Western ideologies are combined to shape 
and reshape China’s culture and moral values (Liu, 2004).  
The theme of broad-mindedness and tolerance is found frequently in both Chinese 
and American leadership literature (Sample, 1990; Burns, 1978, Zeng, 2003). Broad-
mindedness in a Chinese setting connotes two facets of meaning. First, it indicates a 
leadership vision which encompasses diversity, such as a Chinese leader possessing a 
global perspective and mindset. Second, broad-mindedness connotes tolerance of 
different/opposing viewpoints, personalities, and styles. In U.S. organizations, a senior 
leader has more freedom to choose the team of leaders he wants to work with. In Chinese 
organizations, leadership teams are, more often than not, arranged marriages. Whether or 
not you like a person on your team, you have to learn to work with him. For example, in 
the universities, the “marriage” between the party secretary and the president is mainly 
arranged by the government, with some consent from the individuals involved. Even the 
appointment of vice presidents is not done solely by a university president. Therefore, 
tolerance toward different viewpoints, styles, personalities, and values becomes an 
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important virtue for the presidents, as reflected in the Chinese proverbs: “Don’t give 
smaller shoes to people because they are against you” and “A Prime Minister’s tummy 
should be big enough to hold a ship.”  
Since the United States is made of various ethnic groups from all over the world, 
it embodies a wide variety of perspectives and values, including moral values. Hence, 
tolerance in the U.S. often suggests openness to new ideas and forbearance toward 
different perspectives. Global mindsets and perspectives are supposed to be components 
of tolerance in the U.S., they are more embraced by business leaders than by higher-
education leaders. The many volumes published on global business leadership 
emphasizing global mindsets are cases in point (Dorfman, 2004).  
While educational institutions are also under pressure to globalize, their primary 
domains are still defined by national boundaries. Given the leading position of the United 
States in the past several decades, in many people’s minds the U.S. equals the globe; thus 
the perception that there is no urgent need for its education leaders to adopt a global 
mindset. Nonetheless, some education leaders in the U.S. have seen that need clearly and 
urged the development of a more global mindset (Richard Herman, 2007, Stanley 
Ikenberry, 2010). Obviously, the values of tolerance and broad-mindedness have been 
embraced by both American and Chinese leaders but with different focuses and 
connotations. My interviews indicate the Chinese university presidents keep global 
interests in mind in their efforts to lead while simultaneously following local traditions. 
Pragmatic/Contextual/Contingent moral values articulated by the presidents 
interviewed are aligned well with the Chinese pragmatism developed (since the late 
1970s) following Deng Xiaoping’s guideline: “A white cat or a black cat, the one who 
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caught the mouse is a good cat.” This complementary moral value, to a certain degree, 
goes against the traditional Chinese culture in which moral values are regarded as higher 
than just serving practical purposes, even though traditional culture values context and 
contingency. Making profit through no effort has always been despised by traditional 
Chinese values. However, after holding onto its high moral values for several decades 
after the Revolution of 1949, China was falling far behind the world. This made people 
suspicious about the traditional values manipulated by Mao during the Cultural 
Revolution to serve his dreams of being an emperor. Adding the dimension of 
pragmatism into Chinese ethics might have been an inevitable yet courageous innovation 
of Chinese leaders in the latter part of the twentieth century. On the one hand, this 
pragmatism encourages an exploratory and innovative spirit while liberating Chinese 
ethics from the ground of dogma or accusations of hypocrisy; on the other, this 
pragmatism makes the  notion of high moral values a little too flexible. This pragmatism 
might be one of the reasons why China made rapid economic progress in the last three 
decades while suffering a moral crisis in the most recent two decades.  
If the modeling of moral values, such as altruistic paternalism and Chinese 
pragmatism, represents the presidents’ affinity to Chinese culture, modeling leadership 
though visibility, access, and equality seems to speak about their adoption and adaption 
of Western values, particularly U.S. values, where equality is an important safeguard of 
individual freedom and the right to pursue happiness. In the literature of American 
presidential leadership, visibility, accessibility, and equal relationships with followers are 
emphasized (Birnbaum, 1998, 2003, Cohen, 1986, 1998). In the Chinese presidential 
leadership literature, these have not been salient themes. Visibility of leaders was not 
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emphasized in the traditional Chinese leadership literature. Instead, distance has been 
emphasized as indicated by its hierarchical PL model (Farh & Cheng, 1999, 2000). Even 
in the Chinese general leadership literature, equality in leadership is seldom mentioned. 
Some literature mentions pingyijinren (be nice to the follower), but it’s more of a 
condescending gesture from the leader, the superior. In the Chinese literature, the 
distance between the leader and follower is still large, as shown by Hofstede’s research 
findings that Chinese culture has a high level of power distance. Also, having had a 
highly-centralized political system for thousands of years, it was very unlikely that the 
notion of equality in leadership would emerge from within China. The fact that these 
presidents seriously and specifically articulated and practiced equality in leadership 
speaks to their affinity with the American values, as well as their efforts to conform to 
international/Western standards. 
The themes identified in the data indicate these presidents are making great efforts 
to embrace both Chinese and Western/American high and pragmatic values in their 
leadership. The ethics of acting as the father of the follower goes hand in hand with 
treating the followers on an equal footing. Here, equality and control are juxtaposed; 
authority, benevolence, caring, and living in harmony clash with the American concepts 
of equality and participation as indicated by the most recent GLOBE findings (Dorfman 
et al, 2004); high ethics cohabits with pragmatism. High ethics provide stability; practical 
ethics provide flexibility and adaptability in their leadership, as well as an exploratory 
and innovative spirit. It seems the presidents have been exploring a leadership style in 
which select strands from traditional Chinese and Western leadership are organically, 
flexibly, and loosely woven together to serve China. This leadership is represented by a 
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quest for balance between authority and equality; visibility and charisma; pragmatism 
and idealism. 
The combination is not even (not always like 1: America+ 1: Chinese = 2). In 
addition to integrate American values into their Chinese leadership, they keep integrating 
any idiologies and practices from any culture they have been exposed to. For example, 
they refer to Korean, Japananese, Purtugese and other non-American-Chinese influences 
in their conversation. All these elements they brought into their leadership are constantly 
adjusted and rebalanced to meet the organizational and social needs as indicated by the 
slogan, “Whatever works is ethical.” It reflects the struggle of the presidents to explore a 
leadership model which incorporates global, American/Western, and Chinese elements to 
lead effectively, dynamically, flexibly, and ethically in global, national, local and 
institutional settings.  Their leadership also reflects their search for an ethical leadership 
framework, fitting into the current Chinese society, which can lead China to conform to 
world standards while maintaining her own identity.  
Ethical leadership is consistently highlighted in the American/ Western leadership 
literature, both in the literature of presidential leadership and general leadership (Ciulla, 
Joanne, 2003; Keohane 2006). It helps to expand the horizon of leadership from traits, 
skills, and contexts into a deeper and more meaningful level. Due to the diversity of the 
American society and the resulting diversity of belief systems, discussions about ethics in 
the United States are more challenging than discussions on the same topic in China, 
where the Han culture has been the norm for thousands of years. In the U.S., the question, 
“Whose ethics?” seems to be frequently asked. However, due to the strong influence of 
Christianity in the U.S., Christian values might be an important component of U.S. 
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leadership ethics (Hoppe & Bhagat, 2008). At the same time, democratic tradition, 
pioneer spirit, individualism, scientism, pragmatism, and capitalism are mixed together to 
shape American values such as independence, self-reliance, equality, absolute truth 
seeking, practicality, material success, can-do spirit, personal achievement, privacy, hard 
work, and honesty revealed not only in literature (Bellah, 1986; Hoppe & Bhagat, 2008) 
but also in literature such as the Great Gatsby, My Antonia   as well as movies 
represented by the American Western. Acting as moral role model leaders in the U.S. 
seems to be more challenging than in China. What makes it more challenging is probably 
the complex system of laws in the U.S. In a society which has a long tradition of 
governing by law, how could governing by moral values fit into the system? The fact that 
the Chinese university presidents interviewed did not confine their leadership values to 
the mere duplicating of equality, and the fact they are making great efforts to explore a 
moral leadership model combining both Chinese/Asian and Western elements, both past 
and present, fitting into the Chinese setting, has demonstrated their ability to hybridize 
leadership styles.  
Two points made by the participants are very striking, thus worth mentioning. The 
first is one president’s perception about the high power distance between Western 
university presidents and their followers. “In fact, Western presidents are very 
authoritative…. personally, I feel they are far from me (followers)” (Yin Shangfa). This 
is a very interesting observation. It is contrary to my own observations and the 
commonly-held U.S. view that Western presidents are more accessible than the Chinese 
ones. The American academic traditions of faculty governance and consensus building 
theoretically should produce more accessible presidents. This observation also seems to 
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be the opposite of Hofstede’s (1980b) research findings that Chinese culture has more 
power distance than American culture, which has been confirmed by many other 
researchers. Does PresidentYin Shangfa’s observation support the most recent GLOBE 
project (2004, 2006) findings that the difference in the power distance level between 
China and the United States is getting smaller, almost to the same medium range? Or is it 
because of the special perspectives President Yin Shangfa has? His observation was 
based upon the following lenses of his: 1) he was a student and a visiting President in the 
UK; 2) he was visiting faculty and a president from China in the U.S. and other Western 
countries; and 3) he was a host for Western presidents in China; 4)He was a visiting 
faculty in a U.S. university. His views are mainly from the perspective of a visitor, an 
outside peer, and as a participant with lower status. Or maybe our research about the 
American university presidential leadership needs to be updated? 
While the moral values of the Chinese presidents interviewed seem to have been 
internalized to become part of their presidential leadership ethics, there are some indirect 
or unclear expressions from the participants suggesting that their role modeling may be 
somewhat superficial, just a mask for the others to view. During the interviews, several 
presidents talk about setting up a public image of this and that type (role modeling), as 
reflected in President Yin Shangfa’s words:  “…moral conduct of the presidents is much 
valued by the students and the faculty…. It is an issue of what types of public image we 
should set up” (Yin Shangfa). Do they really care about these values deeply?  Do they 
just wear a public mask to showcase the values “imposed on them” by their institutions, 
the socio-cultural norms of China, or the government? Does this mean a president’s 
values and his university’s values do not have to be synchronized for a president to be 
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effective? Does this suggest presidents can be effective even if they merely “act” or 
“perform” the role of moral role model?  
Leading by role modeling is an important leadership concept. Broad-mindedness, 
altruistic paternalism, emphasis on equality, and Chinese pragmatism are dimensions of 
the moral role modeling of the Chinese university presidents interviewed. This suggests 
the presidents’ leadership is contextual, personal, and ethical. These dimensions also 
indicate their abilities to know the globe and China, and more importantly to combine the 
Western and the Chinese, in order to lead effectively in the Chinese setting. In defining 
their moral stances, they have demonstrated the special ability to combine: Western and 
Chinese; tradition and Modernity; flexibility and stability; essence and appearance; the 
personal and contextual; innovation and conservation; boldness and reserve; pragmatism 
and idealism; global-local perspective and competence and dynamic steadiness. 
Symbol  
While most of the presidents interviewed emphasize the transformational 
(change-agent) role of the presidents, two presidents articulate the symbolic/transactional 
role of the president. According to them, the symbolic role of the president involves two 
dimensions, symbol for prestige and resources; and non-leading. 
For example, as the Executive Vice President(president in action) of the 
university, Dr. Qian Haikai informed me his university still keeps his Ph.D. advisor, Dr. 
Xu Yaowu, a well-respected educator and scientist in China, as the university’s official, 
albeit symbolic, President. According to Qian, Dr. Xu Yaowu is in his 90s and doesn’t 
have enough energy to run the university full time. Therefore, the daily executive 
management of the university falls on the shoulders of the Executive Vice President. The 
reason why the university still keeps President Xu is because he is the teacher of some 
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major national Chinese leaders, and is highly accomplished in China; thus, he is well 
connected and respected in China. His presidencyis mainly symbolic to maintain the 
prestige of the university and bring more resources to it: 
In this current situation (when we need large government funds), I have to depend 
on him (Dr. Xu Yaowu). I don’t know what to do in future after he leaves us. That 
I’m afraid will be a big loss. The reason is very simple. When Premier Zhu Rongji 
was the Mayor and Huangju was the Party Secretary of our city (both of them 
were Dr. Xu’s students from Qinghua), they always said they would come to our 
university to visit their teacher, right! Whenever Senior Xu (Xu Lao) expressed 
his desire to meet and talk to them about our university, they would say to him: 
“Senior Xu, please don’t move. We are coming.” I myself can’t make this happen 
if he’s gone. Even if I try my best to see him (Zhu Rongji), he might not give me 
an opportunity. This is, this is, irreplaceable! (Qian Haikai) 
 
In addition to the dimension of status keeper, leading through non-leading is 
another dimension of the presidents’ symbolic role. This idea is well reflected in 
President Yin Shangfa’s statement: 
Given the current system of our university, it will run properly even without me, 
because we have many vice presidents, colleges, and departments who know how 
to survive and how to operate…. There will be absolutely no problem at all.   
 
To reinforce the theme of symbolic leading, President Li Dongba adds that the  
older and deeper a university culture is, the less it needs a president. He uses Hedan 
University and his university as examples. At his university, a captain or president is still 
very important because it’s young and in transition. However, Hedan, due to its long-term 
cultural accumulations, can run by itself even without a president:  
…Hedan and here (Fanghua) are very different. At that time (when I served the 
Vice President of Hedan), we used to say often that it was better the university 
didn’t have a president. The university ran well without president. We didn’t like 
to see the President. Our directors of various offices were very capable. The 
President, he liked to give orders (发号施令) without knowing the situation. In 
addition, we often said that Hedan was like an aircraft carrier (航空母舰). It 
didn’t run fast, nor did it sink. It had a deep culture; one individual would not be 
able to change that. So it didn’t matter if we had a president or not. The current 
President is Wang Ruya. I had worked under both Wang Ruya and Yan 
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Zhuangling (former president)….President Wang and President Yan represented 
two extremes. President Yan had a very distinctive personality with a mind full of 
ideas while President Wang’s personality and ideas were not obviously 
distinctive. However, he (President Wang) seems to be a better fit to Hedan. He is 
a very nice and a mild-natured guy. He was willing to have dinner with any 
professor who asked him. He didn’t feel it was too much trouble. If it were 
President Yan, he would have to think whether it was worthwhile to see this 
person or not…. Hedan has come to a stage where it can run without a captain. 
We at Fanghua still need a captain! Without him, we feel that all of our six vital 
organs would fail (we would be at our wits end) (六神无主). 
 
The concept of university presidents being symbols of the university, preserving 
the status quo, or leading as facilitators is not a new idea in the American academic 
presidency literature (Birnbaum, 1988, 1992, 1999). The major differences seen between 
Fisher’s strong presidency (transformational) versus Birnbaum’s weak (transactional) 
presidency is a case in point. Fisher (1984) argues that a university needs a captain to 
steer it in the right direction. Hence, presidents should be transformational leaders who 
can the university in a new direction.  While agreeing with Fisher on some points, 
Birnbaum (Birnbaum, 1988, 1992, 1999) argues that due to the unique culture of a 
university as an organization which values equality and democracy, and the loosely-
coupled nature of its organizational structure and culture, a president should act more like 
a facilitator and symbol of a university than a change agent. Hence, leading without 
forcing is more effective.  
Birnbaum’s (1988, 1992, 1999) perspective echoes the Daoist leadership concept 
of leading by following the law of nature (context), by non-leading. Leading through 
non-leading: my interview data resonates with this view. In other Chinese leadership 
literature and practices, the practice of leaders being used to maintain the status quo is not 
new either. In the long feudal Chinese history, for example, sometimes when an emperor 
was too sick or incapable of running the country, he was not removed. Instead, he was 
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maintained in the position as a symbol of royal authority and for the stability of the 
society while his courtiers ran the country. Given China’s unique culture of emphasizing 
hierarchy, power distance, authority, and position power together with face/mianzi, 
renqin and guanxi/relationships (Fu,Wu, & Yong 2007), having a symbolic leader who is 
not leading is not surprising.  
Nevertheless, strong/transformational leadership has been more emphasized in 
China than (Birnbaum’s) transactional leadership due to China’s centralized political 
system having existed for thousands of years, as well as its higher power distance culture. 
The generation of university presidents I interviewed mostly has lived through the period 
of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) and the Reformation Era (post-1978). The former 
era’s leadership was marked more by dictatorship, and the latter era was marked by 
transformational leadership. In both cases, strong leadership has been the norm. Under 
these circumstances, the presidents’ articulation of symbolic leadership is refreshing. This 
might reflect the response of the presidents to the changing dynamics of Chinese society 
toward more democratic governance. It might also reflect the unique qualities of higher 
education organizations in contrast to other types of organizations, such as businesses. 
Moreover, these mentions of symbolic leadership might reveal the presidents’ willingness 
and ability to embrace Western ideas and practices to lead effectively in China. The 
theme of symbolic presidency suggests they value the Daoist leadership approach 
articulated in both the Chinese and the American literatures discussed previously. In the 
process of deciding whether they use transformational or transactional leadership, they 
have demonstrated a high ability to blend the contextual and the personal. In the process 
of implementing symbolic leadership, they have demonstrated both the abilities and the 
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rich knowledge necessary to combine West, East, adaptability, innovativeness, flexibility, 
and critical thinking. Their leadership is contextual-personal contingent, changing 
dynamically according to the global, local, and organizational contexts, as well as their 
personal choices. This role is not as fully and deeply discussed than the other roles, which 
might indicate that this idea is not that popular in China. 
Summary & Discussion: Nine Roles, Leadership Characteristics, and Meaning 
In the previous sections of Chapter 46, I reported the nine major presidential roles 
identified in the interview data and the leadership characteristics I inferred from each 
role. In this section, I will summarize each individual role and leadership characteristics 
demonstrated in each role each role along with my first-step interpretations. The purpose 
is to provide a clear picture of what I found and to facilitate the next level of discussions. 
The nine presidential roles revealed in the interview data are Visionary, CEO, 
Head of Internationalization, Fundraiser, Minister of Houqin, Scholar, Mr. Public 
Relations, Moral Role Model, and Symbol (Table 2). 
Presidential Roles, Leadership Characteristics, and Meaning 
The role of visionary involves pointing out the directions, both overall and specific 
directions7, in which the university will advance. It includes providing insightful 
information about the role of the university, the nature of university as an organization,8 
the types of students a university intends to educate, and university governance. The 
themes identified are: 1) A president should be 高瞻远瞩 (far-sighted) and 
                                                
6 Current chapter 
7 E.g. types of  universities, programs, and service scope/market 
8 E.g. public or private 
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knowledgeable (a clear and far-sighted vision based on his knowledge of the global, 
national, local and institutional context, past and present); 2) The  
directions pointed out by a president should be based upon global, local, and institutional 
contexts, and should be scientific; 3) In positioning the university, a president should 
keep China in mind while looking at the world; stand solidly on tradition and modernity 
as well as the social reality of China (胸怀中国，放眼世界，立足于传统) 4) 
Universities should be comprehensive with their own distinctive characteristics and 
should be multi-disciplinary-- and the way to get there is through borrowing a ship to 
launch into the ocean (借船出海); 5) Teaching, research, and service are three 
inseparable dimensions of the role of the university, and the universities and society 
should be若即若离 (not too close yet not too far); 6) A university is similar to and 
different from the public and business sectors, thus, a democratic but efficient  
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Table 2: Presidential Roles 
Role Presidential Role  
1 Visionary 
2 CEO 
3 Fundraiser 
4 Head of Internationalization 
5 Minister of Houqin 
6 Mr. Public Relations 
7 Scholar and Semi-scholar 
8 Moral Role Model 
9 Symbol 
 
management model should be established; 7) A university should produce four types of 
students: holistic/comprehensive, multiple disciplinary, practical, and independent 
thinkers with high foreign language (English) proficiency; 8) A university should focus 
on different priorities at different stages of its development, should be governed by law 
combined with human care, should put students at the center, and should encourage the 
free flow (mobility) of human capital. These themes suggest the following presidential 
leadership characteristics: 1) Presidential vision is defined by contexts: the global, 
national, local, organizational, past and present (contextual); 2) Presidential vision is also 
defined by personal preferences, values, experiences, knowledge, and skill sets 
(personal); 3) Presidential vision has been informed by, and is a fluid, dynamic, 
contingent, and uneven blending of the global/Western & Eastern, local/Chinese, 
organizational, and personal (dynamic). West and East, China and the US; the traditional 
and the modern are filtered through a president’s own global-local experiences and 
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knowledge (hybrid); 4) Presidential vision is demonstrated in their glo-cal mindsets and 
skill sets; far-sightedness and open-mindedness; innovative and entrepreneurial spirit; 
higher adaptability and flexibility; breadth and depth of knowledge; practical ethics; and 
the ability to balance, harmonize, and to make changes contingently.   
 The CEO role of the university president includes overseeing all the 
administrative operations of the university such as generating funds; budgeting; and 
managing human resources through policy, rewards, evaluation, benevolence, and 
delegating. Specifically, these can involve combining non-material and material rewards; 
evaluating the faculty’s work; delegating; managing through jingying; “playing piano”; 
nurturing a culture; standing on a middle path between regulations and benevolence; 
managing students through parenting, communicating, “allowing small earthquakes”, and 
visibility. All these suggest that the leadership of the presidents is a dynamic blending of 
Western/American/global and Chinese ideologies and practices according to global-
international-local-institutional-human contexts and the presidents’ personal preferences 
and values. The leadership qualities they have demonstrated in their management role 
include versatile management skill sets, entrepreneurialism, people skills/relation-
orientation, knowledge of the global/American/Western/Eastern and the local/Chinese, 
academic-business mindset, innovativeness, creativity, pragmatism, ethics, and open-
broad-mindedness. Possible influences/constraints on their leadership include 
globalization, neoliberalism, and the resultant privatization and corporatization of 
education; China’s desire to be a world player; the presidents’ institutional context; 
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Chinese cultural core values such as collectivism and harmony-seeking; and Western9 
and Eastern10 leadership practices and traditions. 
The fundraiser’s role is the first priority on the presidents’ agenda and includes 
obtaining government and non-government funds11, borrowing (from the banks), and 
making money (utilizing institutional and presidential resources and strengths). The 
overarching strategy is: Baxian Guohai, Gexian Qiling12. Four reasons for raising funds 
are mentioned: to facilitate the rapid expansion of China’s higher education system; 
inadequate and unevenly-distributed government funding; inspiration from Western 
higher education; and to realize the personal visions and ambitions of the presidents.  
Leadership reflected in their fundraising strategies is marked by a Western-Eastern 
combination; a context-individuality contingency; and entrepreneurialism13 tempered by 
conscience and restraint. It is further marked by being harmony-stability-seeking; 
authoritative and democratic; relational and task-oriented; process-oriented and outcome 
oriented; knowledgeable, pragmatic, highly adaptable and flexible while tempered by 
moral values; and able to adopt and adapt according to  Chinese and institutional contexts 
as well as personal preferences and values.  It is a dynamic and fluid blending of 
Chineseness, Americanness/globalness (Westerness + Eaternness), and individuality in a 
                                                
9 E.g. the role of CEO and the concept of management 
10 E.g. the roles of scholar and father of the presidents; Confucian moral leadership, Daoism 
leading    following the law of nature; Mao’s lawless/ leadership; Chinese traditional paternalistic 
leadership; and Marxist centralized leadership 
11 E.g. funds from the private or public, domestic or international donors 
12 Chinese proverb: Eight gods cross the river in eight ways 
13 Risk-taking, opportunistic, business mindset, and market driven 
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local and institutional context. To apply a Chinese proverb, these presidents look at six 
roads with their eyes and listen to 8 directions with their ears. My interpretations of the 
possible influences or constraints on their leadership are, 1) the reformation of Chinese 
society and expansion of China’s higher education system, under global and domestic 
pressures; 2) the shrinkage of government funding;  3) inspiration from their peers in 
other countries whose main responsibility is raising funds; 4) most importantly, the forces 
of globalization and the resultant market driven economy and privatization of higher 
education; 5) the transition from a Russian model towards an American model; 6)  
Westernization; 7) unique Chinese cultural phenomena  such as  relationship-orientation14 
and value of hierarchy15; and 9) Chinese pragmatism. 
The role of head of internationalization involves initiating strategically with 
cultural competence of multiple programs with multiple countries highlighting Western 
universities to enhance China’s world competiveness. The themes identified under this 
presidential role are: being in charge and enjoying (the role); multiplicity (of programs 
and countries); implementing strategically and sincerely with cross-cultural competence; 
and enhancing China’s world competitiveness (purposes). These themes reveal the 
complex dynamics of power shifting in higher education internationalization: from 
Western domination towards equality, from being educational importers towards 
becoming exporters (China), from the periphery to the center (China), and from passivity 
to activity (China).  The old pattern of Western hegemony still exists while there is an 
emerging counterforce negotiating for China to be a stronger global player. Leadership 
                                                
14 E.g. Guanxi, Renqin, mianzi, respecting  seniority 
15 E.g. prestige, status, ranks, and titles 
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represented by the presidents interviewed is a constant, consistent, dynamic, and fluid 
blending of Americanness, Chineseness, and any other influences the presidents has been 
exposed to according to global-national-local-institutional contexts and personal 
preferences. In the process of leading internationalization, these university presidents 
have demonstrated Daoist competitiveness16; a combination of relationship-orientation 
and result-orientation; far-sightedness in their vision and strategy and passion in their 
actions; Chinese pragmatism17; nimbleness, flexibility, shrewdness and strength in 
negotiation; originality, self-protectiveness, and creativity. These characteristics are 
tempered by ethics18; global competence marked by insights and knowledge about the 
world as well as global mindsets and perspectives. What is most important, however, is 
the presidents’ abilities to analyze and utilize the global to serve China. Possible 
influences or constraints on their leadership I inferred include China’s rising status on the 
international stage from the periphery to the center; China’s national policy of 
strengthening herself through internationalization; the evolution of the presidential role 
from non-head to the head of internationalization; the open door policy; the international 
experiences of the presidents; higher education reformation, mainly moving toward a 
U.S. model; China’s entry into the WTO; and China’s university promotion criteria.  
The Minister of Houqin’s role includes taking care of chi (eating) he (drinking) la 
(pooping) sa (peeing) shui (sleeping). This is the role complained about the most by the 
                                                
16 Use softness to conquer hardness. 
17 As reflected in Deng Xiaoping’s words: “White cat or black cat, the one who catches the mouse 
is the good cat”. 
18 E.g. value quality, fairness, sincerity, for public good including the for the benefit of 
international communities and partner institutions as well as human kind. 
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majority of the interviewees. Specifically, this role includes managing all the campus 
service facilities and working with all the internal and external stakeholders for that 
purpose. These include such things as building and providing housing for academic and 
residence purposes and starting and managing university enterprises such as schools, 
hospitals, shopping centers, and many others. In leading this function, the presidents have 
demonstrated the qualities of altruism, patience, physical-emotional-psychological 
strength (to handle stresses), endurance, a conforming attitude, the ability to attend to 
details, being a jack-of-all-trades and pragmatism, on the one hand, and higher 
adaptability, flexibility, creativity, innovation, independence (individualism), sharpness, 
ethics, vision, knowledge and insights about China and the world, and great people skills, 
on the other. Their leadership is contextual and personal. It’s a dynamic and fluxional 
hybridization of all the informants such as Americanness, Chineseness and Westerness, 
Easterness/globalness to solve China’s problems. The possible influences or restraints on 
their leadership are: a highly centralized political-economic system; a large demand for 
higher education and a scarcity of resources; and the internal tension caused by China’s 
fundamental social-political-cultural changes under the imperatives of globalization from 
a planned economy towards a market economy; from centralization toward 
decentralization; from a Russian model toward a US model; and from Marxism and 
Confucianism toward Westernization.  
The leading scholar’s role includes high accomplishment in a scholarly field of 
expertise as well as being a semi-scholar with strong management skill sets. Being an 
expert in a scholarly field helps a president to gain legitimacy and win respect; being a 
semi-scholar-manager ensures that the presidents can concentrate on running a university 
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well. Revealed in the presidents’ thoughts about a scholarly vs. a professional presidency 
are their leadership qualities of being knowledgeable about China and the West; 
adaptable, thoughtful, thinking critically, risk-taking; able to blend West/U.S.-China-
personal; and keeping a balance between scholarship and leadership skill sets, between 
suspicion and trust, between being an expert and a jack-of-all-trades, and between the 
breadth and the depth of their knowledge. The presidents’ thoughts also suggest that 
leadership is more developed than born. My interpretations of the possible influences or 
constraints on their leadership are: 1) the Chinese tradition of valuing a scholar president 
and the view of the university as Ivy League; 2) tension created by China’s social-
economic-cultural transition from tradition to modernity; 3) post-Cultural Revolution 
resconstructuring19. 4) a reversal of the view of government official superiority (to 
knowledge superiority); 5) China’s policy of rejuvenating the nation through science, 
technology and education; 6) rapid growth of the universities and their capacities20; 7) 
introduction of the modern concept of management to China; 8) Western influence21.  
The Mr. Relations’ role involves building, using, and balancing relationships to 
bring prestige and resources to the university. Specifically, these Chinese university 
presidents interviewed build, utilize, and balance relationships among the external 
stakeholders, the internal stakeholders, the international communities, and their peers.  
Among the four stakeholders, external stakeholders and international communities are 
more emphasized than peers and internal stakeholders. Among the internal stakeholders, 
                                                
19 Knowledge is regarded as gold instead of trash, a Cultural Revolution view. 
20 This rapid growth calls for presidents with leadership abilities instead of pure scholar 
presidents. 
21 E.g. calling for a professional presidency 
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more personal attention is paid to to the presidents’ political counterparts, the party 
secretaries, than to the other-level administrators, faculty, and students. The leadership of 
the presidents reflected in playing this role is marked by combining a global mindset with 
a Chinese approach22. This requires cross-cultural competence and an ability to adapt and 
adopt global ideologies and practices as well as using Chinese pragmatism23. In playing 
this role, they have demonstrated a contextual-personal-cultural contingent leadership 
combining a relationship-orientation with an outcome-orientation, constraint with risk-
taking, a Chinese approach24 with global mindsets and skill sets. The possible constraints 
on these presidents’ leadership from my perspective are: Deng Xiaoping’s Chinese 
Pragmatism; Chinese culture’s emphasis on guanxi or relationship (Fu, Wu & Yang, 
2007) and higher power distance (Hofstede, 1980); the impact of globalization and the 
resultant interconnection and unequal power in the world; and Westernization  
The moral role model role of the presidents interviewed includes being a father to 
the campus while acting like an ordinary person. Specific moral behaviors proposed by 
the presidents include broad-mindedness/tolerance25; altruism and paternalism (Chinese); 
an emphasis on equality/visibility); and (Chinese) pragmatism26. These values indicate 
that the presidents interviewed are making great efforts to embrace the Chinese and the 
Western/American, high and pragmatic, and the past and present values in their 
leadership. They have been exploring a combined model of leadership in which Chinese 
                                                
22 E.g. relational 
23 E.g. exploration, risk-taking, and outcome orientation 
24 E.g. relational, hierarchical, strategic, manipulative, human, Chinese pragmatic 
25 This means global mindset + tolerance of opposing perspectives. 
26 It indicates pragmatic/contextual contingent moral values 
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and Western, higher moral ground and contexts are organically, flexibly and loosely 
weaved together to serve China. This leadership model is represented by a quest for 
balance between authority and equality; visibility and charisma; essence and appearance; 
and pragmatism and idealism. In it, equality and control are juxtaposed; Chinese 
leadership emphasizing authority, benevolence, and care lives in harmony with as well as 
clashes with the American concepts of equality and participation; high ethics live 
together with contingent/contextual/practical ethics. The former provides stability, while 
the latter provides flexibility, adaptability, and an exploratory and innovative spirit. The 
combination of the two is not merely1: America + 1: Chinese =2 (a formula of half 
American+ half Chinese). The presidents also constantly absorbing and incorporating 
new ideas from other cultures they have been are exposes to.  The Americanness, 
Chineseness and other informants are constantly adjusting, balancing and rebalancing to 
meet the organizational and social needs of China. It reflects the struggles of a president 
to explore a leadership model which incorporates the global/American-Chinese and the 
traditional and modern to lead effectively, dynamically, flexibly, ethically and practically 
in the Chinese global, national, local and institutional settings. In a word, the leadership 
of these presidents is a dynamic hybrid of global and local values marked by the blending 
of capitalist (market and equality), Chinese traditional (patriarchal), socialist (altruist and 
collectivist), and Dengist (pragmatic) values. Their leadership also reflects their search 
for an ethical leadership framework to fit into the current Chinese soil, which can lead 
China to reach the world standard.  Possible influences or constraints on their leadership, 
from my perspective, are: 1) the Chinese tradition of moral leadership27;  2) socialism28; 
                                                
27 E.g. winning people’s hearts: paternalism including loving, caring, benevolence, authority and 
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3) Maoism29; 4) collectivism (altruism, self-sacrifice, handwork, conformity and 
tolerance of opposing perspectives); 5) China’s most recent moral crisis; 6) globalization 
and Westernization30; 7) a centralized political system31; 8) Chinese pragmatism (Deng 
Xiaopingism); 9) a Han dominant culture (unified/dominant values); 10) American 
cultural influences and values32; 11) China’s new rapid economic growth ( which 
shortening the power distance); and 12) the Chinese tradition of care for mianzi/face/ 
public image. 
The symbol role of the presidents includes being a preserver of the status quo or a 
facilitator/ non-leader. In the process of implementing symbolic leadership, the university 
presidents interviewed have demonstrated a high ability and rich knowledge in blending 
West and East as well as high adaptability and flexibility. Their leadership is contextual-
personal-contingent, changing according to the global, local and organizational contexts 
and their personal choices. Possible influences or  restraints on this presidential role from 
                                                                                                                                            
face-saving; 
28 E.g. servant spirit, altruism, and self-sacrifice 
29 A combination of feudalism and socialism. A leader is regarded as God/savior, a pathfinder, 
father/protector, provider, servant, symbol of ethics, and moral model. 
30 E.g. broad-mindedness, visibility, access, equality, global-mindedness and tolerance 
31 E.g. human resource system=arranged marriages 
32 E.g. Christian values/one God/one truth; democratic tradition, pioneer spirit, individualism, 
scientism, pragmatism, capitalism; independence, self-reliance, equality, believing in one absolute 
truth, practical mindset, valuing material success 
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my perspective are: the special culture of the universities33; feudal Chinese history34;  
Chinese culture’s  emphasis on hierarchy, authority, and position power entangled with 
“saving face/mianzi”, “renqin” and “guanxi”; China’s centralized political system and the 
resultant higher power distance; the Cultural Revolution35; the Reformation era of 
Chinese history;36; Westernization37; and a president’s willingness and ability to embrace 
Western ideas and practices (Table 3). 
Among these roles, visionary is the most emphasized and deeply discussed and 
articulated role; the CEO role is well verbalized with some dimensions discussed more in 
depth than others; head of internationalization is the most enthusiastically and deeply  
Table 3 
Leadership Roles and Demonstrated Characteristics 
Leadership Role Leadership Characteristics 
Visionary 
1) contextual: the past-present-global-national-local-organizational;  
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a fluid, dynamic, contingent, uneven blending of the past and present, of the 
global, local, organizational, and personal;  
4) leadership values & behaviors: glo-cal mindset and skill sets; far-sightedness 
and open-mindedness; innovative and  entrepreneurial spirit; higher adaptability 
and flexibility; breadth and depth of knowledge; practical ethics; ability to 
balance, harmonize, and to make changes contingently.   
 
 
 (continued)
                                                
33 E.g. more equality and democracy than business sector, a loosely-coupled organization; Taoist/ 
transactional leadership is practiced more than in the business sector.  
34 Feudal tradition values position power which is viewed as symbol for authority and stability of 
the society. 
35 Cultural revolution produced dictatorship and manipulation leadership 
36 Reformation era called for transformational leadership. 
37 Westernization resulted in the call for more equality and democracy in leadership. 
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Table 3 (continued) 
 
Leadership Role Leadership Characteristics 
CEO 
1) contextual: global-international-local-institutional-human; 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a dynamic blending of the Western and Chinese  ideologies and practices; 
4) leadership values and behaviors: versatile management skill sets; 
entrepreneurialism; people skills/relation-orientation; knowledge of glo-cal; and 
business combined with academic mindset; innovativeness; creativity; 
pragmatism; ethics; open-broad-mindedness. 
Fundraiser 
1) context-contingent; 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a dynamic blending of the global, American and Chinese;   
4) leadership values and behaviors; entrepreneurialism (risk-taking, opportunist, 
business mindset, market driven) tempered by academicism (conscientiousness 
and restraint, harmony-stability-seeking); authoritative & democratic; relation-
task-orientation; process-outcome orientation; global-local knowledge; 
pragmatic, higher adaptability and flexibility tempered by moral values. 
Head of Interna- 
tionalization 
1) contextual: global-national-local-organizational;  
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a fluid, dynamic blending of global/American, local/Chinese, organizational, 
and personal  
4) leadership values and behaviors: glo-cal mindset-perspective-knowledge; 
Taoist competitiveness;  relationship-outcome orientation; far-sightedness in 
vision, strategic and passionate in actions; Chinese pragmatism; nimbleness, 
flexibility, shrewdness; self-protectiveness; equality, fairness, sincerity, care for 
human kind, globe, and cooperation; global competence marked by insights & 
knowledge about the world; 
Minister of 
Houqin 
1) contextual: global-international-local-institutional-human; 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a dynamic hybridization of global-local; 
4) leadership values & behaviors: glo-cal knowledge; altruism, paternalism, 
patience, physical-emotional-psychological strengths, endurance, conforming, 
ability to attend to details, jack- of- all- trades, pragmatism; high adaptability, 
flexibility, creativity, innovation, independence, sharpness, vision, and people 
skills; 
Mr. Public 
Relationship 
1) contextual: global-international-local-institutional; 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a dynamic combination of global mindset and Chinese approach; global 
ideologies’ and practices and Chinese pragmatism; 
4) leadership values & behaviors: cross-cultural competence; ability to adapt and 
adopt global ideologies and practices; Chinese pragmatism; relationship-
outcome-orientation; combination of constraint and risk-taking; ability to 
combine Chinese approach (relational, hierarchical, strategic, manipulative, 
human, Chinese pragmatic) with global mindset and skill sets. 
 
 
 (continued)
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Table 3 (continued) 
 
Leadership Role Leadership Characteristics 
Scholar and Semi-
scholar 
1) contextual: global-international-local-institutional; 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) a dynamic blending of China-West-global-personal-contextual  
4) leadership values and behaviors: West-China knowledge; adaptability; 
thoughtfulness; critical thinking ability; risk-taking; balance between scholarly 
expertise and leadership skill sets; balance between suspicion and trust; balance 
between being an expert and jack-of-all-trades; balance between breadth and 
depth of knowledge; leadership is more developed than born; 
Moral Role Model 
1) dynamic uneven blending: the Chinese and Western/American, high and 
pragmatic values, past and present; context are organically, flexibly and loosely 
weaved together to serve China; a hybrid of global and local values marked by 
dynamic blending of capitalist (market and equality), Chinese traditional 
(patriarchal), socialist (altruist and collectivist), and Dengist (pragmatic) values. 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors;  
3) global-local contextual: 
4) leadership values and behaviors: a quest for balance between authority and 
equality; search for an ethical leadership framework to fit into the current 
Chinese soil which can lead China to reach the world standard. 
Symbol 
1) contextual: global-local 
2) personal: perspectives-values-experiences-behaviors 
3) dynamic blending of the global and local;  
4) leadership values and behaviors: Taoist leadership and transactionalist 
approaches; global-local knowledge; high adaptability and flexibility.  
  
discussed role; Minister of Houqin is the most frustrating role for the participants and is 
extensively discussed; the  role of  scholar is discussed as contrasted with the role of a 
professional president; the moral role model role is discussed with a certain level of 
sincerity and confusion; and the role of symbol  is not discussed in depth. The other roles 
are discussed fairly extensive and deep. 
In the long histories of China and the West, university presidents have played all 
these roles (Bensemin,1990; Birnbaum, 1988, 1989, 1992, 1999; Bornstein, 2002, 2003; 
Brown 2006; Chen, 2002; Chandler, 2004; Cohane, 2006; Cook, 1998;  Fisher,1984, 
2006; Green, 1988; Kerr, 2002; Kerr & Gade, 1986; Li, 2003; Min, 1999; Murphey 1997; 
Nelson, 2000; Oakley, 2002; Pardillar, 2006; Qu, 1997; Rhodes, 1997, 2001; Robertson, 
2005; Tierney, 1988; White, 2007; Xi, Guo, Wang & Wang, 2002; Zhou, 1996). 
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However, in the contemporary setting, particularly in the U.S., the roles of visionary, 
decision-maker, consensus builder/communicator, relationship builder, living logo; CFO, 
CEO, and role model are more or less highlighted (Ikenberry, 2011; Bornstein, 2002, 
2003). Viewed through this lens, some of the roles the Chinese presidents are playing 
appear to be more Western/American than Chinese. However, it’s a little risky to come 
up with this conclusion because even if the terminologies used in Chinese and American 
literature to describe the presidential roles are the same, the connotations might not be 
exactly the same.  
 Among these nine identified presidential roles, the Minister of Houqin, head of 
internationalization, and leading scholar are distinctively Chinese in the contemporary 
higher education setting and are not highlighted in the U.S. presidential leadership 
literature. The other roles are similar in appearance with both similar and different 
content as the American presidential roles discussed in the literature. Due to differences 
of context, the leadership approaches Chinese presidents take are also different. They 
combine the American, the Chinese, and whatever they learned from other countries, 
according to China’s social-economic-cultural-organizational contexts and their personal 
values and preferences. For example, the visionary role is most likely shared by 
presidents all over the world. University presidents all over the world are expected to be 
able to diagnose the internal and external environments surrounding their universities. 
They are expected to point out the overall direction the institutions should head toward 
and to develop strategies as to how to get there. However, the contexts for different 
institutions in different countries at different times with different presidents are not 
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necessarily the same. Therefore the directions and strategies should fit the specific 
contexts of an individual institution.  
The role of CEO is not at all new in the American/Western literature on academic 
presidency: presidents are expected to oversee overall administrative functions 
(Birnbaum, 1988, 1989, 1992, 1999; Bornstein, 2002, 2003; Fisher, 1984, 2006; Pardillar, 
2006), although sometimes people in academia do not like the word CEO. What’s unique 
about the Chinese presidents I interviewed is that they are running a higher education 
system experiencing fundamental transitions/changes with many new issues and 
problems which are different from those of the American higher education system. For 
example, an American public university president is the sole top executives of his 
university. He is selected mainly by the board and faculty. Although he is responsible for 
and report to the Board, his power restrained by faculty governance tradition, he is given 
high level of independence to run his university. In contrast, a Chinese key university 
president (of a public university) is selected by the central government with consultation 
to the local and institutional constituents. He doesn’t need to work as hard as the 
American president to please the faculty. However, he has to work hard to please the 
government as well as his campus co-leader Party Secretary. On the policy level, his 
partner and him should be equal, but this equality (check and balance/dual leadership 
system) made it difficult for a president to make decisions without the consent of the 
party secretary.  
The fundraiser’s role is one of the most important for both Chinese and American 
university presidents (Murphey, 1997; Rhodes, 1997; Bornstein, 2002, 2003). However, 
compared with the American tradition, fundraising is still a new responsibility for the 
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Chinese university presidents (Rui Yang, 2000). While their American peers (in public 
institutions) are “begging” money mostly from donors and state governments, the 
Chinese university presidents  I interviewed are chasing and begging money from the 
national and local governments  and donors; borrowing from the bank; and most 
distinctively, they are on the front lines of making money. 
Ethical/moral leadership is emphasized in both the American and Chinese 
leadership literature (Brown, 2006; Cohane, 2006; Farh & Cheng, 1999, 2000; Li, 2003; 
Nelson 2000; Rhodes, 2001, Zeng, 2003). However, the ethics/values cherished by the 
American university presidents are not necessarily cherished by the Chinese presidents. 
For example, the Leifeng spirit (pure altruism) is promoted much more by the Chinese 
presidents while equality might be more institutionalized in American university 
presidential leadership. While both the “lion”(strong president) (captain) and 
“mouse”(weak president) roles of the university presidents (Rhodes, 1997) are equally 
emphasized in American literature, my interview data suggests that the role of a 
captain/father is more emphasized by the Chinese university presidents than the role of  
commoner and facilitator.  
The symbolic role of the university presidents is emphasized by both the Chinese 
university presidents I interviewed and in the American literature on presidential 
leadership (Birnbaum, 1988, 1989, 1992, 1999; Bornstein, 2002, 2003; Ikenberry, 2010). 
However, in the case of the U.S., the symbolic role suggests leading transactionally rather 
than transformationally (Birnbaum, 1988; 1989, 1992, 1999), and serving as “a living 
logo” of the university (Ikenberry, 2010), while in China’s case (as demonstrated in my 
interview data), the emphasis is on two dimensions: 1) the context-individual contingent 
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interchanges between transactional and transformational leadership as well as many other 
forms of leadership; 2) the status quo keeper’s role of the university presidents. Here the 
theme of universalism and particularism are living in harmony, constantly interacting, 
negotiating, reconciling, and making changes dynamically and fluxionally to fulfill local 
needs and personal ambitions.   
Overall, the nine presidential roles seem to show a hybridity presidential role 
model in which the presidents interviewed are constantly blending the Western-American 
ideologies and practices with the Eastern-Chinese ones through the agency of their 
personal values and experiences to create something new which is constantly changing to 
meet local needs and to increase their leadership effectiveness in the Chinese setting. In 
defining their roles and playing these roles, these presidents interviewed consciously and 
subconsciously incorporate whatever they feel is helpful to their leadership. Not only do 
they make efforts to incorporate Western concepts and behaviors into their leadership, 
but they also incorporate ideas from other cultures they have been to and individuals they 
have met. For example, the presidents interviewed mentioned that interacting with their 
international peers in China also enabled them to learn a lot about Western thought and 
behaviors. In addition to bringing American ideologies and practices to strengthen their 
leadership, these interviewed presidents also constantly absorb fresh ideas from England, 
Portugal, Korea, and Japan, etc. to enrich their leadership. Their international strategies 
of taking advantage of the strengths of all cultures and institutional cultures are cases in 
point. Therefore, their leadership roles and the ways they play those roles are not merely 
a syncretism of Chinese and American, but a syncretism of a much larger and complex 
system as reflected in their sayings such as “holding China in our hearts while looking at 
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the entire world for inspiration”, and “By knowing yourself and the others, you’ll never 
lose.” 
There is one role, the politician, frequently mentioned in the American and 
Chinese literature on academic presidency, which seems to be missing from my data. No 
president interviewed uses the term politician to describe their role, nor do they view 
themselves as politicians, even though politician is not a negative term in the Chinese 
tradition. This is striking to me. It might reflect the scholarly-orientation of these 
presidents: they identify themselves more as leading scholars than politicians. It might 
also reflect the Western influence of “beware of politicians”.  
Leadership Characteristics 1: Global-national-local-institutional Contextual 
Leadership of the Chinese university presidents reflected in the nine identified 
roles is contextual and personal dynamically hybridizing the global and the local. It’s 
contextual because it attends to the global and local social-economic-political-cultural-
historical context. For example, one of the consistent themes in my interview data is the 
awe presidents have toward context, as vividly revealed in President Li Dongba’s words: 
“an individual is very trivial, when a big historical force hits; an individual can never 
reverse its direction.”  Whenever describing their thoughts on leadership, the presidents 
started with contexts, from the macro to the micro: global-national-local-institutional 
political-economic-cultural environments. In the process of articulating their leadership 
views, they constantly utilized a hybrid global-national-local-institutional contextual 
framework. The context lens they wear is glo-cal, a dynamic blending of Chinese 
(national, local, institutional) and global (Western and non-Western). 
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Contextual leadership is nothing new in the American academic leadership 
literature as reflected in Stanley Ikenberry’s (2010) most recent article “The Changing 
Demands of Presidential Leadership”: 
The environment in which presidents now function in 2010 is more daunting, 
more ambiguous, more threatening than any I have seen in my life time…It is the 
third dimension of the presidential leadership that inevitably is the most 
demanding. The president, along with the board, has the responsibility to bring 
this sometimes disparate world together. Harmonization of the institution’s 
aspirations and operations with the environment constraints in which it operates is 
the challenge of the contemporary academic presidency. 
 
What is unique about these Chinese university presidents’ contextual leadership is their 
response  to these complicated environment constraints through the use of hybridized 
leadership strategies and lenses. (Figure 1) 
 Leadership Characteristics 2: Personal Value-Behavior-Experience Contingent 
While emphasizing more the importance of contextual than individual influences on 
leadership, the presidents interviewed recognize the importance of individuality to 
leadership.  Therefore, their leadership is also personal. It is personal because the 
presidents’ personal values and preferences, abilities and skill sets, experiences and 
backgrounds, and even inborn talents play very important roles for them in defining and 
exercising their leadership. If responding to context is to a certain degree a passive action, 
the incorporating of the global-local is a more active process with individuality involved. 
Leading according to the context does not mean responding passively to the imperatives 
from it. In the process of making decisions as to how to respond to the contexts, 
presidents can chose to respect and yield to the contexts as well as utilize the contexts to 
make positive changes. The process of “utilizing” requires the participation of a human 
agent, the leaders themselves. Therefore, the leadership represented by these presidents 
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indicates that leaders can actively respond to context and turn that context into favorable 
conditions (for the university) as reflected in the words of Ikenberry (2010): 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Hybrid Leadership: Contextual 
Both the president and the board must work to bring about constructive change in 
the external environment….great presidential leaders have always been able to 
modify and improve the external environment in which their universities function, 
and they have had the skill and determination to enable the institution to adapt and 
change. Without that core leadership capacity to bring the campus and the 
environment in harmony, the president fails and the institution suffers. (p.2)  
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knowledge base, perspectives, values, skill sets, their preferences, and special talents. All 
these personal characteristics consciously and subconsciously influence the ways 
presidents interpret and diagnose the contexts, make decisions, and take actions. In other 
words, their personal backgrounds, behaviors, values, perspectives, and talents cannot be 
separated from their context-contingent leadership behaviors.  
Experiences Contingent  
According to my interview data, the presidents’ leadership is informed, shaped, 
and defined by the following specific personal experiences: 1) family background 
(political-economic-cultural-educational); 2) educational background (majors, level of 
education, location, university), 3) career experiences (professions, positions: from 
workers/farmers to faculty to Department Chair, dean, vice president, to president), 4) 
historical events (cultural revolution, reformation, presidential meetings, leadership 
training), and  5) global experiences (study or work abroad, global travels, mainly in 
U.S., but also in many other Western and Eastern Countries).38  
Personal Value-behavior Contingent  
These personal backgrounds and experiences help define and shape leaders’  
vision, values, styles, skill sets, and their leadership talents such as Lei Feng spirit 
(altruism), paternalism, handwork, tolerance, human concern, anti-materialism, Chinese 
pragmatism; market-orientation, equality, ruling by law, outcome-orientation, efficiency, 
democracy, entrepreneurialism; global-local-institutional-expertise/knowledge; ability to 
combine the global and China; higher adaptability, glo-cal mindsets and skill sets; and 
                                                
38 The data about these five dimensions are not reported in this dissertation. They will be 
discussed more thoroughly in upcoming articles about the informants of the leadership of the 
participants studied in this project. 
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macro-micro management skills . These talents, values, styles, and skill sets (behaviors) 
work together to play important roles in the leadership of the presidents interviewed.  
For example, President Li felt that his family genes might have provided him with 
certain leadership abilities; a middle class family environment nurtured his anti-
materialism and love of art; the Cultural Revolution helped him learn how to endure 
hardship and provided him with deep insight into Chinese society; a U.S. experience in a 
MBA Program turned him into a believer in a market economy and expanded his vision; 
working at several universities as vice presidents of multiple affairs provided him with 
rich knowledge about Chinese higher education and opportunities to hone his leadership 
skills. All these personal beliefs, abilities and talents left their marks on his presidential 
leadership strategies and decisions. For instance, he was able to combine capitalism and 
socialism, global and local perspectives, business and education mindsets to provide 
strategies for development. Applying his piano playing skills to his leadership, he was 
able to balance and prioritize.  
Other examples show that the presidents’ competence or skillsets also play an 
important role in their leadership. For instance, President Jiao Beipu uses his strengths in 
international affairs to bring his institution international resources. Due to the fact that he 
was not good at investing, but has strong expertise in foreign language and culture 
studies, he started the Foreign Languages Publishing House to generate additional funds 
for his university. President Yin Shangfa’s strong public relations skills brought one key 
national lab into his campus. 
The personal dimension of leadership is not a new concept, but what makes these 
Chinese university presidents’ personal dimension of leadership unique is their global-
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local hybridized perspectives, mindsets, competence, skill sets, and values shaped by 
their global-local experiences. 
Leadership Characteristics 3: Combining the Global/Western/American and Chinese, the 
Past and the Present 
 
What is more important in the leadership of the presidents interviewed, in 
addition to being contextual and personal, is their ability to hybridize the global and local, 
and the past and the present, to serve their institutional needs. Although they mainly talk 
about their professional and educational experiences in both the U.S. and China, their 
cultural and professional exposure is not just confined to these two countries. Instead, 
they have been exposed to many other cultures, too. Therefore, their leadership is not just 
a blending of Americanness and Chineseness, but also a blending of globalness 
(influences from other global cultures) reflected in both of their leadership dimensions, 
the contextual and personal.  
Global-national-local-institutional-past-present Contexts  
In their context-personal leadership orientation, the global and local; the Western 
and Eastern/Chinese; and the past and present are constantly blending. For example, in 
their contextual leadership framework, global-national-local-institutional, global 
represents the social-economic-political-cultural-higher educational contexts of the West 
and other international communities, while national, local and institutional refers mainly 
to the Chinese social-economic-political-cultural-higher educational-institutional context. 
Not only does the context they are attending to span geographical and organizational 
boundaries (global-local-Western-Eastern-Chinese-higher educational-institutional), but 
it also spans time (past-present). For instance, in positioning their universities, not only 
do they think about global-local contexts, but also about the past and present of those 
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contexts. The contextual dimension of their leadership indicates a hybrid model of 
varieties of contexts for these presidents to lead: global (globalization/political-economic-
cultural-higher educational), national (Chinese political-economic-cultural-higher 
educational), local (Chinese regional/provincial/municipal political-economic-cultural-
higher educational), and institutional (Chinese universities) contexts.  
Global context. The global context these Chinese university presidents are 
responding to is primarily driven by globalization; economic globalization, political 
globalization, and cultural globalization (Burbules, Torres, 2000). Economic 
globalization is characterized  by “ a transition from Fordist to post-Fordist forms of 
workplace organization; a rise in internationalized advertising and consumer practices; a 
reduction in barriers to the free flow of goods, workers, and investment across national 
borders; and correspondingly new pressures on the roles of  worker and consumer in 
society” (Burbules, Torres, 2000, p.14). Specifically, it includes the following factors 
(Burbules & Torres, 2000):  
1) changes in trade relations (groups such as GATT, or G-7, that promote the 
reduction of import taxes, tariffs, and regulations, and the formation of “free-
trade regions such as NAFTA, or the EU); 
2) changes in banking and credit processes (world credit systems such as Visa, 
ATMs, currency exchange, and capital flow and financial markets that are 
truly globalized); 
3) The presence of international lending agencies (such as the IMF and World 
Bank); 
4) Changes in the factors of production that have led to the rise of new “post-
Fordist” industries (the knowledge economy, the service sector, tourism and 
cultural industries); 
5) The presence of global corporations not tied to (loyal to) any national base or 
boundary; 
6) The mobility of labor and the mobility of the companies, which have thrown 
labor union on the defensive; 
7) New technologies (for the transmission of data, capital, and advertising); 
8) New patterns of consumption (sometimes termed the “McDonaldization” of 
taste-fast, standardized, and oriented to convenience over quality), along with 
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new advertising and marketing strategies that promote what George Ritzer 
calls the “means of consumption” (shopping malls, television buying channels, 
on-line purchasing, and easy credit).(pp.9-10) 
 
 Political globalization is described as “a certain loss of nation state sovereignty, 
or at least the erosion of national autonomy, and, correspondingly, a weakening of the 
notion of the “citizen” as a unified and unifying concept, a concept that can be 
characterized by precise roles, rights, obligations, and status.” (Burbules, Torres, 2000, 
p.14). Specifically, it means: 
nation-state survives as a medial institution, far from powerless, but constrained 
by trying to balance the four imperatives: 1) responses to transnational capital; 2) 
responses to global political structures (for example, the United Nations) and 
other non-governmental organizations; 3) responses to domestic pressures and 
demands, in order to maintain its own political legitimacy; and 4) responses to its 
own internal needs and self-interests. Most policy initiatives, including 
educational policies, are formed in the matrix of these four pressures, centered on 
the nation-state conceived  no longer as a  sovereign agent, but rather as an arbiter 
attempting to balance a range of internal and external pressures and constraints 
(Burbules, Torres, 2000, p.10). 
 
Cultural globalization is described as “ a tension between the ways in which 
globalization brings forth more standardization and cultural homogeneity while also 
bringing more fragmentation through the rise of locally oriented movements…however, a 
third theoretical alternative identifies a more conflicted and dialectical situation, with 
both cultural homogeneity and cultural heterogeneity appearing simultaneously in the 
cultural landscape. (Sometimes this merger, and dialectical tension, between the global 
and the local is termed the ‘glocal’.)” 
 (Burbules, Torres, 2000, p.14).  Specifically, cultural globalization includes: 
…changes in global media (cable, satellite, CNN, the Internet); commercial 
culture (McDonalds, Nike, the colors of Benneton); increased mobility, with 
vastly enlarged travel and tourism sectors; changes in communication 
technologies; worldwide distribution of film, television, and music products; an 
increased presence and visibility of global religions that change local rituals into 
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transnational ones; or the global world sports…like the Olympics or World Cup 
and also, significantly in terms of sports marketing (apparel, footwear, 
equipment), sponsorship/advertising, and global betting and gambling, all show 
the challenges that confront societies attempting to reconcile their own local and 
traditional values with the growing globalization of cultures not of their making 
(Burbules,Torres, 2000, pp.10-11). 
 
Although the world is shaped, organized and reorganized by these three 
globalization forces, globalization is not a “monograph”, according to Burbules and 
Torres (2000, p.14). On the contrary, some major dualities exist in the discourse of 
globalization. One duality is globalization from above and below. The former indicates “a 
process that primarily affects the elites within and across national contexts”, while the 
latter suggests “a popular process that primarily draws from the rank-and-file in civil 
society” (2000, p.14); Other dualities exist “between the global and local; between 
economic and cultural dimensions of globalization; between globalization viewed as a 
trend toward homogenization around Western (or, even more narrowly, around 
American) norms and culture, and globalization viewed as an era of increased contact 
between diverse cultures, leading to an increase in hybridization and novelty; and 
between the material and rhetorical effects of globalization--or, as it might be put, 
between globalization and  ‘glocalization’ (2000, p.14) (In China’s case, these dualities 
go hand in hand, forming a very complex matrix). (2000, p.14) 
All these forces and internal tensions of globalization work together to inform, 
shape and reshape, define and redefine the national policies and practices through a neo-
liberalism discourse, which worships market ethics. According to Stanley Fish (2009): 
“Neoliberalism is a pejorative way of referring to a set of economic/political policies 
based on a strong faith in the beneficent effects of free markets” It is a “philosophy in 
which the existence and operation of a market are valued in themselves, separately from 
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any previous relationship with the production of goods and services . . . and where the 
operation of a market or market-like structure is seen as an ethic in itself, capable of 
acting as a guide for all human action, and substituting for all previously existing ethical 
beliefs.” (Paul Treanor quoted in Fish, 2009).  
In his book, A brief history of neoliberalism (2007), David Harvey reinforces that 
Neoliberalism has become a dominant thought and practice throughout much of the world 
since 1970 or so, and which emphasizes a “market exchange ethic as the supreme ethic 
for all human action”. Given the fact that the foundation of neoliberalism is 
“reconstitution of state powers,” privatization, finance, and market processes are 
highlighted” (Harvey, 2007). Due to the fact that “the state interventions in the economy 
are minimized”, “the obligations of the state to provide for the welfare of its citizens are 
diminished” (p.23). The implication of the weakened state to education is well reflected 
in the argument of Burbules & Torres (2000): 
Economic restructuring has also reflected a deep fiscal crisis and budget 
reductions affecting the public sector which have resulted in the reduction of the 
welfare state and the increased privatization of social services, health, housing, 
and education. …with the implementation of neoliberal policies, the state has 
withdrawn from its responsibility to administer public resources to promote social 
justice. This is being replaced by a blind faith in the market…and the hope that 
economic growth will generate a spillover to help the poor, or that private charity 
will pick up what state programs leave out. (p.8) 
     
The complex of Neo-liberalism discussed above also dominates world education 
policies and practices as Burbules & Torres (2000) observe: “ In education terms, there is 
a growing understanding that the neoliberal version of globalization, particularly as 
implemented (and ideologically defended) by bilateral, multilateral, and international 
organizations, is reflected in an educational agenda that privileges, if not directly 
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imposes, particular policies for evaluation, financing, assessment, standards, teacher-
training, curriculum, instruction, and testing” (p.15) 
For example, the World Trade Organization (WTO) refers to education as a 
`service’, which pushes education into the market as a commodity while eroding the 
diversity of cultures and weakening national sovereignty and autonomy (Siqueira, 2005): 
…the existence of national regulations and even the offer of public education can 
be challenged as practices that are harmful to the “free” offer of educational 
services and subject to WTO sanctions, allowing business groups to demand 
public resources and other benefits. Should GATS succeed, it runs the risk of 
converting education from a subjective public right into a process of simple 
commercialization of educational packages (e.g. courses, evaluation and 
certification systems, textbooks, maps, uniforms…)… such a perspective clearly 
endangers national sovereignty and autonomy, leading potentially to the loss of 
cultural diversity and local values, to the benefit of a process of cultural 
homogeneity (p.2). 
In addition, the Bologna Declaration (1999) “calls for the integration of all the 
national systems of higher education in the EU into one European educational system 
with the major aim of increasing its ‘international competitiveness., as reflected in the 
Lorenz’s (2006) statement, “For the purpose of achieving the goals, the basic structures 
of the national systems must be made uniform, with the same cycles and degrees and, last 
but not least, the same mechanisms of control of the faculty”. It is an attempt to globalize 
the European standard of education and culture by turning the all the world universities 
into “diploma factories” with a European Standard as revealed in the Declaration: 
We must in particular look at the objectives increasing the international 
competitiveness of the European system of higher education. The vitality and 
efficiency of any civilization can be measured by the appeal that its culture has for 
other countries. We need to ensure that the European higher education system 
acquires a world-wide degree of attraction equal to our extraordinary cultural and 
scientific traditions.” “…the following objective, which we consider to be of 
primary relevance in order to establish the European area of higher education and 
to promote the European system of higher education worldwide (Bologna 
Declaration of 19thJune1999).  
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Obviously, the basic concepts behind the declaration is economic-and-cost- 
 
efficiency (Lorenz, 2006), which are shared by WTO and GATS: 
 
…by redefining higher education as a service just like any other--as a marketable 
commodity--the WTO and GATS are basically eroding all effective forms of 
democratic political control over higher education…Nevertheless, it is obvious 
that the economic view on higher education recently developed and formulated by 
the EU-declarations is similar to and compatible with the view developed by the 
WTO and by GATS. 
 
  Needless to say, the Neo-liberal public policy, or New Public Management 
(NPM), shaped by neo-liberalism “is characterized by a paradoxical combination of free 
market rhetoric and quasi-totalitarian practices of control”. This combination explains a 
number of the characteristics of NPM--institutions and practices--and the universities are 
being transformed into NPM-institutions …. In NPM discourse, the twin notions of 
efficiency and accountability are the key concepts. “Being efficient is just defined as 
being cost-effective; and being accountable (and ‘transparent’) simply means for NPM-
institutions being able to control and document their cost-effectiveness” (Lorenz, 2006, 
p.10). The influences of NPM on higher education are three fold:  
1) a continuous worsening of student–staff ratio, implying a continuously rising 
work pressure on the faculty. Since NPM sees the faculty primarily in terms of 
labor costs it is certain that this tendency will persist in the future;  
2) a continuous shrinking number of faculty members and the delineation of a 
‘core’ and a ‘periphery’ of part-time and untenured faculty; ever rising tuition 
fees for students; 
3) the permanent character of saving policies and reorganizations (Lorenz, 2006, 
p.11). 
 
This standardization and totalitarianism have created what George Ritzer called a 
‘McDonaldisation of society’ (quoted in Lorenz, 2006, p.11), thus turning the universities 
into entrepreneurial ‘McUniversities’ characterized by more managerial power (Lorenz, 
2006, p12). McUniversities, according to Park and Jary, mean enhancing the 
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“comparability of universities and standardization (of institutions, managers, academics 
and students)” (quoted in Lorenz, 2006, p.13). In this new type of higher education 
institutions, “the phenomenon of ranking (of citations, journals, individuals, research 
groups, departments, and universities) becomes the norm” (Lorenz, 2002, p.14). These 
new types of universities can be called “enterprises”, thus the faculty and administrators 
can be called “entrepreneurs”, while the real entrepreneurs become the ‘stakeholders’ of 
the ‘McUniversities’ (Lorenz, 2006, p15). 
In summary, “ the growing integration of the economy pushes toward a borderless 
world  and provides considerable evidence for the reduced ability of national 
governments to control their own economies or to define their  own national economic 
aims” (Burbules & Torres, 2000, p.16).  Under these conditions, economic and cultural 
boundaries defined by national political boundaries are blurring, and global 
interconnectivity is increasing, on the one hand,  and on the other, polarization between 
the rich and poor, the powerful and powerless, the North and South, the West and East is  
increasing (p.16). The world we are living in is marked by “neoliberal restructuring” 
operating through the “impersonal dynamic of capitalist competition in a progressively 
deregulated common market”, which enhances the effects of global trends on local 
communities. Consequently, “nation-states have become increasingly internationalized, 
in the sense that their agencies and policies become adjusted to the rhythms of the new 
world order” (Burbules &Torres, 2000, p20). These constraints were imposed by 
“transnational institutions” (p.20).  
However, although“…The globalization of the economy  has produced a 
unification of capital on a world scale”,  “workers and other subordinate groups have 
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become more fragmented and divided.” (p.5)  Reflected in cultures, some become much 
more hybridized than ever before where the global and the local are constantly 
dynamically, fluidly, and fluxionally interacting, blending, conversing, and negotiating to 
form a brand new culture in which the old and the new, the past and the present, the West 
and East cannot be split  apart (Rizvi, 1997; Perterse, 2009). At the same time, other 
cultures which are unable to “catch the train of globalization” become more isolated and 
localized/indiginalized, as stated by Burbules and Torres (2000):  
“The undeniable changes notwithstanding, however, the effects of globalization 
are also sometimes exaggerated…Vast segments of the world are almost 
untouched by many of these globalization dynamics. What we are seeing is a 
segmentation (worldwide) between globalized cultures--for instance, the 
prevalence of an urban, cosmopolitan habitus--and the rest of the world, which 
sees few of the benefits (to the extent that there are such) of access to the global 
market or to cosmopolitan cultures. Likewise, as noted previously, the assertion of 
something called “globalization” is often used to reinforce its “inevitability” and 
so to suppress attempts to resist it, yet many attempts to counteract globalization 
processes are well in place around the world…. (p.11) 
 
Neo-liberal ‘McUniversities’ and higher education are merging. As a result, 
“standardization, market determinism, reduced state sponsorship, imposed management 
and efficiency models”, become some of the dimensions of the neoliberal impact on 
higher education (P.15). Meanwhile, the influences of globalization on higher education 
in different countries are not the same. In education decision-making, there is local 
resistance at different levels “to defend public education against the introduction of pure 
market mechanisms to regulate educational exchanges and other policies that seek to 
reduce state sponsorship and financing and to impose management and efficiency models 
borrowed from the business sector” (p.19). Therefore, “the influence of globalization 
upon educational policies and practices can be seen to have multiple, and conflicting, 
effects” (p.19).  
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The discussions above show that the “national and local economic, political and 
cultural changes are affected by, and actively responding to, globalizing trends within a 
broad range of patterns. Given the fact that “education is one of the central arena in 
which these adaptations and responses occur,” it is becoming “one of the most myriad of 
institutional contexts” (P.18). This complicated global context driven by globalization 
and neoliberalism is one of the contexts that the Chinese university presidents I 
interviewed are responding to in their leadership.  
National context. While responding to the global context, the presidential 
leadership also responds to the national context. National context turns out to be the 
result of dynamic interaction between global forces, Chinese realities, and people’s 
choices. As mentioned previously, although  globalization is taking place (Burbules & 
Torres, 2000, p.18) and exerting influences on many aspects of  national, local, and 
organizational policies and practices, the national, local and the organizational responses 
to its imperatives are not merely passive. Active and passive resistance and response go 
hand in hand. Burbules and Torres (2000, p.17) observed that some developing countries, 
for example, China and Malaysia, “have become increasingly suspicious of 
globalization”. While desiring some of “the benefits of participation in a global economy 
and exchange of goods and information, they have been trying “to find ways to constrain 
its effect on their national way of life” (p.17). 
In order to benefit from but not become the “slaves” of globalization, China 
developed overall strategies and approaches to development under the leadership of Deng 
Xiaoping. The following three statements made by Deng Xiaoping capture vividly 
China’s strategies: 1) Explore a socialist way of development with Chinese 
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characteristics; 2) No matter a white or a black cat, the one that catches the mouse is the 
good cat; 3) Cross the river by touching/ feeling the stones in it (take the risk, explore, 
and make changes according to the situation) (Huang, 2005). Specifically, Deng 
Xiaoping called for rejuvenating China through science, technology and education. These 
reflect China’s determination to be part of the world after isolating itself from the world 
for about three decades until the late 1970s. At that point, the country was in extreme 
poverty economically as a consequence of the Cultural Revolution when productivity was 
reduced to a minimum. Politically, it was suffocating due to Mao’s years of power 
wielding. Culturally it was dominated by Mao’s socialist norms adopted from the former 
Soviet Union. Traditional values were removed at least at the superficial/official level, 
thus China faced a cultural desert. When Deng Xiaoping and his followers opened China 
to the outside world in the 1980s, the country realized that it had fallen far behind the 
world, particularly the Western world. It thus desired to re-enter the world. Therefore, it 
was imperative for China to meet the world standard as defined by Western countries. 
Under the overall guidelines of Deng Xiaoping’s, China launched a large scale 
reformation combining the Western-global-Chinese and the past- present practices and 
ideologies which fit China’s realities.  
Economically, more recently China has been experimenting with a model called 
the Beijing consensus: a combination of a free-market economy and a planned economy 
(Huang, 2005). The aim is to serve China better, particularly to develop the economy 
more rapidly. In this model, sometimes the market determines, at other times, the 
government determines, depending on what benefit China better. With overall rapid 
economic growth, China’s internal development gap between the coastal areas and inland 
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and between rich and poor has widened considerably. The eastern and coastal sections 
possess more resources and enjoy a more advanced level of development while the inland 
and western sections possess fewer resources and are much more underdeveloped. 
Having realized the problem, China, in the current decade, has launched its own 
westward movement. By investing more in the western and inland areas, China is 
engaged in narrowing the gap between the haves and have-nots.  
Politically, centralization and decentralization work hand in hand dynamically. 
The overall system is still socialist where the government plays the foremost role. 
However, internally, many reform measures have taken place to loosen government 
control. In many ways, government has been playing more of a role in policy making 
than in direct control/interference.  
Culturally, China has become a hybrid of the values represented by traditional 
Chinese ideologies such as Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism; Marxism (and Maoism), 
Dengism/ Chinese pragmatism; and of Western values such as competition, market-
orientation, materialism, independence, and equality (Liu, 2004). These streams of values 
are blending, conversing, and negotiating dynamically, fluidly, and fluxionally to make a 
new type of Chinese culture where the old and new; the traditional and modern; the West 
and the East; and the local, national, and global cannot be separated easily.  
In higher education, China has been exploring a hybrid model with the U.S. 
model as the main element (comprehensiveness) combined with  some elements of the 
Russian model (higher specialization), the Maoist model (emphasizing practices), ancient 
Chinese educational ideologies and practices (educating holistic personnel), distinctive 
local educational ideologies and practices (e.g. Shandong’s  German, Confucian, and 
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Revolutionalry influences), and  institutional traditions (e.g.Nankai: an example of a 
West & East combination with an emphasis on humanities and social sciences; Qinghua: 
with an engineering orientation; and People’s University: with a political science 
emphasis). 
Many reform measures have been implemented to meet world standards while 
maintaining a Chinese identity. While standardization, market determinism, imposed 
management and efficiency models are emerging in higher education, distinctive Chinese 
features such as government control and human-oriented leadership ideologies and 
practices have also been encouraged, and state expenditures on higher education have 
been increasing (Yang, 2000). In order to meet the world/capitalist standard, China has 
been transforming its higher education structure from the Russian model emphasizing 
specialization to the U.S. model emphasizing comprehensiveness (Yang, 2000). The 
government has been loosening its control to higher education systems, staying more on 
the policy-making level. The system of Presidential Leadership under the Guidance of 
Party Secretaries has been established (Wang, 1997; Liu, 2005; Li, 2006), to increase 
executive power and check and balance mechanism. Meanwhile, China has expanded 
higher education capacity greatly through the expansion of its infrastructure, academic 
programs, and enrollment. Moreover, it has launched a campaign to create world class 
universities through Projects 21139  and projects 98540. The universities picked by the 
government to become members of these two projects have been receiving solid funding 
from the government to increase their capacities and quality. In addition, China has been 
                                                
39 100 key universities are selected to be supported by the government  
40 39 universities are selected to be developed as world-class universities 
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doctorizing the faculty team at all the higher education institutions. Furthermore, it has 
been sending more and more scholars and students to study in the more advanced 
countries to strengthen its human resource capital. Entrepreneurialism has been openly 
encouraged to generate funds to complement the government funding. Multiple channels 
of fundraising have been created in addition to the government funds; a tuition system 
has been replacing the free-tuition tradition (Yang 2000); an assessment mechanism has 
been established to push the institutions to meet national and global standards; and 
internationalization strategies has been adopted to facilitate the goal of achieving world 
standard (Ministry of Education, 1998).   
Unlike many other countries in the world, the Chinese government’s financial 
support of the education has been increased instead of reduced. The race toward catching 
up with the world has been constantly and consistently supported by government funding. 
While responding to the neo-liberal market agenda, Chinese higher education is also 
responding to and facilitating the planned dimension of its economy. The social service 
role of the university has been emphasized while the elitist tradition o still lingers. While 
introducing Western practices such as ruling by law and efficiency, the indigenous 
practices of managing the university by Confucian and Marxist moral conduct are still 
strong. While the presidents’ executive power has been greatly enhanced to match their 
Western peers, the leadership structure has been modified to better fit the Chinese 
environment (Yang, 2000). Although the Western practice of charging tuition has been 
imported, China’s tuition charges are only a symbolic amount compared to the high 
tuition of many universities in Western countries. Despite the fact that the universities are 
given more autonomy, government control is still present, especially through policy-
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making. Although the Western concepts of efficiency and accountability are emphasized, 
the Chinese traditional emphasis on humanity also is still highlighted. While attempting 
to produce the quality personnel the market calls for, China also sticks to its moral 
education to secure domestic political stability. Regardless of how aggressive China is in 
interacting with institutions all over the world, the main purpose of the interactions is to 
enhance China’s world competiveness. Despite the trend of commercialization, 
privatization, and entrepreneurialism, the non-profit nature of the universities is still 
treasured and preserved. Regardless of the establishment of multiple funding channels, 
government funds are still the main resource supporting higher education. No matter how 
much autonomy the university has gained, it still depends on the government.  
Local context. In addition to the global and national contexts, the presidents 
interviewed also respond to and modify the local contexts. China is a large country with 
many culturally distinctive areas produced by its varieties of natural and social 
environments as well as historical trajectories. For example, Sichuan’s culture values 
more enjoyment and leisure; Shanghai is more Westernized and cosmopolitan; Xian is 
more traditionally Chinese; Beijing is a blending of tradition, the West, and power; 
Guangzhou is more commercialized; and Yunnan and Kunming are more ethnically 
diverse. The coastal and eastern areas are more Westernized than the inland and western 
areas. From an economic perspective, the east and the coastal regions are more advanced 
than the west and inland regions due to the natural environment, history, and government 
policy. Even the universities in the coastal and eastern areas possess more domestic and 
international resources than those in the west and inland. From a political perspective, 
some areas enjoy more autonomy than others. For example, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin 
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and Chongqing are more independent than other cities in the country. Some areas like 
Shandong are more leftist than others. These regional differences make each region’s 
response to (or resistance to) global and national imperatives slightly different. For 
example, Shanghai and Guangzhou are more inclined to embrace capitalism while Xian 
tends to embrace more socialism. However, even the diversified regional cultures are 
hybridized. For example, in Kunming, distinctive Chinese ethnic cultures and Western 
influences coexist. In its famous Cuihu Park, I saw Bai ethnic Dance froups, Yi ethnic 
band, and Hip Hop group. In Qingdao, German beer, French wine and Japanese, Korean, 
Brazilian, Singaporean, Thai, and American businesses and restaurants, local seafood 
restaurants, Confucian values, and Revolutionary ideologies mix.   
Institutional context. These global, national, and local contexts exert influences on 
the higher education institutional context. While all the universities are under the 
imperatives of globalization, national policies, and local variables to conform to global, 
national and local trends, different universities respond to the global-national-local 
contexts differently due to their different economic and political status and more 
importantly, their cultural and historical legacies within the national-local environment. 
For example, universities which are the members of 211 or 985 projects are supported by 
the national government and thus enjoy more political influence, financial resources, and 
human capital,  while the local universities funded mainly by local governments 
(provincial and municipal), generally speaking, enjoy less political status and physical 
and human capital. Even among the key universities, top-tier located in more advanced 
regions have advantages in gaining more domestic and global resources, attracting more 
quality students, faculty and administrators, while the second-tier is in a less 
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advantageous position. The situation in locally-supported universities is similar; some are 
in more advantageous positions of development than the others. Culturally, each 
university, in its long history, has formed its own unique culture. For example, Nankai 
University is historically regarded as an example of a Western and Chinese combination. 
Beijing University and Fudan University are famous for their liberalism and vibrancy due 
to the richness and depth of their social science and humanities traditions. Qinghua 
University and Shanghai Jiaotong University are known for their scientific and 
technology traditions. Renmin University is known for its conservatism and nationalism. 
Universities established at the turn of the 20th century tend to be more traditional, while 
the universities established after the Revolution (1949) tend to be more conservative. Due 
to the influence of the Russian model of high specialization, each type of university has 
developed its special strengths. For example, normal universities usually have very strong 
educational and teacher-training as well as liberal arts programs. Some universities have 
stronger science and technology programs than others, each specializing in one particular 
technological area.  For instance, some focus on engineering, some on railway-related 
programs, some on textile-related programs, some on petroleum-related programs, and 
some on oceanography. There are also universities focusing on film-making industries, 
media, drama, and performance programs; business, finance, and accounting; law; 
policing; military service; languages; architecture; and music, dancing, and sports.  In 
addition, there are agriculture universities, medical universities, traditional Chinese 
medical universities, and many other specialized universities. All these varieties and 
differences demand high leadership sensitivities.  
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Obviously, the global and local tensions and dynamics driven by the tensions and 
dynamics of globalization demand responses from the university presidential leadership. 
It is these global-national-local-institutional contexts, full of tensions and harmonies 
between the West/American and East/China that the Chinese presidents are responding to 
with their leadership. It is understandable that the presidents respond with a dynamic 
hybrid role model attending to hybrid/multiple contexts. The nine roles the presidents 
play and how they play these roles reflect their efforts to respond to the complicated 
global/Western/American-local/Eastern/China contexts under the imperatives of 
globalization. By providing global-local vision; balancing  management (transformational 
leadership)  and non-management (transactional leadership) roles; chasing funds and 
making money while fighting against materialism and commercialism; reaching out to 
the international communities while negotiating for equality; complaining about 
government control while conforming to government policies; abhorring the 
responsibility of  taking care of Houqin while hesitating to privatize it; sticking to the 
traditional role of scholar while proposing the concept of a  professional presidency; 
balancing domestic and international relationship building; and emphasizing the 
traditional Chinese moral values while articulating the concept of pragmatic ethics; these 
presidents are making  their best efforts to attend to the complicated leadership contexts. 
The tensions in these roles reveal the dynamic tensions among the global, national, local 
and institutional. These leadership choices/strategies reflect the internal tensions between 
globalization and localization, and between the national-local-institutional-personal 
responses and resistances to the contextual constraints from the global, the national, the 
local and the institutional. In the tug of war between global and local, responding and 
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resisting, cosmopolitanism and nationalism, Western and Eastern, global and national, 
local and institutional, capitalism and socialism, conformity and reformation, strong 
government and weak government; for-profit and non-profit tendencies, 
commercialization and for-public-good orientations, and adoption and adaption coexist, 
interact and cooperate dynamically, fluidly, and fluxionally. The overall strategies the 
presidents take to attend to the global contexts while keeping China and their universities 
in mind to observe their own tradition, indicates that their leadership is global-national-
local context contingent. In a word, the context which confines their leadership is a 
hybridity. 
Global-Chinese Values, Behaviors, and Experiences 
In addition to the hybridity of the context, the personal dimension of the Chinese 
university presidents’ leadership also reflects the characteristics of hybridity. For 
instance, if we view their leadership using ideal models about American/Western and 
Chinese/Asian leadership, their values reflect a combination of the West, East and China; 
and their leadership skill sets reflect a global-local, China-West combination. So do their 
experiences.  For example, most of the presidents consistently refer to their experiences 
and observations in countries such as the UK, the U.S., South Korea, Japan, Portugal, 
Germany, France, and Norway when articulating their visions and strategies, values, 
styles, and skill sets. They also constantly talk about the influences of their families, their 
careers, and other experiences in China, on their leadership. For most of them, the global 
(Western and Eastern) has  expanded their vision (Jiao Nanmei, Zhou Nonghua), opened 
their minds (Qian Haikai, Yin Shangfa, Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Beipu), equipped them with 
a global mindset  and competence (Zhou Nonghua, Jiao Beipu), as well as some capitalist 
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values and styles (Li Dongba, Hua Haifeng), while the local (Chinese) nurtured and 
nourished their spirits and provided solid foundations (knowledge, insight, skillsets) for 
them to lead in the Chinese setting.  
This blending enabled them to explore a global-local leadership model combining 
Chinese-American ideologies and behaviors as well as the behaviors and ideologies of 
many other cultures. These global-Chinese leadership is marked by 1) glo-cal mindsets, 
perspectives, skill sets, and knowledge (global-local); 2) higher adaptability, flexibility, 
and nimbleness; 3) a dynamic balance between collectivism (altruism) and individualism 
;4) a dynamic balance between entrepreneurialism, innovativeness, creativity, risk-taking, 
a business mind-set and  non-profit approaches such as restraint, stability-seeking, 
steadiness, a scholarly temperament; 5) a dynamic balance between  authority 
(paternalism) and equality (ruling by law and participating) 6) a dynamic balance 
between conformity and reformation;7) a dynamic balance between relationship-
orientation and task-orientation; 8) a dynamic balance between being moral and being 
pragmatic; 9) a dynamic blending of law and human governance; 10) a dynamic blending 
of market-orientation and planned economy orientation; 11) a dynamic blending of 
transformational and transactional; of democratic centralization and democratic 
decentralization. All these blending and characteristics work together make new form of 
leadership where the Americaness, Chineseness, globaleness etc. all mingled together. 
According to the findings of the GLOBE Project (2004, 2008), Americans 
appreciate two kinds of leaders: 1) “leaders who grant autonomy and delegate authority 
to subordinates” and leaders who are “bold, forceful, confident, and risk-taking”, a John 
Wayne stereotype (2008, p.4). In contrast, Farh and Chen (2001), and Zeng (2003, 2004), 
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discovered that traditional Chinese leadership marked by paternalism with authoritative, 
benevolent, caring, and patriarchal characteristics are still practiced,  while the 
contemporary context values leaders who are able to combine West and East (Zeng, 
2003). These Chinese vs. American heuristic frameworks offer me an effective tool to 
understand the combination and blending discussed above.  
The concepts of contextual and personal leadership are not new at all. It is this 
constant hybridization of the global and local that makes these Chinese university 
presidents’ leadership very unique and powerful. 
Leadership Characteristics 4: Dynamic Blending Process 
In addition to the dimensions of the contextual, the personal, a global-China 
combination, the most important characteristic of these presidents’ leadership is the 
dynamic blending process of the global and the local. The blending of the global and the 
Chinese is not a static process. Rather, it’s a dynamic, fluxional, and fluid process where 
the global and the Chinese are constantly interacting, negotiating, adjusting, and changing 
with the changing contexts and personal preferences. The blending cannot be evenly split 
into the two halves: globalness/Americanness/Westernness and Chineseness/Easterness. 
These factors are constantly balancing and re-balancing, defining and redefining, and 
negotiating and renegotiating their places and roles, thus form a dynamic new system. In 
other words, their leadership cannot be described as 1(global) +1(local) = 2. Sometimes 
the formula might be this: 0.5+1.5=2; at other times it might even be 0+2=2, depending 
on the contexts and personal choices. Most of the time, it is 1+1+1+1+1=1, a more 
contained new leadership. 
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For example, in defining the overall directions, President Shi Yixi emphasizes the 
importance of building a new medical education system with global standards which also 
fits in a Chinese setting. Since the system of his college had already been very Chinese 
(Russian), he tried to adopt more Western practices regarding the length of the studies 
and the program design. However, with regard to leadership styles, his philosophy is 
mainly informed by Chinese traditional thought such as modesty and respecting seniority, 
because the people he worked with are mostly older than him. President Yin Shangfa 
emphasizes the importance of adopting the Western tradition of governing by law 
because contemporary Chinese society lacks it yet needs it. However, in the application 
of regulations (such as firing faculty), President Qian Haikai takes a more Chinese 
approach.41 He does not fire faculty for the reason that China already has a high 
unemployment rate, according to him. What happens here is his respect to law is in 
conflict with his ethical values. President Yin Shangfa pays a British company to provide 
all the English language education for his institution because he perceived that as more 
effective. However, President Li Dongba strongly opposed a Western monopoly in his 
university’s collaborative programs with a US university because that benefits his 
institution more. While many universities want to work with US universities, President 
Hua Haifeng prefers German universities over US ones because he perceived the U.S. as 
an unfriendly country after 9:11. When thinking about making money for the university, 
President	  Li Dongba sounds like a pure capitalist selling and buying land. However, 
when it comes to rewarding faculty, his Chinese anti-materialism42 values dominate: he 
                                                
41 E.g. law is made by human beings, and thus can be changed by them 
42 Confucian and Marxist influences 
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did not want to do it. When talking about fighting against injustice and corruption, 
President Yin Shangfa wants to adopt the Western practices of law-governance, but when 
it comes to getting  resources for the university, he utilizes a very popular Chinese 
strategy: relationships. When playing the role of Minister of Houqin, the presidents act 
more conformingly. When playing the role of CEO (Western), they are very reformative. 
While this dynamic blending makes the presidential leadership more effective, it 
sometimes does create some inner contradictions or tensions for them. For example, on 
the one hand, President Jiao Beipu wanted very much to abandon the Chinese “burden”, 
houqin, so that the capitalists can take care it, on the other, as a Chinese patriarch, he 
wants to protect his children’s “blood” from being “sucked” by the profit-makers. While 
attempting to adopt the American tenure system, President Qian Haikai refuses to fire 
unqualified faculty. It is this dynamic hybridization which makes these Chinese 
university presidents’ leadership stand out.  
Leadership Characteristics 5: Born Leader? 
Although the majority of the presidents indicate that leadership is developed 
instead of born. One President does mention that he must have been born with some 
leadership ability because both of his parents were leaders. However, he didn’t elaborate 
on that. This might have been a casual thought which came into his mind during the 
interview. Or maybe he felt uncomfortable, as the president of a university, talking about 
this anti-socialist ideology.  
To summarize, the presidents’ leadership is contextual and personal. It is a 
dynamic hybridization of global-local contexts and West-East values and behaviors 
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which are informed, shaped, defined and constrained by global-local personal 
experiences. (Figure 2)  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
Toward a Hybrid Leadership Model 
 
This dissertation is a study of the leadership roles and characteristics of nine 
Chinese university presidents having professional or educational experiences in the 
United States.  Specifically, this study explores two research questions: 1) what are the 
leadership roles of the Chinese university presidents who have professional or 
educational experiences in the United States?  2) what types of leadership/leadership 
characteristics have been demonstrated in their leadership roles? 
In this chapter, I will briefly summarize the findings of the study of nine 
leadership roles and the resultant leadership model: hybrid leadership, which was 
discussed in the summary section of Chapter 4 in more depth. Then, I will discuss the 
theoretical and practical implications of this framework.  
This is an interview study. From the interview data, nine university presidential 
roles have been identified, and a leadership framework has been inferred from the study 
of nine roles. The nine leadership roles identified are as follows: visionary, CEO, head of 
internationalization, fundraiser, Minister of Houqin, scholar & semi-scholar, Mr. Public 
Relations, moral role model, and symbol. The role model reflects a dynamic 
hybridization of the global/Western/American and local/Chinese, as well as the past and 
present. This dynamic blending is a response of the leaders to the dynamically-blending 
global-local political-economic-social-cultural contexts and leadership values and 
behaviors informed by the global-local experiences of the people involved. This hybrid 
role model is global-local because it integrates the presidential roles of the West/U.S and 
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China, of the past and present. Among these nine roles, three are distinctively 
contemporary Chinese; three are distinctively contemporary American/Western, and the 
remaining three shared by both. The three distinctively contemporary Chinese leadership 
roles are, namely, Minister of Houqin, head of internationalization, and leading scholar & 
semi-scholar. The three distinctive Western/American roles are CEO, fundraiser, and 
symbol. The rest are similar in appearance to the American presidential roles, but in 
essence, it is both similar and different.  
This hybrid role model is contextual because it reflects the presidential responses 
to the imperatives from global-local contexts. It is a dynamic blending process because it 
incorporates wisdoms of the past and present and of the global and local contextually and 
personally without a fixed form. The past and the present, the global and the local, the 
contextual and the personal are constantly communicating, negotiating, and re-organizing 
their spaces.   
Overall, the presidential roles seem to show a hybrid model where the presidents 
constantly look to blend the global/American/Western with the Chinese as well as with 
their personal preferences to create new forms of leadership, constantly changing to meet 
the local needs and increase their leadership effectiveness in a Chinese setting. 
During the process of creating these hybrid roles, the presidents have 
demonstrated some distinctive leadership characteristics, which I tentatively call hybrid 
leadership. Hybrid leadership is a contextual, personal, and dynamic blending process. 
More specifically, hybrid leadership is: 1) contextual; 2) personal; 3) global/Western-
Eastern/Chinese hybridized; and 4) dynamic, fluid, and fluxional. 
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Hybrid leadership is contextual because it is shaped and confined by global-local 
social-economic-political-cultural-historical realities. It is personal because the 
individuals’ leadership competencies and values, shaped by their global-local 
experiences, hybridize the Western/American and the East/Chinese. It is dynamic 
because it is a fluid, fluxional and constantly-changing hybridizing process. In a word, 
this leadership is a hybridity because it is a contextual and dynamic blending of 
Chineseness, Americanness and globalness of the presidents through the filters of their 
personal values, abilities, and experiences. 
In this hybrid leadership model, context involves two dimensions: the global 
(political-economic-social-cultural) and the local (national-regional- institutional 
political-economic-social-cultural) contexts. Global context refers to the political-
economic-cultural forces driven by globalization and neo-liberalism shaping higher 
education policies and practices all over the world. Local context includes national, 
regional and institutional political-economic-cultural contexts. National context refers to 
the national responses or resistance to global forces tempered by national political-
economic-cultural tradition and contexts. In China, this is clearly seen and felt from the 
dynamic interactions between global contexts and Chinese realities; between adoption 
and adaptation (of American/Western/global ideologies and practices); between socialism 
and capitalism (planned economy and market economy, centralization and 
decentralization, collectivism and individualism); between nationalism and globalism; 
between the Western and Chinese; between the Russian model and the 
American/Western model (in education); and among traditional Chinese culture, 
Marxism and Westernization (Chinese pragmatism). While attempting to catch up and 
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keep up with the world standard, China also attempts to maintain its unique national 
identity. National policies, norms, and systems exert strong influences to the regional 
context, while a region’s natural environment; historical trajectories; ethnic compositions; 
economic development level; and political atmosphere and culture; help shape the 
national context.  
 Institutional context indicates the institutional responses or resistance to global-
national-regional forces and the traditions and situations of the institution. It involves 
political and economic status, and most importantly, the cultural and historical heritage of 
the institutions. Presidential leadership attends to this aggregation of contexts. The 
relationships among all the constituents are interactive: the Global defines the local while 
the local responds and resisting with local characteristics. 
While leading according to the dynamics of the global-national-local-institutional 
contexts, presidential leadership also incorporates/hybridizes the global/ Western and the 
local/ Eastern/ Chinese on several personal dimensions of their leadership. Specifically, it 
incorporates the global/ Western and Eastern/ Chinese values and behaviors as informed 
by the presidents’ global-local experiences. Their leadership values and behaviors are the 
result of the dynamic hybridizations of globalism and nationalism; tradition and 
modernity; capitalism and socialism, individualism and collectivism (reciprocalism), 
democracy and autocracy, patriarchy and equality, entrepreneurialism and scholasticism, 
and idealism and pragmatism. Their leadership values and behaviors are global-local 
because they possess global-local competence including global-local perspectives, 
mindsets, skill sets, and knowledge. Their leadership is American/Western-
Eastern/Chinese because they incorporate some (heuristically) distinctive 
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American/Western and Chinese leadership values and behaviors such as emphasis on 
individual competencies, efficiencies, outcomes, and equality (Hoppe & Bhagat, 2007) 
and on individualistic concern, moral leadership, conformity, reciprocalism/collectivism, 
and paternalism (Farh & Cheng, 2000; Fu, Wu & Yang, 2007; Zeng, 2004, 2005). In 
addition, their experiences and backgrounds are a dynamic hybridization of 
global/Western/American-Eastern/Chinese. They are global/Western/American because 
they have been exposed or immersed in the global/Western/American communities or 
cultures and learned much that informs their leadership.  Their experiences are 
Eastern/Chinese because they have been raised, educated, and worked in China which 
provides them with deep leadership insight. 
In this hybrid  leadership framework, leadership means facilitating and 
responding to the imperatives from the context while actively combining whatever is 
available, useful, and ethical, dynamically and pragmatically according to the global-
local contexts and personal preferences. The elements of the contextual, the personal, and 
the dynamic hybridization are not isolated from one another. Instead, they are constantly 
relating and interacting with one another. The power relation between the context and 
personal is not always an equal one because the contexts the leaders are responding to are 
changing constantly. In most of the cases, contextual elements dominate. 
However, personal preferences are not always subject passively to the context. 
They help the leaders to interpret the context and act accordingly. The more global-local 
competence one possess, the more effectively one can respond to the contextual 
constraints. Their hybridization of the global and the Chinese mostly follows a pragmatic 
pattern: whatever serves China better should be incorporated. However, there’s an 
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indirectly articulated practice of blind adoption of the Western leadership, reflected in the 
presidents’ indirect statements such as: Western is better; Western is the standard; we 
should do this because Western countries do this; we are good in this regard because 
Western countries are doing the same thing.   
Steve Sample once (2002) states history defines leaders while leaders also define 
history (P.192). This captures the dialectic relationship between the contextual and 
personal in the presidents’ leadership. In this hybrid leadership framework, context 
matters; the dynamic blending process matters; personal values, preferences, skill sets, 
and experiences matter; the global/ Western and the Chinese matter, and the holistic 
system matters. What matters most is the oneness (hybrid leadership) out of two (the 
global and the local; the past and the present; contextual and personal). This oneness is 
brand new in which the lines between the (heuristically defined) two are no longer clear-
cut. In this new framework, leadership context matters, leadership behavior matters, and 
leadership values matter. Although it is not discussed in depth by the participants, inborn 
traits seem to matter, too. It is a dynamic and holistic system in which all the components 
are constantly interacting with one another contingently to contexts and personal values 
and preferences. 
In summary, the presidents’ leadership is contextual because it is defined by a 
dynamic hybridization of global and local contexts. Their leadership is personal because 
it is defined by personal traits, perspectives, values, behaviors, and experiences. Their 
leadership is global-local because it responds to global-local contexts with global-local 
competencies and values informed by global-local experiences. Their globalness is 
reflected in their leading contingent to the global/American/Western political-economic-
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cultural context; in their incorporation of some distinctive American/Western/global 
leadership roles; and in their styles, values, and behaviors with distinctive global/ 
American/Western characteristics informed by global/American/Western/ experiences. 
Their Chineseness/localness is revealed in their leading contingent to Chinese national 
and local political-economic-cultural and institutional contexts; in their incorporation of 
some distinctive Chinese/Asian leadership roles; and in their styles, values, behaviors 
with distinctive Chinese/Asian characteristics informed by their Chinese/Asian 
experiences. Overall their leadership is marked by global competencies, multiple cultural 
and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and interdependent visions. 
Contributions/Implications to the Field of Leadership Studies 
Broadly stated, my current research investigates the intertwining relationship 
among globalization, culture, higher education, and leadership. Specifically, I attempt to 
integrate and bridge four areas of knowledge with a particular focus on 
American/Western and Chinese/Eastern philosophies, culture, higher education, 
leadership, college/university presidential leadership, and research methodologies. The 
hybrid leadership framework identified through this study is making some contributions 
to the field of leadership studies in conjunction with the study of higher education and 
globalization. I view my work as an effort to fill in some important blanks in the field of 
leadership studies and higher education by bridging globalization and leadership, 
business leadership and academic presidency, American philosophical stances and 
research methodology and the Chinese ones.  
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A more Compatible Leadership Model to the Contemporary Hybridized Contexts 
Both the similarities and differences in cross-cultural leadership have been 
supported by a fair amount of empirical work in the general leadership and school (K-12) 
leadership literature as well as some indigenous leadership literature. The knowledge 
produced is very helpful for us to understanding the leadership phenomenon in different 
cultures as represented by leaders who are the products of one culture.  
However, in a world where cultural MacDonaldization is rapidly taking place 
while South/North polarization is increasing inequality where leaders are crossing the 
national borders frequently, this either-or approach fails to reflect the complexities of the 
real world. If the world is not a dichotomized, leading with dichotomized frameworks 
will not be effective. If the leaders are no more the product of just one culture, our 
existing framework obviously do not help us contemporary understand leadership well.    
With the tug and pull of globalization toward economic-political-cultural simultaneous 
convergence and divergence, our leadership environment/contexts are becoming more 
and more complicated.  
On the economic level, the free flow of the capital all over the world asks for 
borderless markets. Following the physical capital is the borderless free flow of human 
capital in which new ideas; customs, belief systems and knowledge are constantly 
meeting and interacting, creating a hybrid culture (Pierce, 2009). Fazal Rizvi (1997) 
states that with increasing globalization and mobilization of human resources, 
contemporary cultures “can best be described as hybrids, constantly shifting, growing and 
developing as they encounter different ideas, new knowledge and changing 
circumstances (p.22). By cultural hybrid, Rizvi indicates a dynamic blending of the 
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different cultures into new forms constantly in change: “(We) cannot know cultures in 
their pristine and authentic form. Instead, our focus must shift to the ways in which 
culture forms become separated and recombine with new forms in new practices in their 
local contexts”(p.22). What he emphasizes in the concept of hybrid culture are four 
dimensions: a) differences and similarities; b) meeting, fluxing, and emerging.  c) glo-cal 
context; d) a new form of culture. Thus, hybrid culture, according to him, is a new form 
of culture shaped in the process when cultural similarities and difference meet and blend 
constantly and dynamically according to the global and local context.  
The formation of a hybrid culture is a much more complicated a process than 
making smoothies from several ingredients. In the latter, we deal with material without 
feelings, power structures, and little resistance. Therefore, in the final product, we can 
still tell the taste of different types of fruit. When cultures meet, the process of mingling 
and the final product are much more complicated because human beings, social 
structures, local cultures, and many other agents are involved. Consequently, it is not a 
simplified equal blending of the similarities and differences of two or several cultures. 
Instead, it is a fluid and changing condition responding to the position of the culture in 
the totem pole of center-periphery as defined by globalization. The dynamic and fluid 
blending process also depends on the level of resistance or acceptance of the target 
culture to the hegemonic culture. In addition, it depends on the level of individual’s 
willingness to embrace or resist the new influences. Moreover, it depends on the length 
and depth of the immersion of the individual in the host culture. Furthermore, it depends 
on the level of friendliness of the host culture or the experiences of the individual in it. 
Meanwhile, the hybridizing process is not a static process.  
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It is a living, dynamic, fluid, and fluxion condition constantly changing because 
the world we are living is no more Newtonian focusing on “things”, but more quantum 
physical focusing on “relationships” (Ascough, p.22). Taking the perspective of quantum 
physics, the world is a “living organism” and “a living system”. It “continuously renews 
itself and provides checks and balances to maintain its own well-being”. It “falls apart on 
one level” sometimes, but it “reconfigures itself at a different level” (p.22).  
Since leadership cannot be separated from culture (Hofstede, 1980, 1997; House, 
& Dorfman, 2004a, 2004b), I infer tentatively that hybrid culture produces a new form of 
leadership: hybrid leadership.  This leadership is shaped in the process when similarities 
and differences of two or more culturally-bound leadership concepts and practices meet 
in a global and local context. In other words, it is a simultaneous blending of leadership 
differences and similarities from different cultures modified by forces of globalization 
and localization. This blending process is not a fixed condition. Rather, it is “constantly 
shifting, growing and developing” as we “encounter different ideas, new knowledge and 
changing circumstances” (Rizvi, 1997, p.22). In this fluid, changing and emerging 
condition of culture and leadership, sometimes westernization dominates, sometimes 
localization dominates, some other times, it is a more equal process between the global 
and the local. Like the participants for this study, sometimes, they adopt Western 
ideologies and practices out of admiration of the “rich”, sometimes they reject the 
center’s ideologies and practices in order to protect their own cultural identity: “If we 
allow you, the American university, to monopoly, we’ll be doomed to lose. I won’t let 
that happen” (Li Dongba). 
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In my hybrid leadership concept, global and local represented by 
cosmopolitanism and nationalism; globalism and localism; Westerness and Easterness; 
capitalism and socialism; Americanness and Chineseness; adoption and adaptation; and 
resistance and response; coexist, interact, and cooperate dynamically, fluidly, and 
fluxionally to make a new piece of “symphony”. The concept rejects both the idea that 
one form of leadership is universally applicable and the notion that every culture is 
unique. Instead, it proposes a hybrid model that recognizes the flow of knowledge and 
experience across international boundaries. It takes into consideration the interactions 
that result from the interconnectedness of modern life and how these interactions impact 
leadership. It also views culture as not static but continually evolving across states, hence 
leadership is not unique to an individual culture but is an integration or hybrid which 
results from these dynamic interactions. 
Given the fact that our current contexts (political-economic-cultural, global-
national-local-institutional) are becoming more and more hybridized as a result of 
globalization ,compatible leadership approaches and concepts are desperately needed to 
meet the needs of these hybrid contexts. The leadership approach reported in this 
dissertation suggests a hybrid leadership framework which might have the potential to be 
more compatible with the discussed hybrid economical-political-cultural-educational 
contexts than the existing leadership theoretical frameworks. It is my belief that in order 
to lead effectively in our increasingly globalizing-localizing contexts, a leader needs to 
have global-local experiences, and possess global-local competencies and values in order 
to solve local problems with global implications. It is also my belief that the hybrid 
leadership concept started from and developed out of this and several other research 
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projects of mine offers a more compatible framework with the emerging global network 
societies than any of the existing theories.  
This research project tackles a pressing leadership studies issue: effective 
leadership in our new hybrid culture, a fluid and emerging system where cultural 
similarities and differences blend in local and global context with individuals as agents. 
The findings suggest a concept of hybrid leadership, which hopefully can offer an 
effective tool for leadership in higher education with implications for other types of 
organizations in our contemporary globalized world.  
Bridging Globalization with Leadership 
 
By relating to the compatibility to hybridizing contexts, my hybrid leadership 
model attempts to bridge the discourse of globalization with that of leadership studies. In 
other words, I am attempting to push the boundary of leadership beyond nationalist 
borders. 
  The field of leadership studies remains very Euro-American centric, a legacy 
from a time when cultures were defined by nation states. Today’s world witnesses an 
increasingly interdependent and global set of networks exerting influence on national 
cultures (Bass, 1990a). However, this phenomenon of globalization had not been 
incorporated maturely into the study of leadership. The most recent decade’s research in 
cross-cultural leadership did link the national/societal cultures with leadership. For 
example, Hofstede’s work (1980a, 1980b, 1990, 1998, 2001) convince us that leadership 
from one culture to another is very different, thus effective leadership should be 
culturally contingent. This framework was ground breaking two decades ago, but is not 
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adequate to help us understand the current culture mélange, thus falls into cultural 
particularism.  
GLOBE Project (2004, 2006) made an effort to synthesize cultural universalism 
and particularism by setting the study across the entire globe with researchers from all 
over the world. It has identified both universally-shared and universally-abhorred 
leadership values as well as some culturally-contingent leadership values. However, its 
main approach is still comparing one/several culture (s) to another/several others. In 
addition, the field of cross-cultural/global leadership remains US-centered. For instance, 
although a scholar from Netherlands, Hofstede’s major cross-cultural research is funded 
by an American company, IBM, with an American orientation (Jarvidan et al 2006). 
While employing a global approach with scholars and participants from all over the 
world, the design and the ideology behind the GLOBE Project are in some ways 
American, since the funds and principle researcher are from the United States, which 
definitely have left American marks to the project influences. In addition, the main focus 
of this research project seems to be more on isolating either differences or similarities, 
and the main approach is still more traditionally comparative based upon nationalism 
rather than global interconnectivity. In other words, both the content and approach of the 
global studies of leadership are heavily confined within the boundaries of cultural 
particularism in which national cultures are viewed as very different and unique, thus 
leadership has to be very different and unique from one culture to another. This approach 
has confined leadership to a nationalist scope, neglecting the blending of cultures caused 
by the standardizing forces of globalization. In this approach, the study of leadership has 
a more intimate relationship with the discourse of nationalism and cultural particularism 
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than with the discourse of globalization and resultant cultural hybrid phenomena. The 
global and local are not well-balanced.  
By proposing a synthesized and blended dynamic global-local lens, hybrid 
leadership connects the discourse of globalization with the study of leadership. While 
national cultural uniqueness is fully addressed, my hybrid leadership concept also 
addresses the hybrid economic-cultural conditions shaped and defined by globalization. 
My approach to leadership studies is more defined by both nationalism and globalism, 
and more importantly, by a dynamic unity between the two. In doing so, the hybrid 
leadership framework represents my effort to bring the globalization discourse into the 
study of leadership now dominated by nationalism or cultural particularism. The hybrid 
framework attempts to add a broader and dynamic scope to the traditional comparative 
approach in cross-cultural leadership studies.   
Integrating all the Leadership Frameworks in Cross-cultural Setting 
 
From traits theory to behavioral/style approach, to situational and contingent 
theory, to transformational leadership framework, to cross-cultural or global leadership, 
to ethical approach, to the most recent multiple post-transformational leadership 
frameworks (i.e.distributive leadership), leadership studies has expanded its horizon from 
the study of traits, to behaviors and skills, to context, to ethics, and to the synthesis of all 
variables (transformational leadership).  Each theory helps us understand one or two 
dimensions of leadership well, personal, situational or behavioral, or ethical, cultural or 
global. Transformational leadership for example synthesizes the personal-contextual-
ethical but is the product of studying the American leaders. Cross-cultural leadership 
literature such as Hofstede’s work (1980a, 1980b, 1990, 1998, 2001) and GLOBE 
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Projects (2004, 2006) mainly focus on the influences of cultural context on leadership 
styles. No existing comprehensive leadership framework synthesizes the personal-
contexual-behavioral-ethical-traits with a balance of cultural particularism and cultural 
hybridity. My hybrid leadership model is an attempt to fill in this blank. In this 
framework, not only are the four leadership approaches combined, but there is 
recognition of the contingent nature of this blending process.   
Bridging the Global Leadership with Higher Education Leadership 
My literature review about cross-cultural or global leadership informed me that 
cross-cultural/global leadership expanded the contexts of leadership from the levels of 
organization and one-nation to the global level. The review looked into the impact of 
both national culture and globalization on leadership. However, the global leadership 
research mainly focuses on business leadership. The findings have been informative 
about the leadership for global companies or national companies working with global 
communities.  
However, the implications of these findings for higher education leadership were 
unknown. Higher education leadership is primarily North-American centric confined 
mostly within one-nation’s boundaries. The impact of societal culture and globalization 
on higher education leadership has not been adequately studied. There’s a gap between 
culture-globalization and leadership. In a world where higher education is more and more 
moving beyond national boundaries, connecting its leadership with the world is an urgent 
task.  By setting up this study within the context of higher education in the international 
and global arenas, I expect the findings to have direct implications for higher education 
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leadership in the age of glocalization. Therefore, the hybrid leadership framework links 
the study of global (business) leadership to the study of higher education leadership.  
In our neo-liberalist context, in which higher education can no longer escape the 
global standardization and privatization forces under the protection of national 
governments, and where the higher education leadership environment has become much 
more complicated and global than ever before (Ikenberry, 2011), calling for hybrid 
leadership with global-local competence becomes more and more imperative for 
successful higher education leadership. By adding cultural and globalization discourses 
into the study of higher education and its leadership, my research attempts to break the 
U.S. boundaries in the study of academic presidency and higher education leadership.  
Bridging Business Leadership and Academic Presidency 
Another gap the proposed hybrid leadership concept has the potential to bridge is 
between business leadership and academic leadership. Although higher education has 
been aware of the need for business leadership talent and models due to the pressure from 
the market forces, the empirical studies regarding what models to use and how to apply 
them are very limited. In reality, presidents of public institutions who apply business 
management style are not that welcome. The most recent dismissals of two presidents of 
the University of Illinois are cases in point. Both presidents joined the university at a time 
when the university was experiencing a financial crisis and other urgent problems. Both 
of them had very sound track records. One of the reasons why the university selected 
both of these presidents, according to my understanding, was to transform or even rescue 
a university in crisis. However, in the end, both of them had to step down. Among many 
other complaints, one about President Joe White’s leadership had something to do with 
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his global-expansion ideas, represented by his Global Campus Project. The major 
complaint about President Hogan’s leadership was his top-down leadership style. Both 
complaints had much to do with the adoption of business styles of leadership. Although 
the contexts seemed to ask for transformational presidents who could transcend the 
university, transforming academia is different from transforming a business, and how to 
transform a university transactionally still remains a mystery. 
  In a world where higher education is under pressure to become a commodity and 
is increasingly corporatized with the emergence of academic capitalism (2004), more 
studies connecting corporate and higher education leadership are very much needed, 
despite the fact that it is a sensitive topic in, particularly, the public higher education 
system. Literature in this regard is very slim. By adding a business leadership concept 
(from global leadership, cross-cultural leadership) into the existing concepts for 
university presidential leadership, the hybrid leadership model makes a meaningful 
connection between academic presidency and business leadership. I hope more work can 
be done on this topic to help our leaders and institutions are successful in these 
challenging times.   
Give Life to Leadership Studies: a Dynamically Blending Process 
Another potential contribution the proposed hybrid leadership framework makes 
to the study of leadership lies in its potential to add liveliness to leadership. In many 
leadership theoretical frameworks such as traits, behavioral, and skill, the dynamic 
movements of the leadership process are neglected or over-simplified. Because of the 
influence of scientism, existing leadership theories tend to present a static and mechanical 
model of leading, from my perspective. Since the contexts of leadership and the leaders 
are constantly changing, the stiff leadership models fail to capture the liveliness of 
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leadership as dynamic human behaviors, most of the time. By emphasizing a fluid, 
fluxionary blending dynamics in the hybridizing process of leadership, the hybrid 
leadership framework is a living system promising to help leaders more effectively adapt 
to constantly changing environments.     
Bridge the Indigenous and Mainstream Voice in Leadership Studies 
Another contribution of my hybrid leadership model to the field of leadership 
studies lies in its ability to bring together indigenous and mainstream voices. In the 
mainstream leadership literature, seldom are indigenous voices incorporated. As I 
discussed in the literature review section of this report, the field of leadership studies has 
been US-centered. In recent decades, with the work done in the area of cross-cultural 
leadership represented by Hofstede (1980a, 1980b, 1990, 1998, 2001) and House et all 
(2004, 2007), this U.S. hegemony has been weakening. However, the field is still US-
based. It might be fair to say that although the focus of leadership studies has moved 
outside of the United States physically, its soul still dwells in the United States. In other 
words, the work done by cross-cultural scholars has been decentralizing the U.S. center, 
but not integrating or relocating the center. My observation is that the mainstream 
literature remains oblivious to indigenous voices. 
In the indigenous frameworks, scholars were seeking for effective leadership in 
their own cultures. For example, Japanese scholars have developed an indigenous 
Japanese leadership model, PM ((Performance-Maintenance) model; Indian scholars have 
developed an Indian leadership model, the NT (Nuturant-Task) model (Dorfman, 2004), 
and Chinese scholars have been developing Chinese models (Zeng 2004, 2004; Farh & 
Cheng, 1999, 2000). For these countries, searching for indigenous leadership models 
almost became a search for national identity. Therefore, mainstream (Western) 
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perspectives are inadequately incorporated in their frameworks. For example, regarded as 
the representative model of Chinese leadership, Farh and Cheng’s Paternalistic 
Leadership (PL) model developed from Chinese business leaders in the U.S. exclude 
American leadership elements (Farh & Cheng, 2000; Cheng, 1995a, 1995b). In this way, 
the scholars of both sides (indigenous and mainstream) seem not to enrich each other’s’ 
thinking. The hybrid leadership concept synthesizes the Chinese indigenous perspectives 
with the American ones, thus creates the potential to enrich the thoughts of both sides. By 
providing a synthesized framework of leadership containing both Chinese and American 
elements, I hope it will have some implications for other cultures as well. The 
combination of  Chinese leadership characteristics such as human concern, moral 
leadership, conformity, reciprocity, and paternalism and American ones such as 
individual competencies, efficiencies and outcomes, individualism, materialism, 
mechanism, equality and collaboration enriches both Chinese and American leadership 
thinking. Given the leading positions of these two nations in the global market, mutual 
collaboration is becoming more and more frequent and necessary between them. In this 
context, I believe my hybrid leadership model has great potential to help the leaders in 
these two countries understand each other better. Through this study, I intend to initiate 
the conversation between indigenous and American/Western scholars’ work in leadership 
studies. 
Enriching the Contents of Presidential Roles 
Presidential roles in the United States are describing as the following depending 
on the institutional types and contexts: 1)academics and educator (Bornstein, 2002, 
2003); 2) administrators, public intellectuals, politicians, public relation experts 
(Fisher,1984; Pardillar, 2005); 3) change agent (Fisher,1984, 2006); 4)diplomats and 
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fundraisers (Murphey,1997; Rhodes, 1997); 5) lobbyists (Cook, 1998); 6) moral leaders 
(Rhodes, 2001; Nelson, 2000; Cohane,  2006, Brown, 2006;  Ramos, 2005); 7) managers 
(White, 2007); 8) entrepreneurs (Fisher,2006);  and 9)symbols (Birnbaum,1988, 1989, 
1992, 1999). The Chinese university presidential roles identified in the literature (from 
ancient times to the present are as follows: 1) leading scholar, administrator, thinker, 
moral leader, public intellectual/social activists, politician, ambassador (Li, 2003); 2) 
visionary, conformist and reformist, (Xi, Guo, Wang & Wang, 2002; Zhou, 1996; Chen, 
2002); 3) business acumen, fundraiser, human manager, minister of Houqin. This study 
of mine has identified the following contemporary roles of the Chinese university 
presidents: 1) visionary, 2)CEO, 3)head of internationalization, 4)fundraiser, 5)Minister 
of Houqin, 6)scholar & semi-scholar, 7).Mr. Public Relations, 8)moral role model, and 
9)symbol. This model of presidential role is a synthesis of the roles played by university 
presidents both in China and the U.S. during their long histories. It suggests that the 
Chinese presidents interviewed have been drawing from the past and the present, the 
West and the East for inspiration in order to lead effectively in today’s Chinese higher 
education setting. This is an East-West hybridized role model. In the literature about 
academic presidency, this West-East-Past-Present does not exist. Through bridging the 
past and the present of the East and West, a leader’s effectiveness can be greatly 
improved. Therefore, this hybridized presidential role model enriches and develops the 
existing presidential leadership role models in leadership studies in China and the U.S.  
Methodological Contribution: Unity between Essentialism & Non-essentialism 
By combining Western and Eastern philosophical stances in methodologies for 
conducting social science research, this study has made an attempt to break the post-
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positivist approach dominating social science research methodology in the Western 
world. According to Kezar (2004), the social science research methodology in the United 
States has been highly dichotomized between essentialism and non-essentialism, and 
qualitative and quantitative approaches. This dichotomy prevented the researchers from 
discovering the richness and complexity, as well as the wholeness of human experience. 
To solve this problem, Kezar (2004) suggests looking into Confucianism for inspiration. 
This study is an exploration to dissolve the ice between essentialism and non-
essentialsim. On the philosophical level, this study embraces the Confucian non-
dichotomized world where the universe of appearance and universe of essence has no 
divide. The two are one with one reflecting the other. If leadership roles represent the 
universe of appearance, leadership characteristics represent the universe of essence. 
Through the window of roles, I attempt to understand the characteristics. In other words 
characteristics dwell in the roles. Through the dynamic and constant travel between the 
two universes, roles and characteristics, I approach leadership as a holistic, dynamic, 
interactive system where traits and behaviors, contexts and personal values, global, local 
and institutional are constantly conversing to make new forms of leadership fitting into 
new leadership contexts. 
  My non-comparative design of this study with comparative implications is also a 
reflection of my efforts to break the dichotomized perspective in the methodological 
approaches in the field of leadership studies in the United States. Cross-culture 
researchers mostly approach research by comparing one culture/several cultures with 
another culture /several other cultures to find out the differences or similarities. In 
contrast, this study utilizes a holistic and a West-East hybridized approach. It focuses on 
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studying one group deeply immersed in two and more cultures without following the 
traditional design of a comparative study. Instead of designing the study as a traditional 
projects where the American/Western/global and Eastern/Chinese have already been 
preconditioned as rigidly different, I study the leadership of university president in one 
culture immersed in other cultures. By doing this, I treat leadership across culture 
holistically as fluid conditions, open-ended, constantly in change, and evenly and 
unevenly blending with my non-comparative design. In my data analysis, I did use some 
research-based heuristic China/East vs U.S/West/Global frameworks, but tried hard not to 
let these frameworks to precondition my interpretation. These frameworks provided 
lenses and languages for me to understand and describe the phenomenon but not to 
confine my thought mechanically. Besides, heuristic (ideal type) frameworks have been 
used extensively in sociology to study cultures and have proved to be effective. 
Therefore, the findings are, hopefully, closer to human reality and experiences.  
Confucian philosophical stances and approaches of mine equip me with the tools and 
outlook to approach leadership “as having regularities yet also be[ing] transformative and 
in constant flux” (Kezar, 2004, p.121). This approach emphasizing interconnectivity 
seems to be a more sensitive approach to study more interconnected human societies and 
expereinces. Taken as a whole, my work attempts to bring unity, harmony, and 
dynamism into the study of higher education organizations and leadership. In my efforts 
to do this, I attempt to dissolve the divide between essentialism and non-essentialism 
which presents obvious obstacles for Western scholars in advancing the knowledge of 
leadership. I am hopeful this study of mine can contribute to advancing leadership studies 
by enriching and complementing Western philosophical stances.  
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Providing a Possible Framework for Leadership Training and Selection beyond 
Organizational and National Borders  
 
On the practical level, the findings of this study have implications for 
leadership/presidential training and selection. For the training of academic leaders, what 
the hybrid leadership model can contribute most is the dynamic hybridity of global, local 
and institutional. Most of the academic leadership training programs emphasize the 
behavioral dimension focusing on developing the leadership skill sets of the individuals, 
which is very important. However, most of these training programs focus on skill sets in 
the national sphere. For example, the American Council on Education’s Fellows Program 
is one of the America’s leading presidential leadership development programs. In its 
description published on-line, it states that the fellows/trainees will: 1) Participate in three 
week-long national seminars visiting other campuses and attending national meetings; 2) 
“Make contact with a national network of higher education leaders”; 3) “Learn by 
observing and doing” (ACE, 2012a). Here, the word “national” appears several times 
consistent with the programs U.S. national focus. Among the five dimensions of the 
program’s leadership development protocols, namely, strategy, the world of higher 
education, higher education and the world beyond, personal and interpersonal dimensions 
of leadership, and executive skills (ACE, 2012b), the personal and contextual, local and 
global are all included. However, from my point of view, the global dimension is too 
small, only including short visits to an international institution. This can mainly help the 
trainees gain some insights about a global context for leadership. It is a step beyond most 
similar programs. However, these short visits are not enough to develop global 
competence including a global perspective and mindset, global adaptability, the ability to 
combine the global and local with the institutional and global-local communications 
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abilities. A domestic/nationalist leadership training program including longer-term 
immersion in a foreign institution and culture will definitely enhance the global 
leadership competencies of American higher education leaders, but probably still not 
good enough for them to reach the level of possessing global competence. As indicated in 
my data about the presidents’ experiences in Western countries and China , the longer the 
time a president spent in a foreign country, and the more countries he lives in or visits, 
the more capable he is in combining the global and local to serve the institutional needs. 
With the increasing interconnectedness of world higher education systems, particularly 
with the challenging situation U.S. higher education is facing now, possessing global 
competence will enable American higher education leaders to learn from leaders in other 
countries to find a more interconnected way to tackle the crisis instead of being fired.  
The hybrid leadership model I am proposing offers a global-local hybrid 
theoretical framework which might be helpful for American leaders to tackle their 
problems more effectively in an increasingly complicated higher education setting. Even 
if higher education is more confined within national borders than the businesses world, 
the adaptability of its leaders to more cultural environments still enhances the global 
influence of his instituion. With shrinking educational resources in the United States, a 
leader with hybrid leadership competencies can simultaneously “look at six roads with 
his eyes and listen to eight directions with his ears”, thus bringing more resources and 
solutions to his institution and its problems. It might be the right time for American 
universities to make more efforts to develop the global competencies of their leaders to 
increase their leadership effectiveness in a much more globalized world. 
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  In addition to the training of academic leaders, this framework can also help shed 
light on corporate leadership training. Many global companies’ global leadership 
development frameworks still emphasize cultural and leadership differences across the 
nations, which is important. However, the similarities and the dynamic blending and 
hybridization of culture and leadership have been neglected. The consulting companies I 
have been working for is a case in point. The problem with linear training model is that 
the company executives are sent to their overseas sites with the idea that people behave 
very differently, thus they should lead very differently. They only see one side of the 
leadership coin. When they encountered the other side, a more complex side with the 
boundaries between the differences and similarities are blurring, it was very hard for 
them to be effective. Through providing a framework for emphasizing the dynamic 
blending of cultures and leadership values and behaviors, particularly Western and 
Eastern, Chinese and American, I hope the hybrid leadership model I am describing here 
can help train leaders who can lead in more sophisticated ways in an increasingly 
complex environment. 
The hybrid leadership concept I am developing as a result of this study also has 
implications for leadership selection. Regardless of who selects the leaders, whether a 
board of trustees, a government, or a search firm and in whichever countries, the ability 
of leaders to lead in hybridized contexts with hybridized leadership competencies should 
be included as an important criterion because that ability is crucial for leadership in our 
increasingly interconnected world.  Global competencies, multiple cultural and sectoral 
mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and interdependent visions can be the specific selection 
criteria. For example, whether the candidate is able to provide a global-local vision, 
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whether he can incorporate the global and local, whether he possesses high adaptability, 
whether he is knowledgeable about the world outside his own country, whether he has the 
cultural adaptability can all serve as indicators for one’s hybrid leadership competencies. 
Also the ability to synchronize and harmonize all possible leadership dimensions 
including traits, the behavioral, the contextual and the ethical should be valued in 
leadership selection process because the world we lead is very complicated and 
constantly in flux, thus, one leadership framework is not enough to help leaders handle all 
the challenges. Most importantly, the leaders who possess the ability to hybridize/blend 
dynamically, fluidly, fluxionally, innovatively, and creatively should be valued because 
the systems human beings dwell in are constantly changing. 
Most importantly, this framework might shed light to leadership development 
beyond the United States and China. Although this is a study of Chinese university 
presidents with American experiences, all the participants I interviewed have also 
immersed into other cultures other than American and Chinese. Therefore, their 
leadership is not only shaped by their American and Chinese experiences, but also by 
other cultures they had experienced. From this angle, their experiences and perspectives 
might have implications to leader across the entire Western and Eastern world. 
Meanwhile, the world is calling hybrid leadership due to our increasingly hybridized 
world. Therefore, the basic framework of hybrid leadership might be helpful in leadership 
development all over the world. 
Future Directions 
 
The concept of hybrid leadership is the outgrowth of this study about the 
leadership of the Chinese university presidents with U.S. experiences. To reiterate, this 
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emerging leadership phenomenon is marked by global competencies, multiple cultural 
and sectoral mindsets, adaptable skill sets, and interdependent visions. It rejects both the 
idea that one form of leadership is universally applicable and the notion that every culture 
is unique and instead proposes a hybrid model that recognizes the flow of knowledge and 
experience across international boundaries. It takes into consideration the interactions 
that result from the interconnectedness of modern life and how these interactions impact 
leadership. It also views culture as not static but continually evolving across states, hence 
leadership is not unique to an individual culture but is an integration or hybrid which 
results from these dynamic interactions. In order to conduct this type of research well, a 
hybrid approach and methodology is needed to blend the Western and Eastern 
philosophical stances and methodologies dynamically and fluxionally. Therefore, I 
challenge the essentialism vs. non-essentialism tradition dominating Western research 
approaches and methodologies by proposing to bring in ancient Eastern philosophical 
thought which harmonizes the universe of appearance and universe of essence to bridge 
the divide between essentialism and non-essentialism.  
As I discussed previously in this chapter the hybrid leadership model I have 
developed attempts to bridge several gaps in the field of leadership studies: the gap 
between globalization and leadership; the gap between global leadership and higher 
education leadership; the gaps among leadership by traits, behavioral leadership, 
situational leadership, ethical leadership, transformational leadership and distributive 
leadership; the gap between mainstream/north-American and indigenous leadership 
voices; the gap between business leadership and higher education leadership; and the gap 
between essentialism and non-essentialism. This fits into my overarching quest for 
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balance between the East and West, the global and local, the personal and contextual, and 
the philosophical and methodological.  
However, this is just the beginning of the exploration of the concept of hybrid 
leadership. The framework is still in its infancy, and much more empirical work needs to 
be done to enrich and deepen this concept, thus enhancing its generalizability and 
applicability. This framework is mainly based on my data about the Chinese university 
president with experiences in the United States (and other countries). We don’t know if 
presidents who are born in other countries with experiences in other cultures possess 
similar leadership qualities. Therefore, more studies are needed to look into the 
leadership of university presidents from other countries are exposed to more cultures 
other than American culture.  
 In addition, since this hybrid leadership concept comes from my study of the 
university presidents, we don’t know if the other-level leaders’ leadership in education 
across cultures supports this model. Therefore, more work needs to be done to study the 
leadership of other positions and other educational organizations besides higher 
education. 
Moreover, this study tackles a pressing leadership studies issue: effective 
leadership in our new complex and chaotic yet orderly world with hybrid culture, a fluid 
and emerging system where cultural similarities and differences blend in local and global 
context with individuals as agents. The resultant concept of hybrid leadership, hopefully 
offers an effective tool for leadership in higher education with implications for other 
types of organizations in our globalized world. However, hope doesn’t equal reality. In 
reality, we still don’t know enough about the application of this model to other types of 
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organizations, business or public, thus more work needs to be done to look into 
transnational leadership across sectors beyond education.   
Meanwhile, another pressing higher education issue is not tackled in depth in this 
study: with universities being pushed into the global market place and the boundaries 
between nonprofit and for-profit organizations blurring, what should higher education 
worldwide? More studies are needed comparing business with higher education 
leadership across cultures.  
To conduct the research on hybrid leadership, current dominant essentialist vs. 
non-essentialist philosophical stances and quantitative vs. qualitative methodological 
paradigms are inadequate. In this study, I proposed the idea of a fluid combination of 
Eastern and Western perspectives and methodologies to study leadership; I also explored 
with some innovative lenses and approaches, but was unable to provide a solid theoretical 
framework. Therefore, more studies about Western and Eastern philosophical stances and 
methodologies need to be conducted to enrich or complement our current dichotomized 
approaches and methodologies.   
  This dissertation is comprised of five chapters. Chapter 1 has provided the context 
of the study, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions and the 
significance of the study. Chapter 2 has focused on the discussions of the literature 
review of related topics. The topics include general leadership theories, global leadership 
highlighting Chinese and American culture and leadership, and academic presidency both 
in China and the U.S. Chapter 3 has described methods and methodologies. It consists of 
the following topics:  overall design, sampling, participants, researcher data collection, 
methods of data analysis and limitations. Chapter 4 has reported and analyzed the 
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findings extracted from the data, a hybrid presidential role and a resultant hybrid 
leadership model. Nine presidential roles have been identified: visionary, CEO, head of 
internationalization, fundraiser, Minister of Houqin, scholar, Mr. Public Relationship, 
moral role model, and symbol. Through these nine roles, a hybrid leadership model has 
been presented. This model includes four dimensions: the contextual, dynamic, hybrid, 
and personal.  
Contexts include global-national-local-institutional contexts as well as political, 
economic and cultural ones. Hybridity includes the blending of the American, the 
Chinese, and the global. Specifically, it includes qualities such as glo-cal mindsets, 
perspectives, skill sets, knowledge, and ethics; high adaptability, flexibility, and 
nimbleness; a dynamic balance between collectivism (altruism) and individualism; a 
dynamic balance between entrepreneurialism (innovativeness, creativeness, risk-taking, 
business mind-set) and stability and non-profit approaches (a restrained, stable, non-
business approach); a dynamic balance between paternalism (patriarchal, benevolent), 
and equality/ ruling by law and participating; a dynamic balance between conformity and 
reformation ; a dynamic balance between relationship-orientation and task-orientation; 
and a dynamic balance between being ethical & being pragmatic. The personal dimension 
refers to the traits and behaviors (values, styles, skillsets) informed by the leaders’ family 
backgrounds (political-economic-cultural-educational); educational backgrounds ( level 
of education, subjects studied, location, university); career experiences (professions, 
positions: from workers/farmers to faculty to department Chair, Dean, vice president, and 
president); historical events (cultural revolution, reformation, presidential meetings, 
leadership training); Western and global experiences (study or work abroad, global 
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travels, US and many other countries); personal values, styles, and skill sets informed by 
all these experiences. 
Chapter 5 is the conclusion. A brief summary of the findings, their contributions 
to the field of leadership studies and practices, and future research directions have been 
discussed. The findings indicate a hybrid leadership model reflecting my efforts to bridge 
six gaps in the field of leadership studies: the gap between globalization and leadership; 
the gap between global leadership and higher education leadership; the gap among traits 
leadership, behavioral leadership, situational leadership, ethical leadership, 
transformational leadership, and distributive leadership; the gap between 
mainstream/north-American and indigenous leadership voices; the gap between business 
leadership and higher education leadership; the gap between essentialism and non-
essentialism. Regarding to the future directions, I call for further study to enrich and 
deepen the hybrid leadership theory by conducting more studies about the leadership of 
university presidents from other countries who are exposed to more cultures than the 
American one; about the leadership of leaders holding other positions in higher education 
or in  educational organizations other than higher education; about transnational 
leadership across sectors beyond education;  about comparative leadership across 
business and higher education sectors and cultures; and about Western and Eastern 
philosophical stances and methodologies, so as to develop a solid methodological 
framework to dissolve the Western-Eastern dichotomy. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 
Appendix A: Interview Questions 
My interview protocol includes six broad questions: 
1) What do you perceive as your leadership vision?  
2) What do you perceive as your leadership style?  
3) What do you perceive as your leadership values?  
4) What do you perceive as your leadership roles? 
5) Could you tell me something about your American experiences and possible influences 
of it to your leadership?   
6) Could you tell me something about your family, schools and career in China and their 
possible influences to your leadership?  
The broadness of the topics allows my participant to tell their stories. It also leaves me 
with the freedom to modify my research questions in the field according to the context 
and participants styles. I rephrased, modified or specified the questions frequently 
according to my participants’ responses. In other words, my interview questions are 
centered on these questions but not necessarily stick to them mechanically. 
